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INTRODUCTION

1. A self-critical remark by Husserl

In the preface (1913) to the second edition of the Logical Investigations,

Husserl makes a critical remark on the first investigation, “Expression

and meaning”:

The manner in which it deals with the class of occasional meanings [den

okkasionellen Bedeutungen] (to which however, on closer scrutiny, the

meanings of all empirical predications belong) is an act of violence [ein

Gewaltstreich] – the enforced consequence of the imperfect conception

of the essence of “truth in itself” in the Prolegomena. (XVIII, 13)
1
 
2

To put it briefly, the aim of the present study is to clarify the signifi-

cance of this remark.

The short and easily overlooked remark refers to the seemingly mar-

ginal analysis of “occasional expressions” in the third chapter of the

first investigation. However, a careful examination shows that it does

not concern merely a subordinate detail of Husserl’s theory of meaning.

Rather, by providing the means for tying together several passages in

the works published during Husserl’s lifetime as well as in the Nach-

lass, it is a key to a crucial and recurring theme, which surfaces from

time to time but is never dealt with in a clear-cut, systematic and unified

                                                  
1
 In-text references to passages within Husserliana: Gesammelte Werke will be

given through a Roman volume number followed by an Arabic page reference. For
in-text references to texts by Husserl published elsewhere I will use the customary
abbreviations. See the bibliography for further details. All translations, of passages
from Husserl’s texts as well as of passages from the secondary literature, are my
own. In the main text I will refer to Husserl’s works by means of titles in English.

2
 There are two main editions of Husserl’s Logische Untersuchungen, the first

from 1900-01 and the second from 1913/21. When called for, I will use the charac-
ters A respectively B to indicate which edition I am referring to. In quotations I will
indicate differences between the two editions by enclosing quotations of amended,
deleted or added passages, preceded by ‘A:’ or ‘B:’, in square brackets.
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way in the published texts. Moreover, this theme is closely connected to

the central issues of Husserl’s inquiries into meaning, truth and inten-

tionality. Hence it may also serve as a key to the interpretation and

critical assessment of the phenomenological approach to these matters

as a whole.

The theme brought into play by the remark concerns the situation-

dependence of empirical discourse and the relation between, on the one

hand, the objective significance of discourse and, on the other, the

make-up and context of the intentional experiences through which

signifying by means of meaningful linguistic expressions occurs. At the

centre of this theme one finds what I have chosen to call the problem, or

perhaps rather problems, of the occasionality of empirical meaning. The

central issues connected to the theme have to do with the clarification of

“the relation between the subjectivity of cognition and the objectivity of

the content of cognition” (XVIII, 7).

These issues may ultimately be connected to the philosophical and

hermeneutical questions raised by the Janus-facedness of Husserl’s

oeuvre, characterised as it is by two opposite general tendencies that

prima facie may seem to be difficult to reconcile with each other.

Somewhat bluntly, one may oppose Husserl, the philosopher of bound-

less reason, out to defend and explore the spheres of logico-

mathematical objectivity and of ontological aprioricity, to Husserl, the

philosopher of radical subjectivity, absorbed by the phenomenological

immanence of subjective life.

As a result there is a plethora of more or less incompatible interpre-

tations, forming the basis of diverse positive and negative assessments

of the potential of Husserl’s ideas.

What is the relation between the early logico-epistemological pro-

gramme and the later explorations of inter-subjectivity, the lived body

and the life-world?

Is there a gradual liberation from an initial adherence to scientism,

intellectualism and objectivism in favour of a more unrestrained

philosophical reflection on the basis of the concrete historical life-

world, or is there rather a fundamental continuity, within one and the

same approach to the philosophical reconciliation of subjectivity and

objectivity?
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1.1. The problem of the objectivity of meaning

The critical remark indicates that Husserl by 1913 has become aware of

a tension within the conception of meaning, truth and intentionality

presented in the Logical Investigations. This tension holds between the

logico-epistemological framework that emerged out of the criticism of

psychologism in the first volume of this work, the Prolegomena to Pure

Logic, and the demands of a phenomenological critique and clarifica-

tion, based purely upon the context of experience wherein the logical

matters themselves are given. Although the framework never had the

function of a dogmatically accepted set of premises, but rather that of an

organising idea guiding critical research, the remark shows that it has

become questionable in a more radical sense, which calls for a substan-

tial revision or transformation of the basic perspective from which it

was projected. A closer look at the remark and the context to which it

belongs will substantiate these claims and clarify what is at stake.

According to the remark, an “act of violence” is committed in the

treatment of “the class of occasional meanings”. The meanings of

certain expressions are dealt with in an inadequate manner; they are

misrepresented with regard to their proper role or intrinsic being.

Moreover, “on closer scrutiny” this misrepresentation is connected to a

failure to grasp that “the meanings of all empirical predications” are

occasional meanings. Thus, the act of violence affects them, too.

The act of violence is characterised as “the enforced [notgedrungene]

consequence of the imperfect conception of the essence of ‘truth in

itself’ in the Prolegomena”. Truth in itself is truth as something objec-

tive, in abstraction and as distinct from the subjective experiences

through which it is realised, given and grasped.

Truth is ascribed to units of meaning, for example propositions and

theories. The misrepresentation of occasional meaning thus appears to

be the consequence of the attempt to force an inadequate conception of

these objective contents of cognition upon the concrete phenomena of

occasional expression. The fundamental flaw is to be found in the

conception of the objectivity of the content of cognition elaborated in

connection with the criticism of psychologism in the Prolegomena.

Although Husserl speaks of the treatment of occasional meanings,

the remark obviously refers to the analysis of occasional expressions in

the third chapter of the first investigation (LI I:3), “The fluctuation of
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word-meanings and the ideality of the units of meaning”, in which

Husserl deals with kinds of expression that may seem to preclude the

possibility of applying “the essential distinctions” presented in the first

chapter. In particular, these kinds of expression put into question the

general validity of the distinction between the individual act of under-

standing an expression and the ideal objective meaning realised through

this act, between the “content” of expression in subjective and objective

regard (XIX/1, 83 ff).

The common characteristic of the expressions in question is that they

“change with regard to their meaning” and “are subjective and situation-

dependent, insofar as the accidental circumstances of discourse influ-

ence this change” (XIX/1, 94). These expressions are contrasted with

objective expressions, which are independent in relation to the particular

factual situation of discourse. Although LI I:3 also deals with different

kinds of incomplete and vague expressions, the focus is mainly on what

Husserl calls essentially subjective or occasional expressions. The

paradigmatic examples of this kind of expression are indexical expres-

sions, such as ‘I’, ‘here’, ‘there’, ‘now’, ‘today’ etc. However, Husserl

also includes certain demonstrative expressions and descriptive nominal

phrases. Further, complex expressions, such as complete sentences, that

involve occasional expressions are themselves occasional, and the same

goes for incomplete expressions that cannot be adequately explicated

without the use of occasional expressions (XIX/1, 85 ff). Finally, a

remark in section 5 of the sixth investigation suggests that at least some

expressions involving tensed verbs also should be regarded as occa-

sional in this sense (XIX/2, 552).

It is the subjective and situation-dependent character of these expres-

sions that makes it tempting to hold that their full, actual meaning is not

something ideal and objective at all, but bound to the concrete acts of

discourse and their factual circumstances. Are there meanings that

cannot be detached from the context of discourse and therefore lack the

ideal repeatability of objective meanings?

However, what Husserl originally sets out to do is to show that the

anomalies brought about by these kinds of expression are merely

apparent and that the essential distinctions may be applied in these cases

too. The claim is that the meanings of all expressions, including the

meanings of such situation-dependent and fluctuating expressions, are
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of one and the same ideal and objective character (I will call this the

thesis of the uniform ideal objectivity of meaning in general). The

descriptive analysis of the significance of fluctuating expressions is

taken to demonstrate that the full, actual meaning of such an expression,

as used in a given situation, may in an important sense still be regarded

as independent in relation to the particular subjective experiences of

meaning-giving and to the contingent circumstances of the realisation of

meaning (XIX/1, 94 ff).

The analysis of occasional expressions and other expressions with

fluctuating meaning is carried out on the basis of a reflection upon the

intentional acts of understanding in virtue of which signifying in

concreto occurs (XIX/1, 86 ff). The details of this analysis will be

examined later. For now, it may suffice to note that this focus on the

subjective dimension of expression may be confusing and lead to a

conflation of the subjective and the objective contents of expression, at

odds with the main point of the chapter, which is to reinforce this

essential distinction between them.

It does not seem far-fetched to suggest that the act of violence to

which Husserl refers in the preface is closely related to the thesis of the

uniform ideal objectivity of meaning in general. There is no reason to

believe that Husserl’s self-critical remark concerns only a minor

inaccuracy in the analysis of the function of occasional expressions.

This will be made clear through a detailed commentary on three

conspicuous aspects of the remark, which have already been touched

upon: first, that it refers to occasional meanings, whereas the Logical

Investigations deals with occasional expressions; second, the associated

claim that the meanings of all empirical predications are occasional

meanings; and, finally, the declaration that the act of violence commit-

ted in the treatment of occasional expressions or meanings is a conse-

quence of the imperfect conception of truth in itself in the Prolegomena.

Although these points are closely related, they will be examined one by

one.

1.2. From occasional expressions to occasional meanings

That the remark refers to occasional meanings, whereas LI I:3 concerns

occasional expressions, should not be regarded as a mere shift in

terminology or a sloppy manner of expression. It may be taken to imply
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a rejection of the thesis of the uniform ideal objectivity of meaning in

general, according to which there is not any special subjective or

occasional kind of meaning. This interpretation is supported by the

parenthetic remark that “the meanings of all empirical predications”

belong to the class of occasional meanings, since it implies that there is

such a special kind or class of meaning.

According to the analysis offered in LI I:3, the difference between

occasional and objective expressions cannot concern the status of their

meanings. Rather, it pertains to the relation between the mere sign and

the actual meaning of the meaningful expression, i.e. the semantic value

assigned to it. Occasional expressions are regarded as incomplete

expressions of a certain kind. As Husserl’s puts it, the mere sign-vehicle

does not “bind” the normal, full and actual meaning by itself, but must

be supplemented by features of the actual situation of discourse. The

complete mere sign, conceived in abstraction from the unity of the

meaningful expression, consists of the mere sign-vehicle type as

realised in a particular context. Subjectively speaking, the understand-

ing of an occasional expression is characterised by the necessary detour

through an awareness, itself situated, of the actual situation of discourse

(XIX/1, 86 ff).

In this manner, the difference between occasional and objective ex-

pressions is conceived as rooted in certain facts of language that are

external to the ideal and objective units of meaning themselves. The

difference concerns merely the manner in which, as Husserl sometimes

puts it (cf. XIX/1, 98 f), the latter are “signed” through signs; i.e. it

concerns merely the arbitrary – with regard to the intrinsic being of the

“meanings in themselves” – relation between the “ideal units that in fact

function as meanings and the signs to which they are bound, i.e. by

means of which they are realised in human mental life [im menschlichen

Seelenleben]” (XIX/1, 109 f).

In section 28, “The fluctuation of meaning as fluctuation of the acts

of signifying” [Das Schwanken der Bedeutungen als Schwanken des

Bedeutens], the attempt to defend the thesis of the uniform ideal

objectivity of meaning in general terminates in the claim that, ideally, it

is possible to substitute an objective expression for every subjective

expression, while preserving the given meaning-intention that momen-

tarily belongs to it (XIX/1, 95). This thesis – henceforth the thesis of the
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ideal substitutability of expressions – brings us to the heart of the

problem. I will return to it in due course.

To sum up, the central claim of LI I:3 seems to be challenged by the

very wording of the critical remark. That this is not the mere appearance

of a challenge, but the manifestation of a new conception of meaning, is

supported by other texts. By 1911, at the latest, Husserl has begun to

make a distinction between empirical and pure meanings, with regard to

the ideal objectivity of meaning. The most important discussion of the

new distinction is found in a manuscript posthumously published as an

appendix to the lectures on the theory of meaning from 1908, under the

title “The problem of the ideality of meaning” [Das Problem der

Idealität der Bedeutungen] (XXVI, 202-219). As will be shown, it

begins with a clear allusion to LI I:3.

In this manuscript, Husserl claims that “the manner in which empiri-

cal meanings are constituted and are objective is essentially different

from the manner in which pure meanings are constituted and are

objective” (XXVI, 203). According to this new conception, not all

meanings have one and the same ideal and objective character. Above

all, Husserl now holds that empirical meanings are in a certain sense

bound to the actual enactment of discourse and the context of experi-

ence in which it takes place (XXVI, 202, 212, 214). Thus, there seems

to be a kind of situation-dependence and subjective-relativity that

cannot be regarded as external to the meaning itself.

1.3. The occasionality of empirical meaning in general

This brings us to the second point mentioned above, the declaration

that, on closer scrutiny, the meanings of all empirical predications are

occasional meanings. This may be interpreted and explained in several

different ways, but it seems to be clear that Husserl now holds that the

problem formerly posed in relation to certain kinds of expression,

involving context-dependence in a rather narrow sense, in fact pertains

to empirical discourse in general. For now, I will merely suggest what

seems to be a reasonable line of interpretation and present some

evidence in favour of it.

The declaration is not merely the result of Husserl coming to realise

that the concept of essentially occasional expressions has a much wider

extension than he initially assumed. The point is rather that even an
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expression that is objective according to the earlier definition may still

be occasional in another sense, pertaining to the meaning of the expres-

sion, i.e. that an expression may have an occasional meaning without

being situation-dependent in the manner of an essentially occasional

expression. This does not rule out, however, that there is a close

connection between the different kinds of occasionality.

What, then, is an empirical predication? Husserl’s general concept of

predication is rather wide. In the Logical Investigations every act of

signifying that has a state of affairs [Sachverhalt] as a non-nominal

intentional correlate is regarded as a predication (XIX/2, 655). Such an

act, involving objectivation through predicative synthesis, is also called

a propositional act (XIX/1, 501). A statement [Aussage], in the sense of

an act as well as in the objective sense of an expression, is the expres-

sion and manifestation of an act of judgement, which is a positing

propositional act (XIX/1, 461, 500). Sometimes it is indicated that the

concepts of statement and predication are equivalent (XIX/1, 461). It

should be noted that Husserl speaks of predication with regard to acts

(speech acts, meaning-giving acts, acts of thinking etc.) as well as to

expressions in the objective sense. However, in any case the meaning of

a predication in the sense relevant here is also the meaning of an

expression in the objective sense.

This would mean that every statement of empirical fact is an empiri-

cal predication, and hence that every statement that implies that such a

fact holds would have an occasional meaning. However, it would also

seem reasonable to suggest that every sentence, or even every expres-

sion, that signifies an empirical situation of affairs has an occasional

meaning, and that empirical discourse in general involves representation

(objectivation) by means of expressions with occasional meanings.
3

It might be tempting to propose that what Husserl has in mind here is

simply the circumstance that complete sentences representing facts must

                                                  
3
 According to the notion relevant here, a fact may very well be “negative”, as in

the case of the empirical state of affairs that Bill Clinton is not the current president
of the United States of America. A negative state of affairs always implies some
lower order “positive” state of affairs, but both negative and positive facts are ideal,
higher order categorial objects. Different facts may refer back to the same situation
of affairs [Sachlage] as an ultimate real correlate and empirical truth-maker. Thus,
this does not mean that negative facts so to speak belong to the building blocks of the
real world. However, the same goes for positive facts.
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be occasional insofar as they involve predicates (in the grammatical

sense) that have to be interpreted in relation to a given temporal

situation. The claim would hence be motivated by the situation-

dependence of the use of grammatical tense, which must always be

interpreted in relation to the actual situation of discourse. It would

merely draw the consequences from the observation to this effect in the

sixth investigation. Accordingly, the claim would after all concern the

extension of the concept of occasional expression in the earlier sense,

although it is now coupled with the idea of a situation-dependence

pertaining to the meaning of an expression.

However, the matter is not a simple as that. To begin with, it should

be noted that not every empirical predication, with regard to its full

actual meaning, involves a representation of temporal relations by

means of occasional expressions in the sense of the first investigation.

There are certain omni-temporal or even non-temporal uses of gram-

matical tense, which are not dependent upon the particular situation of

discourse, but rather objective in the earlier sense. Consider, for

example, statements of “general facts”, such as laws of nature. Further,

even the representation of particular, individual temporal events and

situations of affairs may be effected by means of objective expressions,

relating to given objective points of reference.

In fact, there is a manuscript from 1912, written in connection with

the making of Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology and to a

Phenomenological Philosophy (hereafter referred to as Ideas), which

explicitly deals with the temporal reference of empirical statements

(III/2, 519-22). Although it begins with the claim that “in all empirical

statements the tenses are expressed”, a careful reading shows that it

does not involve the idea that all empirical statements contain occa-

sional expressions. On the contrary, it is consonant with the present line

of interpretation. The main point concerns the subjective-relative

horizon of spatio-temporal orientation and reference, with its absolute

point of reference in the “here and now” of the experienced lived body,

and how this horizon is involved in the understanding of any statement

concerning the real world. I will return to the problem concerning the

conditions of understanding omni-temporal statements and of using

objective systems of temporal reference. The question concerning

temporal (and spatial) reference is indeed fundamental to the problem
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addressed in Husserl’s self-critical remark. For now, the important point

is that the latter question must be distinguished from the question

concerning occasional or indexical expression in a narrow sense.

Furthermore, the new conception of empirical meaning, regarding

“the manner in which empirical meanings are constituted and are

objective”, does not relate only to occasional expressions in the earlier

sense or to the temporal reference of predication, but also to other

aspects of empirical statements. In “The problem of the ideality of

meaning” Husserl declares that both the meanings of singular terms

referring to individuals and the meanings of some general terms,

namely all empirical concepts, are empirical meanings. Further, the

same goes for the meaning of every complete statement that contains

such meanings (XXVI, 206).

But, one may ask, is this conception of empirical meaning really to

be associated or even identified with the notion of occasional meaning

hinted at in Husserl’s self-critical remark? In the end, this depends on

how satisfactory the present interpretation is as a whole, but already in

this introduction I will bring to light some circumstantial evidence that

makes the identification highly probable. For the moment, I will confine

myself to quoting a marginal note to the analysis of occasional expres-

sions in Husserl’s personal copy of the Logical Investigations. This note

not only supports the association of the notions of empirical and

occasional meaning, but also suggests that the declaration about “all

empirical predications” may be motivated by considerations regarding

sub-propositional aspects of meaning other than the temporal reference

of predication:

On closer scrutiny, occasional aspects [Momente] are present in every

statement of the “concrete” sciences, to begin with in every meaning

related to individual natural objects, but further also in every meaning

related to any of the empirical kinds [alle empirischen Gattungen].

(XIX/2, 817)

To conclude this point, the problem of the occasionality of empirical

meaning does not seem to concern merely the meanings of occasional

or indexical expressions or the temporal reference of predication, but

also the meanings of expressions referring to individual things and

events, as well as to the empirical concepts “signed” by certain general
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terms. The two latter kinds of expression are also the ones that Husserl,

to judge from the hitherto published texts, investigates most thoroughly.

In particular, Husserl inquires into problems regarding singular refer-

ence, which more recently have been dealt with in terms of direct

reference and de re meaning.
4
 However, there are also brief but dense

passages on the notion of empirical concepts.
5
 These reveal that

Husserl’s notion is close to certain later ideas regarding the meaning of

terms for natural kinds.
6
 Both of these themes have often been associ-

ated with the debate about internalism and externalism with regard to

meaning, and there are reasons for discussing this connection in the

present study as well.

So far, I have tried to establish that the remark in the preface does

indeed imply a new notion of empirical or occasional meaning and to

circumscribe the extension of this notion. However, the content and the

consequences of this new conception have merely been briefly hinted

at. The same goes for the problems motivating its introduction. To

clarify these issues will be the main task of this study. In the following

two subsections I will make a first attempt to shed some light on them.

1.4. The objectivity of truth and the “act of violence”

The third conspicuous aspect of the critical remark in the preface is the

declaration that the “act of violence” committed in the treatment of

occasional meanings is “the enforced consequence of the imperfect

conception of the essence of ‘truth in itself’ in the Prolegomena”. About

a page earlier Husserl has already given a clue to how this “imperfect

conception” is to be construed:

Needless to say, some partly very essential insufficiencies – such as the

concept of “truth in itself”, which is too one-sidedly orientated towards

the vérités de raison – had to remain, since they belonged to the uniform

level of the piece. (XVIII, 12)

                                                  
4
 For a general overview see for example François Recanati, Direct Reference.

For explorations of this theme in relation to Husserl, see for example David
Woodruff Smith & Ronald McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality and Christian Beyer,
Intentionalität und Referenz.

5
 Most notably in the posthumous Erfahrung und Urteil and in the lecture series

Einleitung in die Philosophie (Hua. XXXV), on which the former is partly based.
6
 Here I am thinking of the discussion initiated by Hilary Putnam in “The meaning

of ‘meaning’”.
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In the Logical Investigations, truth in itself, i.e. truth in the objective

sense, relates to the being true of propositions, i.e. of units of meaning.

Sometimes the term is also used to designate true propositions qua true,

as when one speaks of truths in the plural (cf. XVIII, 191 f).
7
 The

vérités de raison of Leibniz are purely conceptual truths or truths of

essence, i.e. the a priori truths pursued in the so-called abstract, ideal or

eidetic sciences. They do not concern matters of fact but, to use Hume’s

ambiguous expression, relations of ideas (cf. XVIII, 142, 191).

That an imperfect conception of truth in the objective sense may

result in the misrepresentation of the meanings of certain expressions

indicates that this conception implies a certain conception of meaning.

The act of violence thus seems to be a consequence of the circumstance

that the objective content of eidetic sciences, such as pure mathematics,

has in an inappropriate manner been regarded as a paradigm of objec-

tive content in general.

The notion of an objective content of thinking and cognition is of

fundamental importance to the idea of a “new foundation of logic and

epistemology”, which is the ultimate goal of the Logical Investigations

(XVIII, 7). Husserl holds that the possibility of giving a consistent sense

to the objectivity of meaning and truth is a necessary condition of the

possibility of formulating a coherent idea of the objectivity of knowl-

edge, as well as of the objectivity and universal validity of logic.

Further, to clarify the sense of objectivity is to clarify the relation

between the objective content of cognition and the subjective experi-

ences through which it may be realised by and given for particular

subjects of cognition.

 In the modern sense of the term, objectivity is opposed to subjectiv-

ity. That truth and meaning are objective signifies that these contents

are in some relevant respect independent in relation to particular

instances of subjectivity, i.e. particular lived experiences, particular

                                                  
7
 In fact, although Husserl focuses mainly on the concept of propositional truth,

he also operates with a wider concept of truth, applicable even to sub-propositional
units of meaning (concepts, nominal meanings), namely with regard to the objectual-
ity [Gegenständlichkeit] or objectlessness [Gegenstandslosigkeit] of concepts.
However, in the end he seems, at least in logical contexts, to prefer to reserve the
term truth for the propositional case. See for example XIX/1, 21, 59 f, 98; XIX/2,
654 ff.
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subjects of cognition and their factual make-up. But the notion of

objectivity involves more than a mere negative reference to subjectivity.

This is particularly clear when one speaks of the objectivity of contents

and objects of thinking and cognition. Here, the talk of objectivity

signifies that an experience is a vehicle of a cognitive value that

transcends the particular event of experiencing. Such a value is still a

value for subjects of cognition.

Although there is more to the notion of an objective content of cog-

nition in the Logical Investigations, one may summarise it as the idea

that the objectivity of the content of cognition consists in its ideality

[Idealität]. In the Prolegomena, Husserl states that “the ideality of truth

makes up its objectivity” (XVIII, 194). The same goes for the objectiv-

ity of the meaning of an expression (cf. XIX/1, 48 ff). For the moment, I

will focus on the ideality of meaning.

That meanings are ideal units does not mean that they are ideas in the

sense of British empiricism, i.e. “representations” in the mind. On the

contrary, Husserl’s main point is that the meaning of an expression is

distinct from the real content or make-up of subjective lived experience.

The meaning of an expression is in principle as objective and publicly

available as the linguistic expression, the vehicle of meaning, itself.

Briefly, the meaning of an expression has to do with the manner in

which something is represented by means of an expression in the event

of signifying. The talk of a meaningful expression in the objective sense

involves an abstraction from the context of the actual enactment of

signifying; it refers back to the possibility of something actually having

the value of a sign for someone. According to Husserl, signifying in

concreto occurs in virtue of certain subjective intentional phenomena,

through which an item which is in itself meaningless is given the value

or function of being a vehicle of signifying. It is the misrepresentation

of these subjective circumstances of signifying that has lead to the idea

that meanings are mental contents.

Husserl holds that an expression has the semantic value that it actu-

ally has solely in virtue of the intrinsic make-up of these intentional

lived experiences. He also holds that the meaning of an expression is

not given as an object associated with a mere sign. The understanding

of an expression does not consist of activating an association and

“grasping” a subjective “idea” or an abstract “thought”, i.e. something
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that so to speak comes to the lived experience of understanding from the

outside. On the contrary, the meaning is given precisely in virtue of the

“content” of understanding, namely through the manner in which

something is intended and constituted as the correlate of signifying. The

only sense in which the meaning is given as an object in straightforward

discourse is the sense in which the constituted meaningful expression is

given as an unthematic correlate of understanding; but, strictly speak-

ing, the meaning is given as an object only through a subsequent logical

reflection upon signifying.

However, the meaning of an expression is not a real content of sub-

jective lived experience, but precisely an ideal content or correlate. It is

a correlate that the lived experience has in virtue of its intrinsic make-

up, but that nevertheless remains distinct from it. Through different

lived experiences of signifying, with different real contents, the same

meaning may be realised. The ideality of meaning signifies that mean-

ing in a strict sense is not anywhere at all, whether in the mind or in the

physical world, but “exists” only as an ideal unit correlated to possible

acts of signifying. Although the reflection upon meaning is based upon

the intrinsic make-up of intentional lived experiences, it does not aim at

this subjective content, but at the ideal correlate of understanding.

It is important to note that Husserl’s notion of the ideality of meaning

is intended as an explication of something that is implicit in ordinary

discourse about expressions and their meanings. It is taken for granted

that expressions may have the same meaning for different persons in

different concrete enactments of signifying; that this meaning is not

something subjective and private; and that the meaning of an expres-

sion, under a given interpretation, is not multiplied with every new act

of understanding. For example, when speaking of the proposition that !

is a transcendent number, one does not normally refer to a particular

subjective experience or mental item, but precisely to something that

may be “shared” by several subjects (cf. XIX/1, 105). Further, Husserl

holds that there is a phenomenon of meaning, that the notion of ideal

and objective meanings is not a mere theoretical construction, but based

upon what is actually given in linguistic experience, straightforward as

well as reflective.

Although Husserl never gives up this idea altogether, the clarification

of what I will refer to as the enigma of objective contents comes to
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present several difficulties, which necessitate a revision of the concep-

tion of meaning and truth introduced in the Logical Investigations.

In this work Husserl attempts to account for the ideal objectivity of

meaning by means of the so-called species conception of meaning.

According to this conception, the meaning of an expression as actually

used in a particular context is the ideal species of certain intrinsic

features of the intentional lived experience in virtue of which signifying

occurs. The meaning is exemplified and exhibited through these features

in the same manner as the colour red in specie is exemplified and

exhibited through certain features of individual stripes of red paper (cf.

XIX/1, 106). The relevant features are of an “adverbial” kind, belonging

to the determinate manner in which something is intended in the form of

representation through signs. More precisely, the meaning is the species

of the intentional content with regard solely to the intentional achieve-

ment of linguistic representation, in abstraction from other aspects of

the concrete lived experience, for example associated ideas about the

subject matter of signifying (XIX/1, 103, 305 ff). The species concep-

tion of meaning implies that the individuality of the lived experience

and its factual circumstances are irrelevant to the realisation of mean-

ing. Only the type or kind of the intentional content is relevant.

The aim of LI I:3 is to support the thesis of the uniform ideal objec-

tivity of meaning in general. Husserl attempts to show that the situation-

dependence of expression is external to the units of meaning them-

selves. Strictly speaking, it is not the meanings that fluctuate and

change, but the subjective meaning-conferring acts; and the latter

change precisely with regard to the “specific characters, in which their

meaning lies” (XIX/1, 96). Along these lines, the situation-dependence

is regarded as pertaining to mere expressions and the manner in which

they, as a fact of language, “bind” their normal actual meanings.

At one level, the situation-dependence of expression merely gives

Husserl the occasion to further elucidate the relevant concept of

meaning and the essential distinctions concerning expression and

meaning in subjective and objective regard. A given occasional expres-

sion may be understood in its normal meaning by any competent

speaker, though this understanding presupposes a certain awareness of

the circumstances of discourse. For example, the actual, normal mean-

ing of a token of ‘I’ as produced by me in direct speech, is not in any
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manner bound to my meaning-giving experiences. Even if the interpre-

tation involves a route from the indicating meaning connected to the

general function of the expression to the indicated meaning connected

to its actual use, it nevertheless ends in an actual re-enactment of

signifying, through which the same meaning is realised for different

persons.

At another level, the attempt to dissolve the problem of situation-

dependent expression brings to light the logico-epistemological frame-

work of the Prolegomena and, in particular, certain implicit presuppo-

sitions concerning objectivity. The problem with the treatment of

occasional meanings is not the claim that even occasional expressions

have objective meanings, which are ideal contents of the correlated acts

of understanding. Rather, it arises from the manner in which this ideal

objectivity of meaning is understood.

Husserl’s argument culminates in the thesis of the ideal substitut-

ability of expressions, i.e. the thesis that an objective expression could

in principle be substituted for every subjective expression, while

preserving the given meaning-intention actually belonging to it. Husserl

immediately stresses the wholly ideal validity of the thesis:

Here, we must of course concede that this substitutability is not realised,

and not only because of reasons related to practical needs, for example

because of its impracticality, but that it to the largest extent de facto is

impossible to realise and even for ever will remain thus. (XIX/1, 95)

In this manner, the ideal objectivity of meaning is conceived in abstrac-

tion from the practical and factual bonds of actual linguistic discourse.

The logico-semantic essence of discourse – by which I mean the

concrete enactment and realisation of the logical content that makes up

the object of logic – is to be found in an objectivation of the matters of

discourse which in principle, i.e. with regard to its mere possibility, is

indifferent to the particular conditions of situated practical involvement

in the world.
8

                                                  
8
 It is important to note that the different qualities or modes of representation are

not excluded from this conception of the logical essence of signifying. It is not a
question of abstracting from the intentional counterparts to the illocutionary forces of
speech acts.
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The discussion of situation-dependent expressions is closely con-

nected to general questions concerning the logical content of ordinary

discourse, i.e. the semantics of natural language. In the Logical Investi-

gations the paradigmatic cases of objective expressions are the theoreti-

cal expressions of science, “the expressions by means of which axioms

and theorems, proofs and theories [B: of the “abstract” sciences] are

constructed” (XIX/1, 87). These are opposed to “the expressions that

serve the practical needs of ordinary life” and the expressions that serve

the scientific activity of pursuing theoretical results (ibid.).

Husserl’s point is that the practical and factual bounds of discourse

determine the manner in which expressions “bind” their objective

content, but not the meaning itself. In ordinary discourse, which is to a

large extent vague and situation-dependent, this often takes place in a

manner that from a logical point of view is rather opaque, although it

may very well be sufficient in relation to the practical needs of ordinary

life. But the logico-semantic essence of discourse is of the same

objective kind in the case of ordinary discourse as in the case of the

purely theoretical discourse of science.

It should be noted that the claim concerns only the logical content of

expression in a specific, narrow sense, and does not amount to a

reduction of linguistic discourse to pure representation. Rather, it

concerns discourse only insofar as it involves representation or “about-

ness”, and amounts to the idea that the core of linguistic representation

is always a certain kind of “objective objectivation”, which, however, is

not always expressed in an “objective”, i.e. situation-independent,

unambiguous and exact manner.

This idea of an objective expression of an objective objectivation is

revealed when Husserl goes on to explicate the thesis of the ideal

substitutability of expressions in terms of the “boundlessness of objec-

tive reason” [die Schrankenlosigkeit der objektiven Vernunft]:

Actually, it is clear that our assertion, that every subjective expression

may be substituted with an objective, in effect amounts to nothing but

the boundlessness of objective reason. Everything that is is knowable

“in itself” and its being is determinate with regard to its content [sein

Sein ist inhaltlich bestimmtes Sein] and is established in these or those

“truths in themselves”. What is has its, in themselves determinate, prop-

erties and relations, [B: and if it is real being in the sense of the thing-

nature [der dinglichen Natur]] its determinate extension and position in
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space and time, its determinate manner of constancy and change. How-

ever, what is in itself determinate must be objectively determinable, and

what is objectively determinable is, ideally speaking, possible to express

in determinate word-meanings. To being in itself correspond the truths

in themselves, and to these the determinate and unambiguous statements

in themselves. Surely, in order to be able to really make these statements

in every given case, we do not need only the required number of clearly

distinguished word-signs, but above all the corresponding number or

expressions – in the full sense of the word – with an exact significance.

We need the capacity to form all these expressions, i.e. the expressions

for all the theoretically relevant meanings, and to evidently identify and

distinguish them with regard to these meanings. (XIX/1, 95 f)

The background of the idea of the boundlessness of reason is the idea of

an essential correlation between possible knowledge, truth and being.

Here I will focus on the conception of an objective, situation-

independent, unambiguous and exact medium of expression and, above

all, on the conception of meaning and its enactment that is implied in

the idea of an “objective determination” of the matter of cognition.

The notion of an objective determination amounts to the idea that the

logico-semantic essence of discourse, i.e. that through which the

meaning is realised and given, is to be found in an objectivation of the

matters of discourse, which, in principle, may be grasped in abstraction

from the particular situation of enactment. In other words, the logico-

semantic essence of discourse should permit a certain neutralisation of

empirical subjectivity.

But Husserl immediately concedes that this is an ideal possibility,

and an ideal of objective discourse, which de facto cannot be realised:

However, we are infinitely far from the realisation of this ideal. Con-

sider, for example, the deficiencies of the determination of times and

places, our inability to determine them in any other manner than by

means of the relation to already given individual existents, while these

themselves are inaccessible to an exact determination that is not mud-

dled by any use of expressions with an essentially subjective signifi-

cance. Cross out the essentially occasional expressions from our lan-

guage and attempt to describe any subjective experience in an unambi-

guous and objectively determinate manner. Every attempt is obviously

futile. (XIX/1, 96)

However, this time the factual limits do not concern merely the objec-

tive expression of objectivation, but the very manner in which this
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objectivation itself may be achieved by us, as situated and finite human

beings.

In the first edition, the acknowledgement of the factual impossibility

of a purely objective determination of individual being is followed by a

passage in which Husserl declares that it nevertheless seems to be an

ideal possibility. Nothing seems to speak against the ideal possibility of

“direct”, i.e. non-circumlocutory and non-relative, reference to spatial

or temporal positions. A temporal or spatial position may become “the

substrate of a proper meaning [Eigenbedeutung]”. Further, even with

regard to these individualising attributes [Bestimmungen] Husserl holds

on to the idea of intrinsically determinate being, namely insofar as

“every place must in itself be different from every other place”. (XIX/1,

96) The trace of hesitation and the fact that the passage is completely

deleted in the second edition indicate that it is closely related to the “act

of violence”.

Now it should have become clear in which sense the act of violence

committed in the treatment of occasional expressions is a consequence

of a conception of objective truth that is too one-sidedly orientated

towards the vérités de raison of the eidetic sciences. Not even the

purely theoretical discourse of the “concrete” exact sciences, i.e. the

natural sciences, may de facto completely realise the idea of an objec-

tive expression of a pure objectivation. The ideal seems to be realised

only in the case of the “abstract”, eidetic sciences, which deal with

purely conceptual or essential relations of ideas. Here there cannot be

any situation-relative temporal or spatial perspective on the matters of

cognition, since these have a purely ideal, non-temporal and non-spatial

being.

In effect, Husserl seems to be implicitly guided by a conception of

truth and meaning that is modelled on the eidetic sciences and, in

particular, pure mathematics. Moreover, the being of the signified world

is tacitly modelled on the absolute, ideal being of the purely conceptu-

ally determined domains of the vérités de raison. In its essence, signi-

fying is conceived in such a way that it always occurs so to speak from

a perspective that is not a perspective at all, from a topos huperoura-

nios
9
 from which the world of situated, open-ended experience may be

                                                  
9
 In a notorious passage from the first investigation, Husserl rejects as absurd the
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grasped as an omnipresent idea. Contrary to Husserl’s intentions, but in

a different, unforeseen sense, the theory of meaning introduced in the

Logical Investigations seems, after all, to involve a form of Platonism.

Further, the implicit orientation of the logico-epistemological frame-

work towards the vérités de raison is connected to a conception of

meaning and its enactment according to which the logico-semantic

essence of discourse is to signify being in itself, such as it is in itself.

The investigation seems to be tacitly guided by a question that presup-

poses that genuine discourse is a mere mirror of objective being.

Starting with the already presupposed “being in itself” of the world one

asks how discourse may fulfil the function of representing it. The

guiding logico-epistemological framework is thus determined by a form

of “naïve” objectivism, insofar as the logico-semantic essence of

discourse is implicitly understood as a mere reflection of something

external to discourse. The universal validity of a specific interpretation

of reality is taken for granted and imposed upon discourse, in such a

manner that the subjective dimension of discourse is reduced to the

neutral enactment of objective structures.

This attempt to solve the problem concerning the situation-

dependence and opacity of everyday discourse gives rise to a number of

critical questions. Is the necessity of situation-dependent and subjective-

relative manners of determination really merely a conditional necessity,

dependent upon the factual, contingent conditions of human cognition?

Is it the case that the conditions of the ideal possibility of objective

expression of neutral objectivation cannot be fulfilled by human

subjects of cognition, such as we de facto are, whereas these conditions,

in principle, could be fulfilled by some other, infinite and omnipresent,

subject of cognition? And why should a possibility that holds only for

such an ideal subject of cognition be regarded as the measure and,

                                                                                                                                   

“metaphysical hypostatisation” of units of meaning, according to which they “exist,
if not somewhere in the world, then in a topos ouranios or in the mind of God”
(XIX/1, 106). By the Greek phrase, which means “a heavenly place”, Husserl
probably alludes to Plato, but the actual phrase is not to be found in Plato’s works.
However, at least once Plato uses the phrase topos huperouranios (Phaedrus, 247c3),
which means “a place beyond the heavens”. Plato’s phrase may in fact itself be taken
to indicate a rejection of the “metaphysical hypostatisation” of ideal being, since a
place beyond the heavens is not really a place at all. Husserl’s misquotation, repeated
by several commentators, seems to reflect a traditional interpretation of Plato,
amounting to a form of “vulgar Platonism” criticised by Plato himself.
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indeed, the essence of the enactment of discourse in general? On what

basis may one postulate an intrinsic content of the enactment of signi-

fying that cannot be demonstrated as a real content of understanding,

through an explication and reflective grasp of how the objects of

linguistic representation are “given” in the enactment of discourse?

Thus, LI I:3 culminates in a constellation of guiding ideas that, at

least from a phenomenological point of view, must be regarded as

highly problematic. The examination has uncovered a stratum of

decisive presuppositions, which do not function as straightforward

premises, but rather belong to the implicit framework.

The claim that the act of violence is to be found in the attempt to

force the phenomena of expression into this framework is supported by

the considerations in “The problem of the ideality of meaning”, the

main text on the problem of empirical meaning. It begins with a

question that alludes to LI I:3 and to the problem concerning the

objective contents of cognition:

What do the ideal being of meaning and the related objectivity of truth

mean? What does the “boundlessness of objective reason” mean?

(XXVI, 202)

What is more, an explicit connection is established between the problem

of occasional expression/meaning and the new conception of empirical

meaning. A new idea concerning the manner in which empirical

meanings are constituted and are objective becomes related to a ques-

tioning of the presuppositions belonging to the logico-epistemological

framework of the Logical Investigations. To reconstruct this new

conception will be the main task of the present study. At this point, I

will merely call attention to how the ideas elaborated in “The problem

of the ideality of meaning” are in an obvious manner relevant to the

problems discussed above. The central idea of this manuscript is that

“empirical signifying /…/ is determined /…/ also by experience as

experience, as actuality” (XXVI, 214), i.e. that the logico-semantic

essence of discourse cannot be abstracted from the facticity of the

actual enactment. It is this discovery that revives the problem of the

ideal being of meaning, i.e. the enigma of objective contents. It does not

merely imply the rejection of the species conception of meaning

(XXVI, 219), but is connected to a radical transformation of the
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underlying framework of Husserl’s phenomenology of meaning and

truth.

1.5. Truth, meaning and the phenomenon of the world

I will conclude this attempt to trace the problem of empirical meaning

in Husserl’s work by taking a look at two more inter-textual references

of importance to the present interpretation.

First, let us return to the second preface of the Logical Investigations.

After having referred to the essential insufficiency of the concept of

“truth in itself” in the Prolegomena, as “too one-sidedly orientated

towards the vérités de raison”, Husserl declares that the “sixth investi-

gation (now the second part of the second volume) brings in necessary

clarification in this respect” (XVIII, 12).

Most likely, Husserl is here referring to the fifth chapter, “The ideal

of adequation. Evidence and truth”, which deals with the possible

realisation and givenness of truth through evidence in the sense of the

complete and ultimate fulfilment of a meaning-intention. However, one

does not find anything that indicates a revision of the earlier framework

in this or any other chapter of the sixth investigation. This is the case in

the second as well as in the first edition.

However, there is yet another version of this chapter, a rather com-

plete draft written in August 1913 as part of a first attempt to thor-

oughly revise the sixth investigation for the second edition of the

Logical Investigations (XX/1, 255-71; see the editor’s notes). In fact, in

the preface to the second edition, written in October 1913, Husserl

refers to a wholly new version of the sixth investigation as already at

the printers (XVIII, 15). Although some of the chapters indeed reached

the printers, Husserl never managed to finish the project of a complete

revision of the sixth investigation, “from a phenomenological point of

view the most important” (ibid.). The version that was finally published

as a separate volume in 1921 contains only minor changes in relation to

the first edition. It thus seems very likely that Husserl in the remark is

actually referring to this draft of a new version of the fifth chapter,

“Evidence and truth”.

A look at the content of the draft confirms this assumption. Here,

Husserl introduces a new, “radical” distinction between occasional or

empirical and ideal truth. He points out that although such a distinction
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is made in the Prolegomena – probably referring to the distinction

between vérités de raison and vérités de fait –, it misses the point

(XX/1, 264). The reason is the following:

/…/ since sufficient phenomenological insights into the make-up of the

constitution of the transcendent in the context of experience were still

lacking at the time of the first edition of the Logical Investigations (de-

spite a series of beginnings, through which the way to a phenomenol-

ogical analysis of empirical consciousness was opened for the first

time). (XX/1, 264 f)

The new conception of empirical truth is closely related to the new

conception of meaning. Both concern the manner in which the objective

content of cognition is constituted and is objective. As in “The problem

of the ideality of meaning”, a main idea of the draft is that the “detach-

ment” of the objective content of empirical cognition cannot involve a

complete neutralisation of empirical subjectivity. Husserl claims that in

the case of empirical cognition “truth and correctness in every sense

stand in an empirical relation to contexts of consciousness that are not

ideas, but facts” (XX/1, 265), and that every giving of sense is bound to

the contingent circumstances of experience (XX/1, 271).

Further, Husserl argues that the possibility of cognition of empirical

truth must be a real, motivated possibility and that such a possibility

presupposes an actual instance of empirical subjectivity (XX/1, 266 ff).

This idea is the cornerstone of Husserl’s phenomenological or tran-

scendental idealism with regard to the reality of the real world.
10

Although it will not be a task of this study to thoroughly examine and

evaluate the issue of phenomenological idealism, the question is

obviously of importance, insofar as it concerns the logico-

epistemological framework of semantics and the problem of naive

objectivism. It is noteworthy that the topic emerges within a semantic

investigation.

Finally, in the works published during Husserl’s lifetime there is an

important text that provides a further clue to the problem concerning the

situation-dependence of empirical discourse. In a footnote to a short

                                                  
10

 See Hua. XXXVI, Transzendentaler Idealismus. Texte aus dem Nachlass
(1908-1921).
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passage on “occasional judgements” in Formal and Transcendental

Logic (1929) Husserl declares:

In the Logical Investigations I still lacked the theory of horizon-

intentionality [Horizontintentionalität], the all-determining role of

which is set forth for the first time in Ideas. This was the reason why I

could not come to terms with the occasional judgements and their

meanings in this work. (XVII, 207 n)

The footnote comes at the end of the third chapter of the second part of

the work, “The idealising presuppositions of logic and their constitutive

critique”. In this chapter, Husserl argues for the necessity of a constitu-

tive critique of certain ideas that are for the most time simply taken for

granted in logical practice. To these belong the ideal identity of linguis-

tic meaning and the possibility of handling and controlling a stable

domain of determinate and identifiable meanings (XVII, 191 ff), as well

as the idea of truth in itself, the idea that every judgement, with regard

to its determinate and identifiable meaning, “in itself”, i.e. objectively,

has a determinate truth value, corresponding to objective matters in an

objective world (XVII, 203 ff). These presuppositions are closely

related to the problematic aspects of what I called the logico-

epistemological framework of the Logical Investigations. What is put

into question is precisely the boundlessness, the unconditional and

unlimited scope, of objective logical reason. The constitution of the

meanings and the truth-values of occasional judgements provide an

example of a mostly hidden dimension of conditions that determine the

very matter of logic. Let me quote the passage in extenso:

Consider for example the enormous realm of occasional judgements,

which also have their inter-subjective truth and falsity. Obviously, it de-

pends upon the circumstance that the entire everyday life of the individ-

ual and the community involves a typical homogeneity of situations, in

such a manner that everyone that enters into a situation as a normal hu-

man being eo ipso has the corresponding and commonly shared situa-

tion-horizons. One may subsequently explicate these horizons, but the

constituting horizon-intentionality, through which the surrounding

world [die Umwelt] of everyday life at all is an experienced world [Er-

fahrungswelt], is always earlier than the reflective explication; and it is

this that essentially determines the sense of the occasional judgements,

always and far beyond what in an explicit and determinate manner is

said and can be said by means of the words themselves. So, here we

have “presuppositions” that, as intentional implications [Implikate]
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contained in the constituting intentionality, constantly determines even

the very objectual sense of the immediate environment of experience,

and, hence, have a completely different character than presuppositions

in the sense of premises and, in general, than the kind of idealising pre-

suppositions of predicative judging that we have hitherto discussed. In

the formal abstraction of logical thinking and in its naivety such never

formulated presuppositions may easily be overlooked, and as a result

even the basic concepts and principles of logic may be given a false

scope [Tragweite]. (XVII, 207)

So, according to this passage, the inadequate treatment of situation-

dependent discourse in the Logical Investigations is due to the neglect

of the intentional horizon of situated experience, as intrinsic to the sense

of understanding itself and, hence, to the logico-semantic essence of

discourse. The notion of situation-horizons is not only in an obvious

manner relevant to the questions concerning situated spatio-temporal

orientation and reference, but seems to involve much more, above all

the idea that the involvement in different kinds of practical situations is

not external to the enactment of discourse, but intrinsically implied in

its content.

The notion of the horizon of experience is closely related to the ac-

tual having of the world as a domain of possible experience. Thus, I

would like to suggest that, at a fundamental level, the “act of violence”

committed in the first investigation is a consequence of a failure to

grasp the significance of the phenomenon of the world and to acknowl-

edge that the making-sense of discourse, the phenomenon of meaning, is

always already a mere aspect of the phenomenon of the world.

2. The aim, content and nature of this study

I began the preceding section by stating, somewhat roughly, that the

aim of this study is to clarify the significance of Husserl’s self-critical

remark in the preface to the second edition of the Logical Investiga-

tions. I also claimed that such a clarification would provide a specific

approach to the central issues of Husserl’s inquiries into meaning, truth

and intentionality.

The preceding attempt to bring the reader in medias res should have

established a preliminary grasp of the problem of empirical meaning

and of its wider significance for Husserl’s phenomenology of meaning
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and truth. Moreover, it should have shown that Husserl’s self-critical

remark is connected to a fundamental revision of the earlier conception

of meaning in general. I also tried to indicate the direction in which

Husserl’s solution to the problem is to be sought and how it is con-

nected to central themes and ideas in Husserl’s later thinking.

The main aim of the following chapters is to reach a clear and de-

tailed understanding of these issues and to offer comprehensive and

compelling interpretations and reconstructions of the decisive steps and

elements of Husserl’s repeated attempts to deal with the problem of the

occasionality of empirical meaning. I will try to answer the following

questions: What was wrong with the account of occasional expres-

sions/meanings in LI I:3? How does the problem of the occasionality of

empirical meaning appear in Husserl’s inquiries into meaning and

intentionality? What is its wider significance? Which are the basic ideas

for its solution? How do these ideas fit into the general framework of

Husserl’s philosophy?

Extricating the many threads that crisscross each other within the

dialectics of this problem I will present relatively comprehensive

interpretations of the central texts. I will be rather thorough even with

regard to issues that on closer scrutiny do not really belong to the heart

of the problem, although they may at first seem to do so. This will serve

both to support my construal of what is at stake and to clarify topics that

have not been dealt with in a wholly satisfactory way in earlier Husserl

scholarship.

As far as I know, this is the first comprehensive account of the prob-

lem of occasionality in Husserl’s phenomenology of meaning, termi-

nating in a new interpretation of the basic ideas of Husserl’s revised

conception of empirical meaning. Attempting to establish my interpre-

tation against other interpretations I will also delve into a number of

wide-reaching interpretative issues with regard to Husserl’s philosophy.

To understand the real significance of the problem of the occasionality

of empirical meaning and the basic ideas of its solution one must have a

clear grasp of the task and of the peculiar nature of the phenomenology

of meaning. This leads ultimately to questions concerning the funda-

mental implications of the phenomenological approach to philosophy,

with particular regard to the basic questions of epistemology. Here I

take my contribution to be of general relevance to the understanding
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and assessment of the kind of phenomenological philosophy offered by

Husserl, and especially of the phenomenological conception of inten-

tionality. Hopefully, the study will serve to make possible a productive

assessment of the power of “classic” phenomenology, which all too

often seems to be hastily rejected as determined by hopeless forms of

idealism and intellectualism.

The study falls into five chapters:

Chapter one, “The phenomenology of logic”, is devoted mainly to

the background of the problem and to the introduction of key ideas and

concepts. The first part deals with the wider philosophical project to

which the phenomenology of meaning belongs and with the preliminary

logico-epistemological framework of Husserl’s investigations. The

second part begins with introducing and elucidating the specifically

phenomenological approach to meaning. This is followed by brief

accounts of important distinctions and ideas, most notably the concept

of intentionality. The two final sections of the second part deal with the

phenomenological approach to the problem of objective contents and

with the species conception of meaning, which Husserl at first regards

as a satisfactory solution to this problem.

Chapter two, “The case of occasional expressions”, also falls into

two parts. The first part is devoted to an examination of the treatment of

occasional expressions in the Logical Investigations. It contains a

thorough examination of the analyses of occasional expressions and

certain other kinds of expression in the Logical Investigations but also a

clarification of the point of these analyses. This examination may be

regarded as a first partial result of the present study. The second part of

the chapter is a meticulous attempt to clarify what really constitutes the

“act of violence” that Husserl later speaks of with regard to the earlier

account. This diagnosis is followed by some remarks on how the

species conception of meaning is related to the “act of violence”.

Chapter three, “The problem of empirical meaning”, deals with the

issues that bring about Husserl’s renewed consideration of the occa-

sionality of empirical meaning. After some preliminary remarks on the

central manuscript “The problem of the ideality of meaning”, the

reconstruction of the problem begins with an examination of how the

intentional individuation of objects, which makes up the core of

meaningful signifying in concreto, is conceived in the Logical Investi-
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gations. On this basis Husserl’s approach to the problem of empirical

meaning in “The problem of the ideality of meaning” is examined in

detail, with particular regard to the negative results of Husserl’s

arguments, which are centred around cases of make-believe and

context-dependence. A central point is to show how the problem of

empirical meaning belongs within the wider problem of co-directedness

of intentional lived experiences in general. The final sections are

devoted to the new conception of empirical truth in the draft of a new

version of LI VI:5 and to the rejection of the species conception.

Chapter four, “Remarks on phenomenological internalism”, is de-

voted to some general issues of interpretation with regard to the

implications of the phenomenological approach to intentionality, issues

that are of fundamental significance to the understanding of how

Husserl may deal with the occasionality of empirical meaning. These

considerations are necessary because of the startling lack of clarity and

consensus with regard to these issues in the literature. The focus is on

Husserl’s conception of intentionality and on the role of “ideal con-

tents” within this conception. An attempt is made to situate Husserl with

regard to the contemporary debate about internalism and externalism

and to clarify the significance of Husserl’s first person approach to the

basic questions of epistemology. This is followed by some considera-

tions with regard to the notion of noema.

Chapter five, “Meaning and the phenomenon of the world”, finally,

attempts to reconstruct and elucidate Husserl’s solution to the problem

of the occasionality of empirical meaning, delineating the new concep-

tion of how empirical meaning is constituted and is objective. An

examination of a previously neglected, but highly important, idea in the

Logical Investigations concerning the difference between linguistic

meaning and intentional content in concreto is followed by a recon-

struction of Husserl’s attempts at the problem in “The problem of the

ideality of meaning”. In critical contrast with earlier interpretations

Husserl’s ideas concerning the dynamic problems of constitution and

the central notion of horizon-intentionality are examined as important

keys to the new conception. After a consideration of Husserl’s ideas

concerning the essential occasionality and subjective-relativity of the

intentional individuation of realia, the chapter ends with some remarks
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on intentionality, subjectivity, inter-subjectivity and situated experience

of the real world.

Although this study deals with a problem that is closely related to a

change in Husserl’s conception of meaning and truth, the main interest

is thematic, systematic and dialectical rather than historical. The aim is

not to give a balanced account of all the tendencies and ideas that turn

up in Husserl’s writings on the subject, but rather to follow some

particularly interesting lines of thinking and to bring out the genuine

significance of some ideas that may be regarded as parts of Husserl’s

original contribution to philosophy.

3. A survey of earlier research

The literature on Husserl’s theory of meaning and his conception of

intentionality is vast. Some of the more seminal general studies of these

topics will be cited and discussed in due course. Here I will just give a

brief survey of the studies that relate specifically to Husserl’s investiga-

tions of occasional expressions, empirical meaning and closely related

topics.

These studies manifest an array of different aims, frameworks and

perspectives of interpretation. Some deal exclusively with limited

questions concerning Husserl’s analyses of occasional expressions.

Others relate to the wider problem of the occasionality of empirical

meaning, but only more or less in passing. Still others contain rather

thorough examinations of fundamental questions related to this prob-

lem. A handful offer interpretations of the key texts on this topic as well

as reconstructions of the solution to the problem indicated by Husserl’s

self-critical remark in the second preface to the Logical Investigations.

Some of these studies have great merits and contain valuable and

accurate discussions, while others are hampered by fundamental

misunderstandings and a serious lack of accuracy. A satisfactory and

rigorous account of the whole set of issues and of the context to which it

belongs is still lacking. The few more ambitious thematic studies of the

problem of occasionality all end up with highly problematic interpreta-

tions, which reveal a lack of rigorous reflection upon what is at stake in

Husserl’s attempts to come to grips with the problem. What is generally

missing is sufficient consideration of the background of the problem of
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occasionality, namely the radical epistemological question concerning

objectivity.

What follows is a chronological inventory of the noteworthy texts

that I have come across.

In a manuscript written circa 1950, posthumously published as

“Outlines of a theory of ‘essentially occasional expressions’” (1977),

Aron Gurwitsch presents a succinct but rather limited account of

Husserl’s analysis of essentially occasional expressions in the Logical

Investigations. Referring to Formal and Transcendental Logic he takes

Husserl’s later dissatisfaction with the earlier account to concern its

incompleteness with regard to the underlying experiential basis of the

general meaning-functions of essentially occasional expressions, which

must be understood in terms of the orientational structure of “horizonal

consciousness”. Gurwitsch’s ideas concerning the structure of horizon-

intentionality, in a sense relating to the structure of the field of aware-

ness, and the phenomenon of formal contextual relations among

consciously given objects may certainly bring in important topics, but

with regard to the problem dealt with by Husserl they seem nevertheless

to be beside the point.

In his groundbreaking study Edmund Husserl’s Theory of Meaning

(1964) J. N. Mohanty devotes a brief section to Husserl’s account of

occasional expressions. He connects Husserl’s analysis of essentially

occasional expressions to the problem of the ideal identity of meaning,

suggesting that the ego-centricity of the significance of this kind of

expressions implies that their meanings “resist idealization”.

In Jacques Derrida’s La voix et le phénomène (1967) one finds a

rather speculative and puzzling discussion of occasional expressions,

which is hard to make scholarly use of. It is however noteworthy that

the focus is precisely on the question concerning ideality versus

facticity.

Rudolf Bernet’s “Bedeutung und intentionales Bewußtsein. Husserls

Begriff des Bedeutungsphänomens” (1979) is full of interesting, but

rather sketchy, observations with regard to a number of important

themes in Husserl’s phenomenology of meaning. Above all it contains

the first examination of “The problem of the ideality of meaning”,

which was not published at the time. Bernet critically reviews the

species conception of meaning. He notices that although the new
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conception of empirical meaning is connected to a rejection of the

general validity of the species conception, it still involves a notion of

ideal identity. He also relates the conception of empirical meaning to

questions concerning everyday language and the world of experience.

There is in addition a brief remark on Husserl’s account of occasional

expressions in the Logical Investigations. According to Bernet, the

problem with this account is to be sought in a metaphysically condi-

tioned preference for the sphere of immanence and in a lack of under-

standing of the difference between empirical and logico-aprioristic

meanings.

In “The problem of occasional expressions in Edmund Husserl’s

Logical Investigations” (1982) Herman Philipse construes the problem

of occasional expressions in a rather problematic manner, apparently

guided by an inadequate understanding of Husserl’s central ideas, but

he nevertheless manages to come up with several ideas that seem to

point in the right direction, and with regard to the ultimate implications

of the problem of occasionality he seems almost to be spot on, as he

relates the problem to the constitutive critique of propositions in Formal

and Transcendental Logic.

In their seminal study Husserl and Intentionality: A Study of Mind,

Meaning and Language (1982) David Woodruff Smith and Ronald

McIntyre present a systematic interpretation of Husserl’s conception of

intentionality and intentional content, centred around an understanding

of noematic contents as mediating abstract intensional entities. Unaware

of Husserl’s own attempts at coming to grips with the problem of

occasionality they contend that indexical intentions and definite

intentions directed to realia present insurmountable obstacles for

Husserl’s basic model of intentionality and for a purely phenomenol-

ogical approach in general. However, they find some beginnings of a

modified account in Husserl’s notion of horizon. On this basis they

sketch an account of definite de re intentions in a broadly Husserlian

framework. The basic interpretation is briefly repeated in the recent

Husserl (2007) by David Woodruff Smith.

In “A Husserlian theory of indexicality” (1986) Kevin Mulligan and

Barry Smith argue that Husserl’s account of indexicality in the Logical

Investigations is good as it stands and worthy of further development,

which they also attempt to provide. They declare that it is not at all clear
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what Husserl’s later self-criticism relates to. When they go on to assert

that “/c/ertainly none of the commentators has shown in any reasoned

fashion what, if anything, Husserl changed his mind about”, they

provide an ample illustration of the lack of thorough and convincing

studies of the topic in earlier scholarship, but also of their own narrow

focus. Their interpretation of Husserl’s texts certainly has some merits.

Above all, they take into account passages other than those dealing

explicitly with occasional expressions and make some interesting

connections between indexical expressions and proper names. On the

other hand, their explanation of Husserl’s claim that all empirical

predications have occasional meanings leaves a lot to be desired.

Generally, their account is determined by an “externalist” interpretation

of Husserl’s early conception of intentionality. They also suggest that

Husserl’s later transcendental turn leads to unsolvable problems with

regard to intentional directedness to realia.

Karl Schuhmann’s “Husserl’s theories of indexicals” (1993) offers a

valuable survey of texts by Husserl relating to the problems of occa-

sional expressions and empirical meaning. Schuhmann discerns at least

three stages in Husserl’s thinking about these issues. The interpretations

must however be regarded as inadequate and confusing, although they

hint at several important issues and ideas. Like Mulligan and Smith,

Schuhmann holds that indexicality and reference to realia cannot be

dealt with in a satisfactory way within the framework of transcendental

phenomenology. The text is found in the volume Phenomenology: East

and West. Essays in Honor of J. N. Mohanty (1993) and Schuhmann

also comments on Mohanty’s construal of the problem of indexicality.

A brief answer by Mohanty is found in the same volume.

In Demonstratives and Intentionality. Searle and Husserl on Mean-

ing and Perception (1994) Walter De Mulder examines how Husserl

deals with the significance of demonstratives and the direct nature of

perception before and after Ideas. He suggests that Husserl’s later ideas

concerning horizon-intentionality and the life-world may be compared

to Searle’s notions of network and background, but that Husserl’s later

conception, unlike Searle’s, amounts to a break with methodological

solipsism and points towards an external anchoring of reference in the

inter-subjectively shared life-world. The brief passages on the problem
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of occasional expressions rest mainly on Philipse and Mulligan and

Smith.

In Die Vorstellung des Sinns im kategorialen Vollzug des Aktes.

Husserl und das Noema (1995) Thomas Vongehr devotes several

sections to the species conception of meaning and to Husserl’s own

criticism of this conception. He critically examines some aspects of

Husserl’s analyses of occasional expressions and notes the rejection of

the species theory in “The problem of the ideality of meaning”. He does

not, however, come up with a clear answer to what Husserl’s self-

criticism really relates to. In general, Vongehr’s considerations on these

issues must be regarded as rather imprecise and inconclusive.

In an appendix to his Von Bolzano zu Husserl. Eine Untersuchung

über den Ursprung der phänomenologischen Bedeutungslehre (1996)

Christian Beyer examines Husserl’s considerations of the occasionality

of empirical meaning in “The problem of the ideality of meaning” and

present an interpretation of Husserl’s solution, centred around a par-

ticular understanding of Husserl’s notion of the “determinable X”.

Beyer readily admits that this interpretation, which amounts to pure

“identificationism”, implies a kind of solipsism with regard to the field

of meaning. In Intentionalität und Referenz. Eine sprachanalytische

Studie zu Husserls transzendentalen Phänomenologie (2000) he returns

to the problem of empirical meaning within the context of a reconstruc-

tion of a Husserlian conception of “direct reference”, relating his

interpretation to contemporary debates in the philosophy of language. In

this work he modifies the conception ascribed to Husserl by incorpo-

rating a certain form of externalism, without making it wholly clear

whether the resulting conception is intended as an interpretation of

Husserl. Beyer’s account must be deemed problematic for both system-

atic and interpretative reasons. Above all, his approach to Husserl seems

to be based on a fundamentally insufficient understanding of the task

and nature of Husserl’s phenomenology of meaning and of the signifi-

cance of the problems of constitution.

In “The horizon of the self: Husserl on indexicals” (1998) Denis

Fisette connects the problem of occasionality with the question of

Husserl’s Cartesianism. Within a rather obscure line of reasoning he

contends that Husserl’s solution involves a move from the “immanen-

talist theory of meaning” in the Logical Investigations towards a theory
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in which ideas concerning horizon-intentionality, inter-subjectivity, the

lived body and the life-world are connected to a rejection of a Cartesian

ideal of justification.

Laurent Joumier’s “L’idéalité des significations empiriques” (1999)

is a brief but largely accurate examination of the problem of the

occasionality of empirical meaning. Joumier’s point of departure is the

problem of the ideal identity of meaning and he clearly sees that this

must be regarded as a constitutive problem, which is of great impor-

tance to the fundamental epistemological questions concerning objec-

tivity. However, his construal of Husserl’s solution seems to boil down

either to a form of “identificationism” that has very problematic

implications or to a form of externalism that has a very unclear status.

In “Bolzano, Frege, and Husserl on reference and object” (2000),

Dagfinn Føllesdal, whose considerable influence on Husserl scholarship

is apparent in many of the studies mentioned here, briefly touches upon

Husserl’s considerations concerning indexicality and the occasionality

of empirical meaning and concludes by suggesting that Husserl never

arrived at a satisfactory solution to the latter problem. Føllesdal has also

examined central passages of “The problem of the ideality of meaning”

in several conference papers.

Finally, in Entre acte et sens. La théorie phénoménologique de la

signification (2002) Jocelyn Benoist deals both with the problem of the

occasionality of empirical meaning in “The problem of the ideality of

meaning” (“La grammaire”, first version 1998) and with Husserl’s

treatment of occasional expressions in the Logical Investigations

(“L’indexicalité”, first version 1999). Like Joumier, Benoist seems to

have a well-informed grasp of the main issues. His account of what

Husserl’s solution amounts to is rather sketchy, but on the whole it

seems to be on the right track. He makes several succinct remarks on

the “indeterminacy of empirical meaning”, on the “world-boundness” of

empirical meaning, on the notion of the “halo” of experience and on the

conception of the ideal identity of meaning as a “Kantian idea”. There is

however also a tendency towards a structuralist reading, which –

interesting as it may be – seems to bring in themes foreign to Husserl’s

approach in the texts at hand.
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Chapter one

THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF MEANING

The problem to be dealt with in this study appears in its proper signifi-

cance only against the background of Husserl’s project of a new

foundation of logic and epistemology and it may be adequately expli-

cated only on the basis of an adequate understanding of the phenome-

nological approach to these issues. The purpose of this chapter is not

primarily to narrate the genesis of Husserl’s inquiries into meaning and

truth, but rather to situate the topic in a wider philosophical framework

and to elucidate the distinctive features of the phenomenology of

meaning. The main interest is dialectical rather than historical.

The problem of the occasionality of empirical meaning may be traced

back to a tension between the logico-epistemological framework of the

Prolegomena and the exigencies of adequate phenomenological

description and explication. Husserl’s investigations are initially guided

by a certain preconception of the objectivity of meaning, which implies

an understanding of signifying in concreto that, on closer scrutiny, does

not seem to be phenomenologically sound.

To clarify the possibility of objective contents of thinking and cogni-

tion is one of the most fundamental tasks of the philosophical project

introduced in the Logical Investigations. The notion of objective units

of meaning has a very central role in Husserl’s attempt to defend and

clarify the idea of objective knowledge as a feasible regulative ideal of

cognition. According to the Prolegomena, a rejection of the idea of

objective units of meaning would imply absurd forms of relativism and

scepticism. Husserl never abandoned this diagnosis.

Although the problem of empirical meaning necessitates a radical

transformation of the logico-epistemological framework emerging out

of the objectivist criticism of psychologism in the Prolegomena, a

wholesale rejection of the idea of objective contents of thinking and
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cognition is excluded. At a fundamental level the objectivism of the

Prolegomena determines the philosophical task of the phenomenology

of meaning from the beginning to the end.

Husserl’s efforts to deal with the occasionality of empirical meaning

must be interpreted and assessed against this background. In chapter

five, I will argue against some interpretations that seem to fail partly

because of a neglect of this context, and in particular against the

interpretations according to which Husserl’s solution consists in a form

of subjective “identificationism” with regard to the identity of meaning.

Since this view, on closer scrutiny, amounts to a rejection of the

objective identity of meaning, one should certainly hesitate to take it as

Husserl’s final standpoint.

Such misinterpretations seem to be furthered by a too narrow focus

on the reconstruction of a Husserlian “theory of intentionality”, based

on an analysis of intentional properties and relations within a naively

objectivistic epistemological framework and amounting to a “logistics”

of acts, contents, meanings and objects.
1
 This is a tendency shared by

several prominent interpretations of Husserl’s phenomenology, which

unfortunately leads to a neglect of the radical significance of the enigma

of objective contents for the phenomenology of thinking and cognition,

as it promotes a kind of top-down theorising about the determination of

intentional directedness, focusing on how determinate objectual

relations may be accounted for in terms of preconceived units of

intentional content, usually modelled after semantic functions.

One must take into account the peculiar way in which the phenome-

nology of meaning is situated so to speak in-between purely objectively

and purely subjectively directed investigations. The fundamental task of

phenomenology is to study the correlation of objective being and

subjective lived experiences. The phenomenology of meaning should

neither be interpreted simply as an alternative way of doing positive

objective semantics, nor simply as a subjectively directed investigation

of lived experiences. Although there is always an ontic dimension of

                                                  
1
 For the notion of a logistics of meaning, cf. Donn Welton, The Origins of

Meaning, esp. pp. 28 ff, 157 ff. According to Welton, Husserl first operates within
the framework of a logistic phenomenology of meaning, and it is only after Ideas that
he manages to break free from this framework, mainly through the discovery of
genetic phenomenology.
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phenomenology, which in the Logical Investigations consists in the

ideal-objective domain of logic, and although Husserl combines the

phenomenological investigations with straightforward attempts to

develop doctrines about ontic domains, the assumptions concerning

these domains may, from a phenomenological point of view, be re-

garded as mere guiding clues of the phenomenological reflection, which

in itself has a radical revisionist potential.

From a historical point view, I would like to stress the continuity of

Husserl’s thought. On the one hand, the objectivism of the Prolegomena

is never wholly abandoned, but merely critically transformed. On the

other hand, there is already in the Logical Investigations a central core

of phenomenological ideas that point beyond the “intellectualism” that

at least partly characterises this work.
2

1. The project of the Logical Investigations

In this section, I will delineate the wider philosophical context into

which the phenomenology of meaning and the problem of the occasion-

ality of empirical meaning should be situated. The focus will be on how

the task of a phenomenological clarification of the basic concepts of

logic and epistemology is connected to radical questions concerning the

objectivity of scientific knowledge, in a manner that is determined by

the criticism of psychologism and by the threats of relativism and

scepticism. Following the clue given by Husserl in the second preface to

the Logical Investigations I will give particular attention to the concep-

tion of the “essence of truth in itself”, which is of fundamental impor-

tance to Husserl’s understanding of the objectivity of meaning.

The central aspects of this background should not be foreign to read-

ers that are familiar with Husserl’s works and references to earlier

Husserl scholarship will be sparse.

1.1. Mathematics, logic and epistemology

The task of the Logical Investigations is to contribute to a new founda-

tion of logic and epistemology, connected to a reformation of these

                                                  
2
 Cf. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phénoménologie de la perception, in particular

section III of the introduction.
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disciplines. This project is in turn motivated and determined by the task

of a philosophical clarification of mathematics, as the paradigm of an

objectively valid science and the essential source of modern scientific

method. Although the Logical Investigations in effect constitute the

breakthrough to a philosophical project with universal ambitions and

contain investigations relating to many different topics, including

everyday cognition of the surrounding world, the logico-mathematical

interest colours most of the concrete analyses.

With regard to the foundational reformation of logic Husserl identi-

fies two main desiderata. First, it should meet the demands of a clarifi-

cation of the theory and method of mathematics and of deductive

science in general (XVIII, 5). Second, it should provide a foundation of

logic that can be shown to be consistent with the objectivity of mathe-

matics, as well as with the objectivity of science in general.

The historical background is the prevalence at the end of the nine-

teenth century of psychologism in the philosophy of logic. It is the

suspicion that psychologism is inconsistent with the objectivity of

science and that it is based on a fatal misunderstanding of the nature of

logic that motivates the radical questions concerning the nature and

foundation of logic (XVIII, 6 f).

These questions are in turn closely related to general and fundamen-

tal epistemological questions concerning the possibility of objective

knowledge and “the relation between the subjectivity of cognition and

the objectivity of the content of cognition” (XVIII, 7).

1.2. The criticism of psychologism

The main part of the Prolegomena to Pure Logic, the first volume of the

Logical Investigations, consists of a thorough criticism of psychologism

with regard to logic. According to Husserl, psychologism is based on an

insufficient understanding of a number of fundamental epistemological

distinctions, it misrepresents the justification as well as the content of

logical propositions and it is unable to account for established logical

practice and for the plain sense and validity of logical assertions within

that practice.

Although mentalism with regard to the objects of logic, in line with

the psychological-epistemological tradition of British empiricism, is one

of the main prejudices underlying psychologism, this does not mean
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that the starting point of psychologism is some kind of rampant subjec-

tive idealism with regard to logic. The term psychologism does not

primarily refer to simplistic views such that the content of logic may be

reduced to the subjective experience of logical laws or that logic is to be

founded in the introspection of one’s own processes of thought. In fact,

such views seem to be extremely rare. Rather, the dominant idea is that

the foundation of logic is to be provided by a study of objective facts

about thinking and cognition as natural processes. The persisting appeal

of psychologism, as a form of empiricism and naturalism, is related to

the idea of an objective, scientific and experimental psychology, in line

with the other natural sciences.

Husserl’s criticism does not focus directly on the distinction between

facts and norms. Although he points to the “forever unbridgeable”

difference between normative and causal “regulation” (XVIII, 79 f), the

main point is not that an account of what is the case cannot have a

normative value. On the contrary, a central claim is that every norma-

tive and, hence, every practical discipline presupposes a theoretical

foundation (XVIII, 59 f).

Husserl grants that logic as a practical discipline, a methodology of

scientific thinking, indeed must be partly based on empirical investiga-

tions of the factual conditions of human cognition, of how successful

scientific thinking de facto is achieved (XVIII, 71, 162 ff). However,

the question is whether the essential fundament of logic, pertaining to a

core of rules of a kind both necessary and sufficient for deserving the

name of logic, is to be found in psychology (XVIII, 59 ff, 70 f).

In the Prolegomena, the bulk of the detailed arguments against psy-

chologism belong to a negative line of criticism, focusing on psycholo-

gism as a form of explicit or implicit empiricism with regard to the

foundation of logic. In particular, Husserl argues that psychologism

results in relativism and scepticism with regard to knowledge and truth

(XVIII, chapter 7.)

The first step towards a positive account is to be found in the discus-

sion of the prejudices underlying psychologism. According to Husserl,

psychologism is fundamentally based on three kinds of prejudices

concerning the theoretical foundation of logic. These prejudices

reinforce the fundamental philosophical prejudice, i.e. radical empiri-

cism and naturalism.
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First, there is of course the idea that logic, as the discipline that is

called to regulate thinking, must be founded upon psychology, as the

discipline that studies and explains the psychological processes of

thinking (XVIII, 159 ff).

Second, there is the idea that the basic logical concepts themselves

are psychological concepts, i.e. concepts of mental acts, events, states,

contents etc., and that mental structures and relations make up the

subject matter of logic (XVIII, 170 ff). According to this conception,

logic essentially deals with acts and states, such as conceiving, judging

and making inferences, and their constituents.

Third, Husserl identifies a third prejudice in the idea of logic as a

“theory of evidence”:

We formulate a third prejudice in the following propositions: All truth

lies in the judgement. But we recognise a judgement as true only when it

is characterised by evidence. With this word we refer to a peculiar

mental character (usually it is referred to as feeling) that everyone is fa-

miliar with from inner experience, which warrants the truth of the

judgement to which it is attached. Now, if logic is the practical disci-

pline that is to further our recognition of truth, then the logical laws

must of course be propositions belonging to psychology, since they are

propositions that spell out the mental conditions on which the presence

or absence of this feeling of evidence depends. (XVIII, 183)

This peculiar theory – which Husserl finds traces of in the writings of

Mill, Sigwart, Wundt and Höfler (XVIII, 183 ff) – may be of little

interest today.
3
 However, in abstraction from this particular way of

conceiving the link between the psychology of cognition and the theory

of truth, Husserl’s account captures a crucial problem for psychologism,

namely to establish a link to truth, as distinct from the state of holding

to be true or believing.

Against the psychological interpretation of the logical concepts,

Husserl attempts to establish that the purely logical laws, with regard to

their theoretically valid content, do not essentially relate to real, mental

occurrences, but to ideal units of meaning and their being true.

                                                  
3
 See George Heffernan, “A study in the sedimented origins of evidence: Husserl

and his contemporaries engaged in collective essay in the phenomenology and
psychology of epistemic justification”.
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In order to find a model for a new understanding of logic, Husserl

refers to the more uncontroversial case of pure mathematics:

Nobody thinks that the purely mathematical theories, for example the

pure theory of natural number, are “parts or branches of psychology”,

although we would not have any numbers without counting, sums with-

out summarising, products without multiplication etc. All arithmetic op-

eration-formations [Operationsgebilde] point back to certain mental acts

of arithmetic operating, and it is only in a reflection upon these that one

may “show” what number, sum, product etc. is. In spite of this “psy-

chological origin” of the mathematical concepts, everybody recognises

that it is an erroneous metabasis to think that the mathematical laws are

psychological. (XVIII, 173)

The laws of the arithmetic of natural number do not, according to

Husserl, pertain to anything real, to counted objects or acts of counting,

but exclusively to certain “ideal particulars” [ideale Einzelheiten],

namely the unique natural numbers as purely ideal or abstract units.

Moreover, the laws in question are not empirical generalisations with an

empirical content, but are grounded purely in the essence of the genus

number (XVIII, 174 f). The reference to pure mathematics thus serves

to exemplify the idea of a purely ideal domain of cognition. The claim

is that logic is on a par with mathematics in this respect.

Arguing for this claim, Husserl first maintains that the logical laws

lose “their essential sense” if they are given an empirical psychological

interpretation. Unlike empirical generalisations, logical laws do not

have a ground in an empirical domain of singular facts. In the logical

laws the concepts are not bound to an empirical extension, but are

“genuinely general concepts, whose extension is made up exclusively by

ideal particulars, genuine species” (XVIII, 176).

In traditional works on logic, Husserl argues, central logical terms,

such as ‘idea’ or ‘representation’ [Vorstellung], ‘judgement’ [Urteil]

and ‘inference’ [Schluß], are used in an ambiguous manner, referring

sometimes to mental experiences belonging to the “subjective-

anthropological unity of cognition”, sometimes to ideal units of mean-

ing belonging to the “objective-ideal unity of the content of cognition”

(ibid.).

When the logician speaks of singular and general ideas, different

forms of combination of ideas and different kinds of relations between
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the intensions and extensions of ideas, “then surely everybody must see

that here there is not talk of phenomenal, but specific particulars”

(XVIII, 177 f).

The same goes for the word judgement, which wavers between the

psychological notion of an act of holding to be true [Fürwahrhaltung]

and the purely logical notion of a proposition, as an ideal unit of

meaning. Likewise, according to Husserl, the analysis of forms of

inference does not pertain to individual experiences of inferring, but to

ideal contexts of meaning (XVIII, 178).

According to Husserl, the ideal-objective meaning-content is thus not

individuated with the particular acts, but is one and the same in relation

to the manifold of possible subjective experiences.

The objectivity of truth is the main presupposition of Husserl’s own

idea of logic and epistemology. Husserl holds that the ideal and objec-

tive being of truth presupposes the ideal and objective being of mean-

ing, as that to which truth is ascribed (XVIII, 138). Truth does not lie in

the judgement, in the sense of a subjective, mental act, but “all truth lies

in propositions” (XVIII, 164), in the sense of objective contents of

possible judgements. Logic is not essentially concerned with the

recognition of truth, but with the essence of truth itself.

The psychological interpretation of the logical concepts amounts to a

form of mentalism and subjectivism with regard to the subject matter of

logic, which may be distinguished from the subjectivism with regard to

truth that is a consequence of making the laws of logic relative to the

factual make-up of subjects of cognition. However, according to

Husserl, the attempt to find a real, subjective substitute for truth without

accounting for the intrinsic relation to objective truth, an attempt

exemplified by the idea of logic as a “theory of evidence”, will inevita-

bly lead to relativism or scepticism with regard to truth and knowledge

(XVIII, 194).
4

                                                  
4
 This is the point that is closest to Frege’s criticism of psychologism. Yet, it is

noteworthy that the Prolegomena does not focus on the kind of subjective epistemo-
logical “idealism” and “solipsism” that Frege regards as an immediate consequence
of psychologism (see for example Grundgesetze der Arithmetik I, pp. xviii f). Apart
from the direct criticism pertaining to the inadequacy of the psychological interpre-
tation of the logical domain, Husserl above all points to how this prejudice seems to
speak in favour of an objective, scientific and empirical-natural psychological
foundation of logic. Nevertheless, the reduction of the logical matters to mental
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Throughout the Prolegomena Husserl seeks to defend his own con-

ception of logic by means of a reference to the “true”, “obvious”,

“familiar”, “original” and “plain” sense of the logical concepts and laws

(see for example XVIII, 72 ff, 92 f, 96 f, 116 f, 123 ff & 177 ff). This

does not mean that the controversy merely concerns the interpretation of

words. On the contrary, what Husserl has in mind is the adequacy to the

logical subject matter itself, such as it is given and grasped in estab-

lished practices of logical reflection. Is there anything more reliable

with regard to logical issues than the straightforward insight into the

validity of the basic logical laws that make up the fundament of logical

theory? The interpretation of logic must save the phenomena of logic.

The point of departure must, hence, be the essential sense of the basic

logical concepts and laws, i.e. the plain sense in which they may be

recognised as valid in straightforward, evident and coherent logical

reflection. Why should one give more weight to the mere programme of

an empirical psychological foundation of logic than to the insight into

the “fundamental trivialities” of logic (cf. XVIII, 95)?

Husserl acknowledges that the established logical discourse is char-

acterised by ambiguity and lack of clarity, and that the scope of the

validity of established logical laws and theorems is far from obvious.

This is one of the main reasons for the necessity of a phenomenological

clarification of logic (XIX/1, 9). Husserl even holds that the rational

reconstruction and clarification of the essential sense of logical theory

demands a radical transformation of established logical doctrines and

practices, and that it is not merely a question of providing an epistemo-

logical complement to already existing theories (XVIII, 215 f). Never-

theless, even a few preliminary examples of relevant and compelling

distinctions, formulations and elucidations, pertaining to the basic

logical notions and laws, may seem to give considerable weight to the

positive alternative that emerges out of the negative criticism of

psychologism.

Underlying the arguments and ideas presented in the Prolegomena

one thus finds what one may call a proto-phenomenological return to

the sources of logical, and semantic, cognition.

                                                                                                                                   

phenomena must, according to Husserl, be regarded as the defining feature of
psychologism with regard to logic, regardless of its further presuppositions and
consequences (cf. XVII, 161 f, 177 f).
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1.3. The idea of a new logico-epistemological framework

The positive counterpart to the criticism of psychologism is the attempt

to clarify and justify the idea of a pure logic, as an essentially theoreti-

cal, independent, formal and purely conceptual discipline (cf. XVIII, 22

f & 214). The possibility of such a pure logic depends upon the validity

of a number of fundamental epistemological notions and distinctions.

First, Husserl insists on the essential and absolute difference between

ideal, i.e. eidetic, and real, i.e. empirical, science, between a priori laws

grounded purely in concepts and empirical generalisations grounded in

singular facts of experience (XVIII, 181). In eidetic science the ultimate

source of justification is eidetic insight on the basis of a clear and

distinct grasp of the “essences” in question, whereas empirical science

ultimately is justified by singular empirical observations (cf. XVIII, 73

f, 242 f & 246). The distinction between ideal and real sciences,

between vérités de raison pertaining to relations of ideas (in the sense

of objectively valid conceptual essences) and vérités de fait pertaining

to matters of fact, is in turn related to the distinction between ideal

being and real being (cf. XVIII, 191).

Second, in opposition to the psychological interpretation of the basic

logical concepts, Husserl claims that it is of fundamental importance to

distinguish between three contexts [Zusammenhänge], with regard to

which one may study knowledge [Erkenntnis] and science in general:

a) The context of the lived experiences of cognition [Erkenntniser-

lebnisse], in which science is subjectively realised, i.e. the psychological

context of representations, judgements, insights, assumptions, questions

etc., in which the process of research is enacted, or in which the already

discovered theory is intuitively thought through.

b) The context of the objects [Sachen] of scientific research and

knowledge, which as such make up the domain of the science in ques-

tion. The context of research and cognition is clearly different from the

context of the objects of research and cognition.

c) The logical context, i.e. the specific context of the theoretical ideas

[Ideen], which constitute the unity of the truths of a scientific discipline,

more specifically a scientific theory, a proof or an inference, and also

the unity of the concepts within the true proposition and the simple

truths within contexts of truth. (XVIII, 181 f)
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Husserl thus maintains that the essential subject matter of logic is to be

found in a purely logical context, which must be distinguished from the

psychological as well as from every other real context of knowledge (cf.

XVIII, 230). The terms of logical relations are not real objects, but units

of meaning, which are ideal particulars:

The logical context is the ideal form, with respect to which one in specie

speaks of the same truth, the same inference and proof, the same theory

and rational discipline, of one and the same, whoever may think “it”.

The unity of this form is the law-governed unity of validity [gesetztliche

Geltungseinheit]. The laws under which it and its likes fall are the

purely logical laws, which hence in a comprehensive manner pertain to

science in general, and that not with regard to its psychological content

or subject matter, but with regard to its ideal meaning-content. (XVIII,

182)

According to Husserl, the logical context of knowledge is as objective

as the context of the objects of knowledge (XVIII, 230 ff). In effect,

Husserl holds that the unity of the objects (“being in itself”) and the

unity of truth (“truth in itself”) “are a priori given together and insepa-

rable from each other” and “may be conceived without each other only

abstractly” (XVIII, 231).

In this manner, acts of knowledge partake in “a certain objective or

ideal context”, which “gives them a unitary [einheitliche] objectual

relation [gegenständliche Beziehung] and in this unity also ideal

validity” (XVIII, 230). That there is knowledge implies that there are

certain objects, which truly are such as they are recognised to be. The

achievement of knowledge is not merely a self-enclosed occurrence of

subjective lived experience, but by embracing a relation to the transcen-

dent unity and identity of the objects of knowledge, such as they are in

themselves, and establishing the truth that they are such and such, in

which the “unity of the objects, as that which it is, comes to objective

validity” (XVIII, 231), it has an objective significance or value.

Pure logic pertains to the conditions of the possibility of knowledge

exclusively with regard to this objective significance of knowledge.

Husserl holds that these purely logical conditions of knowledge “may

be regarded and studied in abstraction from every relation to the

thinking subject and the idea of subjectivity in general” (XVIII, 240).

This does not mean that there are not any intrinsic conceptual relations
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between the subjective and the objective contexts of knowledge, but

only that subjective, epistemic notions do not have any essential place

within pure objective-logical theory, which has its own, objectively

independent domain (cf. XVIII, 240 f).

At the heart of this idea of a purely logical domain as an objective

context of knowledge, which is “in itself”, in abstraction from the

achievement of knowledge, one finds the affirmation of the objectivity

of knowledge and, in particular, the objectivity of truth as a “content” of

knowledge. According to this conception, knowledge is objective not

only in the sense that it involves some form of agreement with the

objects “in themselves”, but also in the sense that truth is established as

a transcendent unit of validity or “content”, “in which the unity of the

objects, as that which it is, comes to objective validity”.
5
 Truth in the

objective-logical sense is not the ineffable content of a never-to-be-

repeated revelation of true being, but something that may be grasped

and established as an identifiable unit of validity; it transcends the

particular act of knowledge not only with regard to its ground, but also

with regard to the identity of that which is true. In other words, the

objectivity of meaning is part and parcel of the objectivity of truth in the

objective-logical sense.

According to Husserl, the logical domain of meaning is a domain of

ideal particulars. Meaning is the “content” of the objective significance

of particular acts of thinking and cognition. It remains as one and the

same in abstraction from the actual achievement of thinking, and it may

be shared as such by a manifold of acts that are equivalent with regard

to their objective cognitive significance.

The assertion of the objectivity of truth and the idea that logic per-

tains to the context of truth, rather than to the context of the recognition

of truth, may be regarded as the central point of the anti-psychologism

in the Prolegomena. The conception of “the essence of ‘truth in itself’”,

to which Husserl refers in the critical remark in the second preface, has

a fundamental role in the logico-epistemological framework that

emerges out of the critical discussions of the Prolegomena.

                                                  
5
 It should be noted that this conception does not imply that genuine knowledge

de facto has been, is or will be achieved, or that it is a real possibility for human
beings. It is meant as an explication of the idea or concept of knowledge, as the aim
or ideal of cognitive practice (cf. XIX/1, 26 ff).
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1.4. The objectivity of truth

How, then, does Husserl conceive the essence of truth in itself in the

Prolegomena? In the context of the present study this question is

important in two ways. First, because it incorporates the question of the

essence of meaning in the objective sense. Second, because Husserl’s

ideas concerning truth and evidence are central to the understanding of

reference in the sense of a proper relation that presupposes the existence

of a referent, what Husserl sometimes calls the objectuality [Gegen-

ständlichkeit] of a name (nominal phrase). Reference in this sense will

be a central topic of this study.

In the Prolegomena truth is characterised as the ideal agreement

[Zusammenstimmung] between a propositional meaning and a state of

affairs (XVIII, 194). A proposition is true if, and only if there is a

corresponding state of affairs. The truth of a proposition, its agreement

with a state of affairs, is itself a state of affairs of a higher order.

This conception of truth is not to be confused with the epistemic idea

of a correspondence between the mind and the world, between “subjec-

tive” representations and “objective” things or situations. Above all, it is

not to be identified with evidence, the fulfilment of a signifying inten-

tion, which Husserl indeed does associate with Thomas Aquinas’ notion

of truth as adaequatio rei et intellectus (cf. XIX/2, xxx), albeit by

giving it a new interpretation.

Further, one should not interpret the idea of an agreement or a corre-

spondence in terms of representation or in terms of some external

relation between two independent objects. Although the term state of

affairs [Sachverhalt], at least in the first edition of the Logical Investi-

gations, is given a rather ambiguous interpretation
6
, one should not

conceive truth in terms of a relation between a propositional meaning

and some wholly heterogeneous matter, for example constellations of

real objects or events in the world. Husserl conceives this agreement as

an identity with regard to meaning. Ultimately, the notions of states of

affairs and other categorial objects, which first and foremost are logical

                                                  
6
 Cf. G. E. Rosado Haddock, ”On Husserl’s distinction between state of affairs

(Sachverhalt) and situation of affairs (Sachlage)”, and D. W. Smith, ”On situations
and states of affairs”.
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notions, are to be clarified on the basis of the constitutive analysis of the

givenness of such higher-order objects.

Here it may suffice to say that this notion of truth as agreement does

not imply more than a very weak notion of correspondence in the

traditional sense. The basis is of course the idea that truth in some sense

depends upon, or is correlated to, what is the case. However, the

characterisation of truth in terms of an agreement between a proposition

and a state of affairs should not be regarded as a definition of truth in

terms of more fundamental concepts. Ultimately, the being of the ideal

or abstract “objects of thought” introduced by the objective-logical

discourse about truth must be clarified through a reflection on evidence

as the concrete realisation and givenness of truth.

It is with regard to propositional truth in this objective-logical sense

that Husserl speaks of truth in itself.
7
 With the qualification ‘in itself’ a

further, epistemological dimension is added to the logical conception of

truth. That truth is in itself means that it is enjoys some kind of inde-

pendence in relation to the recognition of truth as well as to particular

instances of thinking and cognition in general and that it has a being of

its own. ‘Truth in itself’ designates truth as regarded in abstraction from

the subjective (psychological, anthropological etc.) context of knowl-

edge.

According to Husserl, truth is ideal, an “idea”. It does not have an

essential temporal or spatial position. Truth, the being true of a proposi-

tion, is not an event or state in the temporal order of the natural world,

and it does not adhere to temporal entities. Truth is ascribed to proposi-

tions as ideal particulars, units of objective significance in the non-

temporal logical domain:

No truth is a matter of fact, i.e. something temporally determined. A

truth may of course imply that a thing exists, a state holds, a change

takes place etc. But the truth itself stands above everything temporal, i.e.

it does not make sense to ascribe temporal being, becoming or passing

away to it. (XVIII, 87)

In the case of truth it makes sense to speak of temporal determination

only with regard to the matter of fact that is posited by the truth (i.e. if it

                                                  
7
 As is well known, Husserl’s use of the terms proposition in itself (Satz an sich)

and truth in itself (Wahrheit an sich) may be traced back to Bernard Bolzano and his
Wissenschaftslehre.
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indeed is a truth about matters of fact), but not with regard to the truth

itself. It is absurd to think of truths as causes and effects /…/ One must

not confuse the judgement as the content of judgement, i.e. as the ideal

unit, with the particular real act of judgement. The first is meant when

we speak of the judgement “2 x 2 is 4”, which is the same whoever

makes it. One must not confuse the true judgement, in the sense of the

correct act of judgement, the act of judgement that is in accordance with

the truth, with the truth of this judgement or the true content of judge-

ment. My act of judging that 2 x 2 = 4 is, is surely causally determined,

but not the truth: 2 x 2 = 4. (XVIII, 126)

The truth is “eternal”, or better: it is an idea, and as such supratemporal.

It does not make sense to ascribe to it a position in time or duration, be

it one that stretches through all times. (XVIII, 134)

But every truth remains what it is, maintains its ideal being. It is not

“somewhere in the emptiness”, but is a unit of validity in the non-

temporal realm of ideas. It belongs to the realm of the absolutely valid,

to which we first and foremost count everything that we recognise as

valid on the basis of insight or at least justified assumption, and to

which we further count the vaguely presented sphere of what we assume

to be valid in an indirect and indeterminate manner, i.e. that which is

valid, although we still have not recognised it and perhaps never will.

(XVIII, 136)

In the last quotation Husserl indicates that he, as discussed above with

regard to the criticism of psychologism, insists on the absoluteness of

truth:

What is true, is absolutely, “in itself” true; the truth is one and the same,

whether is grasped in the judging of humans or non-humans, angels or

gods. It is about truth in this ideal unity in relation to the multiplicity of

species, individuals and experiences that the logical laws speak and we

all speak, when we are not confused by relativism. (XVIII, 125)

Obviously, this conception of absolute truth should not be interpreted in

terms of absolute certainty or as a claim concerning the cognitive

capabilities of human beings or other subjects of cognition. That truth is

absolute means that it is not relative, and in particular not relative to

actual cognition or to the make-up of subjects of cognition. Above all,

the point is not to distinguish absolute truth from some kind of relative,

accidental or incomplete truth, but that truth simpliciter is absolute in

this sense of non-relativity and independence.
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Both these points, the absoluteness and the ideality of truth, should,

to begin with, be interpreted as mere explications of what lies in the

straightforward sense of a common and logically relevant manner of

speaking about truth, properly clarified. One may distinguish truth from

being recognised as true, being held to be true, being believed etc. To

claim that something is true is something wholly different from claim-

ing that something is true “for me”, “for you”, or, generally, in relation

to something else – i.e. apart from the ground of truth, which of course

may be a contingent matter of fact “in itself”. Further, one may distin-

guish truth as a logical unit of validity from the particular acts of correct

judging. The former “remains” as one and the same, whereas the latter

come into being and pass away. Truth is ascribed to propositions in a

non-temporal sense, according to which it does not, properly speaking,

make sense to say that a proposition may become or cease to be true.

According to this manner of making truth an object of discourse, the

propositions to which truth is ascribed are non-temporal units as well.

Thus, the ideal being of meaning and truth in the objective-logical sense

seems to be implied in the manner in which the logically essential

features of the objective significance of acts of cognition are identified,

i.e. in the nature of that with regard to which acts of cognition may at all

partake in logical relations, for example relations of contradiction or

agreement. However, as Husserl points out, the question is whether the

logical point of view and the correlated domain of pure objects of

thought are irreducible:

The fundamental question is whether ideal objects of thought – to use a

modern expression – really are mere indications of “thought-

economically” abbreviated manners of speaking, which, reduced to their

proper content, break down into nothing but individual particular expe-

riences, nothing but representations of and judgements about particular

matters of fact; or whether the idealist is right, when he claims that this

kind of empiricism for sure may be stated in a dim and general manner,

but cannot be consistently thought to its end; that every statement, for

example every statement belonging to this doctrine itself, purports to

have sense and validity, and that every attempt to reduce these ideal

units to real particulars leads to unavoidable absurdities; that the reduc-

tion of a concept to some extension of particulars, without some concept

giving unity to this extension in thought, is inconceivable etc. (XVIII,

191)
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Husserl’s preliminary answer is of course that the logical concepts and

the correlated objects of thought are irreducible. A main aim of the

Logical Investigations is precisely to give this answer a satisfactory

epistemological-critical foundation. Such a clarification will involve an

account of how particular instances of truth and meaning may be made

into objects of logical reflection and cognition. Further, since these ideal

objects of thought are accessible only as objective “contents” of

thinking and cognition, this clarification will also have to give an

account of the relation between particular instances of cognition and

such ideal contents.

 The ideal being of truth implies that truth is not bound to and does

not come and go with particular instances of cognition, belonging to the

empirical unity of passing individuals with passing individual cognitive

acts or states. As ideal, propositions and their being true are transcen-

dent in relation to the real subjective context of cognition. Further, the

absolute character implies that it holds in relation to every possible

subject, with a universal validity that is not limited by any empirical

conditions – with the obvious exception of the existence of the matters

of fact to which an empirical truth relates. Truth belongs to “the realm

of what is absolutely valid”, which is one and the same for all subjects,

even if it, de facto, may partly or completely transcend the cognitive

capabilities of every actual subject.

However, Husserl does not only insist on the independence of the

logical domain in relation to the empirical unity of cognition, but also

on the essential conceptual relation between truth and evidence as the

achievement of knowledge.

A proposition, as a unit of meaning, is essentially something that

may be “detached” from instances of signifying in concreto, which take

place only in virtue of subjects of discourse. It does not make sense to

speak of a proposition that in principle cannot be the content of a

meaningful expression, i.e. insofar as a proposition is a unit of meaning,

a specific unit of significance. Further, the being true of a proposition,

and in particular the nature of the relation of agreeing with a state of

affairs, is also something that may be “detached” only on the basis of

concrete instances of cognition, in which the state of affairs itself is

established as the truth-maker. The mere notion of an ideal relation
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between two ideal objects is not sufficient as a characterisation of the

nature of truth.

The point is that the “detached” objective contents nevertheless

somehow intrinsically belong to the concrete enactment in virtue of its

make-up, without being a real part of it. The objective content is not

conceived as something that belongs to some independently accessible

objective domain and is ascribed to particular subjective occurrences

only in virtue of some external relation.

According to Husserl, ideal being is essentially correlated to possible

real being, to a possible realisation. The intrinsic relation to possible

real being may be rather convoluted, indirect and indeterminate, but

ultimately an ideal or abstract particular “exists” and an ideal state of

affairs “holds” only as the conceptual unity of possible instances of real

being. With regard to truth, Husserl declares:

Here, too, we make the same observation as in every other case, namely

that the being or validity of generalities has the value of ideal possibili-

ties – i.e. with regard to the possible being of empirical particularities

falling under these generalities: the statements “this truth is valid” [”die

Wahrheit gilt”] and “it is possible that there are thinking beings that

with insight makes judgements with the meaning-content in question

[”es sind denkende Wesen möglich, welche Urteile des bezüglichen Be-

deutungsgehaltes einsehen”] are equivalent. (XVIII, 135)

In this manner, Husserl accepts the principle that the truth of a proposi-

tion p is equivalent to the possibility of knowing that p. The principle is

given several different formulations, for example in terms of an

equivalence “between the propositions ‘A is true’ and ‘it is possible that

someone with evidence judges that A is” (XVIII, 187) and between the

concepts of truth and of the possibility of evident judgement (XVIII,

188).

Although Husserl rejects that ‘A is true’ means the same as ‘it is

possible that someone with evidence judges that A is’, since the first

formulation “does not speak of the judging of someone, not even in a

wholly general way” (XVIII, 187), he also holds that there is an

essential, purely conceptually grounded equivalence between them.

Thus, although epistemic notions do not have any place within pure

logic as an objective discipline, the logical concepts are nevertheless
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determined by an a priori correlation to the concept of knowledge and

hence to the concept of subjectivity.

The idea that evidence is the realisation of truth is not a mere external

characterisation of the relation between evidence and truth, as if one

could conceive of an instance of evidence (in the strict sense) that did

not correspond to truth (XVIII, 192 ff), or as if the possibility of

evidence were something external to truth (cf. XVIII, 193).

When truth is brought back to its concrete realisation through sub-

jective experience, the conception of the objectivity of truth, the “in

itself” of truth, may be given a more specific sense. First, there is the

idea that the achievement of knowledge by itself harbours truth as a

correlate, which may be regarded “in itself”, in abstraction from the

subjectivity of experience. Thus, we may distinguish the proposition

and the given state of affairs, with which it agrees, from the subjective

experience of fulfilled objectivation. Second, this correlate is under-

stood as an ideal unit, which in principle is not bound to its actual

realisation, but only to the mere possibility of a realisation. The fact that

the truth in question is realised is something merely contingent in

relation to the truth in itself. Third, the objectivity of truth is to be

understood in terms of the correlated possibility of evidence and its

relation to empirical subjectivity. Which kind of possibility is this and

how is it to be related to concrete instances of subjective lived experi-

ence?

According to Husserl, truth is independent and transcendent in rela-

tion to every particular experience through which it is realised, every

particular subject of cognition as well as every species or group of

subjects. The possibility that a thinking being with evidence makes a

certain judgement, which is equivalent to the truth of a proposition, is

not necessarily a real possibility, but may be a mere ideal possibility:

If there are not any intelligent beings, if the order of nature excludes

such beings, and they hence are realiter impossible – or if there with re-

gard to certain classes of truths are not any beings that may know them

– then these ideal possibilities remain without fulfilling actuality; then

the grasping, the recognition, the becoming conscious of the truth (or

certain classes of truths) is never realised. But every truth in itself re-

mains what it is, it maintains its ideal being. It is not “somewhere in the

emptiness”, but is a unit of validity in the non-temporal realm of ideas.

(XVIII, 136)
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In other words, the possibility of evidence correlated to truth is not

limited by any factual, empirical conditions of subjective experience,

i.e. apart from the case of truths about subjects and their experiences.

This ideal possibility of evidence implies merely the ideal possibility of

a subject, the idea of a subject with certain cognitive abilities. For us,

the actualisation of this possibility may very well remain an unattain-

able ideal. In effect, in the sixth investigation Husserl refers to evidence

in the strict sense as an ideal of adequation, as an ideal limit of cogni-

tive fulfilment (XIX/2, 598 & 646 ff).

To establish that a particular truth holds of course demands the en-

actment of actual evidence, direct or indirect, but this does not mean

that the idea of a truth that de facto transcends our grasp is empty, since

one may very well conceive of subjects of cognition with more unlim-

ited cognitive capacities. However, it seems that, according to Husserl’s

general conception of cognition, the specification of the content of such

a possibility will ultimately involve a specification of how the objects of

cognition in principle may be brought to presence within the unity of

evident fulfilment. Still, the notion of a so to speak stronger transcen-

dence, involving perceptual and intellectual capacities unknown by us,

cannot be rejected as inconsistent, but remains the title of an open,

problematic possibility. If we were to be confronted with an as yet

unknown species with such capacities, we could not on a priori grounds

reject their claims to truth as empty or hold that the alleged truths are

external to the logical context of what we hold to be valid.

1.5. The task and nature of the phenomenology of logic

As pointed out earlier, Husserl’s point of departure in the dispute over

the interpretation of logic is to be found in the return to straightforward

logical cognition and its sources, to the logical “matters themselves”,

such as they present themselves before all theories and reductive

explanations. According to Husserl, the neglect of this domain of

cognition is due to the uncritical acceptance of certain empiricist

dogmas. The philosophy of logic must not only “save the phenomena”

of logic, but also free itself from the prejudices according to which this

must be done by means of explaining away the phenomena, taking for

granted that they cannot give access to a genuine and irreducible sphere
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of validity. However, to recognise the positive character of the logical

domain, such as it is given through the “naive” experience of meaning-

ful expressions and of how they fit the world of discourse, is merely a

first step.

The idea of pure logic and the idea of a new logico-epistemological

framework are introduced on the basis of what Husserl holds to be

evident demonstrations of distinctions, relations and types of identity.

This must be the starting point of logic and semantics as objective

disciplines, as well as of any attempt to provide a proper philosophical

foundation for them. The preliminary account calls for a more substan-

tial and complete elaboration on a more radical philosophical basis. The

significance and the scope of the validity of the achievements based on

these operative sources of logical cognition still lack a proper philoso-

phical clarification.

This task has to be distinguished from the task of constructing the

objective formal theories, which is matter of mathematical technique

(XVIII, 253 ff). The rigorous application of mathematical methods does

not in itself presuppose an “ultimate insight into the essence of theory in

general and into the essence of the concepts and laws on which it

depends” (XVIII, 255). On the other hand, without a philosophical,

epistemological-critical [erkenntniskritische] reflection, the value of the

theoretical achievements will remain unclear (XVIII, 255 f).

In the idea of a clarification of the basic ideas, concepts and proposi-

tions of logic one may discern two subtasks, intertwined through mutual

dependencies. Of these, one is more continuous with objective logical

theory construction and the other more thoroughly epistemological-

critical.

The first of these concerns the straightforward conceptualisation of

the logical domain and the removal of ambiguity and obscurity from the

basic logical terms and sentences. Husserl acknowledges that the

established logical discourse is characterised by ambiguity and lack of

clarity and that this confuses the sense and the scope of the validity of

established logical laws and theorems. In particular, such a confusion

may lead to an empirical-psychological misinterpretation of the logical

propositions and, hence, to a rejection of already experienced logical

evidence and its purely logical significance. Husserl even claims that

the insufficient clarification of the fundamental logical concepts is the
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main reason for the underdeveloped state of pure logic and epistemol-

ogy. (XIX/1, 9 ff)

What is needed is a more systematic return to the logical “matters

themselves” such as they are given in intuitively fulfilled logical

reflection and to the concrete basis of the logical abstractions. It is a

matter of identifying specific differences and of distinguishing between

confused notions. On the basis of completely accomplished intuitions of

concrete particular cases, the logical propositions may be given the

desired “clarity and distinctness”. (XIX/1, 10)

The second task is the epistemological-critical: to understand and

ascertain the cognitive function or value of the logical concepts (XIX/1,

11). Without an epistemological-critical clarification of the sources of

logical cognition, of the origins out of which the objective-logical

notions receive their valid sense, there cannot be any firm basis for the

interpretation of the cognitive significance and the scope of the validity

of logic. (XIX/1, 11 ff.)

Husserl stresses the need to clear up the confusion of the subjective

and the objective contexts of cognition (ibid.). What is needed is an

account for the whole logico-epistemological framework. As Husserl

declares, the motives of the phenomenological analysis are intrinsically

related to the fundamental epistemological questions, which thus belong

to the complete clarification of the possibility of pure logic (XIX/1, 12).

Briefly, these question concern how “the ‘in itself’ of objectivity may

be brought to presentation” in the subjective flow of lived experience

(XIX, 13).

Here belong also above all the problems concerning subjective expe-

rience as the locus of the concrete realisation of the objective logical

matters, i.e. meaning and truth. In particular, with regard to the central

phenomena of meaningful linguistic expression, in which the objects of

logic are given as “embedded” (XIX/1, 8), there is the fundamental task

of giving a more satisfactory account of how signifying, which takes

place only in virtue of subjective lived experience, may have an

objective significance and how this may be made into an object of

knowledge (Cf. XIX/1, 20 f).

Already in the Logical Investigations epistemology is conceived as a

first philosophy, in the sense that it puts into question the presupposi-

tions of positive science and does not itself presuppose the validity of
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metaphysical or empirical premises, and in particular the theories and

conjectures of physical natural science and psychology (XIX/1, 24 ff).

According to Husserl, “an epistemological investigation, that seriously

aspires to be scientific must, as one often already has stressed, satisfy

the principle of presuppositionlessness” (XIX/1, 24). The task of

epistemology is not to provide a foundation of positive science by

means of better or more secure positive results, or to give a psychologi-

cal or psychophysical explanation of cognition, but to clarify and

understand the idea of knowledge, and, in particular, the sense of the

objectivity of knowledge, such as it may be established through subjec-

tive achievements. (XIX/, 25)

According to this conception, the fundamental problems of episte-

mology are to be dissolved by means of a final and self-evident clarifi-

cation of the intrinsic significance of the possible achievements of

thinking and cognition, removing the enigmas inherent in traditional

epistemological paradigms.

The phenomenology of the experiences of thinking and cognition is

introduced as the basis of this new foundation of logic and epistemol-

ogy. According to Husserl, phenomenology presents “a domain of

neutral research” (XIX/1, 6).
8
 As a purely descriptive and conceptual

investigation of the cognitive phenomena, in the sense of the lived

experiences that make up conscious life, it does not only provide a

conceptual foundation of psychology, but also “discloses /…/ the

‘sources’ from which the basic concepts and ideal laws of pure logic

‘spring’ and to which they must be traced back, if one is to give them

the ‘clarity and distinctness’ demanded by an epistemological-critical

understanding of pure logic” (XIX/1, 7).

A basic idea of phenomenological philosophy is that the clarification

of concepts ultimately leads back to the operative “sources” of the

domain of cognition in question, to the context of experience in which

the “matters themselves” are given, i.e. the context of the justified

introduction and application of the concepts in question. The under-

                                                  
8
 It seems reasonable to understand this talk of neutrality in terms of the above-

mentioned presuppositionlessness. The so-called transcendental turn and the idea of a
“phenomenological idealism” do not involve a departure from neutrality in this
sense. I am thus not convinced by the interpretation offered by Dan Zahavi in his
“Metaphysical neutrality in Logical Investigations”.
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standing of the conceptual essence of fundamental, irreducible concepts

must involve a reflection upon how the matters in question may be

given, grasped and established as identifiable matters of specific kinds.

As will be seen, this does not only involve differences with regard to

qualities of sensation and the like, but also, and more importantly,

differences with regard to the specific make-up of lived intentional

experiences, which in themselves carry an objectual relation.

As regards the method of phenomenology, Husserl above all points

to the “unnatural” orientation of intuition and thinking demanded by

phenomenological reflection. Instead of being absorbed in the straight-

forward experiences, in which the matters are there for us, we are to

reflect upon these experiences, precisely as intentional experiences with

a specific intentional content or make-up. Here, I would like to stress

Husserl’s warning that it is all to easy to “fall back” from the phenome-

nological stance to the straightforward objective stance and to confuse

objective and subjective properties (XIX/1, 13 ff).

The phenomenological clarification of logic and epistemology may

be characterised as a kind of fundamental conceptual work. However,

this does not mean that phenomenology amounts merely to an elucida-

tion of already given, but indistinctly grasped concepts, dispelling

ambiguity, vagueness and confusion. The adequate and relevant

understanding of the logico-epistemological matters may very well

demand the introduction of new concepts and distinctions. Moreover,

due to the complexity and fundamental significance of the issues, this

conceptual work has a hermeneutic or dialectical character, involving a

gradual revision and transformation of preliminary results:

The investigation advances so to speak in zigzag; and this simile fits the

better, since it, because of the intimate interdependence of the different

epistemological concepts, is necessary to return to the original analyses

again and again and measure them against the new ones, as well as the

other way round. (XIX/1, 22 f)

In the present study I have attempted to take this characterisation

seriously and to be responsive to the difference between the general

direction of inquiry and the tentative doctrines on particular issues.
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2. The phenomenon of meaning

This section is devoted to a closer examination of the phenomenological

approach to meaning and to the elucidation of the core ideas of

Husserl’s conception of meaning and its realisation.

First I will put a great deal of effort into introducing and elucidating

the essential ideas and distinctions pertaining to the givenness of

meaning and truth. The point of my relatively extensive considerations

of these ideas is to provide the beginnings of case against interpretations

that overstate the aspects of Husserl’s thought that may be taken to

suggest what I have referred to as a logistics of acts, contents, meanings

and objects.
9
 Such interpretations not only tend to underplay the

distinctive features of the phenomenological approach, but also run the

risk of ending in conceptions that fail to do justice to Husserl’s struggle

to overcome both the simple opposition of semantic psychologism and

objectivism (“logicism”) and the confused amalgamation of psycho-

logical and objective-logical conceptions. My aim is in particular to

establish a basis for arguments against interpretations that amount to

semantic conceptions of intentionality in concreto.

The reason for bringing up the phenomenology of truth within the

context of a study devoted to the phenomenology of meaning is that it is

possible to deal with certain important questions concerning meaning,

reference and intentionality only within the confines of the phenome-

nology of truth. Briefly, these questions concern reference in the usual

sense of reference to this or that particular object. This is in turn

connected to the problem of how sense determines reference, which has

played a prominent role in many influential interpretations of Husserl’s

conception of meaning and intentionality, although often within an

interpretative framework that tacitly is determined by naïve forms of

objectivism and representationalism.

Second, I turn to how Husserl deals with the linguistic phenomena

through which meaning is given in concreto. The main task is to

                                                  
9
 For prominent examples of interpretations that in lesser or higher degree are

characterised by this tendency, see Dagfinn Føllesdal, “Husserl’s notion of noema”;
J. N. Mohanty, Edmund Husserl’s Theory of Meaning and Husserl and Frege,
Hubert L. Dreyfus, “Husserl’s perceptual Noema”; D. W. Smith & Ronald McIntyre,
Husserl and intentionality; D. W. Smith, Husserl; Martin Kusch, Language as
Calculus vs. Language as Universal Medium; Peter Simons “Meaning and lan-
guage”; Christian Beyer, Intentionalität und Referenz.
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elucidate the distinctions between some different aspects of linguistic

discourse and their logico-epistemological significance. In particular, I

will give a brief introduction of the essential distinctions with regard to

speech acts as social acts, which are important to the understanding of

Husserl’s analysis of occasional expressions.

Third, I briefly examine the essential core of Husserl’s conception of

intentionality, which makes up the basis of the analysis of the phenom-

ena of meaning and truth.

According to Husserl, it is only against the background of the phe-

nomenological analysis of the subjective content or make-up of thinking

and cognition that the confusion of subjective and objective contents

may be dissolved and the enigma of objective contents and their relation

to the subjectivity of experience may appear in its radical epistemologi-

cal-critical significance. How is the problem of the ideal and objective

being of meaning and truth to be understood, when one takes into

account the full hermeneutic situation explicated in this chapter? This is

the question discussed in the penultimate subsection.

The final subsection will be devoted to the species conception of the

ideal objectivity of meaning and truth, by means of which Husserl in the

Logical Investigations attempts to dissolve the enigma of objective

contents. As indicated in the introduction, the discovery of the problem

of occasionality of the realisation of empirical meaning forces Husserl

to reject this conception with regard to empirical meaning.

2.1. The givenness of meaning and truth

Husserl does not conceive meanings as hypothetical or theoretical

entities, posited in order to explain certain facts, for example regarding

the use of linguistic signs, or to solve certain problems within an

already given analysis of the logical content of linguistic expressions.

Further, the task of the phenomenology of meaning is not to investigate

empirical or metaphysical hypotheses concerning the emergence of

meaning, or to reduce meaning or discourse about meaning to some

preferred ontological basis or class of statements. The aim is rather to

clarify the logically relevant concept of meaning on the basis of an

investigation of the phenomenon of meaning itself, with regard to how

meaning may be originally given in experience and grasped as an object

of discourse in logical and semantic reflection.
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The same thing goes for truth. There is, according to Husserl, a phe-

nomenon of truth, which may be investigated as such, before every

theory or hypothesis.

I will first look at the phenomenon of meaning and then turn to elu-

cidation of the phenomenon of truth.

2.1.1. The givenness of meaning

According to Husserl, the phenomenon of meaning is to be found in the

lived experiences that constitute the understanding of linguistic expres-

sions:

What “meaning” [”Bedeutung”] is we know as immediately as we

know [B: may be given to us as immediately as it is given to us] what

colour and sound is. It cannot be further defined; it is something de-

scriptively ultimate. Whenever we understand [B: enact or understand]

an expression, it means something to us, we enact its sense [B: we are

actually aware of its sense]. This – to understand, to mean, to enact a

sense – is not to hear the word-sound or to experience some simultane-

ous phantasm. And just as well as [B: phenomenological] differences

between [B: appearing] sounds, differences between meanings are evi-

dently given, too. With this the phenomenology of meanings does of

course not reach it end; on the contrary, with this it begins. (XIX/1, 187)

It should be pointed out right away that this immediate acquaintance

with meaning in the understanding of linguistic expressions does not,

according to Husserl, imply an adequate and infallible understanding or

grasp of particular meaning-contents. On the contrary, although Husserl

indeed holds that differences between meanings are evidently given in

many cases, he also thinks that systematic discrimination, identification,

description and analysis of meaning requires practical mastery of the

adequate means of expression, definition, explication and comparison,

as well as a systematic theoretical semantic reflection (cf. for example

XIX/1, 9 ff, 309). Above all, in order to clarify the meanings of expres-

sions (concepts and propositions) one must recur to and reflect upon

exemplary, real or imaginary, situations of correct, intuitively fulfilled

application (cf. for example XIX/1, 75 ff). Nevertheless, the givenness

of meaning in the understanding of expressions remains the ultimate

operative source of evidence for semantic investigations, openly or

tacitly.
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Here, ‘understanding’ does not refer to the grasping of the “inten-

tions” of a participant in discourse, but to how linguistic expressions are

given as meaningful signs in the event of speaking as well as listening,

writing as well as hearing, etc.:

I do not use the word understanding in the limited sense that pertains to

the relation between a speaker and a hearer. The solitary thinker “under-

stands” his words and this understanding is simply the actual signifying

[Bedeuten]. (XIX/1, 79n)

Understanding in this sense is nothing but the original presence of a

meaningful sign as such, the being there of actual signifying in con-

creto: something is actually having the function of a meaningful sign

and we “live in /…/ the enactment of its sense, its signifying” (XIX/1,

46). The phenomenon of meaning is an irreducible and pervading aspect

of the lived participation in meaningful discourse.

Here, some clarifying remarks may be helpful. As is well known, the

first logical investigation, “Expression and meaning”, begins with

certain fundamental semiotic considerations.
10

 One may even say that

Husserl’s conception of meaning has an essentially semiotic character.

Meanings are given as belonging to meaningful linguistic signs.

However, as Husserl points out in the fifth investigation, to be a sign is

not a “real predicate” of some object or event (XIX/1, 436 ff.). A sign is

actually there only in actual signifying, when some item actually fulfils

a sign-function. In the case of linguistic expressions Husserl speaks of a

meaning-function [Bedeutungsfunktion] (XIX/1, 30). Outside of this

“living function” (cf. XIX/1, 32), something may be called a sign only

with regard to the potentiality of fulfilling such a function.

Moreover, according to the notion of sign and sign-function relevant

here, actual signifying implies that something fulfils the function of a

sign for someone and that the event of signifying is given as such in the

peculiar manner described in terms of “living in the enactment of

signifying”. There are signs in concreto only in virtue of some actual

interpretation or reading (Husserl uses the terms Auffassung and

Deutung), by means of which something actually is given the value of

                                                  
10

 See for example Robert Sokolowski, “Semiotics in Husserl’s Logical Investi-
gations”; Rudolf Bernet, “Husserl’s theory of signs revisited”; Jacques Derrida, La
voix et le phénomène.
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being a vehicle of signifying (cf. XIX/1, 79 ff). As indicated by the

phrase “to live in the enactment of signifying”, this does not imply that

actual signifying involves thematic intellectual acts of interpretation.

However, as will be seen, Husserl insists that the enactment of signify-

ing, the givenness of a sign as such, has a specific descriptive inten-

tional character and content.

Thus, the fundamental phenomenological difference with regard to

the concept of meaning is the difference between a mere physical

perceptual appearance and the phenomenological character of “living in

the enactment of signifying”, in which a meaningful expression is given

as such. The genus meaning corresponds to a specific manner of

givenness, which in turn is characterised by a specific mode or form of

lived experience, namely the lived intentional unity of a meaning-

intention [Bedeutungsintention] and an awareness of a mere sign-

vehicle (XIX/1, 45 ff).

According to this conception, meanings are not originally given as

intellectually grasped objects, but rather as obliquely displayed through

the lived enactment of signifying. In section 34 of the first investigation,

with the title “In the act of signifying the meaning is not present to

consciousness as an object”, Husserl stresses this point:

If we enact the act and so to speak live in it, then we of course mean its

object and not its meaning. If we for example make a statement, then we

judge about the matter in question and not about the meaning of the

statement-sentence, about the judgement in the logical sense. This is

made into an object first by a reflective act of thinking, in which we not

only look back on the enacted statement, but also perform the required

abstraction (or better: ideation). (XIX/1, 108)

The original givenness of meaning is an “adverbial” aspect of the pre-

reflective living in the enactment of signifying, namely the concrete

manner in which signifying is constituted as the signifying of this or

that, in this or that mode. The reflective abstraction and detachment of

meaning from the concrete lived enactment of signifying is a secondary

phenomenon and one must resist the reification of meaning in concreto.

When we live in the enactment of signifying, we are, according to

Husserl, occupied with the signified matters themselves. These are

present to our minds precisely in the manner of linguistic representa-

tion, i.e. by means of a physical item, real or imaginary (as in inner
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speech), functioning as a real or imaginary token of a “mere” expression

(signifier) that so to speak points away from itself towards the matters

of discourse (the signified). In concreto, the relation to the matters [die

gegenständliche Beziehung] is constituted by the very enactment of

signifying, the lived intentional relation between the sign and the

signified, in which the signified matters are intentionally constituted.

The meaning-intention is simply the actual intentional relation to the

signified matters (XIX/1, 45 ff).

Meaning is thus given as an embedded aspect of linguistic expres-

sions, and the same thing goes for the sign-vehicle, the “mere sign”

itself. The expression is grasped as an object only through a reflective

abstraction and detachment of it from the intentionally constituted unity

of the “living” sign (cf. XIX/1, 43 ff).

A main idea of the Logical Investigations is that the lived enactment

of signifying makes up the unthematic display of the expression as an

objective semantic unit, which however may be grasped as such only

through a semantic reflection that presupposes the straightforward

enactment of signifying (XIX/1, 48 f.).

According to Husserl, one must not confound the “objective” seman-

tic, grammatical and logical analysis of expressions, as objective

correlates of the enactment of signifying, with the phenomenological

analysis of the phenomena of expression and meaning (XIX/1, 47 ff). In

my opinion, the interpretations according to which Husserl regards units

of meaning as mediators of intentionality in concreto are based on such

a mistake
11

.

 Arguing for this kind of interpretation, Føllesdal has for example

referred to the following passage from LI I:1 with regard to the distinc-

tion between the meaning and the reference of an expression:

It is by the way clear that there is a close connection between the two

distinct sides exhibited by every expression: namely that it is only

through having a meaning [nur dadurch, daß er bedeutet] that an ex-

pression obtains a relation to some objectuality, and that one hence

rightly says that the expression denotes (refers to) the object by means of

                                                  
11

 The most well-known example of such an interpretation is found in Husserl and
Intentionality by Smith and McIntyre. The thesis is repeated in D. W. Smith’s recent
Husserl. The origin of this line of interpretation is to be found in Føllesdal’s
interpretation of Husserl (“Husserl’s notion of noema”).
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[mittels] its meaning, respectively that the act of signifying is the deter-

minate manner in which the object in question is meant /…/ (54 f)

However, when Husserl claims that the expression refers to the matters

by means of its meaning, he is obviously referring to the expression as

an abstract objective unit. In the concrete enactment of signifying, the

subjective correlate to the objective expression, one does not find the

meaning as some mediating content or object, but only the meaning-

intention, the directedness to the signified matters, by means of which

the mere sign is given its meaning.

I would however like to question not only interpretations according

to which Husserl conceives intentionality as mediated by units of

meaning or by some other kind of “contents”, but also interpretations

that in a less obvious manner presupposes that one must account for

fully determinate linguistic representation or intentional directedness in

general in terms of an already fixed repertoire of intentional contents,

usually openly or tacitly modelled on the semantic functions of linguis-

tic expressions. This may have serious consequences with regard to the

problem of the intentional individuation of objects of reference, for

example when such contents are thought to be in need of some contex-

tual support in order to yield fully determinate extensional values.
12

In this connection, a further remark on Husserl’ conception of

meaning, reference and intentionality may be helpful. As is well known,

Husserl distinguishes between the meaning and the signified objectual-

ity [Gegenständlichkeit] in a manner that resembles Frege’s distinction

between the Sinn and the Bedeutung of an expression, although there

also are important differences between their conceptions.
13

 As seen,
                                                  

12
 Smith and McIntyre, for example, suggest that Husserl’s conception of percep-

tion implies that it has a “demonstrative” character, and that this poses a serious
problem for Husserl’s basic theory of intentionality, since it cannot deal with the
external context of perception (Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 213-219).

13
 When Husserl states that all expressions relate to objects [Gegenstände] or

objectualities [Gegenständlichkeiten] this should certainly not be interpreted in such
a way that signifying always equals reference in a narrow sense, exemplified by
nominal phrases, but only that one may always speak of a signified correlate (which
must not be taken to exist or hold). In the signifying event this correlate is not
necessarily represented as an object, but it may always be framed through a higher-
order nominalisation. Important examples are provided by states of affairs as
correlates of complete sentences and by properties as correlates of predicates.
Straightforwardly predicative sentences do not, according to Husserl, refer to states
of affairs in any manner that resembles the manner in which definite or indefinite
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Husserl also speaks of the distinction between the meaning of an

expression and its objectual relation [gegenständliche Beziehung]. For

example, ‘the victor at Jena’ and ‘the vanquished at Waterloo’ have

different meanings, but relate to or refer to [nennen] the same object,

and ‘a triangle with equal sides’ and ‘a triangle with equal angles’ have

different meanings, but relate to the same extension (XIX/1, 53).

However, Husserl holds not only that expressions relate to the mat-

ters of discourse only in virtue of their meanings, but also “that one

must not take talk of two distinct sides of every expression too seri-

ously, that the essence of the expression rather lies exclusively in the

meaning” (XIX/1, 55). The signified correlates are relevant only as

signified or meant, in a modal sense that does not in itself imply the

existence of the correlates in question, but only of the meaning, and the

possibility of a concrete signifying with a certain intentional make-up:

Thus, to use an expression with meaning is the same as to expressively

relate to the object (to present the object). Here, it does not matter

whether the object exists or is fictional, or even impossible. (XIX/1, 59)

However, despite the claim that the essence of the significance lies

exclusively in the meaning, one may say that Husserl’s conception of

meaning gives a priority to the referential aspect of linguistic expres-

sions. The distinction between the meaning and the objectual relation

does not pertain to two wholly separate aspects of expressions or their

enactment. The meaning contains the objectual relation. Differences of

meaning pertain to the determinate manner in which something is

signified. Thus, for example, the nominal phrase ‘the victor at Jena’

conventionally refers to the victor at Jena precisely as the victor at Jena

etc. In concreto, the relation to the signified matters (reference or

aboutness in a wide sense) is not an intrinsically undifferentiated

relation, but always the signifying of something as something, i.e. in a

certain mode of presentation (XIX/1, 55). Within this genus of about-

ness one may distinguish between the manner in which a nominal

phrase refers to an object and the manner in which a sentence represents

a situation, between definite and indefinite, direct and indirect, singular

                                                                                                                                   

nominal phrases refer to objects (XIX/1, 45n, 490 ff; XIX/2, 685 ff).
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and general reference and so on (cf. XIX/1, 54 ff, 429 n; XIX/2, 555 f)

These differences correspond to different categories of meaning.

Among the “essential distinctions” that are made on the basis of the

reflection upon the lived enactment of signifying, the most important is

the one between the act of signifying and the meaning itself. According

to Husserl, this distinction is not a “mere hypothesis that is to be

justified through its explanatory value” (XIX/1, 105). It may be demon-

strated as evident on the basis of the givenness of concrete examples of

signifying. Thus, one may evidently recognise that the same meaning is

realised through repeated acts of signifying, that this reflectively

graspable meaning does not coincide with any lived experience or

aspect of a lived experience, but nevertheless constitutes the content of

the straightforwardly enacted event of signifying, and that this identical

meaning is what it is independently of the particular persons and acts by

means of which it is realised (ibid.). The same holds for the linguistic

expression itself (XIX/1, 48 f). I will return to this point in the two last

subsections of this chapter.

2.1.2. The givenness of truth

According to Husserl, the concrete basis of the objective-logical

concept of truth is to be found in evidence as a lived experience, the

fulfilment of signifying through the presentation of the signified matters

themselves. Evidence as the lived enactment of adequate fulfilment

makes up the primary, unthematic givenness of truth, and makes

possible the thematic recognition of truth through a subsequent reflec-

tive abstraction. Truth is displayed by evidence in concreto, but is not

given as an object when we live in the straightforward enactment of

evidence. (XIX/2, 651 f)

In the Prolegomena, Husserl gives the following brief characterisa-

tion of evidence and truth, arguing against the view that evidence is an

“accessory feeling, which accidentally or according to natural laws

attaches itself to certain judgements” (XVIII, 192):

Evidence is rather nothing but the “lived experience” [”Erlebnis”] of

truth. (XVIII, 193)

Evidence is the lived experience of agreement [Zusammenstimmung]

between the articulated belief [Meinung] and the present, experienced,
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objective correlate of belief [B: the self-present correlate of belief], be-

tween the experienced [B: the actual] sense of the statement and the ex-

perienced [B: the self-given] state of affairs, and truth is the idea of this

agreement. (XVIII, 193 f)

The characterisation of evidence as “the ‘lived experience’ of truth”

does not imply that evidence is the mere subjective experience of a

compelling revelation of truth, the incomprehensible and inexplicable

possession of truth, the emergence of some divinely warranted cer-

tainty, or the like. Nor does it amount to a mere stipulation, to a defini-

tion of evidence in terms of truth. The point is that evidence is the

concrete event through which truth, as an abstract object of thought, is

realised and displayed, and that this basis has the character of a lived

intentional experience and not of a primary object of experience.

Evidence has the “verbal” character of an event and is primarily

something that we “live in”.

The concept of truth is clarified, although not defined, in terms of

evidence, not the other way round. In a certain strict sense, which

relates to an ideal and unsurpassable aim of cognition, evidence does

not amount merely to the appearance of truth, but to the absolute

presence of truth itself, as completely realised and displayed by the

lived agreement between thinking and being (XIX/2, 651 f). This

realisation and presence of truth is clarified in purely phenomenological

terms relating to the lived experiences of thinking and cognition.

Evidence is not conceived as some warrant or index of truth, and the

relation between evidence and truth does not have to be established by

means of some further, external grounds and explanations, providing

reasons for accepting the authority of evidence. The relation between

evidence and truth is an intrinsic, purely conceptual relation. The source

of the epistemic authority of evidence is found within evidence itself.

According to Husserl, the clarification of the intrinsic make-up of

evidence shows that actual evidence in the strict sense amounts to the

validity of truth and excludes the possibility of counter-evidence.

(XVIII, 194; XIX/2, 656)
14

                                                  
14

 One important problem with theories of evidence or certainty as a subjective
criterion or index of truth is that they must provide external reasons and explanations
for the epistemic authority of direct experience as well as of indirect reasoning.
Husserl attempts to show how evidence itself provides sufficient epistemic reasons.
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However, it is important to note that Husserl already in the Logical

Investigations speaks of evidence in a wider sense, which does not

equal the absolute realisation and givenness of truth, but nevertheless

provides a rational basis for the recognition of truth. In effect, this “lax”

concept of evidence (XIX/2, 651) is sufficient for the elucidation of the

phenomenon of truth, although reflections upon the “epistemological-

critically strict sense of evidence” (ibid.) seem to be necessary precisely

when it comes to the epistemological-critical clarification of the

objective validity of truth, i.e. the difference between the appearance of

truth and truth in itself. Here I will focus on the examination of the

phenomenon of truth, the givenness of truth, in a primary, “naive”

sense, which is presupposed by the critical reflection upon the condi-

tions of objective, absolute validity. However, it should be noted that

the logico-epistemological principle of the equivalence of truth and

possible evidence and knowledge, as it is formulated in the Logical

Investigations, presupposes the strict sense of evidence.

Husserl’s phenomenological approach to the clarification of truth is

based on a quite simple idea. How may truth be given? How may

assertions be shown to be correct? How may they be verified, i.e.

justified from an epistemic point of view? To answer these questions is

to clarify what truth in general is. Here, we may begin with a rather

indeterminate notion of truth, according to which statements are true,

when they in some relevant sense agree with what is the case. How may

truth in this sense be given? Well, it seems to be a simple case of

comparing the statement, the meaningful expression, with the matters

themselves, in order to establish an agreement between what is stated

and what is the case. Insofar as a given situation of affairs is recognised

as identical to the linguistically represented situation of affairs, insofar

as the linguistic representation “fits” or “agrees with” the presentation

of what is the case, truth is given.

Before every worry about what constitutes the relation of agreement

or about the impossibility of stepping outside one’s own representations

                                                                                                                                   

If evidence constitutes the self-presence of the matters of cognition, such as they are
held to be, if this simply is what it means for the matters to be present, and hence to
be, then evidence itself provides the rational justification of the evident judgement.
Psychologism is to be overcome by clarifying the purely conceptual relation between
evidence and truth.
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of the matters of cognition, this procedure and the validity of its

achievements seem to be tacitly taken for granted in the practice of

verification. For the most time, the agreement between what is stated

and what is given, for example observed by means of sense perception,

is such a familiar and obvious occurrence that we do not even reflect

upon the fact that we constantly are relying on our ability of recognising

it, in the critical reflection upon the justification of statements as well as

in straightforward discourse.

The naively experienced phenomenon of truth has a fundamental

cognitive significance. Husserl holds that the reflective grasp of truth in

turn presupposes the lived enactment of the agreement or fit between

word and object. Without this basic appearance of truth, the pursuit of

truth could not even begin. The critical reflection upon experience is by

necessity always relying on the validity of the naive judging by appear-

ances, which remains the ultimate source of all cognition.

In Husserl’s terminology, evidence is a special case of cognition or

recognition [Erkennen, Erkennung, Erkenntnis]. In a wide sense, every

actual synthesis of identification may be considered an act of cognition

(XIX/2, 584), i.e. for example even the synthetic unity of totally or

partially agreeing representations of objects and situations in mere

empty, symbolic thinking (cf. XIX/2, 576 ff & 596 ff). In a narrower

sense, Husserl speaks of cognition only with regard to the fulfilment

[Erfüllung] of objectivating intentions (thoughts, attitudes) through

lived experiences with a higher degree of intuitive fullness (XIX/2, 584

& 597 ff). In a slightly different sense Husserl, finally, speaks of

cognition with regard to conceptual identification, classification and, in

general, recognition of intuitively presented objects and situations as

such and such (XIX/2, 558 ff & 657 ff).

If one disregards the cases of mere intuitive clarification [Veran-

shaulichung] of thoughts through imagination in a wide sense, cognition

in this last sense amounts to the conceptual recognition of an object of

perception [Wahrnehmung]. Perception amounts to the presentation of

the matters themselves (XIX/2, 589 & 646 f). Here, the relevant

conception of perception is not limited to simple kinds of sense percep-

tion, but includes also cases of perceiving that… as well as other forms

of categorial intuition [kategoriale Anschauung], for example insight

into purely conceptual relations (cf. XIX/2, 666 f). In this sense, I
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recognise the continually, visually, tangibly and audibly perceived

object in front of me as a computer and as white; I recognise that the

computer is white, i.e. I recognise the presented situation of affairs as

the being white of the computer in front of me, etc.

Cognition in the last sense obviously plays a fundamental role in

cognitive life in general, as a basis of more indirect forms of cognition

and as a kind of end-point implicitly anticipated in other kinds of

cognition (cf. XIX/2, 605). In particular, this kind of direct cognition

plays a basic role in science, in the case of singular empirical observa-

tion statements as well as in the case of the laws of eidetic science.

In the Logical Investigations, the sphere of indirect thinking, cogni-

tion and evidence is not investigated, but only relatively simple cases of

direct cognition and evidence (XIX/2, 542 f). Hence, the investigation is

also limited to the givenness of truth in direct, logically basic forms of

evidence. Further, it should be noted that the account is limited to

unmodified belief and leaves out the modalities of belief, truth and

being, for example the issues related to probability.

For Husserl, cognition in this sense is an essentially linguistic phe-

nomenon. According to this conception, the mere self-presence of

objects and situations of affairs in perceptual experience, although these

in a certain sense intentionally are given as such and such in a continu-

ally evolving unity of sense, does not amount to cognition, to a cogni-

tive, conceptual grasp of them. The mere sense-bestowal belonging to

every intentional experience, as a being aware of something as such and

such, does not amount to the application of concepts. There may be

good reasons for regarding “silent” differentiated perceptual awareness

as a form of cognition, and even as a basic form pervading our con-

scious life, but it also seems reasonable to operate with a narrower

notion of cognition, reserved for the articulated conceptual grasp of

perceived objects and situations.

Husserl understands the conceptual character of cognition in terms of

signifying. Cognition equals fulfilled signifying, i.e. signifying satisfied

by the experienced presence of the signified matters themselves.

Husserl does not identify concepts with mere words, but with the

meanings of words, with the significance of signs in their actual sign-

function (XIX/2, 558 ff).
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Conceptual identification of an individual object, for example, in-

volves an articulated grasp of the object, as the object of a representa-

tion with a certain “generality” [Allgemeinheit], i.e. a representation that

is not bound to the particular experience, but belongs to an open-ended

plurality of possible experiences of “recognisably the same” object.

Using an at the time common phrase, Husserl speaks of the “generality

of the word”, i.e. of the meaningful word as constituted in the concrete

enactment of discourse, in relation to the immediacy of particular

passing experiences. In cognition a unity between the appearing object

and a meaningful expression is constituted. The object is given as

fulfilling or satisfying an independently identifiable and repeatable

representation (XIX/2, 560 ff).

The application of meaningful expressions to appearing objects and

situations, in such a manner that what is appearing is also experienced

as signified, gives the appearing objects the character of being known or

recognised [des Erkannten], the character of objects grasped by

“thoughts” (XIX/2, 568 f). The important point is that there is an

intrinsic, lived difference between the appearing object simpliciter and

the conceptual representation and that the conceptual content is actually

constituted as that with regard to which the object is grasped. As

regards the conceptual grasp of the object, Husserl remarks:

For a more precise characterisation of the “as what” of being recognised

[des “als was” des Erkanntseins] the objective reflection directs us to

the meaning itself (the identical “concept”) rather than to the act of sig-

nifying, and thus the talk of cognition expresses the interpretation of the

same situation of unity [Einheitslage] from the point of view of the ob-

ject of intuition (the object of the fulfilling act) and in relation to the

meaning-content of the symbolic act. (XIX/2, 569)

Thus, the presence of a determinate conceptual content is precisely the

constitution of the repeatable sign as a unit of representation. The

concept is a determinate sign-function, given to a sign-vehicle in the

enactment of signifying. That conceptual reflection is a form of objec-

tive reflection
 
means that the concept is to be abstracted from the

unthematic objectual correlate of cognition, the intentional unity of sign

and object.

In cognition, there is not merely the application of words or concepts

to appearing objects or situations, but also a unity of fulfilment. The
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“belonging together” of word and object in cognition has the character

of a lived “coincidence” [Deckung] or “fit” of signifying (representa-

tion) and perception (presentation), constituting a complete or partial

identity of the signified and the perceived as such (XIX/2, 561 ff).

In the experience there is an agreement between signifying and per-

ception, the former is fulfilled (satisfied, saturated) by the latter. It is not

a “merely experienced” agreement, but a “real” agreement in the

experience. However, this does not mean that the lived experience of

agreement necessarily amounts to an objectively valid cognitive

achievement. I will return to this question below.

In order to clarify the character of this unity of fulfilment Husserl

turns to the dynamic unity of signifying and perception:

Instead of the standing, so to speak static coincidence of expression and

expressed intuition let us now consider the dynamic one: the expression

that at first has a merely symbolic function is later accompanied by the

(more or less) corresponding intuition. If this occurs, then we experience

a consciousness of fulfilment with a peculiar descriptive character: In the

manner of an intention aiming towards a target the act of pure signifying

finds its fulfilment in the act of intuitive presentation. In this lived expe-

rience of transition the belonging together of the two acts, the meaning-

intention and the more or less completely corresponding intuition, be-

comes apparent with regard to its phenomenological foundation. We ex-

perience how the perception intuitively presents the very same object

that formerly was “merely thought” in the symbolic act, and that the

object becomes intuitively presented precisely as being such as it at first

was merely thought (merely signified). (XIX/2, 566)

The lived experience of cognition is to be contrasted, on the one hand,

with the mere intuitive awareness of something and, on the other, with

the mere “empty” signifying of something: “Thus, the phrases ‘recogni-

tion of the object’ and ‘fulfilment of the meaning-intention’ express the

same situation of affairs, but from different points of view” (XIX/2,

567).

With regard to the objective correlate of cognition, such as it is con-

stituted as an intentional object in the experience, the unity of fulfilment

has the character of a unity of identity:

We said that /…/ the object of intuition is the same as the object of the

thought fulfilled by intuition, and in the case of an exact fit even that the

object is intuited precisely as being such as it is thought /…/. It is clear
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that the identity is not brought in by the subsequent reflective compari-

son and conceptual mediation, but is already there, in the form of a lived

experience, an unexpressed and not grasped [unbegriffenes] lived expe-

rience. (XIX/2, 568)

Since the intended object does not always exist (XIX/2, 567), the

identity in question is really an identity with regard to the intentional

directedness of signifying and perception, and more precisely with

regard the intentional content of signifying and perception: what is

signified coincides more or less completely with what is intuitively

displayed. This coincidence is a “lived” partial identity of signifying

and perception.

In this description of the lived experience of cognition, the question

of the objective validity of perception (intuitive presentation) has been

suspended. The important point is that the perceptual appearance or

“seeming” has the intrinsic intentional character of presenting or

making present [Präsentieren]. Subjectively, the lived self-presentation

of the signified matters, within the intentional unity of fulfilment,

amounts to the positive being there of the matters themselves; it has the

positive value of [gilt als] a self-presentation or self-display [Selbstdar-

stellung] of the signified matters (XIX/2, 646f) This self-presentation or

original givenness, as a positive phenomenon, need not be absolute.

The idea of an absolute and pure self-presentation that in an objec-

tively complete manner adequately fulfils a meaning-intention, i.e. the

idea of “absolute knowledge” (cf. XIX/2, 598) or evidence in the

“epistemological-critically strict sense”, is an ideal of cognition, a limit-

case of cognition, which would also amount to the absolute givenness of

truth. In the wide sense, cognition is a matter of levels and degrees of

adequation between signifying and self-presentation (XIX/2, 651 f).

In the lax sense, evidence amounts to a first level of complete ade-

quation, the fulfilment that consists in that what is signified is also

intuitively presented in a self-display, and presented precisely such as it

is signified. In this sense, “every faithful and pure description of an

intuitively presented object or event” is an example of evidence (XIX/2,

648). If there is not a complete fit between what is signified and what is

presented in perception (as when we do not see what we say), or if the

sense of the fulfilling presentation contains a surplus in relation to what

really comes to appearance (as when we “see” a “horticulturally
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refined” tree or “hear” the “frequency” of a tone), there is not evidence

in this sense (XIX/2, 648 f). However, even if there is a complete fit

between signifying and perceptual presentation, the presentation may

still contain a surplus in relation to what really comes to self-display,

insofar as the self-display may occur through mere self-adumbrations

[Selbst-Abschattungen], which may be supplemented by further aspects

of the given object (cf. XIX/2, 647). Further, the complete presentation

may very well be a temporally extended synthetic unity of partial

presentations (XIX/2, 651).

In the strict sense, evidence also includes the adequate (final, com-

plete and pure) self-display of the signified matters. The fulfilling

intuitive act has the character of a pure self-display that exhausts every

aspect of the signified matter, i.e. “to the extent that it is at all meant in

the intention to be fulfilled” (XIX/2, 651). Everything signified is also

intuitively presented, and presented in an absolute and pure manner,

which excludes the case of a synthetic unity of by themselves merely

relative self-adumbrations of the signified matters:

And when an objectivating intention [Vorstellungsintention] has ac-

quired a final fulfilment through this ideal of complete perception the

result is the genuine adaequatio rei et intellectus: the objective correlate

[das Gegenständliche] is really “present” or “given” precisely such as

it is intended: there is not anymore any implied partial intention lacking

fulfilment. (ibid.)

The epistemological-critically strict sense of evidence relates exclu-

sively to this final, unsurpassable goal, the act of this most complete

synthesis of fulfilment, by which the intention, for example the judge-

ment-intention, is given the absolute fullness of content [Inhaltsfülle],

the fullness of the object itself. The object is not merely meant, but

given in the strictest sense, such as it is meant and in one go with the

meaning-intention; here it does not matter whether the objective corre-

late is an individual or a general object, an object in the narrow sense or

a state of affairs (the correlate of an identifying or a differentiating syn-

thesis). (XIX/2, 651)

If there really is evidence in the strict sense, truth or being in the sense

of truth [Sein im Sinne der Wahrheit] is really “at hand” [vorhanden] as

an objective correlate, possible to grasp and bring to adequate percep-

tion in an act of objective reflection (XIX/2, 651 f). Evidence in the
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strict sense makes up the absolute givenness and realisation of truth, in

contrast to the relative, presumptive and inadequate appearance of truth.

On closer scrutiny, this notion of absolute evidence, which is to pro-

vide the conceptual link between the subjective phenomenon of truth

and the objective validity of truth in itself, is confronted with several

problems. In Ideas and in Formal and Transcendental Logic, as well as

in numerous manuscripts, Husserl comes to develop and modify the

basic ideas in important ways.

Let me conclude this subsection with a brief remark on a fundamen-

tal idea underlying the account of evidence and truth in the Logical

Investigations. The idea that the subjective realisation of truth is to be

understood in terms of the fulfilment of signifying amounts to a purely

“immanent” account of evidence and truth, insofar as the intrinsic sense

of the signifying intention itself makes up the sole measure of the

agreement with the matters themselves. It is not a question of explaining

how subjective experience “reaches out” to objective truth or being or

how the latter comes into former. The appearances are not measured

against an independently accessible external reality, but only against the

signified and posited reality and the sense given to it. The sense of the

lived “seemings” that bring the matters to presence is to be measured

against the sense of the signified as such, i.e. what is presented is to be

measured against what is signified. Ultimately, the question is whether

what is really displayed in the lived experience counting as a self-

presentation of the signified matters exhausts the sense that the being of

the signified matters has for us. Is every aspect of the signified matters,

to the extent that they really are at all meant in the intention to be

fulfilled, brought to absolute presence, or is there more to what the

signified matters mean to us?

With regard to this idea, the notion of absolute evidence that ex-

cludes the non-being of the signified matters and the possibility of

absolute counter-evidence must be deemed problematic, at least in the

cases in which the given matters according to their own sense are

distinct from the subjective phenomena that make up their display.
15

 If

this transcendence belongs to the signified matters as meant by us, then

                                                  
15

 Note that the problem here is not whether we may reflectively exclude the
possibility of mistake through second-order evidence, but the very idea of an
absolute givenness of what transcends lived subjective experience.
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the exclusion of their non-being and the possibility of counter-evidence

rather has the character of something posited that still lacks fulfilment –

i.e. there will still be implied intentions lacking fulfilment, however not

necessarily with regard to the “what-ness” of matters themselves, but

with regard to their objective being “once and for all” and “for every-

one” (cf. XVII, 201 f).
16

 In other words, insofar as it makes sense that

the same signified matters may be given in other experiences, the

validity of evidence will remain relative to the possibility of further

corroboration. Thus, whether absolute evidence is at all possible

depends upon the nature of what is signified. In this manner, the notion

of absolute evidence may be subjected to an immanent critique, which

merely develops the basic idea underlying the account of evidence and

truth in the Logical Investigations.

2.2. Meaning, thought and language

The Logical Investigations do not offer a comprehensive philosophy of

language. Linguistic phenomena are regarded mainly from a logical and

epistemological point of view, as vehicles of the logical content of

theoretical thinking and cognition. Although Husserl certainly holds

that these logical investigations relate to issues of fundamental impor-

tance to the study of language in general – as for example the idea of a

purely logical grammar of meaning presented in the fourth investigation

– their primary aim is not to explain or account for the structure or

genesis of language and discourse.

Language enters the picture as the operative medium of theoretical

thinking and cognition. According to Husserl, the philosophy of logic

must begin with linguistic considerations, since it is only in this manner

that the “proper objects of logical research and, hence, their essential

kinds and differences may be brought to light with unmistakable

clarity” (XIX/1, 6).

There are at least two different reasons for this. The first concerns the

role of language as a public medium by means of which we may share

thoughts, and in particular the theoretical content of science, whereas

                                                  
16

 Cf. Ernst Tugendhat, Der Wahrheitsbegriff bei Husserl und Heidegger, pp. 233
ff.
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the second relates to the fact that at least higher intellectual activity

seems to require linguistic articulation (XIX/1, 7 f).

It is clear that Husserl identifies the objective significance of thinking

with the significance of linguistic expressions, and that the concrete

enactment of thinking at least de facto is located to the lived enactment

of signifying, involving objectivation by means of linguistic representa-

tion. Moreover, although one may in a wide sense speak of acts of

thinking and even of sense with regard to other kinds of intentional

experiences, one may discern a narrower notion of conceptually

articulated thinking and cognition, which is reserved for the enactment

of meaning-intentions. Later, in Formal and Transcendental Logic,

Husserl even identifies acts of thinking with the acts that may function

as meaning-giving acts in the constitution of meaningful expressions

(XVII, 26 ff).

Husserl’s inquiries into meaning thus concerns language insofar as it

embodies thought, insofar as it involves a conceptually articulated

linguistic representation of objectual correlates in different modes

corresponding to different attitudes.
17

 However, this is only an abstract

aspect of concrete discourse. Language is not only the operative

medium of thinking and cognition, and linguistic expressions do not

only function as vehicles of the content of thinking, although Husserl

holds that it essential to the logically relevant notion of a meaningful

expression that it serves the purpose of conveying “thoughts”, be it for

others or merely for oneself (XIX/1, 37).

According to Husserl, the communicative function is the original

function of linguistic expressions (XIX/1, 39). The narrower logico-

semantic perspective on meaningful expressions and the lived enact-

ment of signifying is to be distinguished from the broader pragmatic

perspective on linguistic expressions as means of performing communi-

cative speech acts. According to Husserl, it is of fundamental impor-

tance to realise that the communicative function of linguistic expres-

sions, although it is always intertwined with the meaning-function,

                                                  
17

 In the Logical Investigations Husserl holds that signifying in this sense always
is a matter of objectivating acts and cognitive attitudes. Later, in Formal and
Transcendental Logic, he introduces a notion of thinking and signifying that includes
other kinds of attitudes as well (XVII, 26 ff).
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incorporates a sign-function and a sign-content that calls for a wholly

different kind of analysis (XIX/1, 39 ff).

The first of the “essential distinctions” presented in the first investi-

gation, “Expression and meaning”, the much discussed distinction

between expression and indication [Anzeichen, Anzeige], is introduced

precisely in order to clarify the difference between the meaning-

function and the communicative function of linguistic expressions.

Here, the general significance of this semiotic distinction will not be

discussed.
18

 What is important is that the distinction serves to clarify the

logico-semantic notion of meaning in relation to other notions of the

meaningfulness of speech acts.

Husserl’s discussion of the distinction between the meaning-function

and the communicative functions makes clear that the meaning of an

expression, in the logically relevant sense, is to be distinguished from

the subjective experiences, intentions and states that may be said to be

expressed by means of expressions in communicative discourse.

According to Husserl, the meaning of an expression is not to be

identified with a subjective, mental content, whose presence is indicated

by means of an external sign. That a meaningful expression is consti-

tuted in virtue of the lived enactment of signifying, involving certain

meaning-giving intentional experiences, does thus not mean that these

subjective contents of experience make up the meaning of the expres-

sion. The meaning is not something subjective and private, which may

only be indirectly indicated to others by means of a public expression.

On the contrary, Husserl stresses that the meaning is something publicly

available, which may be repeatedly realised at different occasions and

by different persons, speakers as well as hearers. (XIX/1, 41 ff, 48 ff)

In communicative discourse, however, the meaning-function of lin-

guistic expressions is intertwined with an indicating function. Commu-

nication essentially involves coordination between the experiences of

the participating persons. Understanding in the communicative sense is

essentially an understanding of a person as actually meaning something

with some words, both in the sense of living in the enactment of

signifying and in the sense of intending to communicate something to

                                                  
18

 See for example Derrida, La voix et le phénomène; Sokolowski, “Semiotics in
Husserl’s Logical Investigations”; Bernet, “Husserl’s theory of signs revisited”.
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someone. In communicative discourse expressions have the function of

indicating the subjective experiences of the speaker:

For the hearer they serve as signs for the “thoughts” of the speaker, i.e.

for the sense-giving mental experiences, as well as for every other

mental lived experience belonging to the communicative intention. This

function of the linguistic expressions we call the manifesting [kundge-

bende] function. The content of manifestation consists of the manifested

mental lived experiences. We may understand the predicate manifested

in a narrower and a wider sense. The narrower sense we reserve for the

sense-giving acts, whereas the wider sense may embrace all acts of the

speaker that the hearer may ascribe to the speaker on the basis of the lo-

cution. (XIX/1, 40)

Manifested in a narrow sense are the sense-giving acts of the speaker,

precisely as saying something and not merely producing a sound or

mark. Manifestation in the wide sense pertains to all further acts that the

speaker is taken to enact, for example perceptions, attitudes communi-

cative intentions etc.

It should be noted that the understanding of the manifestation, the

Kundnahme correlated to the Kundgabe, by no means consists in a

conceptual recognition of the manifestation, a judgement or even an

inference, but rather in a specific form of perception of the speaker as

saying, meaning and communicating something (ibid.).

That which is expressed in a subjective sense, i.e. manifested by

means of linguistic expressions, thus consists of subjective lived

experiences. The meaning of the expression, on the other hand, is

expressed in an objective sense, precisely as a content to be “shared” by

means of a correlation of the understanding of the expression itself. The

hearer may certainly not perceive the speaker as meaning this or that

without a correlated interpretation of the mere expression-vehicle itself.

The speaker is perceived precisely as using a meaningful expression

with a specific semantic value.

 There is of course a certain asymmetry between speaker and hearer

with regard to the content of communication. Nevertheless, according to

Husserl’s conception, communication can never be a matter solely of

expressing the speaker’s or the author’s unique subjective life. The

meaning of expression does not exclusively belong to the speaker, as

something that at best may be indirectly reconstructed by the hearer.
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The correlation of the lived experiences of the participants in dis-

course, which is a condition of mutual understanding, involves a

correlation of the understanding of the used expressions (XIX/1, 41).

Thus, apart from the act of signifying of the speaker, which belongs to

the manifested content, there is also a correlative act on the part of the

hearer. The hearer does not only have an understanding of the speaker

with regard to what is manifested, but also lives in the enactment of

signifying, embedded in and serving as a basis for the empathetic

understanding of the speaker.

The manifesting function is bound to the facticity of discourse, to the

factual context of an actual expression, and the content of manifestation

is always particular occurrences of subjective life, belonging to par-

ticular persons in particular situations of discourse (cf. XIX/1, 42 ff). It

is a matter of the effective pragmatic reality of communicative dis-

course.

Husserl’s much-discussed discussion of the use of expressions in

solitary, non-communicative speech (XIX/1, 41 ff) serves to clarify the

distinction between the meaning-function and the manifesting function

of linguistic expressions. Ultimately, the attempt to show that the

meaning-function is both distinct from and independent in relation to

the manifesting function is part of the explication of the objectivity of

meaning, which Husserl understands in terms of a certain kind of

independence in relation to particular experiences, persons and circum-

stances of discourse.

2.3. Intentionality

This is not the place for an exhaustive introduction and examination of

Husserl’s conception of intentionality. The aim of this section is rather

to highlight some aspects that are of special relevance to the present

study. The textual basis is LI V, “On intentional lived experiences and

their ‘contents’”.

According to Husserl, the lived enactment of signifying, in virtue of

which signifying in concreto occurs, is an intentional lived experience

or act
19

 of a specific kind.

                                                  
19

 In the Logical Investigations ‘act’ is used as a short expression for ‘intentional
lived experience’. Husserl stresses that the talk of acts does not imply any form of
deliberate or purposeful activity or doing (XIX/1, 393).
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 Lived experiences [Erlebnisse] are the events that make up con-

scious life. As such they are passing subjective occurrences or events

[Ereignisse], whose existence coincides with their being “lived”. A

concrete lived experience may be analysed in terms of dependent and

independent parts or aspects. These, too, are contents, in the sense of

real constituents, of the lived experience and hence of consciousness

(XIX/1, 356 ff).
20

Intentional lived experiences are characterised by being related to or

directed towards objects.
21

 They make up consciousness in a strict sense

(XIX/1, 377 ff). Those parts or aspects of a concrete act that are

essential to its specific intentional character make up the intentional

content of the act (XIX/1, 411 ff, 431 ff).

Husserl holds that the intentionality of conscious experience is char-

acterised by what has been called existence-independence and concep-

tion-dependence
22

, that it is an intrinsic, phenomenological character of

intentional lived experiences and that it cannot be properly understood

in terms of representation. I will briefly discuss these aspects and

conclude with a short presentation of Husserl’s analysis of the inten-

tional content

In the relevant sense, the intentional relatedness or directedness

towards objects does not entail the existence of the intended objects.

The so-called intentional relation is not a real relation between two

objects at all, but rather a property or feature of the intentional lived

experience itself. This excludes every so-called object-theory of

intentionality
23

, be it in terms of a real relation to the intended objects or

in terms of a real relation to some peculiar immanent, mental or merely

                                                  
20

 In the first edition of the Logical Investigations Husserl restricts the notion of
descriptive phenomenological content of conscious experience to these real [reellen]
constituents. He later comes to include the irreal correlate of the real constituents of
an intentional lived experience, i.e. the noema, in the phenomenological content of
experience (cf. XIX/1, 411n).

21
 As remarked earlier, the talk of an intentional relation to an object should not

be interpreted too narrowly. The intentional relation may be indefinite as well as
definite, and the object may be a higher order or ideal object, such as a state of
affairs, a set, a number or a proposition, as well as a real thing or event, a particular
thing in the world as well as the world itself. Moreover, an intentional lived
experience may involve directedness towards more than one object and contain
several subordinate intentional relations.

22
 Cf. Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 11 ff.

23
 Cf. op. cit, pp. 40-61.
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intentional objects. In the sense used by Husserl, that there is an

intentional object simply means that there is an intentional lived

experience with a specific character, which is adequately described in

terms of directedness towards this or that object (XIX/1, 384 ff).
24

According to Husserl, the intended object cannot be part of the real

phenomenological content of an act, except for the case in which it

coincides with a lived aspect of the intentional lived experience itself

(XIX/1, 414).
 
To say that a merely intentional, fictional or even impos-

sible object, i.e. a non-existing object, exists as an immanent part of

lived experience is sheer nonsense (XIX/1, 439). The directedness

towards the object, however, belongs to the real phenomenological

content.
25

If the intended object exists, then one may of course speak of a pecu-

liar intentional relation between, on the on hand, the act, the mind or the

concrete experiencing person and, on the other hand, the object.

However, according to Husserl’s conception of intentionality, the real

basis of this relation or correlation is the intrinsic directedness of the

act, in virtue of which this or that object is intended. Briefly, this

relation to an object, which may be external or transcendent, is nothing

but the intrinsic, conceptual relation between being an intention

directed towards the object X and being the object X. If one wants to

investigate how subjective experience “hooks on” to the objective

                                                  
24

 This does not mean that, if there is no such object in reality, but only fully
determinate intentional directedness, then there is at least a peculiar intentional or
non-existent object. Husserl never postulates a special class of “merely intentional
objects” or “non-existing objects”. The term intentional object is used either
straightforwardly as referring to the intended object, or in a modified, “improper”
sense that does not presuppose anything but the existence of an intentional lived
experience.  This issue has been a source of much confusion. See for example Smith
& McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 147 f, 178; John Drummond, Husserlian
Intentionality and Non-Foundational Realism, pp. 125 f, 208 f. Cf. also Jocelyn
Benoist, Représentations sans object.

25
 Already in the Logical Investigations, Husserl holds that the relation between

the object itself and its different intentional modes of givenness, for example
different adumbrations of the same object, is accessible to a purely phenomenologi-
cal description and analysis, albeit in exclusively real [reellen] terms. Although the
important distinction between the object, which is intended, and the object, such as it
is intended (XIX/1, 414, 440), may seem to point exclusively in the direction of a
noematic analysis of intentional lived experiences, it should be noted that this
distinction merely expresses an important component of the phenomenological
notion of the “intentional relation to an object”.
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world, or to the ideal domains of pure mathematics, logic, geometry

etc., then one must take the further step of investigating how intended

objects may be given in evident experience and established as truly

existing.

In the case of a natural thing, event or situation in the real world, the

lived experience of a person and the object are related to each other

within a spatio-temporal and causal context. However, this must be kept

apart from the intentional relation, i.e. the directedness of the acts

towards an object (cf. XIX/1, 360).

According to Husserl’s conception, intentional directedness is also

characterised by conception-dependence. The intentional directedness

towards an object is always directedness towards something as con-

ceived in a specific manner. There has to be some interpretive sense

[Auffassungssinn] in order for something to intentionally present to the

mind. This sense is not distinct from the directedness itself, but makes

up the “determinate manner of objectual reference” (XIX/1, 428 ff). In

other words, the intended object cannot be a mere nothing for the mind,

but is intentionally present precisely as something, as such and such, as

this or that object.

Husserl holds that the intentional character is an intrinsic or essential

property or feature of an act. The directedness towards an object

belongs to the purely descriptive, phenomenological content of the

intentional lived experience in question (XIX/1, 382, 392). What is

more, Husserl holds that the fully determinate intentional directedness is

an intrinsic character of the act: “All differences in the manner of

objectual reference are descriptive differences of the intentional

experiences in question” (XIX/1, 427). Acts are intrinsically differenti-

ated. There is not some generic aboutness, which has to be supple-

mented by some external factors in order to yield a fully determined

directedness to a fully determined objectual correlate, for example a

definite thing.

As a consequence, Husserl holds that the interpretetive sense or the

intentional matter, i.e. that aspect of the intentional content of the act

that constitutes the determinate manner of objectual reference in a

certain narrow sense, not only completely specifies as what an object is

intended, but also which object is intended (XIX/1, 429 f). This idea is
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closely related to the idea that the meaning of an expression determines

the reference

Husserl’s conception of the intentionality of conscious experience is

opposed to conceptions in which the prima facie features of intentional

lived experiences are accounted for in terms of theoretical constructions

and models that go beyond the purely descriptive content of lived

experience and are motivated by tacit presuppositions concerning

subjective experience and its relation to the world. Such explanations

may lead to a covering-up of the proper being of intentionality as a

phenomenological datum.

In this context, one of the most important aspects of Husserl’s con-

ception is that it involves a rejection of representation-theories of

intentionality, i.e. theories that explain the intentional directedness

towards an object in terms of inner mental representations such as

images or signs that in some manner stand for external real objects.

According to Husserl, such theories are phenomenologically inadequate

and are based on an insufficient understanding of what it means for

something to be a representation of something. This criticism is closely

related to the rejection of theories of immanent or mental objects (XIX,

436 ff). Here, I will not go into the details of Husserl’s arguments, but

simply note that they lead us to one of the most important crossroads of

epistemology and of philosophy in general, indicating a break with a

long tradition of attempts at finding a bridge between a self-enclosed

mind and an external world. It should also be noted that Husserl

accordingly rejects the idea that meanings or intentional contents are

some kind of mediating representations.

Rather than accounting for the peculiar character of intentional lived

experience in terms of peculiar objects or real relations between objects

or in terms of some other kind of mediation between subjective experi-

ence and objective reality, Husserl conceives intentionality in the

“verbal” terms of lived experience. Accordingly, the intentional

“content” of lived experience, the intrinsicly differentiated character of

intentionality, is understood in “adverbial” terms (cf. XIX/1, 386 f,

427).
26

                                                  
26

 According to Smith & McIntyre, Husserl later abandoned the adverbial theory
in favour of a theory of mediating intensional entities (Husserl and Intentionality, pp.
141 ff). See further chapter four below.
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In the Logical Investigations the intentional content of an intentional

lived experience is analysed in terms of the intentional quality and the

intentional matter (XIX/1, 425 ff). These belong to the real phenome-

nological aspects of the lived experience
27

 as adverbial aspects of a

peculiar manner of being conscious [Art des Zumuteseins] (cf. XIX/1,

388); they belong to what it is like to be conscious of something as

something. The particular combination of matter and quality exhibited

by an act is referred to as its intentional essence (XIX/1, 431). It should

be noted that the intentional essence does not exhaust the phenomenol-

ogical content of a particular act.

The matter or interpretive sense constitutes the determinate directed-

ness to an object, i.e. the intentional presence of something as some-

thing, while the quality constitutes the stance or attitude towards the

intended object. Judging, asking, desiring, merely entertaining etc, are

different kinds of intentional qualities. Quality and matter are mutually

dependent aspects of an act (XIX/1, 425 ff).

On closer scrutiny, the quality and the matter do not exhaust even the

essential aspects of an intentional experience. As Husserl makes clear in

LI VI, an act always involves some form of representation [Form der

Repräsentation]. (Here the term representation should not be interpreted

as implying a representation-theory of intentionality. Perhaps it would

be better to use the term form of objectivation.
28

) Perception, imagina-

tion and signification are different forms of representation. The first is a

case of presentation, a bringing to intuitive presence of the intended

object itself, whereas the two others are cases of representation in a

proper sense. The intentional matter is always an interpretive matter

within a unity of objectivation, involving an interpretive form [Auffas-

sungsform]. Is the intended object presented in the form of a self-

display by means of displaying contents, for example by lived sensa-

tions as in the case of sense perception, is it represented by means of

signs, or is it intentionally present as an object of inner or outer imagi-

                                                  
27

 A careful reading shows that the intentional content in the sense of the inten-
tional essence is part of the complete real, descriptive content, and not, as is
sometimes assumed, a wholly distinct ideal content  (XIX/1, 431 ff). Cf. Smith &
McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 116 ff; Drummond, Husserlian Intention-
ality and Non-Foundational Realism, pp. 35 ff.

28
 In the lecture series Einleitung in die Logik und Erkenntnistheorie (Hua.

XXIV), for example, Husserl uses the term Objektivation instead of Repräsentation
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nation? Husserl indicates that these examples do not exhaust the

possible forms of representation (XIX/2, 621 ff).

The real, descriptive intentional content of an act of signifying is

called the semantic essence [bedeutungsmäßigen Wesen] of the act

(XIX/1, 431). This consists of the intentional matter (interpretive sense)

of the linguistic representation (corresponding to what is linguistically

represented) together with a quality (corresponding to modal differ-

ences).

Finally, with regard to the cognitive function of intentional lived

experiences Husserl speaks of their cognitive essence [erkenntnismäßi-

gen Wesen]. To this belongs, in addition to the intentional essence, the

extent to which an act involves a display of the object, i.e. the fullness

[Fülle] or intuitive content [intuitiver Gehalt] of the act (for example its

perceptual content) (XIX/2, 625 f).

According to Husserl, all these distinctions belong to a purely de-

scriptive analysis of intentional lived experiences. The point is not to

explain how intentional directedness comes about, but to classify and

analyse lived experiences with regard to their intentional and cognitive

content.

2.4. The enigma of objective contents of speech and cognition

Responding to the customary accusation that Husserl after a convincing

criticism of psychologism in the Prolegomena nevertheless relapses into

it in the following six investigations
29

, one may perhaps answer that

phenomenology amounts to a non-psychological conception of inten-

tionality and thus somehow escapes the perils of psychologism
30

.

However, both the accusation and the response seem to be based on an

insufficient grasp of the idea of a phenomenological clarification of

logic. The return to the lived experiences of thinking and cognition does

not amount to a blurring of the distinction between the subjective and

the objective contents of thinking and cognition, but is a necessary

                                                  
29

 In the preface to the second edition of the sixth investigation, Husserl declares
that he finds this “frequently heard” accusation “grotesque” (XIX/2, 535).

30
 Cf. for example Drummond, Husserlian Intentionality and Non-Foundational

Realism, pp. 35 f, 242; Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 156, 172;
Mohanty, Husserl and Frege, pp. 115 f; Benoist, Intentionalité et langage dans les
Recherches logique de Husserl, pp. 38 ff.
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aspect of the epistemological-critical clarification of the relation

between them.

From the vantage point of Husserl’s mature transcendental-

phenomenological project the unembarrassed objectivism presented as

the only viable alternative to psychologism in the Prolegomena may

appear as a dogmatic, pre-critical exaggeration, perhaps necessary for

historical reasons in order to reveal the shaky ground of the scientific

claims of rampant empiricism and naturalism in philosophy, but

nevertheless something to be surpassed by proper phenomenological

concepts of meaning and truth. There may be some truth in this, but this

depends upon what ‘phenomenological concepts’ are taken to signify in

this context: phenomenologically clarified concepts or concepts of

phenomenological contents?

That Husserl holds that meaning and truth are ideal contents of in-

tentional lived experiences of thinking and cognition is a non-disputed

and obvious fact. However, it is in effect a long step from this to the

claim that intentionality is an ideal structure and that the directedness of

concrete lived experience somehow is due to the participation in such

an ideal structure. An even longer step is demanded in order to reach the

claim that these ideal contents of experience are phenomenological

contents, irreducibly belonging to the effective make-up of subjective

intentional lived experiences and directly accessible as phenomenologi-

cally immanent aspects of experience. If true, this interpretation would

indeed amount to a conception of some enigmatic, but phenomenologi-

cally fundamental union of subjectivity and objectivity. However, with

regard to the task of a clarification of the relation between subjectivity

and objectivity, the price of such a conception seems to be very high.

Here one should first of all warn against confusing the step from the

subjective to the ideal and objective, from the empirical to the eidetic,

with the step from the mundane to the transcendental. The move from

descriptive psychology to pure phenomenology is certainly of the

highest importance to Husserl’s attempt at overcoming naturalism in

philosophy in general and in epistemology in particular, but it does not

make the subjective, phenomenological content less subjective or the

objective content less objective and transcendent in relation to the

subjective content. In general, one should be careful to interpret the

Logical Investigations on their own terms and avoid forcing them into a
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preconceived view of Husserl’s mature philosophy, for example by too

hastily assimilating the problem of objective content with the issues

surrounding the later conception of an irreal, noematic phenomenologi-

cal content. In fact, a closer examination of the earlier conception in its

own terms may even lead to a better understanding of the later notion of

the noema of an intentional lived experience.

What above all may mislead the reader of the Logical Investigations

is the manner in which the concept of meaning is introduced in the first

investigation, “Expression and meaning”. According to Husserl, this

investigation has a “merely preparatory” character (XVIII, 13). It is

certainly phenomenological in character, insofar as the “essential

distinctions” and the preliminary understanding of signifying and

meaning are based upon a return to the evident givenness of the matters

themselves. However, this does not mean that the described aspects of

signifying make up the basic structure of intentionality. Let me try to

explain this point:

Above all, Husserl insists that the meaning of an expression does not

coincide with any particular act of signifying and that it is ideal,

repeatedly realisable and objective. The claim that an expression has an

objectual relation in virtue of or through its meaning and the claim that

every act of signifying has such an ideal content do not imply, however,

that the intentional directedness of the act of signifying somehow

consists in or is due to the having of this content. From the perspective

of a radical phenomenological clarification of the relation between

subjectivity and objectivity this would be to put the logico-

epistemological cart before the phenomenological horse.

The scheme of act, meaning and object belongs to the logico-

epistemological framework that is to be clarified on the basis of a

phenomenology of thinking and cognition. Husserl’s guiding idea is that

the objective significance and reference of scientific cognition is to be

clarified in terms of the ideality of meaning and truth, as correlated to

acts in virtue of the latter’s intrinsic make-up, rather than as something

that comes to the acts so to speak from the outside. According to this

approach, the problem of objective knowledge will not be solved by

means of external relations between the three contexts of knowledge.

Rather, the problem is to be dissolved by a phenomenological clarifica-

tion of the conceptual or ideal relations between them.
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Husserl’s confidence in the species conception of meaning as a solu-

tion to the problem of the relation between subjective experience and

objective content, which seems to make it a very small step from the

real content of lived experience to its ideal correlate, may make it

difficult to see that the notion of an ideal and objective meaning is not

part of the descriptive analysis of the intrinsic make-up of intentional

lived experiences, be they acts of signifying or perceptions.

In the Logical Investigations the confidence in the species conception

is combined with a rather uncritical acceptance of meaning as some-

thing given. Nevertheless, Husserl makes it clear that the ideal meaning

is not itself a part of the lived enactment of signifying, but precisely

something given “in” it:

So far, we have considered the comprehended [verständnisvollen] ex-

pression as a concrete lived experience. Instead of its two factors, the

appearance of the expression and the sense-giving respectively sense-

fulfilling lived experiences, we now want to examine what in a certain

manner is given “in” them: the expression itself, its sense and the object

belonging to it [die zugehörige Gegenständlichkeit]. Hence we turn

from the real relation between the acts to the ideal relation between their

objects respectively contents. The subjective consideration gives way to

the objective. (XIX, 48)

Moreover, in the introduction preceding the six investigations Husserl

even characterises the relation between the subjective content of

signifying and the objective, ideal meaning as an enigma:

As the phenomenological, i.e. purely descriptive content [B: the proper

essence] of the lived experiences of expression, its objective [B: inten-

tional] significance [Gehalt], the ideal sense of its objectual intention,

i.e. the unity of the meaning and the unity of the object, demands a

closer examination; above all, however, the relation between the two

sides, the at first enigmatic manner [die zunächst rätselhafte Art] in

which one and the same lived experience in two different senses has a

content, how it apart from its proper, actual [B: real [reellen]] content

should and may have an ideal, intentional content. (XIX/1, 21)

For sure, the relation is merely characterised as “at first” enigmatic,

probably because Husserl is confident in the adequacy of the species

conception. Still, the quotation makes clear that the move from the

subjective to the objective content, as much as the move from the
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subjective lived experience to the intended object, transcends the

boundaries of the descriptive content of lived experience as such.

This should also give some comfort to those who are worried about a

relapse into psychologism. The increasingly subjectively directed

investigations that follow the criticism of psychologism in the Prole-

gomena do not amount to an incorporation of meaning and truth into the

concrete make-up of subjectivity. On the contrary, as shown earlier in

this chapter, these investigations belong to the critical phenomenologi-

cal clarification of what it means that there is an objective significance

of cognition.

If the determinate objectual relation and the cognitive value of an

intentional lived experience depend solely on the intrinsic make-up of

the lived experience as such, then meaning and truth must be given and

realised solely in virtue of the intrinsic make-up of the lived intentional

experiences of signifying and cognition. In this manner, Husserl’s

purely phenomenological conception of the intentionality of conscious-

ness gives a particular, “internalist”, twist to the enigma of objective

contents, but it does not imply that these objective contents themselves

are subjective contents.

It has become something of a commonplace that Husserl’s phenome-

nology of logic, rather than being completely opposed to Frege’s

philosophy of logic, adds a dimension to it by explicitly addressing the

enigmatic relation between subjective experience and objective content,

which Frege, as a logician, simply takes for granted. According to this

view, Husserl’s phenomenological investigations of intentional lived

experiences and their contents may serve to give a sound concrete basis

for that which Frege is after when he refers to thoughts as objective

entities belonging to a non-temporal realm and to thinking in the

metaphorical terms of an act of grasping that somehow reaches out to

these ideal objects.
31

In the posthumously published paper “Logic”, written in 1897, Frege

even speaks of this grasping of a thought as the most enigmatic events

of all:
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 See for example Mohanty, Husserl and Frege, 37 ff; and “Intentionality and the
noema”, p. 19.
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But the grasping of this law [the law of gravitation] is nevertheless a

mental event [ein seelischer Vorgang]! Yes! But an event that already

lies at the limit of the mental and that cannot be completely understood

from the psychological point of view, since it essentially involves

something that is no longer mental in the proper sense: the thought; and

this event is perhaps the most enigmatic [geheimnisvollste] of all. But

precisely since it has a mental character, we do not have to concern our-

selves with it in logic. For us it is enough that we may grasp thoughts

and recognise them as true; how that occurs is another question.
32

In a footnote to this passage he continues:

It seems to me that this question has still not been grasped in all its dif-

ficulty. For the most time one seems to be content with smuggling

thinking [das Denken] into representing [das Vorstellen] through a

backdoor, in such a manner that one does not even know how it really

came in.
33

Frege is thus clearly aware of the epistemological problem of the

relation between the subjective acts of thinking and cognition and their

objective significance. However, he does not only reject the question of

the relation between the act of thinking and the thought as external to

logic, but he also admits that he lacks the means to account for it.

This enigma is the fundamental topic of Husserl’s philosophy of

logic. But, as should be clear by now, the phenomenological notion of

intentionality, transcendentally purified or not, is not eo ipso the

solution to this problem, although it certainly gives a much more

concrete sense to it and paves the way for a new understanding of how

subjective experience is directed to something transcendent.

The price of a too close relation between the concrete act of thinking

and the thought, in the sense of the objective significance of thinking, is

a collapse of objectivity into subjectivity. On the other hand, if the

thought is conceived as coming to the act of thinking from the outside,

then the gap between subjectivity and objectivity may seem to be

unbridgeable. The confidence in the evident givenness of the “essential

distinctions” and in the species conception of the ideal objectivity of

meaning may tend to cover up this dilemma almost from the beginning,

but it is nevertheless conceived as a real problem of transcendence for
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 Frege, “Logik”, p. 157.
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 Op. cit., p. 157 n.
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the phenomenology of thinking and cognition. As will be seen, it

reappears with full force when Husserl discovers the specific problems

of the occasionality of empirical meaning, at first violently covered up

in the discussion of the meanings of occasional expressions.

Let me finish this subsection by putting the enigma of objective

contents, which also is the enigma of objective reason, into a wider

context:

At the beginning of this chapter I claimed that a proper understand-

ing of the problem of the ideal objectivity of meaning is possible only if

one pays attention to the context in which it arises. One must consider

the whole story presented by Husserl, which roughly goes as follows.

The logico-epistemological framework introduced in the Prolegomena

is proposed as an interpretation of the plain sense of evident and

coherent logical experience, i.e. of the givenness of the logical matters

themselves. The conception of an objective content of signifying, as

well as of the objectivity of truth, is the result of an attempt to capture

something that every reflecting participant in discourse is already

familiar with and that is implicitly taken for granted as an unproblem-

atic presupposition in semantic and logical discourse as well as in

scientific theoretical reflection.

This pre-reflective and unproblematic familiarity with the logical

matters is similar to our familiarity with the environing real world,

which we take for granted as simply being there. In neither case, this

familiarity equals adequate theoretical understanding and infallible

knowledge. Rather, it makes up the medium of logical and semantic

cognition, presupposed by every specific theoretical and methodological

approach. The objective and potentially public character of linguistic

representations is constantly used, but is seldom thematised as such. In

order to do this, one must, according to Husserl, first of all recognise

this objective domain of cognition as such, and remove reflective

misinterpretations of logical experience and its subject matter, as for

example the prejudices on which psychologism is based.

That there are valid principles of cognition, such as logical laws and

theorems, and that linguistic representations have objective, inter-

subjectively accessible semantic values, is normally taken for granted,

even by philosophers who explicitly reject rationalism and semantic

objectivism. Without this presupposition, the idea of scientific research
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would not make sense. Further, the very idea of semantic and logical

investigations presupposes that there are ways to rationally evaluate the

validity of proposed principles as well as to analyse the concrete cases

to which they are applied.

Insofar as this sphere of cognition has been subjected to philosophi-

cal reflection, the apparent ontological and epistemological commit-

ments have often been regarded as mere manners of speaking, as useful

fictions, to be explained in some more down-to-earth terms. In this

manner, the focus have been shifted from questions concerning the

straightforward sense and justification of the cognitive achievements in

question to the problem of how they are to be accommodated within a

given epistemological and ontological framework.

Without a clear and distinct understanding of what the objectivity of

meaning and truth amounts to, the possibility of rational principles of

cognition by means of which meaning, as well as truth, may be made

into the subject matter of objective scientific theory will remain prob-

lematic. The straightforward evidence for the essential distinctions, as

exemplified by concrete instances of signification, may be of a very

limited scope and validity, and cannot by itself clarify and justify the

logico-epistemological framework and the possibility of applying it to

concrete cases of thinking and cognition. The return to the operative

sources of logical and semantic cognition and the acknowledgement of

what is given through these sources is merely the first step of the

phenomenological clarification of the logical and semantic matters.

The idea of a radical, phenomenologically based critique of logic and

epistemology is not the idea of mere subjectively directed epistemologi-

cal reconstruction of already established theoretical achievements, of a

mere complement to given objective theories, but it has a revisionist

potential, with regard to the possibility of a rational justification of the

validity of these achievements as well as to the limits of this validity.

Still, the starting point of logic and semantics, as well as of the phe-

nomenology of meaning and truth, is and remains the “naive”, pre-

reflective experience of meaningful expressions and their fit to the

world.
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2.5. The species conception of the ideal objectivity of meaning and truth

I have argued that Husserl’s thesis of the ideality of meaning does not

imply that the understanding of linguistic expressions consists in a grasp

of ideal entities or that such entities belong to the concrete reality of

discourse.

The thesis of the ideality of meaning is meant to capture something

that lies in the plain sense of logical discourse and cognition, in which

concepts, propositions and theories are conceived as ideal particulars

that remain identical through an in principle infinite number of repeated

occurrences. However, this thesis is not limited to logic. It is also meant

to explicate an important aspect of the experience of language in

general, in everyday discourse as well as in systematic semantic

reflection.
34

 Already the distinction between tokens (occurrences) and

types of mere signs amounts to the introduction of a form of identity

transcending the particular events of discourse, and a similar kind of

identity seems to announce itself with regard to what is said by means

of linguistic expressions. There is a well-established practice of identi-

fying and distinguishing meanings as repeatable semantic values with

an identity that transcends the particular occurrences of linguistic

expressions.

Despite the fact that signifying in concreto occurs only in virtue of

certain subjective events, through which an in itself meaningless item is

given the function of a vehicle of meaningful signifying, linguistic

expressions and their meanings seem to be publicly available. The

thesis of the ideality of meaning is also meant to capture that with

regard to which one may speak of a communicative sharing of one and

the same content of understanding, as something that may be repeatedly

actualised through different occurrences of interpretation belonging to

different persons.

The occurrence of meaning is a subjective phenomenon, but the

meaning itself is an ideal particular that does not come and go with the

subjective phenomenon. It is an ideal or abstract object whose concrete

occurrences are constituted purely by subjective phenomena. It is

objective insofar as it amounts to an ideal identity that runs through a
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 Cf. Mohanty, “Husserl’s thesis of the ideality of meanings”, p. 76: “And yet it
would seem that by that rather misleading locution he was trying to capture an
essential moment of our experience of meanings and our commerce with them.”
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multiplicity of possible occurrences. It is something with regard to

which numerically different instances of signifying may be equivalent, a

common value belonging to them in virtue of their intrinsic make-up.

The species conception of meaning is Husserl’s solution, in the Logi-

cal Investigations, to the enigma of objective contents, clarifying the “at

first enigmatic manner in which one and the same lived experience has

a content in two different senses” and “how it apart from its proper,

actual [B: real [reellen]] content should and may have an ideal, inten-

tional content” (XIX/1, 21).

The claim that objective meanings are ideal species recurs throughout

the work. In the last chapter of the first investigation, devoted to the

distinction between “the phenomenological and the ideal content of the

lived experiences of signifying”, we find the following, often quoted

declaration concerning the essential distinction between the real content

of signifying and the meaning itself, which is an ideal unit vis-à-vis the

multiplicity of possible acts:

Now, the true identity, which we assert here, is nothing but the identity

of the species. Thus, and only thus, it may as an ideal unity comprise the

dispersed multiplicity of individual particulars (sumballein eis hen). The

multiple particular occurrences of the ideally identical [ideal-einen]

meaning is of course the corresponding acts [B: act-moments [Aktmo-

mente]] of signifying, the meaning-intentions. The meaning is thus re-

lated to the particular acts of signifying (the logical conception to the

acts of conceiving, the logical judgement to the acts of judging, the logi-

cal inference to the acts of inferring) in the same way as for example

redness in specie is related to the strips of paper here, which all “have”

this same redness. Besides other constituting moments [Momente] (ex-

tension, form etc.) every strip has its individual redness, i.e. its individ-

ual particular occurrence [Einzelfall] of this species of colour, whereas

the latter itself does not realiter exist in this strip or anywhere else in the

whole wide world; and above all not “in our thinking”, insofar as this

belongs to the domain of real being as well, to the sphere of temporality.

(XIX/1, 105 f)

According to this conception, the meaning actually given to an expres-

sion is a general type or kind exhaustively exemplified by the particular

act of signifying in virtue of its intrinsic make-up. The meaning is the

species of the semantic essence of the particular act, i.e. the species of a

certain complex feature that essentially belongs to the act precisely

insofar as it is an act of signifying. It should be noted that not all species
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are meanings, ideal contents of thinking and cognition, and that mean-

ings are not to be identified with the species of the signified objects

(XIX/1, 108).

By the term moment Husserl refers to dependent parts of a whole, i.e.

parts that cannot exist as separate concrete pieces but only together with

other parts in the unity of a whole. A dependent part may also be called

an abstract part of the whole, in a sense that is not to be confused with

the sense of the term abstract, according to which an abstract object is

what Husserl would call an ideal object (cf. XIX/1, xxx). The notion of

dependent or abstract parts is related to, but not identical with, the now

current notion of a trope.

Lived experiences are occurrences or events, which are contents of

consciousness in the sense of real constituents of the flow of conscious

life. The particular occurrences of meaning are thus moments belonging

to the make-up of certain intentional events of subjective life. The

generic notion of meaning corresponds to the generic character of

signifying as a lived experience, whereas particular meanings are

species of the fully differentiated semantic essences of particular

occurrences of signifying. The relevant differences are differences with

regard to the descriptive phenomenological content of lived experience,

i.e. qualitative differences with regard to what the lived experience is

like.

The species conception implies that the lived experiences constitut-

ing the occurrences of the same meaning must be completely like each

other in a certain respect, namely with regard to the semantic essence,

the fully determined intentional content of linguistic representation.

Thus, the equivalence with regard to the logical content demands a

likeness or qualitative identity with regard to the fully specified phe-

nomenological character of signifying. In effect, the meaning is nothing

but that with regard to which this likeness holds: the exhaustively

exemplified species, type or kind of the descriptive intentional character

in question (XIX/1, 117 f). This likeness with regard to the intentional

character of signifying does not exclude differences with regard to other

aspects of the concrete intentional experiences of signifying, for

example with regard to the awareness of the mere sign-vehicle or with

regard to some accompanying imagery, which in any case is unessential

to signifying as such (XIX/1, 102 ff).
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More importantly, although the semantic essence is an aspect of an

occurrence or event, which has a specific duration and temporal

structure, the specific character of signifying seems to be indifferent to

much of what essentially characterises this occurrence or event as such.

Whether it unfolds gradually, be it continuously or in discrete steps, be

it in this or that order, or comes about instantaneously, whether it lasts

for a second or a lifetime, is irrelevant.

The species conception offers itself as a rather natural manner of

understanding the identity of the objective and reflectively available

content of signifying. If it cannot be a numerical identity of subjective

occurrences, then it may be a qualitative identity, i.e. a likeness. What

may be the same is the species or type exemplified by numerically

different experiences in virtue of their intrinsic phenomenological

character. Different acts of signifying may fit the same descriptive

characterisation of the intentional content, being experiences in which

something is linguistically represented in the same manner, as such and

such and in a specific qualitative mode.

According to the species conception, the meaning itself, the semantic

essence in specie, belongs to the particular lived experiences as an ideal

content, namely as exemplified by it, whether or not the subjects in

question are able to sort the lived experiences with regard to the specific

intentional characters. On the other hand, insofar as the lived experi-

ences are immediately present precisely as lived, the meaning is

nevertheless displayed precisely as exemplified or realised. Thus, the

species conception also accounts for the immediate reflective availabil-

ity of meaning as the content of signifying. The unthematic, pre-

reflective display of meaning is simply the lived enactment of the

meaning-intention itself.

As have been pointed out for example by Schuhmann, Mulligan and

Smith
35

, the species conception of meaning may be regarded as a rather

Aristotelian solution to the enigma of ideal and objective contents of

thinking and cognition. The ideal species is present only in the particu-

lar real occurrences, in the sense that it does not have a separate

effective existence in an independently accessible domain of ideal being
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 Karl Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, p. 124; Kevin Mulligan &
Barry Smith, “A Husserlian theory of indexicality”, p. 134.
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and does not belong to the particular occurrences in virtue of some

external relation. Ideal objects are regarded as “abstractions”, and talk

of ideal objects must be traced back to the concrete instances, if it is to

be given any genuine content. However, although Husserl’s use of the

term species, the Latin translation of the term eidos, seems to connect

with the Aristotelian rather than with the Platonic tradition, the matter is

not as clear-cut as it may at first seem to be.

To be sure, insofar as meanings in the sense of ideal species do not

have an effective role in signifying in concreto, as some form of

mediating objects or contents belonging to an independent transcendent

realm, to which our acts of thinking somehow reach out, Husserl’s

conception differs radically from the textbook version of so-called

semantic Platonism. The logico-semantic essence of discourse is clearly

located in the concrete enactment of discourse, which does not involve a

grasp of ideal entities. Further, with regard to the general question of the

status of ideal or abstract objects Husserl explicitly rejects the kind of

“metaphysical hypostatisation” commonly associated with Platonism

(XIX/1, 106).

Nevertheless, Husserl’s conception of meanings as reflectively and

abstractly grasped species of intentional content, as well as his general

conception of ideal objects as species, incorporates certain features

commonly associated with Platonic idealism. By using the phrase

sumballein eis hen
36

, “to bring together into one”, Husserl himself

indicates this link. Like a Platonic Form (eidos or idea) a Husserlian

species is a “one over many” that is independent in relation to its

particular real instances, although it may be grasped only as realised.

The species is equivalent to the ideal possibility of a particular occur-

rence, and there is not even some form of generic dependence upon

“some” actual instance (XVIII, 135 f).
37

 Thus, with regard to ideal

meanings Husserl claims:

Every new concept formation shows us how a new meaning is realised,

which has never been realised before. As the numbers – in the ideal
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 The exact phrase is, as far as I know, not to be found in Plato’s works. Husserl
is probably thinking of the phrase sullambanein eis hen, which occurs for example in
Theaetetus, 147d9, and the Sophist, 234b3-4.

37
 Beyer raises the same objections against the Aristotelian interpretation of

Husserl’s notion of species in Von Bolzano zu Husserl, p. 159 n.
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sense presupposed by arithmetic – do not come into being and pass

away with the acts of counting and as the infinite series of numbers

therefore present an objectively stable collection [Inbegriff] of general

objects, strictly governed by ideal laws, which nobody can increase or

diminish, the ideal, purely logical units, the concepts, the propositions,

the truths, in short the logical meanings make up an ideally closed col-

lection of general objects, for which it is something contingent to be

thought and expressed. There are thus countless meanings that, in the

usual relative sense of the word, are merely possible meanings, while

they will never be expressed and, due to the limitations of the human

cognitive powers, can never be expressed. (XIX/1, 110)

On the other hand, Husserl refuses to ascribe any form of real, effective

being to these ideal objects, be it ante rem, in re or post rem, be it in the

mind of God, in a transcendent reality beyond the world of the senses,

in the corresponding real instances or in the minds of human beings. He

rejects both the metaphysical and the psychological hypostatisation of

ideal species (XIX/1, 100, 105 f, 127 f).

According to Husserl, both kinds of hypostatisation amount to a

misinterpretation of the proper being of species, implying that they are

after all real, temporal objects of some kind, be it eternal substances in a

place beyond the heavens. The attempt to accommodate the ideal

identity of species within the real world brings in a host of metaphysical

problems. Insofar as Husserl does not appeal to ideal species in order to

account for the reality of particular existents or to causally explain the

phenomena of “sameness in difference”, but merely asserts the genuine

objecthood of species as ideal or abstract objects, he avoids such a

hypostatisation.

One may say that Husserl’s approach to the question of ideal objects

is logico-epistemological. Indeed, one may even speak of a “semantic

ascent”
38

 – but then to truth and evidence rather than to mere vehicles of

discourse. The being of ideal objects is to be understood in terms of a

logical notion of object and being:

To those who are used to equate being with “real” being, objects with

real objects, the talk of general objects and their being will appear as

preposterous; but it will not give offence to those who [B: to begin with]

simply takes this manner of speaking as an indication of the validity of

certain judgements (be it the merely supposed validity) and understands
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general objects as correlates to the subjects of these judgements. From a

logical point of view the seven regular bodies are seven objects as well

as the seven sages; the theorem of the parallelogram of forces one object

as well as the city of Paris. (XIX/1, 106)

In the second edition, the passage is expanded in an elucidating manner:

/…/ but it will not give offence to those who to begin with simply takes

this manner of speaking as an indication of the validity of certain

judgements, namely such as those about numbers, propositions, geomet-

rical figures etc., and that now asks whether one must not, as a correlate

to the validity of the judgement, evidently award the title “truly existing

object” to that about which the judgement is made. In effect: from a

logical point of view /…/ (Ibid.)

In the second investigation, Husserl clearly states the idea of a semantic

or logical ascent:

Obviously, the question whether it is possible and necessary to under-

stand species as objects may be answered only if one goes back to the

significance (the sense, the meaning) of the names that refer to species

and to the meaning of the statements that make claim to be valid for

species. If these names and statements may be interpreted in such a

manner, if the intention of the meaning-giving nominal and proposi-

tional thoughts may be understood in such a manner that the proper ob-

jects of the intention are individual, then we must admit that the oppo-

site doctrine is correct. However, if this is not the case, if the analysis of

the meaning of such expressions shows that the straightforward and

proper intention is not directed at any individual objects and, above all,

that the their general relation [Allgemeinheitsbeziehung] to an extension

of individual objects is merely indirect, bringing in logical contexts

whose content (sense) is unfolded in new thoughts and demands new

expressions – then the opposite doctrine is evidently false. (XIX/1, 115)

According to Husserl, the true being of ideal species is not on par with

the mere being thought of fictional or even absurd objects. Mere

intentional existence is not a proper manner of being at all. The modifi-

ers ‘fictional’, ‘impossible’, and ‘merely intentional’ are modal opera-

tors, and the talk of diverse forms of merely intentional existence is an

improper manner of speaking, indicating the “objectlessness” of certain

conceptions. That there is an intentional object implies that there is

directedness to an object, but not that the intended object exists:

In contrast, the ideal objects truly exist. Obviously it does not only make

[B: good] sense to speak about such objects (for example about the
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number 2, about the quality redness, about the law of contradiction etc.)

and to conceive of them as having predicates, but we also grasp with

evidence certain [B: categorical] truths related to such ideal objects. If

these truths are valid, then everything objectively presupposed by their

validity must be. If I recognise that 4 is an even number, that the ex-

pressed predicate really is valid for it, then this object cannot be a mere

fiction, a mere façon de parler, in truth a nothing. (XIX/1, 130)

Here, I will not go further into the details of Husserl’s attempt to

clarify and defend the notions of ideal objects and ideal being. Suffice it

to say that, although Husserl later introduces a more differentiated

conception of ideal objects and rejects the species conception of

meaning, there is a fundamental continuity.
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Chapter two

THE CASE OF OCCASIONAL EXPRESSIONS

In this chapter I will examine how Husserl in the Logical Investigations

deals with essentially occasional expressions and other kinds of expres-

sions with a situation-dependent or fluctuating significance. The aim is

to provide a clear understanding of the problem addressed in LI I:3 and

of the fundamental presuppositions of the proposed solution, which

Husserl later characterises as an “act of violence”. This serves to clarify

what is at stake in the problem of occasionality in Husserl’s phenome-

nology of meaning. It also provides a first partial result of my investi-

gation of this problem.

First, I will elucidate the purpose of LI I:3 and examine Husserl’s

analyses of different kinds of situation-dependent expression. A main

question is how these analyses may serve to defend the validity of the

“essential distinctions” that Husserl makes with regard to the phenom-

ena of expression and meaning. The second part offers a detailed

diagnosis of the manner of thinking that results in the “act of violence”.

It concludes with some remarks on how the species conception is

related to the “act of violence”.

1. Logic and the semantics of natural language

This section falls into four subsections. In the first, I examine how

Husserl introduces the main problem and what he sets out to do in LI

I:3. I will also make some elucidatory remarks on Husserl’s approach to

the problem. Then I turn to the concrete issue that makes up the point of

departure of Husserl’s analyses, namely cases in which the communica-

tive function and the meaning-function of discourse are closely inter-

twined. The third subsection is devoted to the analysis of essentially
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occasional expressions. Finally, I scrutinise Husserl’s brief survey of

other kinds of expressions with fluctuating significance.

1.1. The “essential distinctions” at trial

Husserl begins LI I:3 by affirming that the “essential distinctions”

introduced in LI I:1 “in numerous cases have an indubitable clarity”,

above all “in the case of every expression belonging to the context of an

adequately displayed scientific theory”. There are however also cases

that seem to present a serious threat to the general validity of these

distinctions. Here Husserl mentions “the expressions that fluctuate with

regard to their meaning and above all the essentially occasional and the

vague expressions” (XIX/1, 83).

The key distinction is the one between “signifying as an act” and “the

meaning itself, the ideal unit vis-à-vis the manifold of possible acts”.

Closely related to this distinction are the distinctions “between ex-

pressed content in the subjective and in the objective sense, and with

regard to the latter between content as meaning and content as reference

[Nennung]” (ibid.).

The expressed content is the communicative content of speech acts.

The expressed content in the subjective sense is the manifested subjec-

tive life of the speaker. The expressed content in the objective sense is

the significance that the expression has insofar as it serves to represent

something. It makes up what is said by means of the expression. The

objective significance remains even in the case of solitary speech and is

thus not per se an expressed and communicated content, although the

communicative function is the original function of expressions.

The problematic cases are expressions that “change with regard to

their meaning” and are “subjective and situation-dependent, insofar as

the contingent circumstances of discourse influence this change”.

Husserl also speaks of expressions that in a wide sense are characterised

by a fluctuation or instability [Schwanken, Schwankung] with regard to

their meaning. These are opposed to expressions “that in a correspond-

ing wide sense are objective and stable, insofar as their meaning

normally is totally free from fluctuation”. In a strict sense, only “exact

expressions” belong to the latter group, whereas all vague expressions

and all expressions that “for different other reasons change with the

occasion” belong to the group of fluctuating expressions (XIX/1, 94).
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Although the largest part of LI I:3 is devoted to an examination of

what Husserl calls essentially occasional expressions, which are

indexical in a narrow sense and involve a specific form of regulated

situation-dependence, the problem addressed is in effect far more

general than it may at first seem to be. On closer scrutiny, ordinary

discourse, as opposed to the adequate display of scientific theory, is

pervaded by the kind of situation-dependent fluctuation and instability

of meaning that seems to pose a problem for the general validity of the

“essential distinctions”.

Husserl notes that the actual meaning of the expressions “that serve

the practical needs of ordinary life” to a large extent depends upon the

actual circumstances of the particular events of discourse (XIX/1, 87).

It belongs to the normal or usual function of many expressions that the

mere expression-vehicle, regarded as a repeatable type, does not “bind”

the meaning actually given to the expression in a given case of concrete

signifying (cf. XIX/1, 86, 91 f). What is meant and given to understand

by means of an expression of this kind is not fully captured and fixed by

some normal and in principle situation-independent general semantic

function, available within a given and in principle situation-independent

system of linguistic representation.

With regard to this kind of phenomenon Husserl examines not only

indexical expressions, tensed verbs (briefly mentioned in LI VI:1) and

certain definite nominal expressions, but also different forms of incom-

plete and abbreviated expressions and expressions with a vaguely

circumscribed but apparently unitary field of application (XIX/1, 91 ff;

XIX/2, 552). With regard to the latter Husserl remarks that “most of the

expressions of ordinary life are vague” (XIX/1, 92).

The problem is that the absence of situation-independent means of

expression may be taken to indicate an absence of objectively available

contents of expression, in particular since the meaning here seems to be

bound to the particular events of discourse and “to change precisely

with the persons and their experiences” (XIX/1, 86). The meaning may

seem to belong to the very act of expression in a manner that resembles

how the specific communicative function is bound to the particular

pragmatic context of an utterance. Is it at all possible to detach the

meaning from the particular speech act, from the speaking person and

the occasion of discourse?
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The kind of problematic cases examined by Husserl have been much

discussed in connection with the distinction between semantic and

pragmatic aspects of language, notably with regard to the question

whether pragmatics may impinge on the semantics of natural language.
1

These cases put on trial the idea of a systematic and general semantics

of natural language and raise the question of the limits of the logical

analysis of language and of the scope of the logical notions of meaning

and semantic content.

The way in which Husserl deals with these questions is determined

by the combination of a logical notion of content and a phenomenologi-

cal notion of the concrete reality of discourse.

According to the logical notion of content, the meaning must com-

prise the full objective significance of any given instance of signifying.

The logical content is the bearer of validity or non-validity. It is that

with regard to which signifying partakes in the context of truth. Here

generally or abstractly conceived semantic functions, which do not

correspond to completely determined truth-conditions, are not enough.

According to the phenomenological notion of content, the concrete

reality of semantic content consists in the particular lived enactment of

signifying, and there is nothing more to the actual meaning than what is

intentionally constituted as the objectual relation of expressions in the

particular interpretation of it. In this sense, Husserl regards the act-

perspective on the particular parole as more fundamental than the

structural perspective on an abstract langue.

This does not prevent Husserl from making a strict distinction be-

tween semantic and pragmatic aspects of particular speech acts, be-

tween the meaning-function, which does not even depend upon the

existence of the expression-vehicle, and the communicative function,

which is inextricably bound to the utterance as a matter of fact.

Already in the short introduction (§ 24) to LI I:3, Husserl announces

that his aim is to show that the threat that the problematic cases pose to

the general validity of the “essential distinctions” is merely apparent.

The cases in question “tend to confuse the acquired distinctions”, but

the difficulties will be solved by means of “the distinction between the

                                                  
1
 See for example the recent anthology Semantics versus Pragmatics, ed. Zoltan

Gendler Szabó.
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fluctuating acts of meaning and the ideal units of meaning [ideal-

einheitlichen Bedeutungen], between which they fluctuate” (XIX/1, 83).

What is needed is thus simply a further clarification of this essential

distinction. As seen earlier the main thesis of LI I:3 is precisely that the

meanings of all expressions are of the same ideal and objective charac-

ter and that there are not any special subjective, situation-dependent and

fluctuating meanings that “are submerged in the flow of subjective

mental lived experience and as passing events now are there and then

gone” (XIX/1, 94 ff).

This solution may appear to come almost too easily and one may

wonder if it is not bought at a very high price. Is this not just a case of

unabashed Platonism? There may be some truth in this charge, but

perhaps not exactly in the commonly assumed sense. As made clear in

the previous chapter, the kind of semantic Platonism that involves an

attempt to explain the concrete reality of discourse by means of a

mediating realm of ideal meanings is not an option for Husserl. Unlike

the straightforward semantic Platonist, Husserl cannot rely on a primi-

tive relation to some external ideal realm, but must clarify the signifi-

cance of expressions purely on the basis of the descriptive phenomenol-

ogical analysis of the essence of signifying in concreto. To simply

appeal to the existence of an ideal meaning as a deus ex machina will

not do.

1.2. Speech acts, expression and meaning

The introduction to LI I:3 is followed by a section (§ 25) devoted to

“relations of coincidence between the content of manifestation and the

content of reference [Nennung]”. To begin with, Husserl simply points

out that expressions may signify the present mental lived experiences of

the speaker, for example as when one refers to one’s own attitudes. In

such cases, the contents of manifestation and reference partly coincide:

If somebody pronounces the wish I would like to have a glass of water,

then for the hearer this serves as an indication of the wish of the

speaker. This wish is however at the same time also the object of the

statement. Here, there is a partial coincidence between what is mani-

fested and what is referred to. I say a partial coincidence, since the

manifestation obviously includes more. It also includes the judgement

that is expressed in the words I wish etc. The same holds in the case of

statements about the speaker’s lived experiences of envisaging [Vor-
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stellen], judging, supposing etc., i.e. expressions of the form I envisage,

I am of the opinion, I judge, I suppose etc., that… (XIX/1, 84)

However, according to Husserl, in such statements about one’s own

momentary lived experiences what is manifested in the narrow sense

remains distinct from what is signified (linguistically represented) by

the expression (XIX/1, 84 f).

The manifestation in the narrow sense – which implies that certain

general conditions of communication are fulfilled, above all that the

hearer perceives the speaker as a person who wants to say something by

means of words – consists in the indication of the speaker’s lived

enactment of signifying. The speaker is perceived not only as producing

mere sounds or marks, but also as speaking and as meaning this or that

(cf. XIX/1, 39 ff). The lived enactment of signifying is an expressed

content in the subjective sense. To express oneself in this narrow sense

is simply to linguistically represent matters in some qualitative mode by

means of public sign-vehicles, produced with a communicative inten-

tion.

In the present case, what is manifested in the narrow sense is that the

speaker makes a linguistically articulated judgement with the particular

content that he or she has this or that wish. Through the manifestation of

this judgement the speaker may also be perceived as explicitly wishing

(XIX/1, 85). The latter is a case of manifestation in the wide sense.

According to Husserl, manifestation in the wide sense presupposes

manifestation in the narrow sense. What is manifested only in the wide

sense is expressed in a different sense than what is manifested in the

narrow sense. It is with regard to what is manifested in the wide sense

that one may classify statements relating to the speaker’s own attitudes

as speech acts of wishing, asking etc. Here, the relevant point of view

concerns the pragmatic communicative function rather than the mere

meaning-function of expressions.

As Husserl puts it, here the meaning of the statement “lies in” the

judgement, whereas the lived experiences of wishing belong to the

objects of the judgement (XIX/1, 84 f). Here one must of course, in

accordance with Husserl’s main ideas, distinguish between the judge-

ment in the sense of the propositional meaning, i.e. the logical content

of the statement, and the judgement in the sense of the explicit act of
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judging, in or through which the proposition is given and realised in the

form of lived enactment.

These considerations serve to introduce the general topic of LI I:3

and in particular the examination of essentially occasional expressions

(§ 26). The expressions that both refer to and serve to manifest the

momentary lived experiences of the speaker “belong to the wider group

of expressions, whose meaning changes from case to case”, “in such a

peculiar manner, that one would hardly speak of equivocation”:

The same words, I wish you luck, through which I now express a wish

may be used by any other in order to express wishes with “the same”

content. However, not only the wishes but also the meanings of the

wish-statements are different from case to case. (XIX/1, 85)

Thus, here the meaning of the expression, as well as its objectual

correlate, changes from occasion to occasion. Although the mere

expression, regarded as a type, remains the same, different speech acts

involve different full expressions, with different meanings and objectual

correlates. Since Husserl holds that the meaning of an expression makes

up the specific, fully determined objectual relation of the expression, the

case cannot be described merely in terms of a change with regard to the

objects of reference.

Why does Husserl introduce the topic of situation-dependent fluctua-

tion of meaning in this manner? In the case of expressions that in a

situation-dependent manner refer to passing subjective lived experi-

ences it may seem as if the objectual relation is bound to the particular

utterance, as produced by a particular person in particular circum-

stances, in the same manner as the content of manifestation. This case is

particularly apt for creating confusion with regard to the diverse

functions of expressions. In particular, the objectual relation and the

meaning-function of the expression may seem to be identical to the

manifesting function. The object of reference and the actual meaning

may seem to be indicated by the particular utterance in the particular

circumstances. As a result, it may be tempting to hold that the meaning

is indistinguishable from the indicated act of meaning, the communica-

tive intention and other manifested subjective contents.

In order to dissolve this impression and establish the general validity

of the distinctions between the act of signifying and the meaning, and
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between the manifesting function and the meaning-function of an

expression, Husserl presents a rather condensed account of some central

kinds of situation-dependent expression, beginning with the class of

essentially occasional expressions.

1.3 Essentially occasional expressions

As a first step, Husserl makes a distinction between essentially subjec-

tive and occasional expressions and objective expressions. As will be

seen, however, this does not amount to an exhaustive enumeration.

Let us first examine how Husserl defines objective expressions:

We call an expression objective if it binds or can bind its meaning solely

through its sound pattern [lautlichen Erscheinungsgehalt], and if one

hence does not have to be aware of the person uttering it and the cir-

cumstances of its utterance in order to understand it. An objective ex-

pression may in different ways be equivocal; in this case it is related to

several meanings in the described manner, and it depends upon psy-

chological circumstances (upon the momentary direction of the hearer’s

thoughts, upon the inner consequence of the encompassing thought-

context of discourse [B: upon the already flowing sequence of speech

and the tendencies evoked by it] etc.) which of these meanings it actu-

ally evokes and signifies in the particular case. Here, an awareness of

the speaking person and her situation may also be beneficial. But

whether the word can at all be understood in one of these meanings does

not depend upon this awareness, in the manner of a conditio sine qua

non. (XIX/1, 86 f)

First, it should be noted that Husserl strictly separates lexical ambiguity

from the relevant kind of situation-dependent fluctuation of meaning.

Equivocation or ambiguity by itself is not enough “to shake our convic-

tion with regard to the ideality and objectivity of meaning”, since “we

may at will confine the expression to one meaning” and since the “ideal

unity of each of the different meanings in any case is not affected by the

accidental circumstance that they belong to like denotations” (XIX/1, 85

f).

Husserl makes clear that one even in the cases of an objective ex-

pression may have to take the speaker, her intentions and her situation

into consideration, i.e. if one wishes to capture the intended meaning.

However, the central point does not concern whether the expression is

understood in accordance with the speaker’s own understanding and her

communicative intention, but whether the expression may at all be
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understood in any normal meaning without an awareness of the circum-

stances of its utterance. It does not belong to the normal meaning-

function of an objective expression that the meaning necessarily is

regulated by the particular context of utterance.

Second, it should also be clear that the discussion does not primarily

concern the conditions of the possibility of grasping what has been

called the “speaker’s meaning”, as contrasted with the “semantic

meaning”. According to Husserl’s general view on communicative

discourse, the understanding of the intended meaning and of the

communicative intention as a whole is always a matter of the particular

situation of discourse, of envisaging the speaking person and her

subjective experience. One may for example ask whether the speaker at

all means something with the words and whether her understanding

accords with or deviates from the normal understanding. It should be

kept in mind that the discussion is explicitly confined to “normally

functioning expressions” (XIX/1, 86), i.e. to expressions used in their

“usual” significance (XIX/1, 91 f).
2

Third, there seems to be a slight discrepancy between the notion of

“binding” the meaning and the notion of a possible normal understand-

ing that does not necessarily depend upon an awareness of the speaking

person and her situation. A little later Husserl examines a kind of vague

expressions that, without being obviously lexically ambiguous, have a

vaguely circumscribed field of application, in such a manner that their

normal meaning-function cannot be described in terms of a single,

clear-cut and stable use. With regard to such expressions it may very

well be possible to have a fully determined understanding that is not

essentially informed by the particular context, although the particular

application and meaning are not conventionally “bound” by the mere

expression-vehicle as a type. In the end Husserl prefers to exclude

vague expressions of this kind from the class of objective expressions

                                                  
2
 Thomas Vongehr regards it as a deficiency of Husserl’s analysis that the defini-

tion of objective expressions does not take into consideration the possibility of
communicative misunderstanding (Die Vorstellung des Sinns im kategorialen
Vollzug des Aktes. Husserl und das Noema, p. 46). However, as has been made clear,
Husserl certainly has the resources to make the relevant distinctions. At this point the
question does not concern the conditions of successful communication, but the
conditions of the realisation of some normal meaning-function.
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that is contrasted with the class of expressions characterised by different

forms of fluctuation of meaning (XIX/1, 94).
3

Let us now consider the corresponding definition of essentially sub-

jective or occasional expressions:

In contrast, we speak of an essentially subjective and occasional or for

short essentially occasional expression with regard to every expression

to which a conceptually unified group of possible meanings belongs in

such a manner that it depends essentially upon the occasion, upon the

speaking person and her situation, which the actual meaning of the ex-

pression is on a particular occasion. A specific meaning among the

group of meanings that belong together can be constituted [B. for the

hearer] only by way of an awareness of the factual circumstances of dis-

course. Since one under normal conditions always succeeds in under-

standing the expression, the envisaging of these circumstances must, to-

gether with their regulated relation to the expression itself, contain pub-

licly available and sufficiently reliable indications [Anhaltspunkte],

which can lead the hearer to the meaning that is intended in the particu-

lar case. (XIX/1, 87)

As mentioned above, these cases should not be regarded as cases of

ambiguity or equivocation in the standard sense.
4
 Here, the mere

expression type does not really “bind” any of the particular meanings,

not even as a group. The “conceptually unified group of possible

meanings” belongs to the expression, with regard to its normal function,

only in the sense that every possible meaning corresponds to a concrete

particular realisation of that function, whereas the general function itself

does not somehow determine which particular meanings are possible. It

does not fluctuate between already given meanings that “may be

specified in advance” (XIX/1, 92).

Insofar as one somehow may force oneself to understand such an

expression in a particular meaning without relying on an awareness of

the actual circumstances of its production, one really either envisages

some particular circumstances of its utterance or simply ceases to

understand the expression in accordance with its normal meaning-
                                                  

3
 Vongehr notes this, but suspects that it is due to an attempt to simply dispose of

the problems of equivocation and vagueness (ibid.).
4
 Herman Philipse seems to adhere to a rather strange interpretation of the prob-

lem of occasional expressions, as he suggests that it is the circumstance that they are
“hopelessly ambiguous” that is the reason for rejecting the species conception of
meaning (“The problem of occasional expressions in Edmund Husserl’s Logical
Investigations, pp. 175 f).
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function. It is essential to the function of these expressions that the

actual meaning depends upon the particular circumstances of discourse.

 Essentially occasional in this sense are, according to Husserl, per-

sonal pronouns (XIX/1, 87), demonstratives (XIX/1, 89), situation-

dependent spatial and temporal adverbs (‘here’, ‘now’, ‘yesterday’,

‘above’ etc.) and definite nominal phrases relating to individual objects

by means of general class- or property-concepts (‘the lamp’, ‘the

emperor’)
5
, as well as every expression that contains occasional

expressions as parts, and this includes “all the different forms of

expression through which the speaker gives normal expression to

something which relates to himself or is thought in relation to himself”,

including “all expressions for perceptions, convictions, doubts, wishes,

hopes, fears, orders etc.” (XIX/1, 91). As remarked earlier, in the sixth

investigation Husserl adds tensed verbs to this list (XIX/2, 552).

In the LI I:3 Husserl considers mainly three examples, the personal

pronoun ‘I’, the demonstrative ‘this’ and the adverbial modifier ‘here’.

The demonstrative ‘this’ is also briefly dealt with in LI VI:1, which

moreover contains some important general remarks on essentially

occasional expressions.

To begin with, the objectual relation of an essentially occasional

expression changes from occasion to occasion. Since Husserl holds that

the meaning of an expression is the fully determinate manner of

objectual reference, this also means that the meaning changes from

occasion to occasion:

From case to case the word I refers to different persons, and it does this

through an ever-changing meaning. One may gather which meaning the

word has on a particular occasion only from the living event of speech

and its observable circumstances. (XIX/1, 87)

                                                  
5
 With regard to this kind of definite nominal phrases, Schuhmann remarks:

“Whether such cases indeed constitute a class of their own is however subject to
doubt. Husserl could have taken over the discussion of this class of expressions from
a similar one in Bolzano’s Wissenschaftslehre, Sulzbach 1837, vol. I, p. 259.”
(“Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, p. 125 n) However, although there may be
important differences between such expressions and indexicals in a standard sense,
they must be regarded as essentially occasional in the sense envisaged by Husserl.
The meanings normally given to them cannot be grasped simply by attending to their
general meaning-function. An appropriate interpretation presupposes that a particular
object is directly or indirectly singled out in the appropriate manner.
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According to Husserl, the normal meaning of an essentially occasional

expression, as uttered on a particular occasion, must be distinguished

from the general meaning-function of the expression and from the

concept of that function, which may be evoked by the mere expression

type in isolation:

If we read the word without knowing who wrote it, then we have, if not

a wholly meaningless word, then at least a word alienated from its nor-

mal meaning. Admittedly, it does not appear as an arbitrary mark on the

paper; we know that it is a word, and moreover a word by which the

actual speaker, whoever he is, designates himself. However, the concept

evoked in this manner is not the meaning of the word I. If this were the

case, then we could simply substitute the actual speaker designating

himself for I. The result would be not only odd expressions, but expres-

sions with a different meaning, as for example when we instead of I am

happy say the actual speaker designating himself is happy. It is the gen-

eral meaning-function of the word I to designate the actual speaker,

whoever he is, but the concept by means of which we express this func-

tion is not the concept that immediately and in itself makes up the

meaning of the word. (XIX/1, 87 f)

Here, one should keep in mind that Husserl’s logical notion of meaning

must be distinguished from the linguistic notion of meaning. The logical

notion of meaning is certainly closely related to the notion of meaning

with regard to which one speaks of “explaining the meaning of an

expression”, for example in terms of general linguistic rules of use.

However, logical and linguistic accounts of the meaning of an expres-

sion may very well differ, as well as logical and grammatical analyses

of the structure of an expression. Whereas the aim of the linguistic

account may be to formulate general rules of use or to systematically

explain or account for given linguistic facts, the logical notion of

meaning relates to the specific cognitive significance of expressions as

actually used. A minimal condition for such a logical account of

meaning is that the meaning encompasses that with regard to which a

statement may be evaluated as true or false. In the case of occasional

expressions general rules of use or general functions from expression

types to semantic values cannot fulfil that condition by themselves.

According to Husserl, the normal understanding of an essentially

occasional expression essentially involves an intentional directedness to

a particular object, or to something particular that serves to characterise
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a particular object or situation of affairs, for example a temporal or

spatial position as in the case of ‘here’, ‘now’, ‘yesterday’, ‘above’,

‘below’ etc. (XIX/1, 88 ff).

Moreover, Husserl holds that essentially occasional expressions

relate to particular objects in an immediate or direct manner (XIX/1, 88,

91; XIX/2, 554 f). An essentially occasional expression does not relate

merely indirectly to whatever has certain attributes or conceptually

determined properties, but directly to a particular object “as the object

that it ‘itself’ is, such as perception would put it before our eyes”, as

Husserl puts it in LI VI:1 (XIX/2, 555). This does not exclude that the

object is signified not only as itself but also as what corresponds a

certain general conceptual character tied to the general function of the

expression. It should also be noted that, in the sense relevant here, direct

reference refers to a form of meaning, constituted solely in virtue of the

lived enactment of signifying, and not to some direct, external relation

between utterances and objects. The important point is that the determi-

nate objectual relation on every occasion is fixed, in such a manner that

the direct relation to a definite, identifiable singular object belongs

essentially to the meaning, in the same manner as the direct reference to

a definite person belongs essentially to the meaning of a proper name

(cf. XIX/1, 305 ff, XIX/2, 555 f).

Since the normal meaning of an essentially occasional expression is

not, as a fact of language, “bound” to the mere expression-vehicle as a

type, the objectual relation is, according to this conception, fixed anew

on every particular occasion of use. On the other hand, Husserl remarks,

this occurs in a regulated manner. Indeed, otherwise the actual meaning

would not be a normal meaning, conforming to the normal general

function of the expression. Thus, ‘I’ is normally used in order to refer to

the actual speaker, ‘this’ to an actually demonstrated object and ‘here’

to “the vaguely circumscribed spatial location of the speaker” (XIX/1,

88 ff). In this manner, the particular actual meaning of an essentially

occasional expression is in a regulated manner tied to the mere expres-

sion as produced under particular circumstances, but not to the mere

expression regarded in itself. The mere sound or mark is in effect an

incomplete vehicle of the meaningful expression. The complete expres-
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sion may be regarded as a “hybrid” sign, incorporating both the mere

expression and the circumstances of its production.
6

However, as indicated above, the direct reference to an object does

not exhaust the normal meaning of an essentially occasional expression

in its normal function. As Husserl remarks with regard to the word I,

“we can surely not regard this word as an equivocal term, whose

meanings are identical to the meanings of every possible personal

proper name” (XIX/1, 88 f). There is also an aspect of the meaning that

corresponds to the general function of the expression in question. The

understanding of an essentially occasional expression is hence not only

characterised by directedness to a particular object, but also by a general

character. For example, by means of ‘I’ I do not just refer to myself, but

rather I refer directly to myself precisely as an object of personal self-

reference, and by means of ‘this’ I do not merely refer to a demon-

strated object, but rather I refer directly to it precisely as an object

pointed at (XIX/1, 88 ff; XIX/2, 55 ff). To refer to myself as myself, to

refer to this book as this book and to refer to the place I am at as here

differs from other manners of referring to these things precisely with

regard to as what they are signified.

Thus, according to Husserl, one may discern two essential aspects of

the significance of an essentially occasional expression: the circumstan-

tially fixed direct objectual relation and the general character.
7

In the first investigation, the difference between objective and essen-

tially occasional expressions is above all conceived from the perspec-

tive of a hearer interpreting an utterance. The main question does not

specifically concern the possibility of grasping the speaker’s intentions

and the intended meaning, but rather the conditions of the possibility of

understanding the expressions in question at all. Husserl simply presup-

poses that the speaker uses the expressions in accordance with their

                                                  
6
 Mulligan and Smith (“A Husserlian theory of indexicality”, pp. 142 ff) compare

Husserl’s account to Wolfgang Künne’s conception of a hybrid proper name, which
develops an idea put forward for example by Frege and Wittgenstein. See also
Künne, “Indexikalität, Sinn und propositionaler Gehalt” and “Hybrid proper names”;
Frege, “Der Gedanke”, Kleine Schriften, pp. 348 f; Frege, “Logik in der Mathe-
matik”, Nachgelassene Schriften, p. 230.

7
 Although they are clearly related, this distinction is certainly not identical to

Kaplan’s distinction between character and content (cf. Kaplan, “On the logic of
demonstratives”). Husserl and Kaplan are working with wholly different notions of
meaning and content, and from wholly different perspectives.
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normal function and that the hearer should recover the intended normal

meaning. In other words, the significance of the expressions is exam-

ined under the presupposition that they belong to a context of serious

and successful communication.

However, the focus on the hearer’s understanding of the expressions

may be misleading. Although the main point of LI I:3 is to reinforce the

distinction between the subjective act of signifying and the objective

meaning, it may seem as if Husserl nevertheless holds that the meaning

somehow belongs to the author and is constituted for the hearer only in

an indirect manner, by way of the manifested subjective acts of the

speaker. The circumstance that Husserl takes the hearer to be guided by

an effort to share the speaker’s thoughts may thus lead to the false

conclusion that he holds that the hearer’s understanding of the expres-

sion essentially consists in the empathetic understanding of the speaker

as meaning this or that with the expression. Such an interpretation does

not only go against some of the most fundamental ideas of Husserl’s

conception of meaning, which is reason enough to be suspicious of it,

but on closer scrutiny it also lacks support in the relevant texts them-

selves, which may be interpreted in a wholly different manner.

Here the key idea is that the hearer’s understanding is mediated by

indication. It may thus seem as if the meaning-function is closely

connected to the manifesting function of expressions in communicative

discourse, which consists in the fallible indication of the subjective life

of the speaker.
8

In virtue of the general meaning-function, a particular utterance of an

essentially occasional expression functions as a “generally efficient

indication” of the fact that the expression is used to refer directly to

some particular object, in the manner determined by the general

                                                  
8
 Since the publication of Derrida’s La voix et le phénomène, Husserl’s distinction

between indication and expression as two fundamentally different kinds of signifying
has often been regarded as problematic. A main theme in Derrida’s reading of LI I is
precisely the difficulty or even the impossibility of upholding this distinction and of
saving the phenomenon of meaning from the exteriority of indication. This theme is
central in Derrida’s examination of Husserl’s treatment of occasional expressions (La
voix et le phénomène, pp. 104 ff). I assume that a similar line of thought makes up
the background of Bernet’s assessment of the treatment of occasional expressions in
the Logical Investigations, according to which it is guided by a “metaphysically
conditioned preference for the sphere of immanence” (“Bedeutung und intentionales
Bewußtsein. Husserls Begriff des Bedeutungsphänomens”, p. 54 n).
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meaning-function. Together with certain relevant aspects of the actual

circumstances of the utterance, such as who the speaker is and which

place he is at etc., the actual occurrence of the expression may indicate

which particular object the expression is used to refer to. Insofar as the

hearer envisages this object as the object of reference, the actual normal

meaning of the expression, as an expression with fixed direct objectual

relation to a particular object, may be constituted for him:

However, since everybody when speaking of himself says I, the word

has the character of a generally efficient indication of this fact. Through

this indication the hearer’s understanding of the meaning is established,

he perceives the person facing him not only as the speaker, but also as

the immediate object of the particular instance of speech. /…/ in the

case of the word I there is a mediation by means of an indicating func-

tion, which so to speak calls to hearer: the person facing you refers to

himself. (XIX/1, 88)

If somebody says this, then he does not directly evoke in the hearer the

conception of the meant object, but at first only the conception or con-

viction that he, the speaker, refers to something within his field of per-

ception or thought, which he would like to point out to the hearer. Under

the concrete circumstances of discourse this thought becomes a suffi-

cient index [Richtschnur] for what is actually referred to. An occurrence

of ‘this’ read in isolation goes without its proper meaning and is under-

stood only insofar as it evokes the concept of its function of pointing at

something (that which we call the indicating meaning of the word).

Whenever the expression is used in its normal function, the full and

genuine meaning may be realised only on the basis of the imposed con-

ception [sich zudrängenden Vorstellung] of that to which it is refers.

(XIX/1, 89)

With regard to this mediation through an indicating function of the

expression as actually uttered under particular circumstances, Husserl

speaks of an indicating meaning, which is to be opposed to the indi-

cated meaning:

Here it seems that we must concede that two meanings are built on each

other in a peculiar form. One of these, related to the general function, is

tied to the word in such a manner that an indicating function may be re-

alised in the actual envisaging of the word; this indication in turn pro-

motes the other, singular conception and marks the object of this con-

ception as the object referred to hic et nunc, and that in the manner of

subsumption. We may therefore refer to the first meaning as the indi-

cating, to the other as the indicated meaning. (Ibid.)
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The manner in which Husserl introduces this distinction is somewhat

confusing, however, since he seems to identify the indicating meaning

with the concept of the general meaning-function of the expression, as

something that may be evoked by the mere expression-vehicle regarded

by itself. It may seem as if the indicating meaning belongs to the

expression only with regard to its actual communicative function,

whereas the indicated meaning, the “full and actual” meaning that may

be shared by both speaker and hearer and is identical in solitary and

communicative speech, boils down to the direct singular reference to a

particular object.

In the “Additions and improvements” appended to the second vol-

ume of the first edition, Husserl makes clear that this had in effect been

his earlier conception of the matter. He remarks “that the older concep-

tion (which has been improved through the progress of my investiga-

tions) has not been sufficiently expunged in the present account of the

matter” and that it “does therefore not agree completely with the

account in section 5 of the sixth investigation”. For a “more distinct and

better account” of the distinction between indicating and indicated

meaning he refers to the appendix to section 5 of LI VI (XIX/1, 89).
9

In the main text of section 5 of LI VI, examining the conditions of

the realisation of the normal meaning-function of the demonstrative

‘this’, by a speaker as well as by a hearer, Husserl does not even use the

terms indicating and indicated meaning. Instead he speaks of a general

abstract character common to every normal signifying by means of the

expression type. Moreover, this character is described as a dependent

                                                  
9
 Schuhmann claims that the remark refers to an earlier theory according to which

the particular, individual meanings of essentially occasional expressions “reside” in
perceptions or other intuitive presentations and thus belong to “a sphere outside the
conceptual realm to which meanings otherwise pertain” (“Husserl’s theories of
indexicals”, p. 114). Beyer notes that Schuhmann’s claim seems to be taken out of
thin air, but confesses that he cannot find any differences between the accounts of the
distinction between indicating and indicated meaning in the first and the sixth
investigation (Intentionalität und Referenz, p. 74 n). This seems to be due to the fact
that Beyer fails to distinguish between, on the one hand, the “objective” semantic
perspective on general semantic functions, contexts and values of occasional
expressions and, on the other, the phenomenological perspective on the concrete
realisation of signifying and communication. He simply identifies the general
meaning-function of an expression, regarded as a function in the mathematical sense,
with an aspect of the meaning of the expression, regarded as a reflectively graspable
content of lived signifying (Intentionalität und Referenz, pp. 71 ff).
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aspect of the concrete functioning of the expression, which is “in

concreto impossible” outside the particular realisation of a specifically

differentiated direct reference to some object. This character makes up

the realisation of a dependent aspect of the full and actual meaning of

the expression (XIX/2, 553 ff). Finally, Husserl is careful to distinguish

between this general character of straightforward understanding and the

conception of the general meaning-function of the expression:

The indefinite thought that the speaker points to “something” – which

may occur to the hearer as he still have not recognised which object we

wanted to demonstrate by the word ‘this’ – is of course not at all the

thought that we enacted ourselves in actually pointing to the object [in

der aktuellen Hinweisung]: as if the sole difference were that we had in

addition the determinate envisaging of the demonstrated object [die

bestimmte Vorstellung des Aufgezeigten]. One may not confuse the gen-

eral character of the actual pointing as such with the indeterminate con-

ception of a certain pointing to something. (XIX/2, 554)

In the appendix to this section (XIX/2, 556 ff), Husserl refers back to

the earlier distinction between the indicating and the indicated meaning

of an essentially occasional expression. He remarks that the earlier

account focuses on the hearer’s understanding and on the move from

the indeterminate conception of the general function, which is evoked

by the expression by itself, to the envisaging of the particular object, by

means of which the full and proper meaning is constituted. However, he

now makes it clear that the concept of the general function is not at all

part of the normal meaning of an essentially occasional expression, not

even for the hearer. The speaker and the hearer may give the same full

and proper meaning to the expression, although the conditions of the

realisation of this meaning are different for a speaker and a hearer. This

full and proper meaning is an inseparable unity of general character and

specific direct reference.

Husserl finishes these clarifying remarks by declaring that the earlier

distinction between indicating and indicated meaning may accordingly

be understood in two senses: either in terms of two succeeding thoughts

entertained by the hearer, where the first corresponds to the indetermi-

nate conception that something is referred to, in the manner appropriate

to the type of expression, and the second to the full understanding of the

expression; or in terms of the two aspects of the full meaning itself,
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where the general character may be called the indicating aspect, insofar

as it is generally tied to the mere expression type and thus in a certain

sense may be grasped immediately by a hearer, whereas the direct

intention may be called the indicated meaning. According to Husserl,

the earlier account was based on the latter distinction. This means that

one should not really speak of two separate meanings at all, but rather

of an indirect and a direct understanding of an expression with one

unitary meaning. In the indirect understanding, the full and proper

significance of the expression is merely indicated as the correlate of an

interpretation that remains to be appropriated.
10

The distinction between an indicating and an indicated meaning

should not be interpreted as a distinction between an objective and a

subjective content, between a publicly accessible content and a private

meaning-intention, which may be only indirectly indicated to the hearer.

The whole point of Husserl’s analysis is that the hearer’s understanding

ultimately terminates in a lived interpretation of the expression itself, in

which the meaningful expression is originally constituted as relating to

a particular object in a particular manner. The speaker’s subjective lived

experience is not itself part of the meaning of the expression and hence

does not constitute its meaning for the hearer. What is important is not

the identification of the speaker’s intentions, but the identification of the

object of signifying, by means of which the mere expression-vehicle

may be given the value of a specifically differentiated linguistic

representation of that object.

For the speaker as well as for the hearer the constitution of a particu-

lar essentially occasional expression with a particular normal meaning

presupposes that a definite object is envisaged in a manner that permits

the objectual relation of the expression to be fixed, namely insofar as

the objectivation of the object is of an appropriate kind in relation to the

general meaning-function of the expression.
11

 It makes possible a

                                                  
10

 For a similar interpretation, see D. W. Smith, “Husserl on demonstrative refer-
ence and perception”, pp. 207 ff. Benoist stresses that it is a matter of an “intra-
significational” phenomenon (Entre acte et sens, pp. 216 ff).

11
 As seen, Husserl speaks of “subsumption” with regard to the manner in which

the singular objectivation fits the general meaning-character that is tied to the general
function. He does not give any detailed account of what kind of relation must hold
between the generic aspects of the different essentially occasional expressions and
the presentations or representations that make possible the concrete realisation of
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particular full and proper interpretation of the expression, by means of

which it may serve to represent a particular object.

The underlying objectivation of a particular object – not necessarily a

perception belonging to the direct perceptual awareness of the particular

observable circumstances of discourse – does not, according to Husserl,

by itself make up a meaning-intention. Rather, as Husserl puts it, it

realises the possibility of a concrete lived enactment of signifying, with

its determinate relation to a particular object. The underlying objectiva-

tion thus serves to determine the meaning of the expression, by fixing

its objectual relation, but it does not itself contain or contribute to the

meaning in the manner of a meaning-giving act (XIX/2, 553 f). It does

not belong to the act of signifying, by means of which something is

intended in the manner of linguistic representation, and its content is not

part of the content of the act of linguistic representation.
12

 For example,

the identity of meaning is not differentiated by the concrete perceptual

content, the changing adumbrations etc., of the perceptions that may

serve to determine the definite objectual relation of the expression (cf.

XIX/2, 550 ff).
13

1.4. Other kinds of expressions with fluctuating significance

I will now briefly examine Husserl’s survey of “other kinds of fluctu-

ating expressions” in section 27 of the first investigation. Although this

                                                                                                                                   

their normal meaning-functions. I would like to suggest that the relation in a sense
must be analytic: the object must be envisaged as singled out in a manner that
perfectly fits the generic mode of linguistic presentation; any interpretation that does
not imply such a coincidence as an immediate reason is simply not in accordance
with the normal meaning-function of the word. In the case of communicative
understanding, the hearer may of course be mistaken in envisaging a particular object
as the intended object of reference, but the reference will not be fixed in a wholly
arbitrary manner.

12
 As pointed out by Mulligan and Smith, Husserl’s conception permits that even

acts of signifying may serve to realise the possibility of other acts of signifying (“A
Husserlian theory of indexicality”, p. 156). Unlike Mulligan and Smith I would
however like to stress that, according to Husserl, the founding act is not contained in
the founded act and the meaning-content of the founding act is not contained in the
meaning-content of the founded act. According to this conception, one may fix the
objectual relation of a given essentially occasional expression by means of several
different explicit descriptions relating to the same object, but the meanings of these
descriptions do not enter into the meaning of the interpreted expression.

13
 As Mulligan and Smith put it, perceptual acts have the “wrong kind of articula-

tion”.
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survey is often neglected in the secondary literature, it is important,

since it serves to delineate and clarify the scope of the problem of

situation-dependent expression and fluctuating meaning. One may note

that Husserl does not present the main problem of LI I:3 as relating only

to essentially occasional expressions, but as relating to expressions with

fluctuating significance in general, and that among these he singles out

essentially occasional expression and vague expressions as the most

important cases (XIX/1, 83, 94).

Husserl remarks that the meaning-fluctuation of essentially occa-

sional expressions is often combined with other forms of fluctuation or

polysemy [Vieldeutigkeit], in which the actual meaning is not lexically

or grammatically encoded in the mere expression-vehicle as a type.

Husserl specifically mentions the distinction between complete and

incomplete expressions, between normally and anomalously functioning

expressions
14

 and between exact and vague expressions (XIX/1, 92). Of

these he deals briefly with incomplete expressions and two kinds of

vague expressions.

The situation-dependence of the incomplete expressions considered

by Husserl may seem to be of a wholly different kind than the situation-

dependence of essentially occasional expressions. Husserl does not

present a detailed analysis of their function, but seems to be content

with mentioning them as further examples of the kind of pragmatic

embeddedness of discourse that may seem to threat the general validity

of the essential distinctions. In this respect, the brief discussion surely

fits well into the general context of LI I:3.

In the sense relevant here, an expression is incomplete when what is

meant by it on a particular occasion goes beyond what is explicitly

expressed and articulated by the words themselves in their normal

general meaning-function.

In a first kind of case of incomplete expression, part of what is meant

is implicit in such a manner that the expression, although it is a gram-

                                                  
14

 Here, Husserl is probably referring to phenomena such as material supposition,
where the occurrence of an expression serves to denote the expression itself, its
meaning or even the subjective objectivation. This kind of meaning-modification is
discussed in the fourth investigation (XIX/1, 329 ff). Husserl remarks that in writing
such modifications are usually encoded through “heterogrammatical means of
expression”, such as quotation marks or italics, but that one in the case of spoken
language often has to rely on the internal and external context of discourse.
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matically complete expression of a complete thought, must be supple-

mented or expanded in order to bring the intended meaning to explicit

expression. The examples discussed by Husserl involve the further

complication that the supplementing expressions are essentially occa-

sional expressions:

The impersonal expressions of ordinary language provide good exam-

ples of how seemingly stable and objective expressions due to en-

thymematic abbreviation in reality are subjectively fluctuating expres-

sions. Nobody would understand the sentence there are cookies in the

same manner as the mathematical sentence there are regular bodies.

The first does not mean that there are cookies in general or simpliciter,

but that here and now – with the coffee – there are cookies. It is raining

does not mean that it is raining in general, but now and outside. What

the expression lacks is not only unspoken, but not expressively thought

at all; nevertheless it certainly belongs to what is meant by the particular

instance of speech. The completion obviously results in expressions that

are to be characterised as essentially occasional in the sense defined

above. (XIX/1, 92)

In a second kind of case, the expression is not even grammatically

complete:

The difference between the properly expressed content, i.e. the content

marked out and captured by the at all times uniform meaning-functions

of the words in question, and the occasional meaning-intention [Mein-

ung] is even greater when the expressions are so extremely abbreviated

that they cannot give expression to a complete thought without the

means of interpretation provided on the particular occasion. Some ex-

amples: Out of the way! You! What! But – but! etc. Through the com-

mon observable situation of the speaker and the hearer the partly frag-

mentary, partly subjectively indeterminate meanings are supplemented

or differentiated and make the meagre expressions intelligible. (XIX/1,

92 f)

Here, Husserl seems to be operating with two different notions of the

content of expression: first, a notion relating to what is explicitly

articulated by the words in accordance with their normal general

meaning-functions; second, a notion relating to what is normally meant

and given to understand by an expression as used on a particular

occasion. Both notions relate to a normal or conventional expressed

content in an objective sense, rather than to subjective experiences. The

expressions are not only normally produced with the intention of
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conveying the particular content, but are also normally interpreted in

accordance with this intention by both the speaker and hearer, who both

actually have this content as a meaning-content of signifying, although

part of it lacks a separate grammatical expression.

According to Husserl’s conception, this kind of implicit content

belongs to what is said by means of an expression, rather than to what is

implicated, and that in accordance with the normal function of the

expressions. Here, we need not worry about the linguistic discussion

about the distinction between semantics and pragmatics.
15

 Suffice it to

say that the logically relevant content of signifying in concreto goes

beyond what is captured, directly or schematically, by what may be

called a minimalist semantic analysis, although such an analysis may

have a great explanatory power precisely as a linguistic analysis. Every

part or aspect of the content of linguistic representation, of what is

thought and what is said, need not be completely articulated through

separate means of representation. In the present context, the problem of

implicit content is relevant insofar as the normal interpretation changes

with the particular occasion of discourse.

Finally, Husserl considers two kinds of vague expressions, character-

ised by a lack of reliable and universal standards of application. A

vague expression is not essentially occasional, since the possibility of

understanding it in one of the meanings circumscribed by its normal

meaning-function does not essentially depend upon an awareness of the

particular situation of discourse, although communicative understanding

must normally be specifically informed by an awareness of particular

circumstances of discourse, of what the speaker actually has in mind.

Nevertheless, at least in the first case considered by Husserl the par-

ticular meaning that the expression has on a particular occasion is not

unequivocally “bound” by the mere expression type, but merely vaguely

circumscribed or indicated.

The first kind of vagueness seems to involve a form of concealed

ambiguity or equivocalness:

Vague expressions do not have an identical meaning-content on every

occasion of use; their meaning is oriented to typical, but only partly

                                                  
15

 For a sophisticated discussion of implicit content (in terms of ”impliciture”,
“expansion”, “completion”), see Kent Bach, “Conversational impliciture”.
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clearly and determinately conceived examples, which usually change

from case to case and even within one and the same train of thought.

These examples, which are taken from a thematically [sachlich] unitary

(or at least seemingly unitary) sphere, determine different, but as a rule

kindred [verwandte] or interrelated [beziehungsvolle] concepts, of which

now one and then another is evoked, depending on the circumstances of

speech and the evoked tendencies of thought; however, for the most

time this occurs in a manner that precludes reliable identification and

discrimination, which would prevent unnoticeable confusion of the in-

terrelated concepts. (XIX/1, 93)

The reason why this kind of fluctuation cannot be regarded as a form of

ambiguity in the standard sense seems to be that the apparently interre-

lated concepts do not correspond to distinct and stable standards of use.

On the other hand, the normal meaning-function cannot always be

understood in terms of a single generic concept encompassing possible

specifications, since the specific concepts may very well be related in

some other manner than in the form of a conceptual tree; indeed, the

thematic unity may even be merely apparent.

This analysis may be compared with Wittgenstein’s notion of family

resemblance.
16

 However, in LI I:3 Husserl seems to hold that this

fluctuation with regard to the application of the expression may be

understood in terms of a fluctuation of concepts that can in principle be

marked out by separate exact and objective expressions. Within a given

scientific context one may for example arbitrarily restrict the expression

to one of the interrelated meanings, demanding that it should always be

interpreted in accordance with a standard situation-independent defini-

tion (cf. XIX/1, 309). Insofar as such a practical logical device or

arrangement simply serves to regulate an already existing language use,

it may even be said that the mere expression at least potentially “binds”

the particular meaning, in accordance with Husserl’s definition of

objective expressions. I will return to the problems with this conception

in the last section of this chapter.

The second kind of vagueness corresponds to a standard notion of

vagueness, relating to the vague boundaries between the typical char-

acters by means of which appearing spatial and temporal gestalts,

colour and tone gestalts etc. are sorted and specified with regard to the

continua of spatial formation, temporal duration, quality and intensity.

                                                  
16

 Wittgenstein, Philosophische Untersuchungen, section 65 ff.
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According to Husserl, the application of expressions related to these

types is fluctuating and wholly insecure in the spheres of transition

outside the intervals and limits within which the typical characters are

evidently given (XIX1, 93 f).

In itself, this kind of vagueness does not seem to involve situation-

dependent fluctuation of meaning, at least not of the kind discussed

earlier in the chapter. However, insofar as the standards of application

depend upon the circumstances of discourse, for example upon what is

counted as sufficiently exact in different kinds of practical contexts,

there may indeed be a form of situation-dependence here.

This kind of vagueness certainly belongs to the aspects of natural

language that may be regarded as problematic from a logical and

semantic perspective. It has often been held to present an obstacle to the

general applicability of classical logic, which seems to demand well-

defined and stable concepts with a universal scope of application.

Although Husserl in the Logical Investigations does not present

anything that may be called a solution to this problem, he seems to be

confident that this kind of fluctuation nevertheless may be analysed in

terms of a fluctuation between stable concepts.

2. The “act of violence”

In the first of the three subsections of this section, I will examine and

elucidate the main conclusion of LI I:3. In the second, I will closely

scrutinise Husserl’s explication of the thesis of the uniform ideal

objectivity of meaning in general, and offer a diagnosis of the problem

with regard to which he later speaks of an “act of violence”. I will

finally make some remarks with regard to the relation between the “act

of violence” and the species conception of meaning.

2.1. From expression to meaning

In section 28 of the first investigation, “The fluctuation of meaning as

fluctuation of the acts of signifying”, Husserl asks whether “these

important facts of meaning-fluctuation should unsettle our conception

of meanings as ideal (and hence stable) units or restrict its general

validity to a significant extent” (XIX/1, 94). After having pointed

specifically to the essentially subjective or occasional expressions and
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the distinction between vague and exact expressions, he goes on to

formulate the central question:

Do the meanings themselves hence fall into two different groups, objec-

tive and subjective, stable and occasionally changing, and may this dif-

ference, as it at first may seem, simply be reformulated in the following

terms: that the former present, in the manner of stable species, ideal

units, which remain untouched by the flow of subjective envisaging and

thinking; whereas the latter are submerged in the flow of subjective

mental lived experiences and as passing events now are there and then

not? (XIX/1, 94 f)

Husserl immediately answers in the negative, insisting on the thesis of

the uniform ideal objectivity of meaning in general:

One will have to conclude that such a conception would be erroneous.

The content of a subjective expression, the meaning of which changes

with the occasion, is an ideally unitary meaning in precisely the same

sense as the content of a stable expression. (XIX/1, 95)

Then he affirms the thesis of the ideal substitutability of expressions,

which is introduced as evident support for the central thesis. I will

return to the wider implications of the thesis of the ideal substitutability

of expressions and of the idea of the boundlessness of objective reason,

in terms of which it is explicated, in the last section of this chapter.

Husserl concludes the section by presenting the idea announced in its

title. Be it as it may with the practical or factual impossibility of

realising the ideal possibilities put forward in the thesis of the ideal

substitutability of expressions and the idea of the boundlessness of

objective reason, there is in any case no reason to accept that there are

two fundamentally different kinds of meaning (XIX/1, 96). On closer

scrutiny, there are no fluctuating or changing meanings, but only

expressions that fluctuate with regard to their specific significance, and

this fluctuation is in effect nothing but a fluctuation of acts of signifying

and their interpretative content:

The factual word-meanings fluctuate and often change within one and

the same train of thought; and according to their nature they are to a

large extent determined by the occasion. However, on closer scrutiny

the fluctuation of meaning really is a fluctuation of the acts of signify-

ing. That is to say, the subjective acts that confer meaning to the expres-

sions fluctuate, and they change not only with regard to their individual
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numerical identity, but also with regard especially to the specific char-

acters, in which their meaning lies. But the meanings themselves do not

change; indeed, this manner of speaking is downright absurd, namely if

we, in the case of univocal and objectively stable, as well as in the case

of equivocal and subjectively muddled expressions, persist in meaning

ideal units [A: i.e. species] by the word meaning. This is demanded not

only by the normal talk, oriented to the stable expressions, of the mean-

ing of an expression, which is identically the same whoever may utter

the same expression, but also and above all by the leading purpose of

our analyses. (XIX/1, 96 f)

Even situation-dependent and fluctuating expressions have objective

meanings, which as such are distinct from the particular lived experi-

ences in virtue of which signifying in concreto occurs, although these

meanings are not, as a fact of language, tied to unique types of expres-

sion-vehicles. Further, that expressions fluctuate with regard to their

significance does not imply that the meanings themselves fluctuate or

change, but rather that expressions fluctuate between different mean-

ings, i.e. that they on different occasions serve as vehicles of specifi-

cally different meaning-functions. In every case of signifying by means

of a meaningful expression, Husserl claims, the actually constituted

meaning is an ideal and objective unit, which may in principle be

repeatedly realised through different acts of signifying belonging to

different subjects.

The difference between objective and fluctuating expressions is

hence merely a difference with regard to how meanings are assigned to

expressions, i.e. with regard to how the meaning-function is regulated in

normal language use. The repetition of a mere expression type, which is

already a case of an ideal unity vis-à-vis a multiplicity of real occur-

rences, does not by itself guarantee the identity of meaning, as if the

identity and objectivity of meaning were in some magical fashion bound

to the identity of the public sign-vehicle. In this respect, the objectivity

of the meanings of essentially occasional and fluctuating expressions

does not present greater difficulties than the objectivity of the meanings

of objective and exact expressions. In the case of fluctuating expres-

sions, the acts of signifying are not only individually different from

occasion to occasion, as in the case of objective expressions, but also

different with regard to their intentional essence in such a manner that

different meanings are constituted from occasion to occasion, and this in
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a more or less regulated manner. Husserl thus argues that the difference

between objective and fluctuating expressions is irrelevant to the

question of the ideal objectivity of meaning, which in both cases

concerns the manner in which a particular lived enactment of signifying

may constitute the realisation and givenness of an objective meaning-

content.

By now it should be clear that one cannot, as some commentators

do,
17

 interpret Husserl’s claim that even essentially occasional and other

fluctuating expressions have ideal-objective meanings as implying that

the ideal-objective meanings of fluctuating expressions are identical to

the general, common meaning-character corresponding to their general

function. This is not only obviously at odds with Husserl’s own way of

putting the matter, but it also neglects the kinds of fluctuating expres-

sions that lack such a generic conceptual character.
18

Such interpretations seem to be based on the assumption that the

objectivity and ideal identity of meaning presuppose stability and

invariance with regard to the use of an expression. However, to say that

Husserl’s theory of ideal and objective meanings demands that “the

meaning embodied in expressions can be shown to remain strictly and

rigorously the same through all varieties of use”
19

 is to fall prey to the

confusions that the analysis of occasional expressions is intended to

dissolve. One must not confuse the idea of an objective expression, i.e.

an expression type that in a stable and situation-independent manner

binds its meaning, with the idea of the objectivity of meaning itself.

The idea that a fluctuating use of expressions by itself would under-

mine the objectivity of meaning presupposes a rather simplistic concep-

tion of the relation between words and the semantic values given to

them in actual discourse. In contrast, Husserl’s conception of meaning

is orientated to the actual function of mere words as vehicles of repre-

sentation. Meanings belong to words in virtue of the meaning-functions

                                                  
17

 See Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, pp. 113 f; Vongehr, Die
Vorstellung des Sinns im kategorialen Vollzug des Aktes, pp. 48 ff.; Philipse, “The
problem of occasional expressions in Edmund Husserl’s Logical Investigations”, pp.
172 ff; Mohanty, Husserl’s Theory of Meaning, pp. 78 ff.

18
 Vongehr notes this and suggests that it undermines what he regards as Husserl’s

attempt to dispel all kinds of fluctuation and ambiguity from the sphere of objective
expression (Die Vorstellung des Sinns im kategorialen Vollzug des Aktes, pp. 46 f).

19
 Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, p. 114.
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given to them in actual discourse. If one can discern several different

fully specified functions of an expression, then there are several

different meanings belonging to it. Within linguistic practice a mere

expression may have a vast semantic potential, which often cannot be

fully specified in advance. A given meaning is objective insofar as the

fully specified meaning-function is not in principle bound to the

particular subjective and private experiences of a particular person.

Here one must clearly distinguish between the general semantic

function of an expression type and the logically relevant content of

actual signifying. The sense in which to know the meaning of an

expression is to know the general semantic function must be distin-

guished from the sense in which to know the meaning is to actually live

in an appropriate kind of understanding.

As in the case of obvious lexical ambiguity, the analysis of occa-

sional and fluctuating expressions is a matter of distinguishing between

distinct and fully specified meaning-functions, corresponding to

different actual meanings:

1. The significance of essentially occasional expressions is expli-

cated as a kind of regulated equivocalness or polysemy, where the

circumstances of discourse in an essential manner serve to fix or

define the actual fully specified meaning-function of an expression

as realised in a particular context.

2. The intelligibility of incomplete expressions may depend upon the

circumstances, but they may nevertheless be analysed in terms of

well-defined meaning-functions, identical to the functions of the

complete expressions in relation to which they may be regarded as

situation-dependent abbreviations.

3. The first kind of vague expressions examined by Husserl may be

analysed in terms of a concealed form of more or less context-

dependent ambiguity or polysemy, loosely held together within the

confines of a vaguely defined normal use.

4. In the present context, the second kind of vagueness, which seems

to relate to vague concepts, rather than to vaguely fluctuating ex-

pressions, may be regarded as a rather unproblematic, since this

kind of vagueness does not exclude that the expression is objective

in the relevant sense.
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It should be noted that the analysis of the cases of fluctuating signifi-

cance already presupposes that the particular actual meaning-functions

of the fluctuating expressions are publicly available. It seems obvious

that any competent speaker may understand the expressions in their

normal meaning, although such an understanding presupposes a certain

awareness of the circumstances of discourse. Here one could also point

to the possibility of repeated representations of discourse, through

which a full expression as used on a particular occasion seems to be

repeatedly available in its full intelligibility – the representation may in

effect not even relate to an actual event of discourse – and hence not to

be submerged and forever lost in the effective reality of a particular

situation of discourse. I cannot find any reason to believe that Husserl’s

analysis somehow should leave this prima facie objectivity behind. On

the contrary, the aim is precisely to clarify it.

According to Husserl’s conception, the communicative interpretation

of an expression may in an essential or inessential manner presuppose

an indirect grasp of the speaker’s communicative intention and of the

meaning-intention enacted by him, but the interpretation nevertheless

terminates in the constitution of the full expression itself with its

determinate objectual relation, and it is exclusively in this that the

realisation of meaning lies for the hearer. The meaning itself is not

something private, to which other persons may have only indirect

access, for example indicated or evoked subjective experiences of

signifying. What counts is the actually conferred function of signifying.

2.2. The idea of the boundlessness of objective reason

In the introduction to this study I argued that Husserl’s self-critical

remark in the preface to the second edition of the Logical Investiga-

tions, according to which the attempt to come to terms with the “occa-

sional meanings” amounts to an “act of violence”, does not concern the

details of the analysis of occasional expressions, but rather the guiding

conception of what constitutes the objectivity of meaning and of the

logico-semantic essence of the lived enactment of discourse. The act of

violence is an attempt to force all concrete phenomena of expression

into a preconceived framework, which is one-sidedly orientated to the

exact and eidetic sciences and the kind of objectivity and validity
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peculiar to them. The problem is not the claim that even occasional or

fluctuating expressions have objective meanings, which are ideal

contents of signifying, but rather the implicit conception of what this

ideal objectivity amounts to.

When Husserl in section 28 of the first investigation introduces the

thesis of the ideal substitutability of expressions and then goes on to

elucidate it in terms of the idea of the boundlessness of objective

reason, the implicit presuppositions concerning the objectivity of

meaning and truth determine the manner in which Husserl, almost

unnoticeably, moves from the notion of objective expressions to a

certain notion of the objectivity of meaning, which demands that the

logico-semantic essence of discourse consists in a wholly situation-

independent and exact representation of reality as it is in itself. The

claim, quite reasonable in itself, that even occasional, fluctuating and

vague expressions have objective and publicly available semantic

values is interpreted in a manner that on closer scrutiny makes the

realisation of meaning and hence the being of meaning itself incompre-

hensible.

Let us begin with the thesis of the ideal substitutability of expres-

sions, which is introduced in order to support the thesis of the ideal

objectivity of meaning in general:

This [that the content of a subjective expression is an ideally unitary

meaning in the same sense as the content of an objective expression] is

clearly shown by the circumstance that, ideally speaking, every subjec-

tive expression may be substituted by objective expressions, while pre-

serving as identical the meaning-intention that momentarily belongs to

it. (XIX/1, 95)

Although the claim should concern all kinds of fluctuating and situa-

tion-dependent expressions, it may be assumed that it is made with

particular regard to the essentially occasional expressions.

Husserl immediately stresses the purely ideal character of this thesis:

the substitution would not only be impractical, but it will always remain

de facto impossible (XIX/1, 95). If we return to the introduction of the

essentially occasional expressions in section 26, we may also read the

following: “Here we are not dealing with accidental, but with unavoid-
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able forms of polysemy, which cannot be removed from the languages

through any artificial arrangement or convention” (XIX/1, 86).

Husserl’s point seems to be that although we in every given case may

in principle define an objective expression corresponding to the par-

ticular use of an occasional expression, and although everything that is

said by means of an occasional expression may thus be said also by

means of an objective expression, it would be impossible to define and

establish the needed objective expressions in advance and without the

use of occasional expressions, so as to encompass every possible

meaning of the occasional expression. As shown by the later remarks on

the possibility of determining times and places (XIX/1, 96). Husserl

thinks that our ability to define and fix the reference of the correspond-

ing objective expressions at least in many cases depends upon the

availability of occasional expressions. In a few words, every particular

occasional expression may in principle be substituted by an objective

expression post factum, but we cannot do without occasional expres-

sions in order to be able to say what we de facto say by means of them.

It may be noted that the thesis of the ideal substitutability of expres-

sions may be given two different interpretations, an extensional and an

intensional interpretation, respectively. Although Husserl explicitly

states that the meaning-intention momentarily belonging to the subjec-

tive expression could also belong to an objective expression, and that it

should thus be possible to substitute an objective expression for the

subjective expression salva significatione, one may doubt whether he is

in fact thinking of the complete meaning. Perhaps he is thinking only of

the directly referring aspect of essentially occasional expressions.

According to the extensional interpretation, the claim would concern

substitution salva veritate, which would preserve the objective exten-

sion of the occasional expression, but disregard the specific mode of

presentation involved. Any extensionally equivalent expression may do.

According to one possibility, the corresponding objective expression

could be constructed for example by means of already established

proper names, objective specifications of time and place and other

means of indirect description depending on objectively specified points

of reference. Another possibility would be to simply define a new

directly referring objective expression, a proper name or something

analogous, with a fixed extensional value.
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Against the purely extensional interpretation, one may object that it

does not agree with Husserl’s conception of meaning and that it hence

does not imply the desired conclusion, namely that the momentary

meaning of an essentially occasional expression is an ideal and objec-

tive unit that may in principle be repeatedly realised. If such a substitu-

tion is indeed possible, then this merely shows that subjective and

objective expressions may be extensionally equivalent.

The intensional interpretation, which demands substitution salva

significatione, seems to be problematic for other reasons. It would

perhaps be possible to artificially introduce some form of index that

fixes the reference of essentially occasional expressions in a situation-

independent manner (‘I(Karl Weigelt)’, ‘I(Edmund Husserl)’ etc.), or

even to simply stipulate that a new term is to be intensionally equivalent

with an essentially occasional expression as used on a particular

occasion. One may wonder, however, whether the full meaning may be

severed from the general situation-dependent manner in which the

expressions function: does this function not essentially characterise the

content of the particular linguistic representations that are effected by

means of the expression type? Does not the manner in which the mere

expression “binds” the meaning correspond to an essential aspect of the

meaning itself?

In connection with the “act of violence” it does not matter which of

these interpretations is the correct one, but if one takes into account

Husserl’s general conception of meaning, the very wording of the

passage and the content of subsequent discussion, then the intensional

interpretation, despite its problems, seems to be the most reasonable.

Let us now turn to the idea of the boundlessness of objective reason,

which Husserl presents as obviously implied in the thesis of the ideal

substitutability of expressions:

Actually, it is clear that our assertion, that every subjective expression

may be substituted with an objective, in effect amounts to nothing but

the boundlessness of objective reason. Everything that is is knowable

“in itself” and its being is determinate with regard to its content [sein

Sein ist inhaltlich bestimmtes Sein] and is established in these or those

“truths in themselves”. What is has its, in themselves determinate, prop-

erties and relations, [B: and if it is real being in the sense of the thing-

nature [der dinglichen Natur]] its determinate extension and position in

space and time, its determinate manner of constancy and change. How-
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ever, what is in itself determinate must be objectively determinable, and

what is objectively determinable is, ideally speaking, possible to express

in determinate word-meanings. To being in itself correspond the truths

in themselves, and to these the determinate and unambiguous statements

in themselves. Surely, in order to be able to really make these statements

in every given case, we do not need only the required number of clearly

distinguished word-signs, but above all the corresponding number or

expressions – in the full sense of the word – with an exact significance.

We need the capacity to form all these expressions, i.e. the expressions

for all the theoretically relevant meanings, and to evidently identify and

distinguish them with regard to these meanings. (XIX/1, 95 f)

This idea may be regarded as an implicit presupposition of the preced-

ing discussion, guiding the understanding of what the ideal objectivity

of meaning really amounts to. It makes clear that Husserl tacitly

associates the objectivity of objective expressions, defined as stable and

situation-independent expressions with publicly available and repeat-

edly realisable meanings, with a specific notion of the objectivity of

meaning, determined by the idea of an absolute situation-independent

knowledge and conception of what there is to know and conceive. This

implicit presupposition motivates the step from the notion of an objec-

tive expression, as a notion relating to certain facts of language use, to a

notion of objective meaning, according to which the logico-semantic

essence of discourse must be an objective objectivation, constituting the

content of linguistic representation in a manner that is in principle

independent in relation to situated perspectives on the world, and that

permits a neutralisation of empirical subjectivity.

It should be noted that this is not without further ado implied in the

notion of an objective expression, as it is defined at the beginning of the

analysis of the significance of occasional expressions. However, as

already indicated, this implicit conception of the objectivity of meaning

explains why Husserl contrasts fluctuating expressions with objective

and exact expressions, in a sense that does not relate only to the manner

in which an expression has a meaning-function, but also to the very

nature of the meaning itself.

In the present context, the most important aspect of the idea of the

boundlessness of objective reason is not the essential knowability of

truth, but the idea of an objective and exact determination of an

objective and in itself determinate reality, expressible through objective
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and exact expressions, and the interpretation of this idea as implying

that every conceivable situation of affairs may in principle be conceived

in an absolute and situation-independent manner.

That this is indeed how Husserl interprets the idea of the boundless-

ness of objective reason is made clear by the ensuing discussion of the

merely factual impossibility of realising this ideal possibility (XIX/1,

96). This discussion picks up the earlier statement concerning the

factual impossibility of doing without essentially occasional expres-

sions, which qualified the thesis of the ideal substitutability of expres-

sions. Our inability to determine times and places “in any other manner

than by means of the relation to already given individual existents” and

to perform an “exact determination that is not muddled by any use of

expressions with an essentially subjective significance” is thus regarded

merely as a factual limitation due to the situated and finite character of

human cognition and discourse. In the first edition, in a clause wholly

deleted in the second edition, Husserl goes on to declare that such an

exact and objective determination or conception still may be an ideal

possibility:

Nevertheless, it seems to me that also for example every temporal and

spatial position may, as an ideal possibility, be the substrate of a corre-

sponding proper meaning [Eigenbedeutung]. In itself every place must

be different from every other, as much as every colour quality differs

from every other. And as it is a priori possible that there is a conception,

which directly (i.e. not in a circumlocutory manner and in relation to an

already given individual existence) intends the self-identical quality; as

it is further a priori conceivable that this conception is repeated under

continual identification of its intention and finally that it is attached to

an expression as its meaning: the same must be valid for the individual-

ising attributes [Bestimmungen], be it that they differ importantly from

the other kinds of attributes. (Ibid.)

As noted by Schuhmann, this seems to imply a Newtonian conception

of time and space.
20

 One might add that, here, this conception is

combined with certain rather Leibnizian ideas, namely with a strong

version of the principle of the identity of indiscernibles, according to

which identity is a matter solely of intrinsic properties, and with the

                                                  
20

 Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, p. 120.
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general idea of a characteristica universalis, in the sense of a logically

adequate language that adequately represents reality as it is in itself.

The resulting conception may be regarded as very problematic, and

the ease with which Husserl simply pulls it out of the hat is certainly an

indication of a rather naive rationalism. However, this conception is not

per se the heart of the problem of the boundlessness of objective reason.

Indeed, even if spatial and temporal locations really were intrinsically

differentiated, the problem would remain. With regard to the question

concerning the objectivity of meaning, the problem is rather to be found

in the idea of an ideal language, which in the form of objective expres-

sions of objective and pure concepts and conceptual relations mirrors

reality as it is in itself. Even if this idea is taken to denote merely an

ideal possibility for an ideal subject of cognition, it may seem to be very

problematic. It does however not by itself constitute the “act of vio-

lence”. The latter arises out of the manner in which the idea of the

boundlessness of objective reason is connected to the essence of

signifying, thinking and objectivation in general.

Mohanty seems to point in the direction of this diagnosis when he

compares Husserl’s analysis of essentially occasional expressions with

Russell’s
21

 ideas concerning egocentric particulars and the possibility of

a particular-free analysis of language:

Are the occasional expressions eliminable? For Russell this question

means: are the egocentric particulars necessary for a complete descrip-

tion of the world? For Husserl, the question is: is the subjectivity and the

changing character of the meanings of these expressions consistent with

that identity and fixity of meaning which a phenomenology of meaning

demands? Both, in reply, consider the egocentricity and the shifting

character of these expressions dispensable.
22

It must be said that Husserl’s attempt to eliminate egocentric particulars

from language is as much defective, and fails precisely for the same rea-

sons as Russell’s ‘particular-free’ analysis.
23

However, Mohanty seems nevertheless to miss an important point when

he draws the conclusion that the meanings of occasional expressions

                                                  
21

 See Bertrand Russell, An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth, chapter 7.
22

 Mohanty, Edmund Husserl’s Theory of Meaning, p. 79.
23

 Op. cit., p. 80.
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and other “practical” expressions lack ideal objecivity
24

. I will return to

this question in the following chapters.

The “act of violence” is to be traced back to the idea that the logico-

semantic essence of discourse, despite our inability to do without

situation-dependent, subjective-relative and vague means of determina-

tion and objectivation, consists in the pure and exact objectivation of

the matters of discourse, as the hidden core of the concrete reality of

linguistic representation. Our inability to express and define purely

objective conceptions without the use of subjectively “muddled”

expressions, and hence without an essentially situated awareness of

already given existents, would thus only be matter of the means of

expression available, and although it seems to be due the essential

limitations of human cognition, as situated and finite, it should never-

theless be wholly external to the meaning-content of our expressions

and the intrinsic essence of the lived enactment of signifying in con-

creto.

Briefly, the problem with the attempt to force this partly implicit

conception upon the significance of all expressions is that it is not

firmly based upon an investigation of the concrete reality of discourse

and warranted by a reflection upon and an explication of how we in fact

relate to situations in the world, but rather gets the order of explanation

wrong by taking a certain conception of the objectivity of meanings and

their extensional values for granted, and then simply postulates that the

reality of discourse must agree with this conception. But, what if it does

not? In effect, Husserl almost acknowledges that the conception

demands something that cannot be achieved. This makes the idea that it

nevertheless may serve to characterise the lived reality of discourse

seem even stranger.

As argued in the introduction to this study, Husserl is guided by a

conception of meaning and its concrete realisation that is modelled on

the exact eidetic sciences and, in particular, pure mathematics. This is

why he later characterises the “act of violence” as the “enforced

consequence” of a conception of objective truth that is “too one-sidedly

orientated towards the vérités de raison”. With regard to the purely

conceptually determined domains of eidetic science there cannot be any
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 Ibid.
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situation-relative temporal or spatial perspectives. The theoretical

discourse of eidetic science is marked by the non- or omni-temporal use

of the (impersonal) third person present indicative and is guided by the

formal demands of well-defined and exact concepts. Here, objective

reason may indeed appear to be boundless, namely in the sense that the

possibility of forming the relevant concepts and of constructing the

theories and proofs is not restricted to any particular situation or

perspective on the world.

When this conception is applied to empirical discourse, the result is

that the linguistic representation of the real world is implicitly con-

ceived as a representation of a realm of absolute and purely conceptu-

ally determined ideal being. The real world is turned into a Platonic

Idea, and signifying is conceived as occurring from an omnipresent

God’s eyes point of view, which in effect does not amount to a point of

view at all, but to a boundless presence. With regard to this presupposi-

tion, one may speak of a hidden Platonism of the Logical Investiga-

tions, which goes against Husserl’s explicit intentions as well as the

basic ideas of the phenomenology of meaning and truth.

Further, the idea of an objective and exact determination of an objec-

tive and in itself determinate reality seems to imply that the logico-

semantic essence of discourse in general boils down to the representa-

tion of reality in itself as it is in itself, in the sense that true discourse

would simply mirror the objective make-up and structure of reality.

Moreover, Husserl seems to hold that discourse always relates to the

world as conceived in an objective, absolute, unitary and in principle

all-embracing manner. A specific scientific conception of reality is

taken for granted as the only relevant conception and is then tacitly used

as a measure of the significance of discourse in general. In the intro-

duction, I characterised this presupposition as a form of naive objectiv-

ism, which does not have the role of an explicit premise, but rather of a

hidden presupposition that inadvertently guides the manner in which

Husserl conceives meaning and its realisation.

As a conclusion to this section, I would like to point out some im-

portant problems that may be raised once the partly implicit presuppo-

sitions of the inquiry into meaning and truth are acknowledged as such.

First, there is the question concerning the kind of situation-

dependence and subjective-relativity that not only relates to expressions
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but also to the very manner in which we may identify and conceive

individual existents and individualising attributes. Is it a mere contin-

gent aspect of the reality of empirical discourse? Or must the latter

essentially depend upon the facticity of a particular instance of empiri-

cal subjectivity, in such a manner that its logico-semantic essence

cannot be captured in “pure” conceptual descriptions, but changes from

person to person and from occasion to occasion?

Secondly, there is the question concerning vagueness and exactness.

Are there not really any vague concepts, but only vague expressions?

Must every concept imply the possibility of an exhaustive classification

of what there is in reality in itself, as conceived “objectively” and

“absolutely”? May concepts be essentially related to more or less exact

manners of discriminating and identifying what appears as such in the

experienced world? In other words, should one really expect that every

concept might be used in a wholly boundless manner? If not, what may

determine the limits of firm and secure applicability?

Finally, is it really legitimate to use one and the same interpretation

of reality as a kind of measure in the analysis of the significance of

every form of discourse? Maybe there are many different forms of

discourse, belonging to different kinds of situated involvement with the

world, which correspond to a manifold of more or less discontinuous

“worlds” of discourse, or at least a manifold of aspects of the signified

world.

In the following pages of this study, I will be concerned mainly with

issues related to the first question.

2.3. The species conception and the “act of violence”

The species conception of meaning gives a specific content to the thesis

of the uniform ideal identity of meaning in general and to the concep-

tion of the objectivity of truth and meaning elaborated in the Prolegom-

ena. Insofar as the objective meaning is a genuine species or type of

intentional content, it is correlated to the ideal possibility of a real act of

signifying. In principle, it permits the neutralisation of empirical

subjectivity, which is to say that the species would remain the same

through a boundless variation of the empirical circumstances of its

realisation, since it depends solely upon what may be exactly similar in

individually different realisations.
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Accordingly, the facticity of signifying in concreto is irrelevant to

the semantic essence of signifying, to the fully determinate directedness

to the linguistically represented matters. Even in the case of essentially

occasional expressions, as well as in the case of singular reference to

individual existents in general, which cannot be explicated without the

use of essentially occasional expressions, the directedness is an affair

solely of the species or type of content.

In this manner, the species conception of meaning is closely related

to the “act of violence”. In particular, it implies the idea of a wholly

situation-independent manner of being directed to or conceiving

determinate existents as such, as if signifying could occur from no-

where, so to speak, and relate to the world as if it were a purely con-

ceptually determined idea.

On the other hand, it should be noted that the species conception

does not imply what I have referred to as the implicit “naive objectiv-

ism” of the Logical Investigations, according to which the logico-

semantic essence of discourse boils down to the mirroring of absolute

reality such as it is determined in itself. It does not exclude the idea of

vague meanings and concepts. Insofar as there may be vague meaning-

intentions, there may also be vague meanings, which then are as ideal

and objective as any other meaning.

The species conception presupposes that identity of meaning implies

likeness with regard to the descriptive phenomenological character of

signifying. In particular, there must be likeness with regard to the

intentional matter of signifying, the interpretative sense, which may be

described in terms of the “as what” of objectivation. This means that

every particular meaning, for example the meaning of a directly

referring proper name, corresponds to a unique specific phenomenol-

ogical character, which constitutes the fully determined intentional

directedness to the signified matters.

However, here one may wonder whether such a unique specific phe-

nomenological character is to be found at all. Although the species

conception does not necessarily mean that the analysis and explication

of the intentional content of understanding simply goes hand in hand

with the logico-semantic analysis of meaning and must halt at the level

of logically simple forms, units and aspects of meaning, it nevertheless

implies that the subjective content of signifying, the fully determinate
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directedness to the signified matters, exhibits corresponding formations,

which in the case of identity of meaning may always be adequately

described and explicated in exactly the same manner. In particular, this

seems to imply that the identity of every conceivable object of direct

reference, be it a really existing, a merely fictional or even an in reality

impossible object, corresponds to a unique class of intentional lived

experiences with a specifically similar phenomenological character that

makes up the sense of referring to the object directly, i.e. of referring to

it as “itself”, regardless of the shifting circumstances, contexts, per-

spectives of experience and regardless of the shifting manners in which

the same object may be envisaged.

Is this idea not really a case of projecting back the constituted iden-

tity of objective meaning on the constituting experiences, a case of

covering up the real and truly subjective content of signifying in

concreto, which is due to an insufficient critical distance towards the at

first unproblematic familiarity with objective contents of discourse? In

effect, this may be regarded as another aspect of the “act of violence”.

Despite the insistence on the essential distinction between subjective

and objective contents, the subjective dimension of signifying is treated

as a mere instantiation of objective structures.
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Chapter three

THE PROBLEM OF EMPIRICAL MEANING

The aim of this chapter is to examine the issues that force Husserl to

reject the thesis of the uniform ideal objectivity of meaning in general

and to question the logico-epistemological framework of the Logical

Investigations. At the centre stands the problem of the occasionality of

the realisation of empirical meaning, which makes up the background to

Husserl’s self-critical remark concerning the “act of violence” commit-

ted in LI I:3.

The bulk of the chapter deals with Husserl’s exposition of the prob-

lem of empirical meaning in the important manuscript “The problem of

the ideality of meaning”. This manuscript features the introduction of a

new distinction between empirical and pure meanings, according to

which they are constituted and are objective in fundamentally different

ways.

In the first section, I will introduce the manuscript and make some

general remarks on its content and its wider significance.

The second section, is devoted to some central aspects of Husserl’s

conception of intentionality and intentional content in the Logical

Investigations. The main theme is Husserl’s considerations concerning

direct and simple intentional directedness, but I will also attempt to

clarify Husserl’s general idea of the determinateness of intentional

directedness and critically discuss a prominent interpretation of this

idea. This return to the Logical Investigations will provide the necessary

background to the issues dealt with in “The problem of the ideality of

meaning” and help to clarify what is at stake.

In the third section, I will reconstruct how Husserl elaborates the

problem of empirical meaning on the basis of two main lines of argu-

ment, to which I will devote separate subsections. I will also discuss the

outcome of Husserl’s self-critical considerations. Here I will focus
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mainly on the negative results with regard to the earlier conception of

meaning and its realisation. This will clarify the background and the

point of departure for Husserl’s attempts at a positive transformation of

the conception of empirical meaning and its realisation, which will be

dealt with in the last chapter of this study.

In the fourth section, I will follow a clue provided by Husserl in the

self-critical remarks on the treatment of “occasional meanings” and

briefly examine the new distinction between empirical and ideal truth

that is introduced in the draft of a new version of the fifth chapter of the

sixth investigation. This distinction belongs to the differentiated

conception of truth and evidence that must be regarded as the core of

Husserl’s mature “phenomenology of reason”. As a whole, the radical-

ised reflection upon the constitution of truth and reality also makes up

an important background to the manner in which Husserl deals with the

problem of empirical meaning.

In the final section, I will examine and discuss Husserl’s rejection of

the species conception of meaning. An important result of Husserl’s

considerations in “The problem of the ideality of empirical meaning” is

precisely the partial rejection of the species conception of meaning with

regard to empirical meaning. Later, Husserl comes to reject it alto-

gether. This gives rise to a number of interpretative issues, which I will

make an attempt to clarify.

1. Meaning, reference and intentionality

The available textual evidence justifies the conclusion that a first stage

of the formation of the new conception of empirical meaning reached its

end in the period between 1911 and 1913.
1
 Manuscripts and notes from

the Nachlass show that Husserl had recognised the problem and begun

to elaborate the basic ideas for its solution already in 1909, at the latest

(cf. for example XX/2, 373-375; XXIV, 312 ff n).

The first explicit and comprehensive discussion of the occasionality

of the realisation of empirical meaning is to be found in the manuscript

“The problem of the ideality of meaning”, probably written in March

1911, in connection with the first more serious preparations for a

                                                  
1
 See Schuhmann’s survey in “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, pp. 118 ff.
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revision of the Logical Investigations.
2
 It has the character of a working

manuscript, conveying a series of attempts to formulate and come to

grips with the problem, rather than a single clear-cut argument resulting

in a finished doctrine.

In “The problem of the ideality of meaning” Husserl brings to light

the decisive significance of the problem of the occasionality of the

realisation of empirical meaning. The wide scope of the problem is

signalled already by the initial questioning of the idea of the boundless-

ness of objective reason. The considerations devoted to this problem

lead to the acknowledgement that the conception of the ideal objectivity

of meaning and truth elaborated in the Logical Investigations is inade-

quate and to the rejection of the species conception of meaning with

regard to empirical meaning. The introduction of the new distinction

between empirical and pure meaning, as a distinction precisely with

regard to the manner in which meaning is constituted and is objective,

implies a rejection of the earlier thesis of the uniform ideal objectivity

of meaning in general.

The result is not only negative, however. Although one does not find

a new systematic doctrine of the relation between subjective lived

experience and objective content, one may discern some fundamental

ideas for a new conception of empirical meaning, of its realisation and

of its objectivity. In this chapter, I will be concerned mainly with the

problem faced by the earlier conception and with the preliminary results

of Husserl’s reflections on the issues underlying this problem.

The rejection of the earlier conception does not imply a rejection of

the thesis of the ideal objectivity of meaning tout court, but only a

rejection of a specific conception of this ideal objectivity. Indeed,

according to Husserl, the distinction between the subjective lived

experience of signifying and the ideal meaning-content is based on

evidence that is readily accessible before every theory of meaning and

intentionality. Even in this manuscript Husserl thus still holds on to the

most important of the essential distinctions presented in the first logical

investigation:

The meaning, the stated as such, the named as such, the nominal mean-

ing (not the named object) is something “ideal” and an ideal unity in

                                                  
2
 Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, pp. 119, 126.
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relation to a multiplicity of possible acts. How is this ideal identity pos-

sible and how is it to be understood phenomenologically? That one may

distinguish between meaning and act, this is of course not something

that remains to be established, but it is merely to be exhibited as some-

thing evident. (XXVI, 208)

This should however not be misunderstood. As I understand Husserl’s

phenomenological approach, these naive intuitions must certainly be

regarded as genuine sources of evidence, but if this were the last word

there would not be any need of a phenomenological clarification. As

long as the straightforward and naïve evidence for the distinction is not

challenged by any counter-evidence, the validity of the distinction

remains beyond actual doubt, but only within certain limits. Without a

clear and consistent idea of what the ideal identity of meaning amounts

to, and a clarification of the whole framework to which this idea

belongs, the scope and validity of the distinction will remain unclear

and the possibility of rational principles according to which meaning

and truth may be made into the subject matter of objective scientific

theory will remain problematic. In this sense, the failure of the attempt

to account for the ideal objectivity of meaning justifies a critical

scepticism with regard to the whole logico-epistemological framework

advanced in the Prolegomena.

Having stated the fundamental questions of the following inquiry –

“What do the ideal of meaning and the related objectivity of truth

mean? What does the ‘boundlessness of objective reason’ mean?”

(XXVI, 202) – Husserl begins the text by a brief explication of the

phenomena to be “saved”:

It is a question of meanings of “expressions”, of meanings of names and

statements, of “meanings” [“Meinungen”] expressed by words. These

meanings should be something “ideally” identical vis-à-vis the flow of

stating, expressing, referring and therewith connected signifying, i.e.

they should not be bound to the singular acts and thus not to the mean-

ing-giving subjects. Insofar as different persons do not possess the same

acts, but acts from which the same meaning may be seized as an ideal

correlate of signifying [“Ideal-Gemeintes”], they may also direct their

glance at this ideally identical correlate; and, in any case, if they use the

expressions orientated to it, they mean the same. And they mutually un-

derstand each other, insofar as the conditions of communicative under-

standing are fulfilled, i.e. insofar as they mutually apprehend each other

as living in such acts and hence as meaning this and that and insofar as
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each apprehend the other as meaning the same as himself (namely inso-

far as the one who apprehends the other this way not only enacts such an

act of meaning, but also assumes [einlegt] an act of meaning with the

same sense in the other). (Ibid.)

Then Husserl introduces a distinction between meanings related to ideal

matters and meanings related to real, individual matters and suggests

that the latter “in a certain sense comprise a relation to the person who

expresses himself or (or rather: and) the person who understands the

expression” (ibid.). This makes up the starting point of the discussion of

the problem of the ideal objectivity of empirical meaning. It is followed

by some very interesting, but at first rather puzzling, remarks concern-

ing the implicit subjective-relativity characterising empirical discourse

(XXVI, 203). I will return to these in due course.

Although the problem concerns empirical discourse in general, the

manuscript focuses on certain cases of direct reference to particular

spatio-temporally individuated objects. In particular, Husserl considers

cases in which the reference of a proper name or a demonstrative is

fixed on the basis of some underlying presentation, in which an object is

objectivated in the form of perception, recollection or pictorial repre-

sentation:

Different acts of objectivation [Vorstellungsakte] (directly giving

[schlicht gebende] or directly recollecting and other objectivating and

unmodified acts) may objectivate the same object and, insofar as they do

this, they may, with their appearance-content, provide the basis for

thought-intentions (meaning-intentions) with a like or rather identical

sense, thought-intentions that thereby are directed to the same object

with the same sense. These acts of objectivation may be confined to the

consciousness of a single person or be distributed among the conscious

experiences of different persons, and if the different persons are in the

position to mutually understand each other and mutually assume such

acts of objectivation in each other, then they may not only have the

same meanings, related to the same objects, but also come to a mutual

understanding of this fact. (XXVI, 203)

Husserl’s considerations are not limited to reference fixed by unmodi-

fied, i.e. positing, acts, envisaging objects in “the posited (intended

[vermeinte]) actual [wirkliche] world” (cf. XXVI, 206). There is also an

important discussion of modified, i.e. quasi-positing, acts, in which an
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object is envisaged in the form of pure fantasy or fiction, and of

questions concerning reference to “fictional objects”.

On closer scrutiny, the main question of the manuscript does not

concern merely the identity of linguistic meanings as ideal contents of

acts of signifying. The problem of the identity of empirical meaning is

fundamentally, but not exlusively, a problem of the identity of empirical

reference, since the former implies the latter, and the problem of the

identity of reference in turn belongs within a more comprehensive

problem, which may be posed with regard to intentional directedness in

general: How is intentional directedness individuated and what is the

proper phenomenological basis of the sometimes improper talk of the

“identity of intentional objects”? More fundamental than the question

concerning the ideal identity of linguistic meaning is the question

concerning the possibility that different lived experiences, non-

linguistic as well as linguistic, may be intentionally directed to one and

the same object. Towards the end of the manuscript Husserl explicitly

recognises this:

Now, properly speaking, the whole investigation concerns the judge-

ments and meanings of the predicative sphere only secondarily. Primar-

ily it concerns already the empirical intuitions [Anschauungen] and

other kinds of empirical objectivations [Vorstellungen]. (XXVI, 218)

Empirical discourse is discourse about the world of actual experience

and should be able to hook on to, for example, perceptual experience of

objects in the world. Questions concerning the intentional content of

perception and of other pre-predicative objectivations are relevant not

only in the case of expressions whose reference is fixed in a “deictic”

manner, but are to be posed with regard to empirical discourse in

general, namely with regard to the possibility of fulfilment.

According to the view introduced in the Logical Investigations, im-

mediate identification is to be analysed in terms of a certain coincidence

of the intentional matters, or interpretative senses, of the intentional

lived experiences in question. The proper basis of the “identity of

intentional objects” should thus consist in certain relations between the

intrinsic senses of intentional lived experiences. This holds both of

intuitive fulfilment and of intuitively empty identification, for example

in mere thought.
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The central question of the manuscript thus concerns the “identity of

intentional objects” in the case of intentional lived experiences directed

at individual objects in the world.

However, although the problem of the ideal identity of empirical

meaning leads to a more general question concerning intentional

directedness and sense, it would be a mistake to disregard the specific

character of linguistic representation and its intentional content. In a

note added to the manuscript, Husserl, using the noematic terminology

introduced in Ideas, stresses the important difference between the

notion of linguistic meaning [Bedeutung] as an ideal content of signi-

fying in concreto and the general notion of sense [Sinn] as an intrinsic,

actual intentional content:

All these good considerations would have been clearer still if I from the

beginning had sharply distinguished between logical meanings as

meanings of expressions and the kind of “meanings” that are to be found

in the underlying experiential objectivations, the sense that is proper to

them, which is the object in the mode of givenness [der Gegenstand im

Wie], which contains the intended object pure and simple [den verme-

inten Gegenstand schlechthin], to which all the determinations [Bestim-

mungen] experienced in the already given experience belong, and to

which all determinations that would emerge in the progress of further

experience would belong as well. It is this X that is designated as this

etc. And if I then had sharply declared that this sense in the experience

is actual sense [aktueller Sinn] and not essence. (XXVI, 212 n)

At this point, this caveat should only be noticed, in order to preclude

certain hasty conclusions. I will return to this fundamental issue of the

phenomenology of meaning in the following chapters, in which I will

examine some ideas in the Logical Investigations that point beyond the

earlier account of the relation between ideal linguistic meaning and

concrete intentional content.

Before I go on to examine how Husserl elaborates the problem of the

ideal identity of empirical meaning in “The problem of the ideality of

meaning”, I will turn to the general ideas concerning intentional content

and co-directedness in the Logical Investigations. This will provide a

necessary background to the problem.
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2. The Logical Investigations: a matter of matter

In the Logical Investigations Husserl conceives meaning as the ideal

correlate of the whole intentional essence of an act of signifying, which

comprises both the matter and the quality of the act. In other words, a

complete meaning always involves an aspect corresponding to the

qualitative mode of linguistic representation (which is not to be con-

fused with the mode or illocutionary force of a speech act in the sense

of a social act, although there is a close connection). In practice,

however, Husserl is often operating with a narrower concept of mean-

ing, corresponding to the matter alone, in abstraction from the qualita-

tive mode of intentional directedness. In the second edition he proposes

a distinction between “qualified” and “unqualified” meanings (XIX/2,

617 f). Here, we will be concerned merely with meaning in the latter

sense, according to which meaning is the ideal correlate of the inten-

tional matter of a linguistic representation.

Not only acts of signifying, but all intentional lived experiences have

an intentional matter. The matter is the aspect of an intentional lived

experience that makes up the fully determinate lived directedness to

something, in the sense that it determines what the lived experience is

directed towards, for example this or that thing, event or situation of

affairs. In the fifth investigation, the intentional matter is characterised

in the following way:

Accordingly, we must regard the matter as that aspect of the act which

first gives it a relation to something objectual, and that in such a com-

pletely determinate manner that it determines not only which objectual

correlate is intended by the act, but also the manner in which it is in-

tended. The matter /…/ is the peculiar feature of the phenomenological

content of the act that determines as what the act compasses [auffaßt]

the objectual correlate in question, which characteristics, forms and re-

lations the act attributes to it [B: that determines not only that the act

compasses the objectual correlate in question, but also as what the act

compasses it, which characteristics, relations and categorical forms the

act by itself attributes to it]. It is due to the matter that the object counts

as this and no other in the act, the matter is sort of the sense of the ob-

jectual interpretation [Sinn der gegenständlichen Auffassung] [B: (or in

short the interpretative sense [Auffassungssinn)], which underlies the

quality (but is indifferent to qualitative differences). (XIX/1, 430)

In a footnote added to the second edition Husserl points out that the

relevant kind of determinateness of the objectual relation implies
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neither that the notion of the objectual correlate is determinate with

regard to every aspect of the object, nor that intentional directedness

always is directedness to a definite singular object. Thus, the semantic

difference between indefinite and definite reference corresponds to two

different kinds of intentional matter (XIX/2, 429 n). At another place,

Husserl makes clear that indeterminateness in the sense of “indefinite-

ness” is not to be regarded as a privation but as a “descriptive character”

of intentional directedness (XIX/1, 410). Moreover, Husserl’s examples

show that this kind of intentional directedness is not to be confined to

the sphere of linguistic representation:

In this way, the presentation lived by us when “something” moves,

when “something” rattles, when “somebody” rings the doorbell etc., and

this before every utterance and verbal expression, is a presentation with

“indefinite” directedness; and here the “indefiniteness” belongs to the

essence of the intention, which has the determinate character precisely

of envisaging an indefinite “something”. (Ibid.)
3

According to Smith and McIntyre, the conception of intentionality in

the Logical Investigations as well as in Ideas seems to presuppose that

all intentional lived experiences are definite intentions “directed

towards some one specific object”. Further, they claim that although

Husserl’s analysis of the noematic sense may seem to point in the

direction of a “definite-description model of intentionality”, according

to which all intentions would be de dicto, a closer examination shows

that Husserl’s account of intentionality rather implies a “commitment to

                                                  
3
 Smith and McIntyre (Husserl and Intentionality, p. 209) misread the passage to

which this quotation belongs. Discussing whether “obscure desires and urges” are
intentional lived experiences or not, Husserl proposes two different possible answers:
either they are mere sensations of sorts, or they are “indefinitely directed intentions”.
Then, in the quoted passage, he refers to some clear examples of such intentions. It is
not the case, as Smith and McIntyre would have it, that Husserl “cannot even decide
whether they [such indefinitely directed lived experiences] deserve to be called
‘intentional’“. At most, the hesitation concerns the characterisation of the “obscure
desires and urges”, including the “natural instincts” and “drives”. However, as is
made clear by the following passage, Husserl’s point is rather that what appears as a
homogeneous class of lived experiences may in effect include both intentional and
non-intentional lived experiences. That there are indefinitely directed intentions is
not cast into doubt. Although Smith and McIntyre are aware of the passages in which
the existence of indefinite intentions seems to be taken for granted, they nevertheless
come to the conclusion that “it seems clear that the account [of intentional matter and
noematic sense] is meant to exclude these ‘indeterminately’ directed acts”.
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a de re form of definiteness”. This is especially clear in the case of

direct sense perception, which Husserl often uses as a paradigmatic

example of intentional directedness.
4
 However, they also hold that

Husserl fails to give a satisfactory account of how such a definite, de re

intentional directedness is “achieved via Sinn”, i.e. via the intrinsic

phenomenological content of acts.
5
 I will return to this conclusion in the

following chapter.

I think that this interpretation is misleading. Apart from the fact that

Husserl, as seen, explicitly rejects the idea that intentionality is always

definite, be it in a manner corresponding to a definite description or in a

manner corresponding to a directly referring expression, it seems

difficult to accommodate all the different kinds of complex, synthetic

intentional directedness that are recognised by Husserl within a model

based exclusively on lived experiences in which something is intended

as an object in a certain “narrow” or “strict” sense, corresponding to the

semantic function of a definite nominal phrase (cf. XIX/1, 477 ff).

Although the more detailed analyses of intentional content in the

Logical Investigations as well as in Ideas focus on the simplified case of

an isolated “simple” or “direct” intentional directedness to a specific

object, such as the straightforward perception of a single thing, Husserl

obviously holds that there are other kinds of intentional directedness,

for example complex propositional acts and other categorial acts, whose

content must be explicated in a different manner (cf. XIX/1, 490 ff;

XIX/2, 685 ff).

According to Husserl, formal categories of meaning correspond to

formal structures in the intentional matter of intentional lived experi-

ences, characterising their objectual relation. The paradigmatic exam-

ples of specifically differentiated intentional matters are taken from acts

of signifying and are explicated by means of the interpreted phrases and

sentences themselves, for example by means of different definite

descriptions with the same objectual relation, but also by means of

complete sentences (cf. XIX/1, 425 ff). Not only forms of reference in a

narrow sense, such as indefinite and definite, indirect and direct

reference, correspond to different kinds of intentional directedness.

                                                  
4
 Op. cit., pp. 208 ff.

5
 Op. cit., pp. 218 f.
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Rather, every genuine logico-syntactic category corresponds to a

specific intentional function, contributing to the objectual relation of

complete acts, which may be simple and direct or complex and indirect,

in the sense of being founded upon partial intentions (cf. XIX/1, 414 ff).

Thus, for example, the difference between a simple nominal act and a

propositional act is not merely a difference with regard to the nature of

the objectual correlate, but a difference with regard to the very manner

in which there is directedness to an objectual correlate in the first

place.
6
 
7

Smith and McIntyre are perhaps misled by the circumstance that one

may always speak of the objectual correlate of a complex intention,

involving a synthesis of several independent or dependent intentions,

which provide the basic object-related stuff [Stoff] unified in a certain

categorial form. The objectual relation to this correlate, for example a

specific state of affairs, is eo ipso definite, insofar as it corresponds to a

possible definite nominalisation. According to Husserl, even a particular

statement of the form some A is b should have a fully determinate

objectual relation in the relevant sense, although it incorporates a form

of indefiniteness (XIX/1, 429 n). The full correlate of such a statement

ought to be the state of affairs that some A is b, and one may thus even

say that it has a definite objectual relation to “one specific object”. But

it obviously does not refer to this higher-order object in the same

manner as definite descriptions, proper names or indexical expressions

refer to an object. It is a predicative statement, not a nominal phrase.

Rather, it is objectually related to the state of affairs insofar as it

                                                  
6
 Smith and McIntyre suggest that, according to Husserl’s basic model, even a

propositional act is to be analysed as a de re intention directed to one specific state of
affairs. However, it should be noted that they deliberately avoid the tricky questions
concerning propositional acts and focus exclusively on acts directed to natural
individuals (Husserl and Intentionality, p. 203).

7
 Here, it should be noted that Husserl does not, as is often assumed, hold that a

complete sentence refers to a state of affairs in the same sense as a for example a
proper name refers to an object, or that every partial contribution to the objectual
relation of a complex act has the form of a “nominal” intention constituting a
directedness to an object in a narrow, straightforward sense. That every objectual
correlate may be objectified by means of a “nominalisation” (expressed for example
through that-clauses, full infinitives, participles etc.) does not mean that intentional-
ity always has an essentially “nominal” character. On the contrary, the “predicative”
character is essential to the intentional constitution of states of affairs and other
higher-order objects as such (see for example XIX/1, 484 ff).
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prescribes the conditions under which it holds, and it does so by means

of a synthetic predicative unity involving indefinite, indirect reference

to some A, i.e. to something that is an A, in a synthetic unity with the

dependent predication of b-ness. It seems that one should rather

characterise the directedness to the complete correlate of complex

categorial intentions as a form of de dicto directedness, which may or

may not be dependent upon de re intentions.

However, I think that Smith and Mcintyre are right in claiming that

Husserl rejects the possibility of de dicto intentionality, namely insofar

as it is to be analysed along their lines, as directed to something like a

general meaning-function rather than to particular objects in a given

domain of experience. On the other hand, as seen, this does not mean

that he accepts that intentionality always is de re, in the sense given to

that term by Smith and McIntyre, which excludes both indefinite

reference and the kind of indirect definite reference exhibited by

definite descriptions. Smith and McIntyre may be on the track of an

important aspect of Husserl’s conception of intentionality, but their

distinction between de dicto and de re intentions seems to be inappro-

priate, and I will avoid using this terminology in the present study.
8
 
9

The crucial point in this discussion is the characterisation of the

intentional matter as determining not only as what something is in-

tended, but also which objectual correlate is intended. Another formula-

tion is found in the sixth investigation:

We regarded the matter as the particular aspect [Moment] of the objecti-

vating act in virtue of which the act envisages precisely this object and

precisely in this manner, i.e. in these structures [Gliederungen] and

forms, with distinctive reference to precisely these properties [Bes-

timmtheiten] or relations. (XIX/2, 617)

This may seem to presuppose directedness to “some one specific

object” as the paradigm of intentionality in general, but given Husserl’s

                                                  
8
 For a critical discussion of the distinction between de re and de dicto intention-

ality, with specific regard to the interpretation of Husserl, see Mohanty, “Husserlian
phenomenology and the de re and de dicto intentionalities”.

9
 I will also avoid using the terminology of rigid designation. Unlike Beyer (In-

tentionalität und Referenz, pp. 19 ff) and Smith and McIntyre (Husserl and Inten-
tionality, pp. 290 ff, 362), I think that the idea of rigid designation is foreign to
Husserl conception of meaning and intentionality.
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recognition of other forms of intentional directedness, one should seek

to interpret the underlying idea in a manner that would apply to these

other forms as well.

I would like to suggest that Husserl’s point is simply that the fully

specified objectual relation of an intentional lived experience is an

intrinsic feature of the lived experience, and that there is not a further

step to be taken from the phenomenological content of the lived

experience to the full specification or individuation of the objectual

relation. The matter determines the identity of what is intended, but may

do so in a more or less definite or indefinite, direct or indirect manner.

In this sense, both direct definite intentional directedness to some

object, which is individuated as this or that specific object, and indefi-

nite directedness to some object or objects, individuated merely as

whatever is such and such, amount to fully determinate intentional

directedness.

Husserl conceives the intentional matter or sense, which constitutes

the intentional presence of something to the mind, as a descriptive

phenomenological content of the lived experience in question. Its

intrinsic features constitute the distinctive manner in which the inten-

tional correlate is individuated for the experiencing subject. This

manner or mode of presentation may be explicated in terms of “as

what” the correlate is compassed in the experience, but the matter

cannot be analysed into two separate aspects, one that would constitute

the “as what” and another that would constitute the objectual relation:

Like matters may never have different objectual relations, but different

matters may very well have the same objectual relation. The latter is

shown by the examples given above. In general, the differences between

equivalent, non-tautological expressions concern the matter. Such dif-

ferences do of course not correspond to any conceivable partition of the

matter, as if a separate part would correspond to the identical object and

another to the different manners in which it is envisaged. Obviously, the

objectual relation is a priori possible only as a determinate manner of

relating to something objectual; it may come about only in a fully de-

terminate matter. (XIX/1, 430)

In other words, the complete matter is what constitutes the fully

determinate objectual relation, i.e. conceived in abstraction from the

qualitative mode and the form of representation.
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Now, although Husserl’s conception of intentionality, in the case of

definite directedness to particular objects, to which I will limit myself

here, certainly allows for the possibility that the objectual correlate is

individuated solely as whatever fits a certain description – the under-

standing of definite descriptions provides an obvious example –, one

may wonder whether the matter may always be conceived as a descrip-

tive sense.

The matter is initially characterised in terms of its function, namely

as that which constitutes the fully determinate objectual relation, which

is a reflectively graspable feature of the concrete lived experience. This

characterisation does not imply that the matter may always be expli-

cated in terms of some kind of description.

In the Logical Investigations, one does not find a comprehensive and

general analysis of the matter of intentional lived experiences and the

analysis is, with a few exceptions, not more fine-grained than the

analysis of linguistic meaning. It remains unclear whether something

like a descriptive sense may be implicitly contained even in the lived

experience in which particular objects are objectivated in a direct

manner. It is clear, however, that intentional directedness in general

does not involve the enactment of a descriptive meaning in the proper

sense.

As shown in chapter two, Husserl explicitly endorses the idea of

direct reference, i.e. linguistic representation without any descriptive or

attribuitve mediation. In the relevant sense, direct reference amounts to

a particular form of meaningfulness. By means of a proper name or an

indexical expression something is signified directly, “as the object that

it ‘itself’ is, such as perception would put it before our eyes” (XIX/2,

555) and not as whatever fits a given description. It should be stressed

that direct reference in this sense simply means that the objectual

correlate is not signified as whatever is such and such and that the

meaning of a directly referring expression (or the meaning-contribution

constituting the directly referring aspect of an indexical expression)

cannot be identical to the meaning of a particular description or in some

way analytically contain such a meaning.

This notion of a direct linguistic representation of a particular object,

corresponding to a meaning-constituent that is logico-semantically

simple, leaves the question open whether the intentional matter may still
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be further analysed or explicated. In the fourth investigation Husserl

argues that the enactment of logico-semantically simple linguistic

representations at least in some cases involves an implicit content that

permits a further explication, if not a straightforward analysis into

distinct atomic constituents. This implicit content may be explicated in

terms of a complex expression, which at least in some cases will be a

descriptive nominal phrase. In chapter five, I will return to this idea,

which on closer scrutiny already points beyond the species conception

of meaning.

It is further clear that Husserl holds that perception amounts to an

immediate presentation of an object in propria persona, “as the object

that it ‘itself’ is”. Even categorial intuition of a higher-order object,

such as a state of affairs, involves an immediate presentation in this

sense. However, the manner in which a higher-order objectual correlate

is individuated is indirect, insofar as it involves the enactment of a

categorial synthesis, which is ultimately founded upon categorially

simple perceptions. In simple sense perception, on the other hand, the

objectual correlate is individuated in a direct manner. The presentation

of the object is not constituted on the basis of presentations of other

objectual correlates in such a manner that the object is individuated in

terms of these (XIX/2, 674 ff).

According to Husserl’s view, the intentional matter of a perception

directed to a particular object singled out from a perceptual field does

certainly not consist merely in a direct and simple sense of the identity

of the object, in abstraction from its determinations. Rather, it always

amounts to a sense of the whole object in its determinations and

determinate determinability, although it may leave much open. At least

partially, this sense belongs to the specific perceptual content that

makes up the display of the object, be it in the manner of perspectival

adumbration (XIX/2, 589 ff, 608 ff, 616 ff).

In the Logical Investigations Husserl even conceives the intentional

content of a singular simple perception as a complex functional whole

of partial intentions, in which the intuitive self-display of some objec-

tual determinations or aspects may be mixed with imaginative display

and “signitive”, i.e. empty, representation of other determinations or

aspects. However, in this functional whole, the individuation of the

object itself is primary, insofar as every partial intention has the
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intentional character of being directed to an aspect of the object pre-

cisely as an aspect of it (XIX/2, 574, 589 ff, 594 f).

It seems that an explication of the intentional matter of a perception

would indeed yield a description of the object (not necessarily limited to

the actually displayed, appearing aspects). Among other things, this

description would have to include reference to what Husserl in the first

investigation calls individualising determinations of the object, i.e.

spatial and temporal determinations of the object (XIX/1, 96).

However, I think that it would be a mistake to believe that this im-

plies that something like a description in the proper sense, a silent

signifying as it were, is actually present in the lived experience of

perceiving. In particular, the possibility to explicate the intentional

matter in terms of a description does not mean that the directedness to

the object is indirect after all, i.e. in the sense in which a definite

description refers indirectly to an object.

Here, the following consideration may be helpful. According to

Husserl, the fulfilment of a definite descriptive linguistic representation,

the givenness of the object of reference itself, such as it is intended,

demands the givenness of some particular object, which then is evi-

dently shown to be such and such. In the case of simple sense percep-

tion, this kind of indirectness does not make sense, since it would imply

that every perception is founded in another perception of the same

object. On the other hand, Husserl’s conception of the perceptual sense

implies that the individuation of a particular object never boils down to

something like the simple sense of a specific bare particular as such.

Here one should also take into consideration Husserl’s basic ideas

concerning the distinction between sensibility and understanding.

According to these, the intrinsic articulation of the intentional matter of

a simple perception is not of the same kind as the categorial or syntactic

articulation characterising complex signifying and its fulfilment. It is

not a conceptual, but rather precisely a perceptual articulation, in a

sense that invalidates the traditional dichotomy between conceptual

content and mere sensation.

The notion of the intentional matter of a simple sense perception in

the Logical Investigations is clearly a precursor to the analysis of the

noematic sense of a simple (“monothetic”) act in Ideas, in terms of the

unity of an abstract determinable X-sense and a manifold of abstract
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predicate-senses (III, 299 ff). I think that a closer look at the earlier

conception may shed light on the much-discussed analysis of the

noematic sense and its objectual relation. I will return to this issue in the

next chapter, with special regard to the question of the relation between

noematic sense and linguistic meaning.

According to Husserl’s conception of perception as an intentional

lived experience, simple sense perception has the character of a direct

acquaintance with a particular object. Moreover, perception, like every

other intentional lived experience, always involves the individuation of

an objectual correlate. If this were not the case, there would not be an

intentional, i.e. intended, object. For example, otherwise the computer

in front of me could not be the intentional object of my perception.

Thus, in this sense an individuative perception does not demand a

further conceptual recognition or identification of the object, which

would conceptually specify which object it is.

In the Logical Investigations, Husserl does not even seem to see any

fundamental difference between the manner in which an object is

intentionally individuated in simple sense perception and in direct

linguistic representation. Rather, as seen, signifying by means of a

proper name amounts to directedness to an object “as the object that it

‘itself’ is, such as perception would put it before our eyes”. In this

respect there is not any difference between a direct demonstrative

linguistic representation of an object, in which the individuation of the

object (the full actual semantic essence) is founded in the perception of

the object, and a direct linguistic representation of an object by means

of a proper name. Both involve direct intentions, and if the object may

be given in simple sense perception, their intentional matters may

coincide with the intentional matters of the corresponding simple

perceptions (XIX/2, 555 f).

It may be that the understanding of a proper name, as a firm designa-

tion [feste Benennung] of a particular familiar object (ibid.), in some

respects involves a richer, more determinate sense of the object in

question, in comparison to the understanding of a demonstrative

referring to an object perceived for the first time or not recognised as a

familiar object. Conversely, the latter may be more determinate in the

sense that it is founded upon the actual display of the object itself, in a
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perceptual fullness that amounts to a fuller and more precise specifica-

tion of the object.

Nevertheless, according to Husserl’s conception, these are both indi-

viduative intentions. The difference is a difference with regard to the

general meaning-function of the expressions. Although the demonstra-

tive expression, regarded as a type, does not, as a fact of language use,

by itself evoke the reference to a particular object, its application to a

given object is no less a conceptual recognition than the recognition of

something by name (XIX/2, 555-569).

It is with regard to these simple and direct constituents of linguistic

representation and to the corresponding simple perceptions in which

they may find fulfilment that one may most clearly grasp the implica-

tions of Husserl’s early notion of the ideal identity of meaning and of

the identity of intentional objects in general.

According to the species conception of meaning, the identical mean-

ing corresponds to a common specific character in the multiplicity of

possible lived enactments of signifying in concreto. Even in the case of

direct reference the realisation of meaning takes place in virtue of such

a common character, making up the objectual relation to a particular

object, such as it itself is. Although the complete intentional matters of

different particular occurrences of signifying that realise one and the

same meaning may exhibit many differences, they must all share a

specifically differentiated character, which so to speak makes up the

semantic core of linguistic representation.

Accordingly, it seems that the same thing must hold with regard to

the identity of the intentional objects of categorically simple acts in

general, for example with regard to the simple sense perceptions that

make up the basis of empirical cognition. Here, too, Husserl holds that

the individuation of the objectual correlate corresponds to a specifically

differentiated character that is common to all co-directed lived experi-

ences in which an object is envisaged in a simple and direct manner.

Explaining what the “generality of the word” amounts to in the case of

proper names, Husserl gives the following account of what constitutes

the identity of the objectual relation in the case of perceptions of a

particular individual object:
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[The generality of the proper name] consists in that one individual ob-

ject is correlated to a synthesis of possible intuitions, which are unified

by a common intentional character, namely through the character that,

irrespective of other kinds of phenomenal differences between the par-

ticular intuitions, gives each of them a relation to the same object.

(XIX/2, 565)

And with regard to the manner in which the direct objectual relation of

demonstrative linguistic representation may be fixed by means of a

perception, Husserl speaks of a common intentional character that in a

general manner encompasses “the multiplicity of congruent perceptions

/…/ in which constantly the same, and recognisably the same, object

appears” (XIX/2, 554). This is in line with the functional definition

according to which the intentional matter is the basis of identification

(cf. XIX/2, 618). On this view, the basic, unthematically “lived”, form

of identification consists in a certain kind of coincidence of the inten-

tional matters of different lived experiences, constituting the extended

awareness of one and the same object, in a manner that permits an

immediate recognition of it as the same. Here, the prime example is

precisely the continuous perception of one and the same object (XIX/2,

573 f, 589 ff, 628 ff).

Despite the conception of continuous (inadequate) perception as an

interplay of intention and fulfilment of partial intentions, according to

which the complete sense of the object in its determinateness and

determinability may vary from phase to phase, Husserl thus holds that

there is an intrinsic common core of the intentional matter which

remains absolutely alike, constituting the direct objectual relation to the

same object. In other words, even in the case of silent perceptual

experience, the concrete basis of what may be called the identity of

intentional objects is conceived along the lines of the species conception

of meaning.

According to this conception, the phenomenological basis of the

individuation of objects in general must be found in a phenomenologi-

cal content that permits a neutralisation of empirical subjectivity,

insofar as only the general type or kind of lived intentional content

matters.
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3. The case of direct reference: subjectivity, world and context

The renewed inquiry into the ideal identity of empirical meaning and

the individuation of intentional objects in “The problem of the ideality

of meaning” revolves around a problem that may be summarised in the

slogan like content, different objects. The main argument against the

earlier conception boils down to the recognition that in the case of

empirical thinking and cognition the individuation of intentional objects

cannot be a matter solely of a general descriptive content, which may be

specifically the same in different experiences. The content that essen-

tially constitutes the fully determinate intentional individuation cannot

be conceived in abstraction from the individuality of the lived experi-

ence. Accordingly, the identity of empirical meaning cannot be the

identity of a species of descriptive phenomenological content (in the

manuscript Husserl prefers to use the terms eidos, essence [Wesen] and

pure idea [reine Idee]).

This discovery motivates the central claim of the manuscript, that

“the manner in which empirical meanings are constituted and are

objective is essentially different form the manner in which pure mean-

ings are constituted and are objective” (XXVI, 203), which amounts to

a rejection of the earlier thesis of the uniform ideal objectivity of

meaning in general. Further, insofar as the essence of intentional

individuation cannot be detached from the facticity of lived experience,

from the flow of never-to-be-repeated events of subjective life, it

follows that identity of meaning and intentional co-directedness is

possible only in relation to an empirically determined multiplicity of

lived experiences. This implies a rejection of the earlier idea of the

boundlessness of objective reason.

The discussion underpinning the rejection of the earlier conception of

meaning and intentional content consists of a series of variations on two

main themes. The first concerns the individuation of objects in pure

imagination and fiction, in contrast to the individuation of objects in the

world of actual positing experience. The second relates to different

kinds of “twin examples”, in which lived experiences that are phe-

nomenologically alike with regard to how the objects in question are

individuated nevertheless are directed to different objects.

The problem of the intentional individuation of matters of fact con-

cerns the manner in which individualising determinations, most notably
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temporal and spatial determinations, are comprehended in the inten-

tional matter of a lived experience, and ultimately the manner in which

a particular domain of individual being, for example the actual world, is

consciously individuated, and this in such a manner that different lived

experiences may amount to consciousness of recognisably the same

objectual correlate.

In the Logical Investigations, one does not find an analysis of the

constitution of underlying intentional directedness to the individualising

determinations of particular objects. However, the species conception of

meaning implies that even the individualising determinations must

correspond to specific characters in the intentional matter, i.e. to content

types that are in principle not bound to any particular lived experiences

and would amount to the same fully determinate objectual relation in

any conceivable context of realisation.

As shown in chapter two of the present study, the notion of such an

absolute manner of individuating determination is implied in the idea of

the boundlessness of objective reason, which makes up the culmination

of the discussion of the problem of occasional expressions in LI I:3. The

obvious possibility of linguistic reference to particular times and places

by means of “objective” expressions, ultimately by means of proper

names referring directly to fixed points of reference, is almost unnotice-

ably turned into the claim that intentional individuation in general is a

matter of a situation-independent content.

This faux pas is probably promoted by the circumstance that there is

not even a hint at an analysis or explication of the intentional content

constituting the concrete realisation of direct reference to individuals

and their individualising determinations. Husserl does not indicate how

the specifically differentiated matter, in virtue of which the correlates in

question are consciously individuated, is to be analysed, but halts at the

level of direct linguistic reference, silently assuming that it must

correspond to a unique specific intentional character.

The considerations undertaken in “The problem of the ideality of

empirical meaning” show that Husserl has recognised the insufficiency

of the earlier treatment. Here the idea of a direct and situation-

independent intentional directedness to temporal and spatial determina-

tions, earlier presented as an ideal possibility – inaccessible to situated

human thinking and cognition, but constituting the logico-semantic
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essence of empirical discourse nonetheless – has been supplanted by an

acknowledgement of the essential relativity of the individuation of

matters of fact and its inaccessibility to a purely general conceptual

determination
10

:

The empirical object has an essence, but it is not itself an essence. It is a

this, intended as having some essence, but it is never ever given in its

full essence, and even if it were thus given, the difference between that

which has the essence, the object with its essence, and the pure essence

itself would remain. (XXVI, 210)

3.1. Discourse about fictional objects and quasi-individuation

Let us now turn to the cases examined in the manuscript. To begin with,

Husserl considers reference to objects of pure fiction (imagination,

make-believe, quasi-experience, qualitatively modified experience, “as

if”-experience). Here, talk of fictional objects is to be understood in a

modified sense, insofar as it does not imply the existence of anything

but the acts of fiction, with their determinate intentional directedness.

According to the view developed in the Logical Investigations, iden-

tity of intentional objects amounts to identity under the assumption of

the existence of the intended correlates, being such as they are intended

in the lived experiences. This view further involves the idea that talk of

co-directedness and of identity of meaning has its proper basis in the

intrinsic make-up of the lived experiences in question. Co-directedness

should hence be possible even in cases of pure imagination.

According to Husserl’s notion of the identity of species, a mere act of

imagination may very well be exactly like a corresponding positing

lived experience with regard to the intentional matter. Insofar as the

species of the intentional matter alone is relevant for the individuation

of the intentional correlate, this implies that qualitatively modified and

unmodified acts may be co-directed.

Husserl presupposes that we are dealing with cases of pure imagina-

tion or fiction, in which the object is not individuated in relation to

                                                  
10

 Cf. Laurent Joumier, “L’idéalité des significations empirique”, pp. 53 f. Jou-
mier refers to a passage on the impossibility of reducing individualising determina-
tion to conceptual essences in Husserl’s lecture series Einleitung in die Logik und
Erkenntnistheorie 1906/07 (XXIV, § 37a).
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actually posited existents in the world of unmodified experience (XXVI,

206). But, as one soon realises, without such a relation, implicit or

explicit, to the world of actual unmodified experience, it does not make

any sense at all to say that an imagination and a perception are directed

to the same object:

Through the transfer into imagination, through the modifying and, more

accurately, the completely modifying transformation of the empirical

intuition into pure imagination, the possibility of maintaining the iden-

tity of the object is lost. (XXVI, 209)

This already shows that the identity of the objectual relation cannot be a

matter solely of the species of the intentional content.
11

A first step towards this conclusion consists in the examination of the

possibility of co-directed acts of pure imagination:

If I in imagination envisage a centaur and then say ‘this centaur’ or give

it a proper name, orientating the proper meaning to the intuition, then

one may ask whether this meaning, too, may be detached from the act of

signifying and hence also from the person having the thought etc.

If I have the “same” imagination twice and both times orientate the

“same” meaning to it, or rather the same signifying, may I then without

further ado say that the two acts correspond to the same, ideal-identical

meaning? The specific content of the acts of envisaging, as well as the

specific content of the thought-intention orientated to it, may be the

same and is the same. Despite this, may I without further ado say the

same about the meaning? (XXVI, 204)

As will be seen, the answer to the last question is clearly negative. The

answer to the first question, concerning the possibility to detach the

meaning from the particular act of signifying, is however not as

straightforward. Let us see how Husserl deals with these questions.

                                                  
11

 Bernet (“Bedeutung und intentionales Bewußtsein. Husserls Begriff des Be-
deutungsphänomens”, pp. 50 ff) seems to regard this as the main result of the
manuscript and as the decisive point with regard to the distinction between empirical
and pure meanings. In a somewhat problematic manner, he expresses the main
difference as follows (p. 51): “In contrast to aprioristic meanings empirical meanings
are primarily characterised by the circumstance that their truth-value does not remain
the same, if they function as meanings of really positing acts of judgement or if they
function as meanings of merely imagined acts of judgement.” In his explication of
the distinction between empirical and pure meanings, Bernet underlines the
importance of the context of experience and of the world of experience [Erfahrung-
swelt] (pp. 53 ff). The resulting picture must however be regarded as rather vague
and to a large extent it remains without support from references to Husserl’s texts.
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A condition of the identity of meaning is that the acts are co-directed.

In the case of pure imagination, this cannot be a matter solely of the

specific intentional content. Rather, Husserl suggests, two pure imagi-

nations may be directed at the same object only if it is intended as the

same within a certain consciousness of unity:

That means in turn that I do not only at two different times imagine a

centaur that appears in a certain manner, but that I imagine the same

both times; and that means in turn that I enact a recollection and a con-

sciousness of unity together with the new objectivation. Otherwise there

would not be any uniting tie between the objectivations. (XXVI, 205)

In a marginal note, Husserl clarifies the nature of the needed unity of

consciousness:

The consciousness of unity amounts to this: I do not merely remember

that I had the imagination, but I take up the earlier imagination, I enact a

quasi-recognition of the object, i.e. I enact the imaginative modification

of a recognition and a re-positing of an object. (XXVI, 205 n)

According to this view, the identity of the objectual relation is a purely

intended quasi-identity, which depends upon the mere fiat of the subject

performing the imagination. It is an identity bound to the actual

enactment of the fiction.

Husserl goes on to argue that the possibility that such a conscious-

ness of unity could be enacted is not enough, not even if one presup-

poses that the unity would be coherent:

If that is the case, if I “revive” my earlier imagination, then I certainly

mean the same. But what if I do not, if there is no act of recollection, no

recognition? Should we say that the meanings are different? Or, should

we say that they are neither different nor identical? Or should we say

that the capacity of recollection must be present? But then we face new

problems. Capacities are possibilities, and if we exclude everything psy-

chological, then the possibility to enact a recollection is always and a

priori present if the contents of imagination are alike (if the phenomena

are alike). Further, this holds even if the phenomena are different, but

possible to fit into the unity of continuous imagination of the same ob-

ject (ultimately, any thing-phenomenon may be transferred into any

other that is continuous in this manner). Here there is no way out.. Pure

imagination lets an object momentarily appear, but the appearing object

is tied to the act and the thoroughgoing unity of consciousness that re-

tains the object. Insofar as we have separate acts without any overlap-

ping re-positing and recognition, the question whether the same object is
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envisaged or not is not even to be posed. It is the same, if it is intended

as the same, if it is imagined to be the same, and this is the case only if it

is imagined as the same in a new act of fiction, i.e. if the object of the

earlier fiction is re-posited in a recollection as if. (XXVI, 205 f)

In another marginal remark, Husserl makes it clear that the meanings

corresponding to separate acts of pure imagination, not actually tied

together in the unity of one imagination, are neither identical nor

different:

That is the correct answer, since difference and identity plain and simple

amount to a relation between items belonging to a common context [ein

Verhältnis von Zusammenhängenden]. Here we have a relation between

items that are wholly “unrelated”. It is, one may also say, a peculiar kind

of “difference”. (XXVI, 205 n)

The underlying idea appears to be that both identity and difference

presuppose a common context. With regard to identity and difference of

objectual relations, the relevant context ought to be an intentional

context of individuation. In objectual terms, the common context would

be the context of a single assumed world, as a domain of individual

being. From a phenomenological point of view, the context is the

context of the unified experience of a single real or imagined world.

As seen, Husserl also acknowledges that the co-directed acts may be

different with regard to their specific phenomenological content,

including the manner in which they are individuated. Likeness with

regard to the specific manner in which the objectual relation is consti-

tuted is neither sufficient nor necessary for the identity of the intended

objects and the identity of meaning:

Now the acts could of course be different as well. Insofar as they come

to agreement in the unity of one imaginative intention, they present the

same object, for example the same centaur from different sides or at dif-

ferent ages etc., and there may be meanings orientated in accordance

with this, meanings that on the basis of the two objectivations may be

identical. (XXVI, 205)

What is needed for identity of meaning, according to this conception, is

precisely a certain context, which in the case of pure imagination is

provided by the unity of the lived imagination itself, and that in such a

manner that whether there is identity or difference does not depend
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upon any other fact of the matter than the pure fiat of the imagination

itself, in virtue of which it is as if there were a world in which such and

such is the case. What is constituted is merely a quasi-identity bound to

the actual context of make-believe.

However, under the assumption that the unity of imagination is co-

herent, i.e. that it corresponds to a possible world and not merely to a

series of exploding world-fragments, as it were, the freedom of imagi-

nation cannot be wholly boundless according to the view suggested by

Husserl. On the contrary, the identity of the intentional objects demands

some kind of coherence within the context of imagination, and more

precisely coherence with regard to the intentional matter of the lived

experiences belonging to the unity of the imagination of a single world.

Still, without the actual unity constituted by the fiat of imagination,

coherence, in the sense of the mere possibility of belonging to a

coherent unity of experience, is not a sufficient condition for co-

directedness and quasi-identity.

With regard to this idea, Husserl makes some further interesting

remarks. In relation to an already given unified imagination of a

transcendent object, quasi-individuated as having certain determina-

tions, there are infinitely many different ways of further developing the

imagination in a coherent manner. Under the assumption of coherence,

they are all mutually incompossible. Only one of them may be actual-

ised in the unity of one coherent context of make-believe. Thus, the

specific content in virtue of which two acts of imagination are compos-

sible within the unity of a possible coherent fiction cannot by itself

constitute the quasi-individuation of the imagined object. Rather, the

individuation cannot be detached from the given unity of an actual

coherent fiction. The objects must be individuated as belonging to the

same actual quasi-world, as it were. One may speak of co-directedness

and identity of meaning only insofar as the quasi-identity of the

correlates in question is demanded by the coherence of the actually

given fiction itself:

Now, within the imagination I may in a “coherent” manner develop the

imagination from given imaginations in wholly different ways, i.e. while

maintaining the unity of the imagined objects and the imagined world, I

may further develop the fiction, I may perhaps continue to write the ro-

mance of the hero in wholly different ways. Now, if I refer to the hero,
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say Wilhelm Meister, by means of a proper name, is not the proper

meaning indeterminate, in such a manner that it depends on the different

ways in which I may coherently continue the fiction? After all, every

particular way of continuing the fiction, as well as every particular way

of continuing an imagination in progress, changes the envisaged and

signified object and the proper meaning itself. The same goes for at-

tributive meanings etc. By the person Wilhelm Meister we mean the

object as a unity. But the unity is in truth different depending upon the

direction of the fiction. (XXVI, 207)

In the manuscript several other important ideas concerning the themes

of imagination and fiction are discussed. In particular, there are some

brief but very interesting remarks on the possibility of an inter-

subjective sharing of fictions and on how the participation in make-

believe implicitly involves intentional quasi-situatedness in the quasi-

world of fiction:

The same goes for the positing of something fictional and the expressive

relation to it. The name Zeus refers to the object of a mythological no-

tion, and that as the object of a mythological notion belonging to the

Greek folk religion etc. In other words, the person expressing herself

and the person understanding the expression should rationally find

themselves in the same world as the individual object of reference. And

if it is an object of fiction, then they both belong to the world in which

the object of fiction quasi-is; on the other hand, in communicative un-

derstanding they could find themselves in the same world of fancy only

if, for them, this world is related to a common actual world. (XXVI,

203)

I will return to the general question concerning implied intentional

situatedness and to the passage from which this quote is taken in due

course.

It seems that the majority of the fictions and imaginations that we

actually engage in are not pure, but rather relate to existents in the

actual world of unmodified experience. In these cases, we are not

dealing with pure quasi-worlds, but rather with a quasi-modification of

the actual world, in which certain parts of our unmodified experience

are accepted as providing a framework, which is then further developed

in the imagination, whereas other parts are put out of play, as it were.

The result is a context of experience in which it is as if the course of the

world would have been different.
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The main results of the examination of cases of imagination and

fiction may be summed up as follows. First, the fact that a pure quasi-

modification of an unmodified act, despite specific identity with regard

to the intentional matter, amounts to a loss of the possibility of holding

on to identity of the intended object shows that the species conception

cannot be correct. Second, the quasi-individuation that makes up the

proper basis of identity of meaning and co-directedness is bound to the

context constituted by the unity of the actual acts of make-believe,

belonging to particular subjects. Third, this context is a unified world-

experience, be it in the mode of as if, and identity of meaning and co-

directedness may thus be regarded as bound to the experienced world as

the domain of individuation. Fourth, in the case of make-believe there is

no fact of the matter regarding the course of the experienced world apart

from the mere fiat of the subject or subjects enacting the quasi-

experience. Fifth, imagination and fiction seem to involve an implied

intentional quasi-situatedness of the experiencing subject in the experi-

enced quasi-world.

3.2. The context of reality

The examination of quasi-individuation may seem to be a detour from

the main theme, i.e. identity of meaning and co-directedness in relation

to intended objects belonging to the world of actual unmodified experi-

ence. However, as noted by Husserl, it points to “something important

in the domain of the ‘actual’ world and of the empirically objectivating

consciousness in which the world is constituted” (XXVI, 207). In effect,

it already indicates that individuation in unmodified empirical experi-

ence is bound to a certain context, namely the actually lived context of

the phenomenon of the world, and that it goes hand in hand with the

constitution of a situated standpoint in the world.

Now, let us see how Husserl develops the second and main theme of

the manuscript:

Let us return to perception, to recollection, to unmodified (positing) ob-

jectivations, and, in general, to those that relate to the posited (main-

tained) actual world, and to the empirical meanings orientated to such

objectivations. Here we have meanings that as thoughts posit singular

individuals in the manner of proper meanings and attributive meanings;

but also general meanings, namely all empirical concepts, as well as
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every meaning of a complete statement comprising such meanings.

(XXVI, 206)

This should not be regarded as a complete list of empirical meanings or

meaning-constituents. It should also be noted that there are many other

kinds of empirical signifying apart from the kind directly informed by

simple objectivations.

The main question is stated as follows:

When may individual thing-meanings and empirical meanings in gen-

eral (orientated to different empirical objectivations (positing)) be iden-

tical? In other words, when may meaning-intentions, founded in differ-

ent empirical objectivations be the vehicles of identical meanings?

(Ibid.)

In the long and winding consideration of this question Husserl briefly

sketches a thought experiment that bears striking resemblance to the

“twin cases” discussed in recent analytic philosophy and that by now

has been given much attention in the literature.
12

 Following a brief

restatement of the at first seemingly obvious species conception (now in

terms of the essence of the acts in question), Husserl presents his own

version of the Twin-Earth example:

But what if on two heavenly bodies two human beings, while experi-

encing completely like appearances of the surroundings, objectivate “the

same” objects and orientate “the same” statements to these objectiva-

tions? Does not the “this” have a different meaning in the two cases?

(XXVI, 211 f)

Husserl goes on to reformulate the example:

Let us modify the example somewhat. Assume that two wholly like sur-

roundings were created on Earth and that two human beings are situated

in them in a like manner, experiencing completely like appearances, ex-

pressing themselves in like words etc. Do the words have the same

meaning in the two cases? (XXVI, 212)

Now, instead of giving an immediate and clear answer to this question,

Husserl engages in a discussion concerning the question of a possible

                                                  
12

 Cf. Putnam, “The meaning of ‘meaning’”, p. 223 ff; Beyer, Von Bolzano zu
Husserl, pp. 173 ff ; Benoist, Entre acte et sens, pp. 125 ff; Joumier, “L’idéalité des
significations empirique”, pp. 56 ff .
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unifying context of experience, into which both of the experiences

could be integrated, and the question whether the experiences may

involve an implicit contextual content in virtue of which they would

after all be different, for example by relating to what has been experi-

enced earlier. However, this discussion ends by a return to the first

formulation of the example, followed by a hint towards an answer:

The experiences would be like if we imagined a likeness so far-reaching

that two completely like human beings had grown up in completely like

worlds of experience (belonging to their completely like domains of ex-

periences), i.e. as in the earlier example with the heavenly bodies and

even more far-reaching than that. But does this consideration not show

that identity of empirical meaning is bound to the empirical objectiva-

tions and hence to the acts of empirical signifying? (XXVI, 212)

The discussion shows that Husserl acknowledges that the specific

essence of the intentional matter is not sufficient for determining the

fully determinate objectual relation of the acts, and that something more

is needed. The hesitation does not relate to the question whether the acts

are directed to different objects or not. That they are different is part of

the thought experiment. The question is rather whether the intentional

contents will really be exactly similar with regard to how the objects are

individuated. The final remarks shows that Husserl accepts such a

possibility – which he ought to do, given the notion of a pure species as

corresponding to the merely ideal possibility of a concrete instance.

Thus, the conclusion can only be that a specifically like content is not

sufficient for co-directedness and identity of meaning. A few lines later

this is explicitly stated. Now the question becomes: “What more is

needed?” (XXVI, 212 f)

In addition to the examined example one finds an even more radical

version of the twin argument in a marginal remark to an earlier passage

of the manuscript, in which the same conclusion is reached:

But on closer scrutiny it is not the mere specific essence of the positing

acts that is decisive here, since if separate subjects without a relation to

a common world were conceivable, then the synthesis of the congruent

acts would not only be impossible to enact, if the acts were distributed

over different subjects, but they would in truth not be related to the same

objects. The separate subjects could be related to completely like

worlds. And there is nothing here that shows that that is impossible.

(XXVI, 204n)
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This is in effect a case of twin-worlds or twin-universes. The line of

reasoning is to be related to the discussion of different fictional worlds

that have nothing to do with each other. It serves to highlight the

context of an actually lived world-experience as the ultimate basis of

the individuation of matters of fact.

The idea that the fully determinate objectual relation of an intentional

lived experience is constituted solely in virtue of the intrinsic make-up

of the experience itself corresponds to the idea that meaning determines

the conditions of truth and satisfaction. A basic aspect of Husserl’s

logical notion of meaning is that meaning is the bearer of objective

truth. In the manuscript one finds a couple of passages in which the

main theme is related to the topic of truth and evidence. The rejection of

the species conception may also be formulated in terms of truth and

evidence. Thus, in the case of empirical cognition, adequate evidence

does not make up the realisation of a truth that implies the correctness

of every other judgement having essentially or specifically the same

content as the particular evident judgement in question:

Here the essence of the empirical givenness and of the synthetic empiri-

cal consciousness, in which an empirical categorial object is constituted,

does not by itself determine the content of the empirical givenness and

hence the content of the evident statement and the holding of the truth.

(XXVI, 210)

This amounts to an important difference between ideal and empirical

truth. Unlike ideal truth, empirical truth is not correlated to a purely

ideal possibility of evidence (XXVI, 209 f). As soon as one reflects on

it, it becomes obvious that the kind of possibility demonstrated by

means of adequately displayed quasi-evidence never equals the kind of

possibility of evidence correlated to empirical truth. I will briefly return

to this topic in the next section.

To sum up, Husserl now claims, contra the earlier conception of

meaning and individuation, that the intentional individuation of matters

of fact cannot be a matter solely of the ideal species or pure essence of a

lived intentional content.
 
This means that one cannot abstract from the

actuality of the subjective lived experience, i.e. that intentional indi-

viduation does not permit a neutralisation of empirical subjectivity.
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What constitutes identity of meaning and co-directedness cannot be a

common intentional character, and it cannot be detached from the

actuality of experience. These claims are explicitly repeated several

times, and I do not think that there really is any room to doubt that

Husserl accepted this conclusion.
13

 Let me quote some straightforward

passages to this effect:

The actual objectivation, together with the actual signifying orientated

to it, is relevant in its actuality /…/ (XXVI, 213)

Empirical signifying in general is enacted within the actuality of empiri-

cal experience, it is determined by the essential content of experience,

but also by the experience as experience, as actuality. (XXVI, 214)

But that [a common essence] is not sufficient for the identity of the em-

pirical relation; the empirical content is cut short by the move to the es-

sence, but hence also the relation to a determinate empirical object and

with it an essential aspect of the meaning. (XXVI, 216 f)

However, an essence, a finished and evidently demonstrable pure es-

sence, be it of the object as intended, be it of the object in the manner of

its determinations [Gegenstand im Wie], an essence that as a lowest

concrete essence could not be further differentiated, is not possible here.

Such an essence can never constitute the relation to a determinate ob-

ject, to the determinate state of affairs. (XXVI, 219)

Finally, the examples indicate that the actuality of experience relevant

for the individuation of matters of fact is to be interpreted along the

lines drawn at the beginning of this section, i.e. in terms of an actual

context of world-experience involving intentional situatedness in the

context of the experienced world. How this is to be developed and

explicated is another question. In any case it points to something of

fundamental importance to an adequate understanding of the possibility

of co-directedness of empirical objectivations. Above all, in contrast to

                                                  
13

 Schuhmann (“Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, 124, 127 n), endorsing an
“Aristotelian” interpretation of Husserl’s notion of species and believing that it
somehow could steer clear of the problem of occasionality, suggests that Husserl
never definitely accepted this conclusion. As support he relies on a remark by
Landgrebe and the following quotation, in which Husserl indeed does not unequivo-
cally state the conclusion: “The result seems to be: an empirical meaning is not an
idea in the sense of an eidos, which could be seized from both actual signifying and
signifying in imagination” (XXVI, 214). See further the last section of this chapter.
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what holds in contexts of make-believe, in the case of experience of the

actual world it seems that what constitutes co-directedness and identity

of meaning cannot be a matter of a mere subjective fiat, but rather

depends upon how the world in fact is.

4. A very brief look at the new conception of empirical truth

Following the clue given in the preface to the second edition of the

Logical Investigations, let us have a look at the draft of a new version of

LI VI:5. How does it fit into the present interpretation of the problem of

empirical meaning?

In this draft Husserl presents a conception of evidence and truth that

is more differentiated than the account given in the original version of

the chapter. The bulk of the new content deals with the significance of

the distinction between empirical and ideal truth, with particular regard

to the question of the objectivity of truth and being. In part, the manu-

script, written in October 1913, merely reflects the development of

Husserl’s conception of evidence and truth since the publication of the

first edition of the Logical Investigations, the results of which are found

for example in Ideas. This mature conception is of course well-known

territory in Husserl scholarship, even if the interpretation and the wider

philosophical significance of the basic ideas remain controversial. The

account given in the manuscript does however not only repeat the

content of other texts, but provides some significant additions.

Apart from the distinction between empirical and ideal truth, Husserl

introduces several other distinctions that contribute to a differentiated

understanding of the objective being of truth and of the relation between

truth and evidence. The most important of these are the distinction

between revocable and irrevocable truth and the distinction between

immanent and transcendent truth, i.e. between truth about subjective

lived experiences purely as such and truth about what is transcendent in

relation to the sphere of lived experience grasped in its phenomenologi-

cal purity. The final section of the draft is devoted to an argument for a

kind of transcendental idealism – this term is however not used by

Husserl here – with regard to the real, spatio-temporal world, according

to which the real possibility of evidence correlated to actual empirical

truth and being presupposes an actual instance of subjectivity.
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The distinction between empirical truth (also referred to as occa-

sional, contingent and factual truth) and ideal truth (also called truth of

essence) is of course not new, but coincides with the traditional distinc-

tion between vérités de fait and vérités de raison, which plays such an

important role in the Prolegomena. What is new is rather the signifi-

cance that it is given with regard to the question concerning the objec-

tive being of truth. The main point of the new “radical” understanding

of the distinction between empirical and ideal truth is that the manner in

which empirical truth is constituted and is objective is essentially

different from the manner in which ideal truth is constituted and is

objective:

One of the most important and difficult tasks of the phenomenological

theory of empirical experience is to attain a complete clarification of

how we are to understand the objectivity of being established by empiri-

cal experience, and at the same time to make clear that it would amount

to an absurd scepticism to understand the relativity of truth in relation to

an actual instance of consciousness and subjectivity as a relativity to a

human being or any other animal being in the world; as everything that

was said about truth in itself in the Prolegomena remains mainly valid.

On the other hand, one must make a radical distinction between occa-

sional or empirical and ideal truth, and even if this was made in the

Prolegomena, the mark was missed, since sufficient phenomenological

insights into the make-up of the constitution of the transcendent in the

context of empirical experience were still lacking at the time of the first

edition of the Logical Investigations (despite a series of beginnings,

through which the way to a phenomenological analysis of empirical

consciousness was opened for the first time). (XX/1, 264 f)

This implies a rejection of the earlier thesis of the uniform ideal

objectivity of truth, according to which the objective being of truth is

correlated to the merely ideal possibility of bringing an intention with a

specific kind of intentional content to fulfilment in an act of evidence in

the strict sense.

The manner in which Husserl first introduces the new conception of

empirical truth, in terms of the contingent, situation-dependent validity

of certain judgements, may be somewhat confusing, since it seems to

presuppose that the same propositional content may be both true and

false, namely depending on the situation of its realisation in a particular

judgement (XX/1, 260). However, on closer scrutiny the point seems

rather to be precisely that the propositional content cannot be regarded
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as a situation-independent species or essence and that the possibility of

evidence correlated to empirical truth cannot be a purely ideal possibil-

ity, but must be a real possibility bound to an empirically determined

context of spatio-temporal orientation vis-à-vis the matters of cognition.

In other words, the ideal objectivity of empirical truth cannot be

correlated to a content of evidence that permits a neutralisation of

empirical subjectivity. Whereas “[t]he individuality of the judgement is

irrelevant” (XX/1, 261) in the case of ideal truth, in such a manner that

the correctness of a particular judgement warrants the correctness of

every possible judgement with specifically the same content (XX/1, 260

f), things are wholly different with regard to empirical truth (XX/1,

263). This is simply the consequence of the combination of the idea that

meaning is the bearer of objective truth and the discovery that the

intentional individuation of matters of fact cannot be a matter solely of

the species or essence of intentional content. Thus, Husserl declares:

Like empirical (real) being, the particular empirical truth is an idea in

the Kantian sense, but not an idea in the sense of a specific unit. One

may of course form the pure idea of an empirical truth and, conse-

quently, form it in its interweavement with the idea of some associated

actual instance of consciousness with a prescribed configuration of

content. But as soon as we perform pure ideation and hence loses the

ground of the individual thesis, we have no world anymore, but merely

the idea of a world, no thing, but merely the idea of an actual thing, and

no empirical truth, but merely an ideally possible empirical truth, the

general idea of a truth with a certain objectual content: which then has

been deprived of its individuation. (XX/1, 265)

/---/ The empirical truth itself is however a particularised idea, which

necessarily has its relation to individual being: this sense-relation to in-

dividual being, which consists in that it posits this nature here, these

things in it, this individual state of affairs belonging to it, also demands

that truth and correctness in every sense stands in an empirical relation

to contexts of consciousness, which are not ideas but facts. (XX/1, ibid.)

The essential occasionality of the realisation of empirical truth, accord-

ing to which empirical truth is correlated to an empirically determined

multiplicity of possible instances of evidence, may be regarded as more

or less self-evident, and Husserl did certainly not ever hold that any-

thing but actual empirical experience of the actual matters themselves in

their contingent being may constitute the recognition of empirical truth.

The new insight is rather that this implies that empirical meaning,
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insofar as it is to correspond to fully “individuated” truth conditions,

also must be correlated to an empirically determined multiplicity of

possible experience.

According to Husserl, empirical truth cannot be detached from the

actual context of the experience of the actually given world. It may be

given only as an idea ideally encompassing possible instances of

evidence belonging to the same context of world-constitution as the

actual instance of evidence through which it is realised and given. This

seems to be the core of Husserl’s argument for a kind of transcendental

idealism with regard to empirical, real truth and being
14

 (XX/1, 266-

271), which is concluded by a passage that confirms the present

interpretation of the problem of empirical meaning:

Every empirical truth is thus unavoidably related to actual subjectivity,

as it is unavoidably merely relatively valid, in the sense of a validity un-

der reserve, since every grounding givenness must necessarily make its

reservations. Transcendent actual being is an idea in the Kantian sense

and the same goes for transcendent truth. There is no conceivable thing

that would be determinable without a relation to the hic et nunc (the

centres of orientation) of the one who actually determines, and how far

the objectivity of science, the highly increased inter-subjectivity may go

in neutralising the contingencies of particular notions [Auffassungen];

every giving of sense is nevertheless bound to these “contingencies”.

Every objective temporal determination has its intelligibility for me in

my changing, but as a ground-point necessary now, as every spatial de-

termination in the here. (XX/1, 271)

These ideas are clearly in line with the new conception of empirical

meaning. As seen, Husserl also combines them with a conception of

transcendent empirical truth, according to which it, as well as transcen-

dent real being, is to be understood as an “idea in the Kantian sense”.

By this Husserl seems to understand the idea of an infinite regulated

progression of corroborating evident experience of the matters of

cognition, such that any finite synthesis of actually given experience

never constitutes the absolute givenness of truth and being. According

to this conception, cognition of the world is always revocable or

fallible, despite the circumstance that a particular instance of originary

evidence, in the absence of counter-evidence, may constitute a given-
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 See also Hua. XXXVI, Transzendentaler Idealismus. Texte aus dem Nachlass
(1908-1921).
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ness of the matters of cognition that rationally justifies the unmodified

belief in their existence:

The sense of empirical experience, and, to be more precise, the sense of

intersubjective empirical experience, with its perceptions, memories,

expectations, acts of empathy, prescribes a rule for its objects and pro-

vides the acts of experience with their grounds of justification, which

have their source precisely in these giving acts of all the different kinds,

and maintain their value of validity as long as they agree with each

other, are corroborated and at the same time strengthened through this

agreement. That the ideal possibility that they may be revoked always

holds does not diminish this force of justification: Only actual counter-

motives, counter-forces, provided by actual experience, may turn the

certainties of experience into assumptions, into subordinate probabilities

or even into nullities. (XX/1, 264)

Although Husserl speaks of revocable and irrevocable truth, the

distinction really relates to the givenness of truth and the possibility of

evidence correlated to truth. In the case of transcendent empirical truth,

there cannot be evidence in the strict sense, not even for an ideal subject

of cognition.

As will be seen, identity of meaning and co-directedness, insofar as

they are bound to the context of unmodified experience of the actual

world, will correspond to ideas in the Kantian sense as well. If two

intentions really are directed to the same object may in effect depend

upon what is in fact true about their objects.

5. On the rejection of the species conception of meaning

As a result of the considerations concerning the occasionality of the

intentional individuation of matters of fact, the species conception of

meaning is rejected with regard to empirical meaning. At a later stage it

is rejected with regard to meaning in general.

In the works published during Husserl’s lifetime, this revision of the

earlier conception surfaces only once, albeit in a clear enough fashion.

In Formal and Transcendental Logic we read that the “ideality of

meaning” must be distinguished from the “ideality of general essence or

species” and that these are merely two special kinds of irreality in a

wider sense. In a note we are told that this distinction, not present in the

Prolegomena, will be dealt with in a forthcoming collection of “logical
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studies” (XVII, 163). Here Husserl is referring to the texts that were

finally published posthumously as Experience and Judgement, with

Landgrebe as editor. In section 64 of this work, “The irreality of the

objects of understanding”, it is argued that the irreality of a proposition

should not be understood in terms of the generality of a kind [Gattung-

sallgemeinheit] (EJ, 314 ff). The texts by Husserl on which Landgrebe

based this section are now available in the Husserliana edition, in the

volumes Active syntheses (XXXI), Introduction to Philosophy (XXXV)

and Introduction to Ethics (XXXVII).

It is difficult to say exactly when the general rejection of the species

conception of meaning took place. Already in the manuscript on

empirical meaning from 1911 one finds a note according to which there

is a sharp distinction to be made between “general objects as meanings”

and “general objects as species” (XXVI, 217 n). This note may of

course have been added at a much later time.
15

 In a lecture series from

1925-26, Heidegger claims that Husserl abandoned the species concep-

tion of meaning and truth immediately after the publication of the

Logical Investigations, but we are not given any details.
16

 In a letter to

Ingarden of 21 December 1930, Husserl declares that he had given up

the position of the Logical Investigations, namely “the doctrine of

meanings as ‘ideal species’”, already at the end of his time in Göttingen,

i.e. no later than 1916, and that he had taken up the problem for re-

newed consideration during his stays in Bernau, i.e. in 1917 and 1918.
17

In an earlier letter to Ingarden of 5 April 1918, written during a stay

in Bernau, Husserl reports that he is momentarily working on the

“problem of truth” and gives the following account of the topic:

Right now I am about to look through the large convolute on the theory

of judgement put in order by Miss Stein (more than 800 pages of ste-

nography), which deals mainly with this problem and, as a basis, with

the problem of the “sense” belonging to the different levels of objecti-

vating lived experience (intuitions: and more precisely the sense of per-

ception, the sense of acts of empirical experience in general – the sense

of imagination, (neutrality)-modifications; then the sense of predicative

acts – the unmodified and modified (positing – neutral) etc.). With re-
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 Bernet suggests that it was written in 1918 (“Bedeutung und intentionales
Bewußtsein. Husserls Begriff des Bedeutungsphänomens”, p. 51).

16
 Heidegger, Logik. Die Frage nach der Wahrheit, pp. 59 f.

17
 Husserliana: Briefwechsel, vol. III, p. 269.
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gard to the main points I reached the decisive insights already then, long

before the time of Ideas. A long time ago I recognised that the position

of the Prolegomena is incorrect, or correct only with regard to truths of

essence, and clarified the basis of the fundamental difference between

truths of essence and truths of fact. The error was to be found above all

in the conception of “senses” or “propositions”, in the case of acts of

judging predicative judgement-propositions or senses, as essences, or as

“ideas” in the sense of essences (species). The independence of the

sense of a proposition in relation to the contingent judgement and the

judging person does not imply that the ideal identity is the identity of a

species. However, from this point the ultimate clarification leads to the

deepest constitutive problems, whose relation to the original conscious-

ness of time is not unknown to you. At the moment I am dealing with

precisely these problems. For I am not working on a mere phenomenol-

ogy of time – which cannot be treated as a wholly separate topic – but

on the whole vast problem of individuation, of the constitution of indi-

vidual (i.e. “factual”) being in general, with regard to its essential basic

forms.
18

Here, the rejection of the species conception is placed into the general

context of the intentional individuation of individual being, with

reference to precisely the kind of questions dealt with in the manuscript

from 1911 and in the draft of a new version of LI VI:5. It is also worth

noting that the topic resurfaces in connection with the phenomenologi-

cal investigations of temporal awareness and individuation documented

in the Bernau Manuscripts (see Hua. XXXIII). In the light of the

present interpretation, the information seems in effect to be “clear

enough” with regard to the rejection of the species conception of

meaning, contrary to what Schuhmann, leaning on Ingarden’s comment

on the letter, suggests.
19

 Still, it is not made clear whether the revision

of the earlier conception at this time concerns not only empirical

meaning, but meaning in general.

The earliest clear statement of the general rejection of the species

conception of the ideal identity of meaning seems to be found in an

excursus to the lecture series on ethics from 1920.
20

 In this text Husserl

claims that it is a grave error to conceive the ideality of meaning in

terms of the generality of a kind, instantiated by specifically like aspects
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 Husserliana: Briefwechsel, vol. III, p. 182.
19

 Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals” p. 127. Cf. Husserl, Briefe an
Ingarden, p. 140.

20
 Bernet refers to this text as well (“Bedeutung und intentionales Bewußtsein.

Husserls Begriff des Bedutungsphänomens”, pp. 55 f).
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of individual acts (XXXVII, 265 f). The claim is repeated in the lecture

series on “transcendental logic” from 1920/21 (XXXI, 32, 92).

The reasons for rejecting the species conception with regard to

meaning in general may seem less clear than the reasons for rejecting it

with regard to empirical meaning. Philipse, for example, holds that “the

official, phenomenological reasons” are not “altogether convincing” and

suggests that the problem of occasional expressions may be the real

“inducement” underlying the general rejection of the species concep-

tion.
21

 What are these phenomenological reasons, then?

The main reason seems to be that meanings – Husserl is speaking of

propositions or judgements in the logical sense – are not given through

a generalising abstraction on the basis of a reflective grasp of individual

act-moments. When we are dealing with a proposition such as 2 is less

than 3, as an identical object of logical reflection, we are not relying on

a comparative discrimination of acts and we do not grasp the meaning

as something with regard to which acts may be alike. The identity of

meaning, in the sense of sameness in difference, is not given through

likeness between instances, as a general kind common to particular

meaning-instances. The identical meaning is rather given as “a correlate

of an identification” (XXXVII, 266). It may be directly detached

without an abstraction based on a reflection upon “the sense-giving

consciousness and its noema” (XXXI, 92).
22

As I understand this new conception, ideal meanings are irreal ob-

jects whose occurrences are not instantiations of a common species but

rather are bound together by a common function. In the logical reflec-

tion upon meaning, which presupposes actual lived enactment of

signifying, the latter functions as the means of displaying the meaning,

which is an irreal correlate. The logical reflection does not involve a

reflection on the act of signifying as a basis for abstraction, but it aims

directly at the meaning as a modified objectual correlate, at the signified

correlate put in quotation marks (cf. XXXVII, 263 f.). Every particular

                                                  
21

 Philipse, “The Problem of Indexicals in Edmund Husserl’s Logical Investiga-
tions”, pp. 176 ff. As Philipse remarks, the “official” reasons cannot explain why the
species theory is rejected in two stages. Philipse’s suggestion does however not
clarify the reasons for the second step.

22
 As will be seen in the next chapter, the last statement, which seems to distin-

guish between the noema and the ideal-identical meaning of an act of signifying, may
be of some importance for the interpretation of the notion of noema.
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judgement realising the same meaning does not contain its own individ-

ual meaning-instantiating moment, but “means by itself the proposition,

the proposition, and this meant proposition is from the outset the ideal

correlate [das Ideale]” (XXXVII, 266).

The main point is thus that the ideal meaning is not given through a

generalising abstraction (“ideation”) based on a reflection on the lived

experience itself, but rather through a modification based on the

straightforward directedness, through which what is meant is grasped

directly as an irreal correlate. This is of course still a form of reflection,

but a wholly logical or objective reflection, which does not relate to the

real subjective make-up of experience.

This does not by itself, as Philipse seems to hold
23

, imply that the

straightforward enactment of signifying involves directedness to the

meaning as some kind of mediator. It may seem strange to say that acts

of signifying “means the meaning”, but the point seems merely to be

that the meaning is a “content” that may be detached as a modified

correlate and that the identity of this correlate is not the identity of a

species corresponding to individually different instantiations. Philipse is

certainly right in seeing a connection between this conception of

meaning and the notion of the noema of an intentional lived experience,

but his negative assessment of the new position seems to be based

entirely on a rather dismissive attitude towards “the noematical theory

of meaning”. I would like to suggest that this criticism is based on a

very questionable interpretation of Husserl’s notion of noema. The

relation between the latter notion and the new conception of the irreality

of meaning is moreover perhaps not as clear as Philipse suggests.

If one disregards the alleged problems with the noematic conception

of meaning, the new conception seems in effect to be simpler than the

earlier, insofar as it does not presuppose that reflection on meaning

involves both a reflection on particular lived experiences and a general-

ising abstraction. Contrary to what Philipse suggests it seems thus to be

more compelling as a description of ordinary reflection on meaning than

the earlier account.
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 Philipse, “The Problem of Indexicals in Edmund Husserl’s Logical Investiga-
tions”, pp. 177 f.
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I would also like to suggest that an important reason for the new

conception may be found in the idea that likeness with regard to the real

semantic essence of signifying in concreto (in particular the intentional

matter of linguistic representation) is not even necessary for identity of

meaning. As long as there is a certain kind of equivalence, the signified

matters may be individuated in wholly different manners. In other

words, the concrete content of understanding may be different, even

with regard to what is essential to the intentional individuation of the

signified matters, whereas the meaning is the same. I will return to this

point in the last chapter of this study.

It seems to be a common assumption that the notion of noema, and in

particular of noematic sense, replaces the species conception of mean-

ing, as a conception of the ideal identity that makes up the objectivity of

meaning in relation to particular subjective lived experiences.
24

 There is

also the suggestion that the problem of empirical meaning may have

been one of the reasons for the introduction of the noematic conception

of meaning.
25

 However, on closer scrutiny this is not very likely at all.

The introduction of the “ontic” or “phenomenological” notion of

meaning – which must be regarded as an early version of the noematic

conception of meaning – in the lectures on theory of meaning in 1908

seems to be based on considerations that are wholly independent in

relation to the problem of empirical meaning, and it seems moreover to

precede Husserl’s awareness of the problem. More importantly, Husserl

at first holds on to the species conception of the ideal objectivity of

meaning with regard to the noematic conception as well. Accordingly,

the objective meaning is conceived as species (eidos, idea, essence) of

certain noematic contents. As will be shown in the next chapter, this is

the case for example in the manuscript from 1911.

Although the introduction of irreal modified intentional correlates as

bona fide objects of reflection seems to be of crucial importance to the

new conception of the ideality of meaning, which replaces the species

                                                  
24

 Cf. Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 119 ff; Philipse, “The
Problem of Indexicals in Edmund Husserl’s Logical Investigations”, pp. 177;
Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, p. 123; Drummond, Husserlian
Intentionality and Non-Foundational Realism, pp. 171 ff

25
 Cf. Philipse, “The Problem of Indexicals in Edmund Husserl’s Logical Investi-

gations”, pp. 177 f.
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conception, one may doubt whether the mere notion of noematic sense

should be regarded as a solution to the enigma of objective contents of

thinking, as if intentionality would so to speak be characterised by

instant ideality and objectivity. It is not clear that the irreality of the

noema amounts to the same as the ideality of meaning in the logical

sense.

Further, the problem of empirical meaning seems to put constraints

on how the ideality of meaning may be conceived, regardless of

whether it is understood in noetic or noematic terms. Rather than

assuming, as for example Schuhmann does
26

, that Husserl after the

introduction of the noema simply tried to dispense with the problem, in

favour of an unrestrained Platonism with regard to intentional content,

one should at least try to find an interpretation that leaves room for the

essential facticity of the individuation of matters of fact and the occa-

sionality of the realisation of empirical meaning. In fact, Husserl’s

awareness of the problem of empirical meaning provides a strong

argument against the so-called Fregean interpretation of the notion of

noema, at least insofar as it presupposes that intentionality is mediated

by abstract intensional entities with a purely conceptual content.

Another commonplace in Husserl scholarship is that the introduction

of the notion of noema belongs to a fundamental revision of the earlier

conception of what constitutes the intentionality of lived experience,

even if there is no consensus as to what this revision amounts to. Apart

from the question whether this is at all the case, which I seriously doubt,

there are fundamental interpretative problems concerning the status of

the noema as an irreal correlate. Is it a mediator of intentionality, a

substantial bearer of intentionality, or is it rather an aspect of the

intended object? Are there any other options? In the next chapter I will

make an attempt to sort out these issues.
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 Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, p. 123.
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Chapter four

REMARKS ON PHENOMENOLOGICAL
INTERNALISM

In the introduction to this study, I claimed that the problem indicated by

Husserl’s self-critical remark provides a key to the interpretation of the

phenomenological approach to meaning, truth and intentionality as a

whole. In the previous chapters, several of the central issues of the

interpretation of Husserl’s works have already surfaced, such as the

question of Platonism, the notion of representation and the concept of

noema. I will now turn to a more comprehensive discussion of these

issues, with specific regard to the significance of the problem of

empirical meaning within the phenomenology of meaning.

The first section is devoted to the suggestion that the problem of the

occasionality of empirical meaning cannot be dealt with by Husserlian

phenomenology because of its commitment to the ideality of meaning

and to internalism with regard to intentional content.

In the second section I attempt elucidate Husserl’s position on the

issue of internalism versus externalism as regards intentional content.

The third section deals with the much-discussed notion of noema.

First, I will question the reification of the noema as mediating repre-

sentational entity. Second, I will examine the relation between the

irreality of noematic content and the ideality of meaning. Third, I will

argue against the interpretation according to which noematic sense

always is a conceptual content of the same kind as the content of

linguistic representation.

1. At the limits of two “idealisms”?

The problem of empirical meaning may seem to bring us to the limits of

Husserl’s approach to meaning and intentionality. In particular, the
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results of the considerations examined in the previous chapter may seem

to speak in favour of the rejection of two fundamental ideas of this

approach, the thesis of the ideality of meaning and the thesis that the

fully determinate intentional directedness to objects is a matter solely of

the intrinsic phenomenological content of lived experience.

Let us begin with the question of the ideality of meaning. Already in

his Edmund Husserl’s Theory of Meaning (1964), which contains the

first serious examination of Husserl’s account of the significance of

occasional expressions, Mohanty suggests that the attempt to show that

even “egocentric” expressions have ideal and objective meanings is

bound to be a failure. He claims that here we face “a limit to the theory

of the ideality of meanings” and that one “has to recognize a distinction

between those [meanings] that are capable of idealization and those that

resist such idealization”.
1
 The meaning of an occasional expression

“refuses to be idealised by being detached from the context”.
2

Commenting on Mohanty’s text, Schuhmann endorses this conclu-

sion and extends it to the later distinction between empirical and pure

meaning. He remarks that the dualistic theory of meaning proposed by

Mohanty does not amount to a distinction between two kinds of ideal

meanings, “reflecting a split within the sphere of idealities”, but rather

to a distinction between ideal and non-ideal meanings. Moreover, he

argues that this is a conclusion that Husserl himself arrives at. However,

he also suggests that it poses a serious problem for the transcendental

programme, a problem that Husserl never manages to solve in a

conclusive manner, but rather tries to dispense with.
3
 I will return to this

assessment below.

As shown in the previous chapter, Husserl comes to reject the general

validity of the species conception of the ideal objectivity of meaning for

reasons that are closely related to the problem of occasional expres-

sions. Husserl reaches the conclusion that the objectivity of empirical

meaning cannot be a matter of “pure” ideality, correlated to an ideal

                                                  
1
 Mohanty, Edmund Husserl’s Theory of Meaning, p. 80.

2
 Op. cit., p. 86.

3
 Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, pp. 124 f. Cf. also Philipse, “The

problem of occasional expressions in Edmund Husserl’s Logical Investigations”, pp.
180 ff; and Vongehr, Die Vorstellung des Sinns im kategorialen Vollzug des Aktes,
pp. 44-58.
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possibility of realisation. This does however not exclude that there are

other ways of understanding the ideal objectivity of empirical meaning.

Mohanty’s and Schuhmann’s construal of the problem, according to

which the indispensability of occasional expressions and their situation-

dependent significance implies the rejection of the thesis of the ideal

objectivity of meaning, seems to be based on a faulty interpretation of

this thesis. As pointed out by Mohanty himself elsewhere
4
, the central

point of the thesis of the ideality of meaning is not to locate the seman-

tic essence of discourse and the intelligibility of the world in a realm of

ideas, but to explicate the experienced objectivity of meaning as a

reflectively graspable unit that may be repeatedly realised through

different subjective acts belonging to different persons. If this is

regarded as the central sense of the ideality of meaning, then the

rejection of it has a very high price.

 But what about the objectivity and the inter-subjective availability of

the non-ideal meanings that, as Schuhmann puts it, “bear in themselves

the power to resist idealization”? If “the domain of indexicals”, which

on Schuhmann’s interpretation of Husserl’s revised conception includes

empirical discourse in general, rather than “being reduced to a shadowy

realm, to a flux of ever-changing particulars”, instead “possesses the

momentum of unfolding a world of meanings on its own”
5
, then even

these meanings, it appears, must be characterised in terms of some kind

of sameness in difference. It may be the case that these meanings are

somehow “rooted” in the world of empirical experience, but this does

not exclude that their objectivity and the possibility to deal with them as

self-same particulars in the context of logical reflection may still be

conceived in terms of some kind of ideal identity, be it an ideal identity

bound to the context of empirical experience. That the latter suggestion

accords with Husserl’s own view was shown in the previous chapter.

Whereas Schuhmann holds that the dualism between “objective” and

“indexical” meanings may be incorporated into the species theory of

meaning proposed in the Logical Investigations – which presupposes a

interpretation of that theory that seems to be fundamentally mistaken –,

he suggests that indexicality makes up an insurmountable obstacle for

                                                  
4
 Mohanty, “Husserl’s thesis of the ideality of meanings”, p. 76.

5
 Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, p. 125.
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Husserl’s later theory. This assessment seems to be based on a concep-

tion of Husserl’s development according to which there is a radical

break between the “realism” of the Logical Investigations and the

“idealism” of the later works (Schuhmann uses the term “transcendental

metaphysics”). Apparently, Schuhmann holds that the main point of

Husserl’s later transcendental phenomenology is that the intentionality

of consciousness is to be understood in terms of a relation to ideal

entities of a Platonic variety and that it is wholly independent in relation

to the facticity of empirical subjectivity.
6

Mohanty, on the other hand, obviously endorses another interpreta-

tion of Husserl’s later philosophy and suggests that the problem of

indexicality, by being “inseparable from the horizonal feature of

intentionality”, may even point towards some kind of transcendental

philosophy.
7

This takes us to the question of the limitations of the purely phe-

nomenological conception of intentionality. Here, one should not really

speak of idealism, although phenomenological internalism with regard

to “intentional content” may indeed be closely related to some form of

epistemological idealism. Moreover, to equate internalism and Carte-

sianism, as for example Mulligan and Smith do
8
, seems to bring in more

confusion than clarity.
9

I take it that the ultimate reason for Schuhmann’s misgivings con-

cerning the possibility of incorporating “indexical meanings” into the

framework of Husserl’s later conception is precisely that he thinks that

this conception amounts to an untenable form of internalism with regard

to intentionality, i.e. to the idea that fully determinate intentional

                                                  
6
 Op. cit, pp. 123 f.

7
 Mohanty, “Continuing the conversation”, pp. 278 f.

8
 Mulligan and Smith claim that the Fregean interpretation of the notion of noema

amounts to a type of Cartesianism, precisely insofar as it implies a form of internal-
ism. However, they leave open whether this interpretation is correct (“A Husserlian
theory of indexicality”, pp. 152 f).

9
 The same thing goes for Denis Fisette’s attempt to relate the problem of empiri-

cal meaning to Husserl’s Cartesian project of a rigorous first philosophy, and in
particular to the ideal of absolute justification. Fisette even suggests that Husserl’s
later philosophy provides a solution to this problem, in a way that implies a rejection
of the Cartesian programme (“The horizon of the self: Husserl on indexicals”, pp.
119, 130 ff). However, quite apart from the circumstance that one may on good
grounds doubt that Husserl ever took this step, it would not affect the relevant
question concerning the nature of intentionality.
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directedness, for example to existents in the world of actual experience,

is a matter solely of the intrinsic contents of lived experiences, uncon-

taminated by real relations between subjects and objects in the concrete

world. According to the interpretation advanced in the present study,

some kind of phenomenological internalism is part and parcel already of

the conception of intentionality introduced in the Logical Investigations.

I regard the textual evidence for this interpretation as overwhelming.

Whether the ultimate framework of Husserl’s early philosophy should

be characterised as “realistic” or not, whatever that may mean, is wholly

irrelevant here.

Although almost every possible combination of position and period

is proposed by some interpretation, there seems to be a widespread

agreement that phenomenological internalism – at least insofar as it

makes a radical distinction between the phenomenological content of

lived experiences and the transcendent objects to which they are

directed
10

 – will face a serious problem with regard to the fully determi-

nate directedness of lived experiences directed at particular individual

existents in the world and, in particular, with regard to the intentional

content of perception.
11

Referring to the commonly held view that the content of demonstra-

tive reference and perception is determined by the de facto physical

context, Smith and McIntyre expresses the problem as follows:

On this account, the perception might still have a content or Sinn such

as Husserl described. Indeed, it might have a Sinn including predicative

content that prescribes certain properties of the object perceived as

having. But which object is perceived would be determined by the con-

text of the perception. On this contextualist account, the intentional re-

lation between a perceptual experience and its object would be deter-

mined by the “external” context of the experience, rather than, as

Husserl’s basic theory of intentionality requires, by the “internal” con-

tent of the experience. Intentionality would no longer be, as Husserl

held, purely phenomenological property of consciousness, and it would

                                                  
10

 The reason for including this qualification is that certain interpreters hold that
the intended objects themselves, such as they are intended and given, belong to the
intrinsic phenomenological content of intentional lived experiences.

11
 Cf. for example Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 217 ff, 221

f, 225 f; Mulligan & Smith, “A Husserlian theory of indexicality”, pp. 152 ff;
Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicals”, pp. 122 ff; Fisette, “The horizon of
the self: Husserl on indexicals”, p. 120.
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no longer be something we can study by purely phenomenological

means, by bracketing questions of the external world.
12

A little later, they claim that Husserl never saw this problem and did not

provide any means for solving it:

We are forced to conclude that although Husserl sharply indicated the

occasional nature of perception, he did not offer an account of percep-

tion that adequately explains or even properly addresses that important

feature of perception. Nor, it seems, did he fully comprehend the prob-

lem it poses for his basic theory of intentionality.
13

Obviously, in 1982 Smith and McIntyre were not aware of the impor-

tant manuscripts on this topic in the Nachlass. As seen, Husserl did in

fact comprehend the problem. Moreover, it seems that he was confident

about having the means to solve it.

The idea that phenomenological internalism cannot account for the

fully determinate intentional content of sense perception and of indexi-

cal reference to individuals seems to be based on certain common

arguments against internalism, in favour of some version of externalism

or contextualism with regard to mental content and meaning. On the

basis of thought experiments like the ones discussed by Husserl in “The

problem of the ideality of meaning”, showing that likeness of content is

not sufficient for co-directedness and that the individuation of the

intended objects is context- or situation-dependent, one concludes that

the external context somehow must contribute to or determine the

intentional content. The scope of these arguments may be widened as to

include not only direct singular reference in general but the aboutness of

empirical experience and discourse as a whole.

2. Husserl and the debate concerning “internalism” and “externalism”

As seen, many commentators seem to presuppose that internalism with

regard to intentional content cannot account for the fully determinate

directedness of all lived experiences directed at objects in the “external”

world. There is however not any agreement on whether Husserl’s

conception of intentionality really should be characterised as a form of
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 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, p. 217.
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 Op. cit., p. 219.
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internalism or not. Moreover, there are conflicting claims with regard to

the development of Husserl’s thought on this issue.

According to one group of interpreters, represented by Schuhmann,

Mulligan and B. Smith, the Logical Investigations are committed to

some form of externalism with regard to intentionality, according to

which intentionality, at least in certain basic cases, most notably sense

perception, is not a matter solely of intrinsic features of subjective lived

experiences, but rather consists in a real relation to objects, in such a

manner that the fully determinate directedness depends on the existence

of the intended objects.
14

 On this interpretation, one may even say that

transcendent objects belong to the real content or make-up – but not to

the phenomenological content – of what Smith calls “low-grade

intentional directedness”, which is thus always veridical in the sense of

being “guaranteed objectual correlates”
15

. According to these commen-

tators, it is only after the transcendental turn and the introduction of the

notion of noema that Husserl moves towards a kind of internalism,

which excludes that intentionality and meaning may be “contaminated

by external realia”. Although Mulligan and Smith leaves the question

open whether the Fregean interpretation of the later noematic theory of

meaning is correct, they obviously regard Husserl’s earlier conception

of meaning and intentionality as superior to the later view.
16

 In general,

this line of interpretation is associated with a sceptical attitude towards

the “Cartesian” and “idealistic” tendencies of the later Husserl.

On the other hand, interpreters such as Sokolowski, Drummond and

Cobb-Stevens
17

 argue that Husserl’s mature conception of intentionality

amounts to a form of externalism with regard to intentionality and that it

is only by means of the introduction of the phenomenological reduction

and of the notion of a noetico-noematic correlation that Husserl man-

ages to develop a fully-fledged phenomenological conception of

intentionality that incorporates the part played by the intended objects
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 Mulligan & Smith, “A Husserlian theory of indexicality”, pp. 150 ff.;
Schuhmann, “Husserl’s theories of indexicality”, pp. 122 ff.

15
 Barry Smith, “On the origins of analytic philosophy”, pp. 160 f.

16
 Mulligan & Smith, “A Husserlian theory of indexicality”, p. 152.
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 Cf. Sokolowski, Husserlian Meditations and “Husserl and Frege”; Drummond,

Husserlian Intentionality and Non-Foundational Realism; Cobb-Stevens, Husserl
and Analytic Philosophy. For a brief survey of this debate, see Zahavi, “Husserl’s
noema and the internalism-externalism debate”.
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themselves. This reading of Husserl, known as the East Coast interpre-

tation, has focused on the notion of noema, construing it as somehow

identical to the intended object, at least in the case of certain basic

forms of direct intentionality. Unlike the interpreters focusing on the

Logical Investigations, these commentators are in general sympathetic

to the idea of a specifically philosophical, transcendental attitude

towards the correlation of subjectivity and objectivity, although they

also try to show that Husserl’s phenomenology really amounts to a

rejection of Cartesianism and idealism in favour of a philosophically

clarified common sense realism.

Still others endorse an internalist interpretation of both the earlier and

the later Husserl. I take this interpretation to be the most common one in

the history of Husserl scholarship, although it has seldom been worked

out in detail. Today, it is associated above all with the so-called Fregean

or West Coast interpretation of the notion of noema, initiated by

Føllesdal and developed in somewhat different directions by for

example Dreyfus, Miller, Hall, D. W. Smith and McIntyre.
18

 However,

although the debate has been centred on the Fregean interpretation, it

should be noted that the internalist reading of Husserl does not stand

and fall with it. In effect, insofar as the Fregean interpretation construes

the noema as a mediating abstract entity, distinct from and independent

in relation to particular subjective lived experiences, one may even

hesitate to speak of genuine internalism, notwithstanding the circum-

stance that the noema of an act, according to Husserl, remains as a

reflectively accessible phenomenological content in the sphere of

phenomenological immanence, which is demarcated and disclosed by

means of the phenomenological reduction. On this kind of interpretation

an essential aspect of intentionality in concreto is located in a third

realm, somehow above or between the subjective acts and their objects.

I will return to this topic below.

Other readings of Husserl as an internalist with regard to intentional-

ity are proposed by Mohanty, Bernet, Benoist and Joumier, to mention
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 See for example Føllesdal, “Husserl’s notion of noema”; Dreyfus, Being-in-the-
World and “Husserl’s perceptual noema”; Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intention-
ality; McIntyre, “Husserl and the representational theory of mind”; D. W. Smith,
Husserl.
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but a few.
19

 Sometimes these scholars seem to accept some elements of

the Fregean interpretation
20

, but they are in general more sensitive to

questions concerning different levels of intentionality and to problems

regarding the constitution of objective contents. Bernet and Benoist, in

particular, have in different ways pointed to certain tensions within

Husserl’s account of intentionality and meaning.

Phenomenological contents are subjective both in the sense that they

have no reality apart from subjective lived experience and in the sense

that they are originally accessible only to the subject whose conscious

life is made up by these lived experiences. Thus, phenomenological

content obviously calls for a so-called first person perspective. Any

account that neglects this perspective on lived subjective experience

will simply fail to take hold of the relevant kind of content. This

introduces yet another complication in the comparison with certain

current notions of mental content. According to phenomenological

internalism there is nothing more to intentionality than “what it is like”

for a subject to perceive, imagine, judge, presume, wish, doubt etc. this

or that. Further, this “livedness” makes up the reflective availability of

intentional directedness as well as of any objective contents of thinking

and cognition realised by intentionality in concreto.

Now, whereas, for example, Mulligan and Smith deny that the con-

ception of intentionality in the Logical Investigations amounts to

phenomenological internalism, insofar as basic low-grade intentionality

involves “external realia” that do not belong to the phenomenological

content of lived experience, Drummond’s interpretation of the notion of

noema implies that such external realia themselves, directly or as

“horizonally presented”, belong to the phenomenological content of the

intentional lived experiences directed at them, since he claims that the

noema is not “ontologically distinct from the intended object”.
21

According to this view, the phenomenological content of a lived

experience, although subjective in the sense of essentially being lived
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 See for example Mohanty, On the Possibility of Transcendental Philosophy;
Bernet, La vie du sujet; Benoist, Entre acte et sens and Intentionalité et langage dans
les Recherches logiques de Husserl; Joumier, “L’idéalité des significations empiri-
que”.
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 See for example Mohanty, Husserl and Fregee, pp. 69 ff, 112 ff.

21
 Drummond, Husserlian Intentionality and Non-Foundational Realism, pp. 142,

212 ff.
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by a subject, nevertheless comprises the independently existing in-

tended object itself, namely “as abstractly considered in its presentation

to conscious experience”.
22

 This may seem to be a version of phenome-

nological internalism that so to speak incorporates a form of external-

ism.
23

However, although Drummond also claims that it “is the act which is

intentional and underlies all intentional reference”
24

, this interpretation

does not really amount to a purely phenomenological conception of

intentionality, since it implies the claim that the intentionality of the act

is dependent upon the existence of a real object, conceived straightfor-

wardly as it were, which constitutes an essential part of intentionality in

concreto. In fact, it cannot be a matter merely of dependence, since the

object is not ontologically distinct from the phenomenological content

of the lived experience. Unlike a purely “adverbial” notion of intention-

ality it is based on a further metaphysical assumption concerning the

relation between intentional lived experiences and their objects.
25

Moreover, on this interpretation the intended object may be radically

different from how it is presented in a given lived experience.
26

 The

question concerning the individuation of the objectual correlates for the

subject thus remains. Drummond even seems to recognise that the

individuation of the objectual correlate cannot be a matter simply of the

“irreal” presence of the object in the act, unless this presence amounts
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 Op. cit., p. 171.
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 Cf. Zahavi, “Husserl’s noema and the internalism-externalism debate”, pp. 49
ff, and “Internalism, externalism, and transcdendental idealism”, pp. 360 ff.

24
 Drummond, Husserlian Intentionality and Non-Foundational Realism, p. 194.
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 Drummond’s ultimate goal is to show that Husserl’s transcendental phenome-

nology entails a form of “non-foundational realism”, both epistemological and
ontological (op.cit., chapters 9 & 10). However, although one may certainly
characterise Husserl as an “empirical” realist, accepting the rationality of the
ontological commitments and beliefs implicitly contained in the natural attitude, i.e.
given the justificatory force of actual experience, it seems that transcendental
phenomenology must be opposed to every form of “transcendental” realism. This
does not mean that it implies idealism in any usual sense, although Husserl some-
times clearly interprets it in a way that points in that direction. Realism with regard to
this or that, for example with regard to the world of common sense, is not a dogmatic
presupposition used in transcendental phenomenology, but rather something that has
to be epistemologically clarified. In any case, the question concerning idealism must
be distinguished from the question concerning phenomenological internalism with
regard to intentionality.

26
 Op cit., pp. 208 ff.
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to an individuating sense of the object, constituted purely by what it is

like, phenomenologically, to be directed to the object. He also recog-

nises that the individuation of one and the same object in different lived

experiences need not consist in something common to the different

presentations of the object.
27

 This suggests that the externalist ingredi-

ent in Drummond’s interpretation does not really make a difference to

the phenomenological account of fully determinate intentional directed-

ness. It does neither imply a rejection of phenomenological internalism,

nor provide any new means of analysis and explication.

I think that there is reason to be suspicious of conceptions like the

one put forward by Drummond. To include transcendent objects in the

phenomenological content, be it as abstractly conceived from a specific

philosophical and non-natural point of view, may seem to be an attempt

to solve the enigma of objectivity by smuggling objective contents into

subjective lived experience through a hidden backdoor. Thinking it

through to the end, one may find that it has some unwanted conse-

quences. Ironically, the outcome may very well be a form of subjective

idealism.

I do not think there are any good reasons for interpreting Husserl as

some kind of externalist with regard to intentionality at any stage of his

development. To deny that Husserl adhered to phenomenological

internalism with regard to intentionality seems almost absurd in face of

the massive textual evidence. Here, I will not engage in any further

exegetical discussions on this point.
28

Why would one want to interpret Husserl as an externalist? As

pointed out by Bernet, the controversies between different interpreta-

tions of Husserl often really concern how Husserl’s phenomenology
                                                  

27
 Op. cit., pp. 153 f.

28
 In a recent issue of Synthese, with the theme “Internalism and externalism in

phenomenological perspective”, one finds a number of articles that attempt to
develop externalist reconstructions of Husserl’s phenomenology, which go in other
directions than the intepretations discussed in this section. Perhaps they indicate
ways of avoiding the philosophical problems that I sketch here, but I am not
convinced by them as interpretations of Husserl. I find the idea that Husserl
ultimately points beyond the distinction between internalism and externalism more
promising. See Zahavi, “The mind without, the world within” and “Internalism,
externalism, and transcendental idealism”; A. David Smith, “Husserl and external-
ism”; Steven Crowell, “Phenomenological immanence, normativity, and semantic
externalism”; Felix O’Murchadha, “Reduction, externalism and immanence in
Husserl and Heidegger”.
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should be developed in a fruitful way.
29

 The relevant question is thus

perhaps rather: why does a move towards some kind of externalism

seem attractive? A discussion of this question may serve to bring out

what I take to be the true significance of Husserl’s phenomenological

internalism with regard to intentionality.

It seems to be a widespread conviction that internalism implies either

some kind of representational theory of the relation between the mind

and the world or some kind of straightforward idealism, with or without

a radically transcendent realm of things in themselves.
30

 But, so the

argument continues, Husserl rejects both idealism – at least insofar as it

implies that cognition of an “external world”, which is independent in

relation to particular subjects and common to all, is impossible – and

the representational conception of intentionality. This indicates a break

with the modern, Cartesian-Lockean, understanding of the mind and its

relation to the world, bringing us the promise of a dissolution of the

apparently unsolvable problems arising within that framework. Moreo-

ver, unlike the kinds of externalism based on rampant objectivism and

naturalism, the phenomenological approach may appear to pave the way

for a “realism with a human face”, which does not downgrade the

common-sense world and the subjective dimension of our being in and

vis-à-vis the world to a mere illusion. Insofar as a commitment to

internalism seems to be in conflict with these allegedly good things, one

concludes that the core of transcendental phenomenology must pave the

way for a peculiar kind of externalism, anchoring intentional directed-

ness in the pre-given life-world.

However, one may wonder whether this is not a case of wishful

thinking. As indicated above, this kind of phenomenological “realism”

does not seem to make any difference with regard to the purely phe-

nomenological explication of intentionality. Moreover, insofar as it

amounts to a genuine externalism, one may wonder how the commit-

ment to the life-world as an external foundation of the intentionality of

subjective lived experience may be defended against forms of scientific
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 Bernet, “Husserls Begriff des Noema”, p. 61.
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 See for example Drummond, Husserlian Intentionality and Non-Foundational
Realism, p. 153; Zahavi “Internalism, externalism, and transcendental idealism”, pp.
359 ff; Crowell, “Phenomenological immanence, normativity, and semantic
externalism”, p. 336 ff.
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naturalism. In fact, one may wonder whether the subjective phenome-

nological dimension may be given any essential role at all within the

account of intentionality. Finally, insofar as this account is still to be

regarded as phenomenological, it does indeed, as a genuine object-

theory
31

, seem to be committed not only to the subjective reality of

lived experience, but also to some rather mysterious kind of metaphysi-

cal relation between subjective lived experience and the world, over and

above the causal relations between the physical correlates of mental

events and the rest of the world, which are studied by natural science.

Here, one may also object that one of the main points of the phenome-

nological epoché and the transcendental reduction is in effect to find a

way to avoid the circularity of epistemological accounts that rely on

presuppositions of this kind.

It should be kept in mind that pure phenomenology of subjective life

precedes the transcendental turn, rather than the other way round.

Phenomenological internalism is a positive thesis about the being of

intentionality, quite apart from any transcendental considerations. Thus,

when Smith and MacIntyre claim that “[i]t is the ‘transcendental’

foundation of Husserl’s phenomenology that is incompatible with

letting the object of perception, or any part of the external world, play a

role in perceptual intention”
32

, they fail to appreciate this positive

content. The point of such a claim can only be that there must be an

alternative to the purely phenomenological conception of intentionality,

namely a merely semi-phenomenological conception, but then it

remains to explain what this amounts to.
33

 
34

                                                  
31

 Drummond is quite clear on this point. The difference between Husserl and
Brentano would be that the latter’s theory of immanent objects, existing in the
intention as a mental event, is replaced by a theory of external intentional objects
(Husserlian Intentionality and Non-Foundational Realism, pp. 5, 14 ff).

32
 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 225 f.

33
 For example, if the phenomenological dimension still were to be regarded as

essential to intentionality, realism (in the sense opposed to anti-realism) with regard
to intentionality would, it appears, demand not only a substantial psychophysical
account, but also a conception of a hybrid, psychophysical intentional cognitive
content.

34
 Referring to Dreyfus’ “The Percpetual Noema”, Smith and McIntyre suggest

that these restrictions are removed in the “existential” phenomenology of Merleau-
Ponty (Husserl and Intentionality, p. 225 f). It is also often assumed that Heidegger’s
definition of the phenomenological field as “being-in-the-world” amounts to some
kind of externalism (cf. Zahavi, “Husserl’s noema and the internalism-externalism
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Let us return to the alleged problems with internalism. It seems to be

presupposed that internalism amounts to the positing of internal

“representations” of external objects. Accordingly, a fundamental

problem would be to bridge the gap between internal representations

and external objects and to explain how the mind “reaches out” to the

real world. Given internalism, for example as motivated by “Cartesian”

intuitions, the failure to give an account of the “representational”

character of internal representations and of their relation to something

external would naturally lead to idealism, in the sense that directedness

to and cognition of objects external to the mind is impossible, implying

that our ordinary, apparently world-directed experience does not really

relate to a mind-independent reality.

One problem here concerns the very term representation.
35

 Usually,

we speak of representation with regard to pictures and signs, including

maps, models and the like. In these cases, some physical object is used

as a vehicle of representation by an interpreting subject. In this sense,

many intentional lived experiences do not involve representation at all,

at least not as actually lived from a first person perspective. Ordinary

perception, for example, rather has the character of presentation, and

there are also other kinds of acts in which something is objectivated

without the presence of a “representation”, i.e. an item having a repre-

sentational function. According to the representational theory of

intentionality, however, intentional directedness in general involves

representation. As this cannot be an accurate description from a first

person perspective, and as subjectively lived representation has the

character of a intentional directedness to the represented object rather

than to a “representation”, this can only mean that the representational

theory must be understood within a “third person” model, relating

                                                                                                                                   

debate”, pp. 51 f). However, the rejection of narrow mentalism with regard to the
phenomenological field does not necessarily imply externalism. Rather, we are
referred to the immanence of existence, of the lived body etc. and to new forms of
phenomenological explication. (On this point, cf. Crowell, “Phenomenological
immanence, normativity, and semantic externalism“, p. 341.) Sometimes, one gets
the impression that Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty want to have it both ways. This
may be the source of much confusion on this issue. In their later works, the limits of
pure phenomenology seem to be transcended in more obvious ways. In the later texts
of Merleau-Ponty, for example, one may discern a move towards a form of vitalism.

35
 For the following points on the notion of representation, see LI V (XIX/1, 384

ff, 436 ff).
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mental contents to the world from the “outside” as it were. However,

nothing is a vehicle of representation in virtue of its intrinsic make-up;

or, as Husserl puts it, being a picture or sign is not a “real predicate”.

There are strong reasons for holding that no objective relation whatso-

ever, from material or structural similarity to causal-functional correla-

tion, by itself makes an object a picture or sign of another object. Thus,

here talk of representation either simply means that the mental contents,

however they are conceived, are interpreted as vehicles of representa-

tion by the theorising subject, i.e. relative to another first person

perspective, or amounts to an improper manner of speaking, relating to

some objectively defined relation of correspondence.

Perhaps one may drop the term representation and simply say that the

subjectively lived view on the world is not really a view on the external

world at all, but merely an inner theatre. What really matters is the

notion of some kind of correspondence in virtue of which the mind, or

perhaps the “representational” content of the brain, somehow hooks on

to the world. Since the idea of a direct correspondence-relation between

“mental contents” and external situations of affairs seems to be very

problematic, the only viable option may seem to be to conceive the

relation between a mental content and “its” real, external object, if there

is one, in terms of underlying causal relations between the physical

correlates of lived experiences and the surrounding nature.
36

It is often taken for granted that a first person account of intentional

acts must be supplemented by a theory of “representation”, bridging the

gap between subjective lived experience and objective reality. The lived

subjective character of intentional directedness would not be enough,

but there ought also to be a real relation to external objects, however

this relation is to be understood. Only in this manner would subjective

intentional acts have objective significance, i.e. be possible to evaluate

as having or lacking objects or as being true or false.

                                                  
36

 An externalist, in the now usual sense, would of course deny that the represen-
tational content of a mental state depends solely on the direct physical correlates of
the state in question and claim that, at least with regard to certain basic constituents
of that content, there is not any further question concerning how and whether it
corresponds to objects in the world, since the latter are somehow already included in
it. Unless one accepts some kind of “phenomenological externalism”, this seems to
imply that mental contents cannot be a matter solely of lived first person features of
experience. In that case it would be better not to use the term mental content at all.
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This presupposition seems to be in play also in many internalist in-

terpretations of Husserl’s phenomenological conception of intentional-

ity.
37

 Although it is granted that an intentional lived experience has the

feature of intentionality, i.e. of a more or less fully differentiated and

determinate intentional directedness to something, solely in virtue of its

intrinsic phenomenological character, one nevertheless conceives this

feature in terms of representation. That intentional lived experiences are

intrinsically intentional is taken to mean that they by their very nature

are “representational”. However, this should not be taken to imply that

intentional lived experiences has the subjective character of representa-

tion or that they are directed to some kind of subjective proxy objects

which objectively somehow stand for real objects. Rather, intentional

directedness is understood in terms of a kind of objective property of

representation, which is to explain how subjective experiences may

“reach out to” and “pick out” real objects. The lived subjective charac-

ter of intentionality would thus be nothing but the realisation of inten-

tionality as an objective property. Intentionality is thus still understood

in such a manner that the relation between an intentional lived experi-

ence and “its” real object, if there is one, is a matter of an objectively

conceived external correspondence or fit, although the conditions of

satisfaction are determined purely by the intrinsic intentional content of

the lived experience.

I would like to suggest that this presupposition is so deeply rooted in

the common understanding of the issues at hand that it is often not even

noticed as a presupposition. I suspect that the standard approaches to

Husserl’s conception of intentionality are more or less tacitly guided by

the following picture: lived subjective experience gives rise to a

projection of intentional objects, “behind” which there may be real

objects that somehow correspond to the subjective projections. The

pressing question would then be what may warrant the objective

significance and validity of the subjective projections.

This kind of approach may also be given a “semantic” twist. Thus,

Smith and McIntyre ascribes what they call a mediator-theory of

intentionality to Husserl, according to which intentional directedness is

mediated by a peculiar abstract intentional content, namely the noema,
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which in itself, i.e. independently of any interpretation, has the power to

“prescribe” objects in the real world.
38

 However, this kind of “seman-

tic” theory of representation does not necessarily take the form of a

mediator-theory. Thus, in his “realistic” interpretation of the Logical

Investigations, Willard, while rejecting the idea of a mediating content

located between the subjective act and the object, claims that the

intentional content of an act, as a property of the act, is a “natural sign”,

which simply is the indefinable and unexplainable primitive intentional

“bearing of an act on an object or objects”, and that not merely as a

lived subjective phenomenological content, but precisely as an objective

feature.
39

What is peculiar about the two interpretations just mentioned is that

the notions of “prescribing” and “intentional bearing” boil down to the

relation between intensions and extensions. Smith and McIntyre

conceive the noema as an intensional entity
40

 and Willard conceives the

intentional content as a concept or proposition
41

. In other words, the

relevant contents are conceived as objective meanings. The bridge

between subjective lived experience and the world is thus of a wholly

abstract, logical kind.

Apart from the circumstance that conceptions of this kind, which

explain intentionality in concreto in terms of abstract entities and

relations, seem to put the order of explanation on its head, there are

other reasons for being sceptical with regard to their explanatory

potential. On closer scrutiny, the notions of prescribing and intentional

bearing seem to be rather idle when it comes to giving an account of

intentionality in concreto. What may they amount to? To nothing more

than, for example, that the intension the founder of the phenomenologi-

cal tradition corresponds to the set of objects that are identical to the

founder of the phenomenological tradition or that the intension Edmund

Husserl corresponds to the set of objects that are identical to Edmund

Husserl. The intension “prescribes” an object precisely in the sense that
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 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 141 ff.
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 Dallas Willard, “The world well won: Husserl’s epistemic realism one hundred
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 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 175 ff.
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it states certain conditions for being an element of the extension. In any

case, an intension does certainly not by itself “pick out” an object in any

concrete sense, as if by magic. Rather, by prescribing necessary and

sufficient conditions for belonging to a set, i.e. by prescribing a way of

sorting objects, it allows us to pick out the elements of the extension, if

there are any, among the objects that we encounter. There is of course

nothing wrong with these notions per se. The point is merely that they

cannot do the work assigned to them, i.e. to explain how intentional

lived experiences hook on to the world.

The underlying presupposition is that intentional directedness in

concreto cannot consist merely in the subjective character of directed-

ness. It is assumed that intentional directedness must be specified by

means of an objective “interpretation” relating acts to an independently

conceived domain of evaluation. For example, it is not enough that I

undergo a lived experience intrinsically characterised as envisaging-the-

current-prime-minister-of-Sweden. In addition, this event must have a

genuine relational property, in virtue of which the act somehow really

picks out Fredrik Reinfeldt as the intentional object, quite independently

of every interpretation or evaluation.

One thus introduces the idea of an objective intentional content,

conceived as an intensional entity with intrinsic “representational”

properties. As seen, this does not really work. Somebody or something

has so to speak to effect the actual enumeration of the extension.

In the interpretations under consideration, this “something” is taken

for granted. One does not find anything more than one has already put

into the analysis by applying the objective semantic perspective. The

implicit reliance on a naively accepted objective framework seems to be

a mark of representational theories of intentionality.

I would like to insist on the genuinely non-representational and non-

relational character of Husserl’s conception of intentionality. There is

no further step to be taken from the intrinsic phenomenological content

of intentional lived experiences in order to reach fully determinate

intentional directedness. Contrary to Smith and McIntyre, I think that

Husserl never abandoned the purely “adverbial” conception of inten-

tionality introduced in the Logical Investigations. Moreover, the key to

understanding the significance of this purely phenomenological con-
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ception of intentionality is the recognition of its non-representational

character.

In discussing the alternatives, Smith and McIntyre make clear that

they are guided by a representational paradigm:

At first he [Husserl] adopted what would today be called an “adverbial”

theory, to the effect that the intentionality of an experience, such as

seeing a dog or imagining a unicorn, is a non-relational state of being

conscious in a certain way. But later he offered a more weighty theory

of the “content” of an intentional state, a theory whose goal was to ex-

plain how the content of an experience can succeed in relating it to an

entity of some ordinary sort, such as a physical object.
42

On such a theory [i.e. an adverbial theory], intentionality is a non-

relational property of an act, a complex quality or type that receives no

further ontological analysis. If you will, to say that an act is directed by

virtue of its content is to say no more than that it is directed in a certain

way by virtue of its having the property, or essence, of being directed in

a certain way. However, if in the Investigations Husserl holds that in-

tentionality is in some sense relational insofar as consciousness is “of”

or “about” something, then the analysis he has offered is simply incom-

plete.
43

A genuinely adverbial theory does not merely amount to the idea that

intentionality is an intrinsic aspect of lived experience as events of

subjective life. The important point is that the intentional “of-ness” or

“aboutness” itself is merely an intrinsic descriptive feature of these

events, which does not involve any further relational property.

I take Husserl’s conception to be purely descriptive, in the sense that

it is not concerned with some mechanism that would explain intentional

directedness. On this conception, this is not a deficiency, since there is

simply not anything to be explained. What we are dealing with are

simply subjective lived experiences and their descriptive phenomenol-

ogical content.

That the conception of the Logical Investigations indeed amounts to

such a purely “immanent” adverbial conception of intentionality has

been argued earlier in this study. As seen, this is at least partly granted

also by Smith and McIntyre. The question is whether Husserl later

changed his mind. I will return to this question in the next section.
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Let me finish this section with a brief discussion of the significance

of Husserl’s non-representational conception of intentionality. The

exclusion of the questions of representation or correspondence may

seem to have the consequence that a purely phenomenological concep-

tion of intentionality cannot be concerned with intentional directedness

to real objects in the “external” world, that it cannot have anything to

say about how we successfully relate to a reality existing independently

of our actual subjective lived experience. This is a misunderstanding.

From the first person perspective, the idea of a further representa-

tional relation between subjective contents and the world is empty,

perhaps even nonsensical. In order to ask the question of how my

subjective lived experience may “reach out” to real objects in the real

world, I must already be able to intend such real objects, be it in an

indefinite manner. The attempt to give a concrete content to the idea of

a world of objects “beyond” the reach of reflectively available inten-

tional directedness will inevitably revoke itself, precisely insofar as we

after all succeed in being directed to the allegedly super-transcendent

world in question.

The purely phenomenological first person account of intentionality

may seem to leave us with a mere subjective world-view, without

anything that warrants the objective significance and validity of the

subjective phenomena of intentionality. However, why should this be

regarded as a deficiency? This is simply how things are. There is no

warrant apart from what is provided by our own experience. In effect,

the availability of a further warrant would already presuppose the

objective significance and validity of our world-directed lived experi-

ences.

Finally, given that the world exists, which in fact is non-absolutely

warranted by the phenomenon of the world as an enduring “phenome-

non of validity”, the real objects corresponding to our intentional lived

experiences are the objects intended by us. The only reality that may be

for us is of course the reality that may be envisaged and given in our

own experience.

To conclude, one may certainly say that the purely phenomenological

conception of intentionality amounts to the exclusion of a certain kind

of questions concerning the correspondence between subjective lived
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experience and the world. However, this does not necessarily imply that

something really is lost.

3. On the notions of noema and noematic sense

Some interpreters hold that the introduction of the noetico-noematic

analysis of intentionality amounts to a radically new conception of

intentionality, according to which intentional directedness is mediated

by peculiar abstract contents, noemata, which are distinct from both the

subjective acts and the objects to which they are directed. Others claim

that the introduction of the notion of noema amounts to the inclusion of

the objects of intentional lived experiences in the phenomenological

content of these experiences, which seems to imply that intentional

directedness consists in a real relation between subjective lived experi-

ence and transcendent objects.

It is also often assumed that the introduction of the notion of the

noematic sense of an intentional lived experience amounts to a new

conception of the ideal objectivity of meaning. According to the

Fregean interpretation, noemata are not only that by virtue of which

intentional lived experiences have the character of intentional directed-

ness, but also entities of the very same kind as objective linguistic

meanings, similar to Fregean senses [Sinne]. This implies that objective

meanings belong to the phenomenological content of lived experiences

and that intentionality is not a purely subjective phenomenon after all. It

amounts to a kind of generalised semantic Platonism, according to

which intentionality in concreto depends upon a more fundamental

relation between subjective lived experiences and transcendent entities

in a third realm.

I think that all these ideas are misguided as interpretations of

Husserl’s mature conception of intentionality. Here I will focus on three

sets of issues. First, I will question the reification of the noema as an

efficient vehicle of representation, as a mediator making intentionality

in concreto possible. Second, I will argue against the idea that the

irreality of the noematic content of an intentional lived experience is

identical to the ideality that constitutes the objectivity of meaning.

Third, I will critically examine the idea that noematic sense may always
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be analysed as a conceptual content of the same kind as one finds in

linguistic representation.

3.1. Noematic content and intentionality in concreto

As pointed out by Bernet, the controversy concerning the interpretation

of the notion of noema may be partly due to the fact that it is something

of a hybrid notion, developed in at least two different contexts. Bernet

thus distinguishes between (1) a conception of the noema motivated by

the fundamental questions of the phenomenological theory of knowl-

edge, according to which the noema is a phenomenologically reduced

object, a momentary “ontic phenomenon”, inseparable from and

individuated together with the real, noetic constituents of consciousness,

and (2) a conception motivated by questions belonging to the purely

logical theory of meaning, according to which the noema, or rather the

noematic sense, is an ideal meaning, independent in relation to the

particular momentary real constituents of the intentional lived experi-

ence through which it occurs. In Ideas, the different senses in which one

may speak about noematic correlates are not clearly kept apart.
44

I think that this is basically right. However, with regard to the first

notion I would prefer to speak of a conception motivated by the purely

phenomenological investigation of intentionality in concreto, rather

than of an epistemological notion. I would formulate the distinction as

follows:

On the one hand, the notion of noema is introduced within the con-

fines of the analysis of intentional directedness as an intrinsic feature of

concrete lived experiences, with special regard to the circumstance that

intentional directedness has the descriptive phenomenological character

of a complex functional whole, a manifold of events functionally related

to constituted units of intentional directedness. This is how the notion of

noema is introduced in Ideas (cf. III/1, 229 ff). On the other hand, the

noematic notion of meaning belongs to the context of logico-semantic

investigations, relating to how meanings may be given as objects of

reflection. The origin of the latter conception is to be found in the

lectures on theory of meaning from 1908 (XXVI).
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It is by no means obvious that ideal meaning-correlates, given

through “objective” noematic reflection upon the enactment of signify-

ing, may be identified with concrete noematic senses, given through a

pure reflection upon the intrinsic phenomenological content of lived

experience. An ideal meaning is not only transcendent in relation to

particular occurrences. It is also characterised by a form of “sameness in

difference” that is too abstract to incorporate the concrete lived inten-

tional individuation of objectual correlates. At least in the case of

empirical thinking and cognition, co-directedness and identity of

meaning cannot be a matter simply of the recurrence of an identical

mode of individuation.

It ought to be recognised that the notion of noema has its place in the

description and analysis of intentional lived experiences quite inde-

pendently of the philosophical framework established through the

transcendental-phenomenological epoché and reduction. Noematic

reflection does not presuppose “the cumbersome apparatus of phe-

nomenological reductions”
45

 or a specific “philosophical stance”
46

, but

merely a first person reflection upon the phenomenological content of

intentional lived experience. At most, the explicit enactment of the

phenomenological reduction may serve to remove misinterpretations of

the intrinsic essence of lived experience. Husserl is rather clear on this

point:

The perceptual sense belongs of course also to the phenomenologically

unreduced perception (to the perception in the psychological sense).

Thus here one may come to understand how the phenomenological re-

duction may have a useful methodical function for the psychologist by

making the noematic sense stand out in sharp contrast to the object sim-

pliciter and letting it be recognised as something that inseparably be-

longs to the psychological essence of the intentional lived experience –

conceived as a real [real] occurrence. (III/1, 205 f)

If this is the case, the notion of noema may be related to considerations

concerning the intentional content of lived experiences within the

earlier descriptive-psychological framework. Already in the first edition

of the Logical Investigations one finds the declaration that “[i]t is
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simply not possible to describe the acts of intending without taking

recourse to expressions referring to the intended matters” (XIX/1, 16).

Husserl even speaks of the intentional object as an intentional content of

an intentional lived experience, although not in the sense of something

really contained in the lived experience. Further, he makes a distinction

between two ways of specifying the intentional object. One may

distinguish between “the object, such as it is intended, and the object

simpliciter, which is intended” (XIX/1, 414). On closer scrutiny, this

distinction does not imply any further ontological commitments, in

addition to the real constituents of the lived experience in question. As

Husserl stresses, there may be a fully determinate directedness to such

and such an object, although there is in fact no such object (XIX/1, 385

ff, 439 f). That the context of experience needed for unfolding the

identity of an intended object simpliciter vis-à-vis the different manners

of intention (XIX/1, 414) may involve some form of existential com-

mitment does not imply that the reflective analysis uses this commit-

ment as a premise.

The reference to and description of intentional objects are thus re-

garded as indirect means of describing the real content of intentional

lived experiences. In the first edition Husserl expands on the necessity

of using expressions relating to the intended matters in the description

of the intentional content in the following manner:

We need the common expressions for the objectual correlates in order to

form circumscribing expressions, through which we in a very indirect

manner indicate the corresponding acts and their descriptive differences.

(XIX/1, 16)

In the second edition this is replaced by a passage that clearly refers to

the new conception of a noematic phenomenological content of lived

experience:

And how easy is it then not to overlook that this co-described “objectu-

ality”, which must be called upon in almost every phenomenological de-

scription, has undergone a modification of sense, through which it itself

belongs precisely to the phenomenological sphere. (Ibid.)

In a footnote added in the second edition Husserl remarks that in the

first edition the terms phenomenological content and descriptive content
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are used exclusively for the real content of lived experience, and that

this is in line with the psychological perspective that is the natural point

of departure of phenomenological descriptions (XIX/1, 411; cf. also

III/1, 296). In other words, the focus is exclusively on what really

makes up or constitutes lived experiences as events of conscious life,

and in particular what really constitutes events of intentional directed-

ness in concreto.

Husserl goes on to claim that there is yet another kind of descriptive

phenomenological content, which is obtained by “a description of the

intentional objectuality as such (such as it is present to consciousness in

the concrete act-experience itself)”. The footnote ends with a reference

to the passages on noesis and noema in Ideas (XIX/1, 411).

There is no reason for holding that this new notion of phenomenol-

ogical content amounts to a revision of the earlier conception of what

constitutes intentionality in concreto. To begin with, it does not imply

that intentionality consists in a real relation between an intentional lived

experience and an object. That there is directedness to an object does

not imply that the intended object exists. That this is Husserl’s view is

made clear by the passages introducing the notion of noema in Ideas,

where it is also clearly stated that the noema is not in any way an object

of the intentional lived experience to which it belongs (III/1, 202 ff).

Further, the introduction of the notion of noema does not imply that

the noematic content is something “by virtue of” which intentionality

takes place, as for example Smith and McIntyre would have it.
47

 On the

contrary, it is quite clear that Husserl still holds that the real intentional

content of a lived experience, i.e. the noesis, in and by itself has the

character of fully determinate intentional directedness (see for example

III/1, 74).

Still, one may ask, could not this intrinsic character of the sense-

giving noesis consist precisely in the relation to a determinate noema,

which in turn constitutes or determines the intentional relation to an

object? Is this not what is suggested by Husserl’s statement that an

intentional lived experience relates itself to the object “in” or “through”

the noematic sense (III/1, 297, 310)? Unfortunately – for the proponents

of this interpretation – Husserl also claims that the object to which the
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noema relates through its sense or content is the same as the object of

the noesis. More precisely, it is claimed that the noema, as well as the

noesis, relates to an object and that this amounts to a certain “parallel-

ism” of noesis and noema (III/1, 299).

Rather than as a further vehicle of intentionality, Husserl conceives

the noema as a descriptive phenomenological correlate of the real

phenomenological constituents of intentional lived experiences. The

noematic content has no separate or independent being apart from what

it is phenomenologically like to live in the lived experience in question.

As Husserl remarks, “its esse consists exclusively in its ‘percipi’” (III/1,

229 f). Hence, there is no external ontological relation between noesis

and noema as two distinct entities.
48

 In the light of this it does not make

sense to ascribe an independent efficient intentional power, for example

an interpretation-independent representational nature, to the noema,

being a mere supervenient correlate.

I suggest that the introduction of the notion of noema does not

amount to a rejection of the purely adverbial conception of intentional-

ity, but merely to a new understanding of what is included in the

descriptive phenomenological content of an intentional lived experi-

ence. The existence-neutral description of what is intended precisely

such as it is intended is thus not conceived merely as an indirect means

of describing the real intentional content, but also as a direct characteri-

sation of the phenomenological content of a an intentional lived

experience. This phenomenological content may be described in both a

self-orientated and an object-orientated manner, both in terms of noetic

and hyletic phases and in terms of noematic phases (cf. III/1, 180).

At the centre of this noematic content one finds the noematic sense of

an intentional lived experience. The notion of noematic sense corre-

sponds to the earlier notion of intentional matter (III/1, 297 f). The

noematic sense is also referred to as:

“the object in the manner of its determinations” (III/1, 303).
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Here, the quotation marks serve to indicate the “modified” sense of the

reference to an intentional object (cf. III/1, 205). It corresponds thus

also to the earlier notion of the object such as it is intended. The

specification of the noematic sense amounts to a description of what is

intended, with regard purely to as what it is intended, including the

individualising determinations in such a manner that the description

also captures which object, if any, is intended (cf. III/1, 298 ff, 303 f).

As an abstract central point of the noematic sense one finds the “de-

terminable X”, the formally conceived “bearer” of determining “predi-

cates”, which is also referred to as the “object simpliciter”. This notion

is a noematic counterpart to the earlier notion of the object simpliciter.

However, it is of course not equivalent to the unmodified notion of the

object such as it is in reality. The full noematic counterpart to the latter

is to be found in the idea of an originary and adequate givenness of the

object, which amounts to the true presence of the object itself, to the

true being of the intentional object in the ordinary unmodified sense. In

the case of natural and worldly objects this is a “Kantian idea” of an

infinite continuum of noematic “appearences”, correlated to the syn-

thetic unity of a harmonious context of mutually corroborating presen-

tations (III/1, 329 ff).

The full and concrete core of the noema, which is presupposed by the

(in a very wide sense) modal noematic characters correlated to noetic

characters (different attitudinal stances and forms of objectivation), is

the “sense in its mode of fullness”, which also incorporates the mode of

presentational clarity characterising the intended as such (III/1, 304 f).

It is quite clear that the “intentional relation to the object” investi-

gated by Husserl in Ideas is something that itself belongs within the

phenomenological sphere and that it is not a matter of a further repre-

sentational function of the intentional content (III/1, 84 f, 204, 228 f,

296 f, 299 ff). That an intentional lived experience relates to an object

“through” the noematic sense means neither that the latter constitutes

some kind of window through which intentional rays reach out into the

world, nor that it somehow objectively and by itself represents or

prescribes an object, which would presuppose a notion of correspon-

dence that transcends what may be captured by a purely phenomenol-
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ogical description.
49

 Rather, the relevant relation between objects and

the particular modes of presentation “through” which they are consti-

tuted as intentional objects is itself something which lends itself to a

purely phenomenological investigation, and in particular in noematic

terms.
50

The distinction between the different modes of presentation and the

object itself is a descriptive phenomenological distinction. The relation

between them is accessible to phenomenological description as well. On

the one hand, there is the relation between noetico-hyletic manifolds

(for example the functional unity of sensation and sense-giving that

constitutes a particular perceptual display of an object) and noematic

units (the “object” and its “determinations”, in their modes of givenness

and fullness) (III/1, 231 f). On the other hand, one finds the purely

noematic differences and relations mentioned above: between the

concrete sense, “the object in the manner of its determinations”, and its

abstract central point, the “determinable X”, between the “object

simpliciter” and “the object in the manner of its mode of givenness”,

etc. Here, the dynamic point of view has a crucial importance. The

differences and functional relations between the “object” in the sense of

a noematic pole and the modes of presentation and givenness are

grasped on the basis of a reflection upon continuous or discrete mani-

folds of intentional lived experiences, correlated to what must be

noematically described as “the same” object (III/1, 84 f, 231 f, 301 ff).

This provides the phenomenological basis for the clarification of the

questions concerning co-directedness and “identity of intentional
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objects”, and hence also concerning identity of meaning. However, here

one must of course take into consideration the difference between

merely intended and real identity (III/1, 312 f). Although the question of

the “real identity of intentional objects” is not identical to the question

of the constitution of reality and true being, it is closely related to it. I

will return to this question in the final chapter.

3.2. Noematic contents as irreal contents

According to Smith and McIntyre, among others, Husserl identifies

noematic sense and linguistic meaning. They argue that Husserl

maintains that every linguistic meaning is a noematic sense and that

every noematic sense is expressible as a linguistic meaning. That

noemata are not real constituents of intentional lived experiences, but

rather irreally or ideally [ideell] contained correlates, should thus be

taken to imply that they are ideal in the same sense as the linguistic

meanings that are the objective contents of signifying. On this view, the

earlier notion of meanings as species of particular real contents is

replaced by a new “Fregean-like” notion of meanings as abstract

particulars
51

:

By the time of Ideas (1913), when Husserl had formulated his notion of

noema and thus refined the general notion of act-meaning (Sinn), he

abandoned the view that meanings are act-essences, properties literally

instantiated by acts. There he adopted instead the view that meanings

are abstract entities correlated with acts and expressible by words but in

no sense properties or parts of acts. Apparently he came to think of them

as sui generis, perhaps as a special sort of abstract particulars.
52

However the irreality of noematic contents is to be construed, this

interpretation seems to be at odds with the textual evidence. In Ideas

Husserl still holds on to the earlier, noetic conception of meaning, along

with the new noematic conception. Moreover, with regard to both

conceptions he still distinguishes between the particular intentional

content and the realised eidos or idea. He makes clear that the notions of

“judgement in itself” and “proposition in itself” relate primarily to the

“noematic idea”, for example to the “the ‘made judgement’ as eidos”,
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which is correlated to the noetic idea of the lived experience of judging

in specie (III/1, 217, 218 n).
53

 One looks in vain for an explicit state-

ment to the effect that particular noematic senses are the same kind of

entities as ideal linguistic meanings.

In support of the thesis that Husserl conceives noemata as abstract or

ideal entities one often refers to the following passage from Ideas
54

:

The tree simpliciter, the thing in nature, is by no means this perceived

tree as such, which as perceptual sense belongs inseparably to the per-

ception. The tree simpliciter can burn, can be dissolved into its chemical

elements etc. But the sense – as sense of this perception, belonging by

necessity to its essence – cannot burn; it has no chemical elements, no

forces, no real [realen] properties. (III/1, 205)

However, what is said here is only that noemata and intentional objects

in the unmodified sense are distinct entities and that noemata are not

real, natural objects. That noemata are not physical things does not

imply that they are abstract or ideal entities. In effect, it is also said that

a particular noema belongs inseparably to the individual act, which

seems to point in the direction of a conception of noemata as never-to-

be-repeated phenomenological contents. Moreover, even the real

[reellen] constituents of intentional lived experiences are characterised

by the same kind of non-reality, as is made clear by Husserl in the

passage that immediately follows the one quoted above:

Everything that is peculiar to the immanent and reduced content of the

lived experience, everything that cannot be thought away from it, such

as it is in itself, and that in the eidetic attitude eo ipso is transferred into

the eidos, is separated from everything that has to do with nature and

physics, and no less from everything that has to do with psychology, by

an abyss – and even this image, itself naturalistic, does not indicate the

difference with enough strength. (Ibid; cf. also VI, 245)

Phenomenological contents in general, regarded purely as intrinsic

features of subjective lived experience, are not things or substances in

the natural world. They belong to a wholly different dimension than the

real constituents of natural bodies and events, namely to the reflectively

available subjective dimension of first person livedness. Whether the
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occurrence of irreally contained noematic correlates within this subjec-

tive sphere should also be characterised as the occurrence of ideal

entities, which are not bound to the individual temporal being of the real

constituents, is a wholly different question.

The question of the ideal objectivity of meaning is in fact not explic-

itly dealt with in Ideas. Therefore, one should not jump to any conclu-

sions. This holds also with regard to the circumstance that Husserl

apparently holds on to the general validity of the species conception, in

spite of the earlier considerations concerning the problem of empirical

meaning.

The distinction between particular intentional contents and ideal

meanings is present also in the manuscript “The problem of the ideality

of meaning”. Here the critical discussion of the problem focuses on the

species conception of meaning as formulated in the noematic terms of

intentional correlates [Vermeintheiten]. Husserl thus sharply distin-

guishes between, on the one hand, “actual” correlates and senses and,

on the other hand, ideal meanings as “ideas” realised through the former

(XXVI, 212 n, 215 ff). Whereas actual senses are “inseparable from real

acts” (XXVI, 216), ideal meanings are independent in relation to

particular occurrences (XXVI, 215). This indicates both that concretely

determined noematic senses should not be conceived as ideal particulars

and that not all noematic senses are of the same kind as the intentional

contents of signifying.

However, it should also be noted that Husserl, after rejecting the

species conception, struggles to find a way to accommodate ideal

meanings, as ideal correlates of logical reflection, within the phenome-

nological content of fully specified actual noemata:

A meaning as such may be something identical belonging to several

positing acts, it is something ideal, insofar as it is not a real constituent

of such acts, i.e. insofar as it does not come and go with them, as ever

new acts plainly may contain identically the same meaning. This is a

kind of ideality that arguably does not belong to the noemata, but rather

precisely to the meanings “in” the noemata. That is, noemata have such

“ideal” holdings [Bestände]. (XXVI, 217 n)

Husserl wavers on the question of whether ideal meanings belong to

acts only as instantiated through individual noematic correlates or are

contained so to speak instantly in the correlates. Ultimately he seems to
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opt for keeping the distinction between the concrete noematic correlate,

which makes up the mode of actual givenness of meaning, and the

meaning itself, as an ideal correlate, although the relation between them

cannot be the instantiation of an eidos (i.e. a species) (ibid).

Given the dependent existence of noematic contents as correlates of a

purely phenomenological kind, the identification of immanent noematic

senses and transcendent linguistic meanings may even be regarded as

absurd. On the other hand, insofar as noematic correlates are not really

contained in the lived experiences through which they occur, it is

perhaps not necessary to conceive them as concrete in the sense of

having “individualising” determinations of their own. Could one not

instead say that it is the noesis that constitutes the occurrence of

noematic contents, and that the latter have individual existence only in a

secondary sense, namely as thus occurring? Thus, regarded in abstrac-

tion from the concrete lived experience, to which it belongs neither as a

real constituent nor as an instantiated species, the noematic sense could

very well be an “abstract particular”, an ideal-identical meaning, which

may occur through different acts.

It seems to be something like this that Smith and McIntyre have in

mind, although they combine it with a kind of reification of the noe-

matic sense as an efficient vehicle of intentionality in concreto.

Whereas the latter idea is foreign to Husserl’s purely phenomenological

conception of intentionality, the conception of noematic senses as ideal

entities does at least seem to be regarded as an option.

Here one must be very careful. Husserl uses the term sense in a num-

ber of different ways. From Ideas and onwards it is certainly used

primarily to refer to intentional correlates in the modified sense, to what

is had in mind “as such”, rather than to the real constituents of the

noetic sense-bestowal that constitutes the having-something-in-mind, or

to species of such constituents. There are however many different kinds

of intentional correlates, not all of which may be conceived as exhaus-

tively given in the actual phenomenological content of the particular

lived experience to which they belong.

After the rejection of the species conception, the logical notion of

sense or meaning clearly relates to correlates in the modified sense,

which moreover are given through a kind of objective logical reflection

that does not rely on abstraction from individual instances. This is for
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example how the term sense is used in Formal and Transcendental

Logic. It is however not clear whether this logical notion of sense,

relating to transcendent units, is identical to the notion of noematic

sense as a phenomenologically immanent content of the concretely

determined momentary noema of a particular lived experience.

Sometimes the term sense is used “in a very extended sense”, ac-

cording to which the whole momentary noema, for example the com-

plete noematic correlate of a perceptual experience, the modally

characterised noematic “appearance” with its perceptual fullness (cf.

III/1, 306), may be called a sense (III/1, 203). Thus, even the specifi-

cally perceptual features of perceptual correlates may be conceived as

sense-constituents, despite the prima facie differences between “per-

cepts” and “concepts”.

Bernet has suggested that the characterisation of the perceptual

noema as a “perceptual sense” is a terminological blunder that covers

up essential differences between essentially different kinds of noematic

correlates, between the nomeatic thing-appearance and the noematic,

ideal-identical meaning of an expression.
55

 However, insofar as a

perception amounts to the appearance of something as something, in a

particular mode of givenness and with a specific modal character, and

not merely to lived hyletic data, the term sense seems to be as adequate

here as in the case of conceptually articulated linguistic representation.

On the other hand, within the general sphere of sense one must certainly

distinguish between unarticulated “pre-logical” sense and conceptual

“logical meaning”. Further, in both cases the pressing question concerns

the immanence of the sense in the purely phenomenological content of

particular lived experiences. In effect, insofar as the whole noematic

content is a sense, or at least consists of noematic characters that are

essentially related to a sense, the pressing question concerns the

immanence of noematic contents in general.

 Following Husserl’s initial characterisation of the noema of an in-

tentional lived experience, one may distinguish between the momentary

actual noematic correlate, which is exhaustively given in the intrinsic

phenomenological content of a particular phase of lived experience, and

different kinds of transcendent noematic units, as correlates of pre-
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delineated noetico-noematic manifolds. The main example of the latter

is “the unity of the thus and thus ‘intended’ object, of the object had in

‘mind’ [des Gegenstandes im ‘Sinne’]” (III/1, 232). Although the

“identity” of the “object simpliciter” is fixed and pre-delineated in the

momentary noematic content, it is not contained in it as a specific

immanent phenomenological feature. The “intended object simpliciter”

is contained only as “an empty X” of determinability and identifiability

(cf. III/1, 301 ff). The “same” object may be intended in different

manners of determination and modes of givenness. Noematically, the

“object simpliciter” has the character of an objectual sense that tran-

scends the particular manner of determination and mode of givenness.

Nevertheless, the having of this sense is an immanent phenomenologi-

cal content of the lived object-directedness as directedness to something

transcendent, as being “of something”.

In this sense, the unity of the “object simpliciter” is transcendent not

only in relation to noematic characters constituting “the object in its

mode of givenness”, which among other things include the particular

mode of fullness or clarity, but also in relation to the “the object in the

manner of its determinations”, i.e. to the noematic sense in the narrow

technical sense. However, Husserl seems to have entertained the idea

that the whole noematic sense itself is transcendent in relation to

momentary immanent noematic phase in a manner similar to how the

unity of “object simpliciter” is transcendent, at least insofar as the

noematic sense is taken to embrace only “objective” determinations of

“the object in the manner of its determinations” and exclude subjective-

relative noematic characters such as the (spatio-temporal) “orientation

in relation to me”, which in Ideas in effect seem to be counted to “the

object in its mode of givenness” (cf. III/1, 232). Accordingly, both the

whole sense and the “determinations” or “predicates” into which it may

be analysed would be characterised by a transcendent unity similar to

the unity of the “object simpliciter”.

In Ideas this notion of the noematic sense as the identical core of

repeated noematic occurrence is merely indicated in a rather unclear

manner:

It [the sense] is in general different from noema to noema, but under

certain cirumstances there is absolute likeness and it is even character-
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ised as “identical”; namely insofar as the “object in the manner of its

determinations” on both sides stands there as the same and as fitting ab-

solutely like descriptions. (III/1, 303)

What may be confusing here are the quotation marks enclosing ‘identi-

cal’. This seems to indicate that the identity, which is to be distin-

guished from absolute likeness, is not a matter of a simple repetition of

the same as a common descriptive immanent content of the momentary

noematic occurrences, but rather of a transcendent noematic unity,

which, like the transcendent noematic unity of the “object simpliciter”,

is a unity correlated to pre-delineated noetico-noematic formations

through which it is constituted as an actual correlate.

 In later texts, for example in the lectures on phenomenological psy-

chology from 1925, Husserl explicitly conceives the objectual sense (of

a “simple” objectivation) as a functional unity of a dependent (or

unsaturated) “substrate-pole” (the determinable X or “the object

simpliciter”) and dependent “property-poles”. These “poles” are

transcendent ideal-identical correlates of the particular acts to which

they belong (IX, 180 ff). With regard to the manner in which the object-

pole is “ideally” [ideell] contained in the real [reell] content of the lived

experience, Husserl declares:

The case is by no means such that this ideal correlate runs through all

the intentional lived experiences in which it is ideally contained, and

that already in every phase of them, as a common fixed piece, but just

not as a piece that is common to them in the manner of a really con-

tained piece. (IX, 179)

In a manuscript probably written in the early twenties, published as

“Consciousness and sense – sense and noema” in the Husserliana

volume on passive synthesis, Husserl ascribes to Ideas the view “that

noematic units, objectual senses are transcendent in relation to the lived

experience” (XI, 334). The manuscript is famous for the rejection of

this view and the conclusion that “that there are no grounds for remov-

ing the ‘noema’ from the lived experience and denying that it has the

character of a real moment [eines reellen Moments]” (XI, 335). By a

real moment Husserl obviously means something that comes and goes

with the individual lived experience and has a temporal individualisa-

tion of its own. The earlier view would then be that even the momentary
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noema of a particular experience has an ideal-identical objectual sense

at its core. This seems to speak in favour of the interpretation of

Føllesdal, Smith and McIntyre. On closer scrutiny, the matter is

however a bit more complicated.

To begin with, the circumstance that Husserl even entertains the idea

that noemata are not ideal correlates is a further indication of the fact

that the notion of ideal or abstract intentional contents does not belong

to the basic ingredients of his conception of intentionality in concreto.

Otherwise, this suggestion would amount to an incomprehensible

deviation from the basic doctrine. This does not exclude that ideal-

identical correlates belong to what is constituted in virtue of the

intrinsic make-up of intentional lived experiences. The question is

rather to which extent such correlates are contained in and exhausted by

the momentary phenomenological content of lived conscious experi-

ence.

As argued earlier, the conception of noemata as purely phenome-

nologically accessible correlates, which are inseparable from the

particular lived experiences to which they belong, cannot easily be

squared with the conception of noemata as ideal or abstract senses,

which enjoy a certain kind of independence in relation to the particular

lived experience through which they occur. If both conceptions are

indeed present in Ideas and later, then there is a serious tension within

the notion of noema, or at least a lack of clarity with regard to different

senses of the terms noema and sense. I think that it has to be admitted

that there is some confusion on this matter in Husserl’s texts. This is

partly due to the double origin of the notion of noematic correlates

discussed in the previous section. This tension between the notion of

noemata as intrinsic phenomenological contents of intentionality in

concreto and the notion of noematic meanings as objects of objective

logical reflection is in turn related to a fluctuation between two funda-

mentally different ways of conceiving noematic correlates. Briefly, the

term noematic is used both for noematic characters immanent to the

constituting formations of consciousness and for transcendent noematic

units that belong to what is constituted. In Ideas, Husserl himself warns

against confusing these different notions of noematic correlates, at least

with regard to the “object simpliciter”:
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From the beginning we must however keep in mind that the parallelism

between the unity of the thus and thus “intended” object, the object had

in “mind”, and the constituting formations of consciousness (“ordo et

connexio rerum – ordo et connexio idearum”) should not be confused

with the parallelism between noesis and noema, in particular when un-

derstood as a parallelism between noetic and corresponding noematic

characters. (III/1, 232)

In “Consciousness and sense – sense and noema” – which deals

exclusively with the sphere of simple acts of envisaging – Husserl

begins with a conception of the noema as centred around an “objective

sense” as an ideal-identical pole that may be rendered in different

noematic “modes” or “characters”. The underlying idea is that recog-

nisably the same object may be intended as objectively the same in

different acts, for example in a perception and in a series of distinct

recollections. Despite differences in the noematic rendering, for

example with regard to the mode of temporal orientation, different acts

may thus be correlated to an identical transcendent objective sense (XI,

320 ff).

However, it is also clear that Husserl counts the unity of the objectual

sense to the realm of what is constituted rather than to the realm of the

constituting formations of consciousness. The “coincidence of sense”

[Sinnesdeckung] through which “the unity of the objectual sense is

developed and maintained” is a coincidence constituted through the

immanent contents of the lived experiences in question (XI, 319). The

unity of the objectual sense neither comes to consciousness from the

outside, nor amounts to the mere presence of a common fixed piece, be

it an ideal-identical one – whatever that could mean.

On the other hand, the noematic modes or characters in which this

sense is rendered belong to the side of the constituting formations of

consciousness, as noematic parallels to immanent noetic characters of

lived experience. In the manuscript Husserl focuses above all on the

temporal mode of orientation, which necessarily characterises the

objectual sense of individual objects (XI, 321 f, 330 ff). This is also of

particular interest in the context of the present study, since the mode of

temporal orientation is essential to the intentional individuation of

individual objects:
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The concrete object with its determinate content can essentially not be

given in any other manner than in changing temporal perspectives and

orientation. The alteration of the mode of appearance, which the object

necessarily undergoes as a temporally constituted object, does not

amount to an alteration of the appearing object itself. In the normal at-

titude of perception and recollection it is the object that is persistently

had in mind as the same. Phenomenologically speaking: The identical

objectual sense, with its temporal determinations and qualities, is just

given in ever changing orientations and temporal perspectives, in a

changing noematic how. (XI, 332)

The distinction between noematic modes or characters, as contents

within the subjective structure of appearance, and constituted objectual

“determinations”, as ideal poles of identity, does not hold only with

regard to temporal determinations, but to the objectual determinations in

general, i.e. with regard to the whole objectual sense: “/…/ that which is

extended in the temporal form and fills it in the manner of some

temporal Gestalt or other, the content of this form has its modes of

appearing as well” (XI, 333).

The conclusion that Husserl arrives at with regard to the temporal

determinations will thus have a general significance:

We must hence distinguish between the identical temporal point or the

duration, which belongs to the objective sense, and its mode of orienta-

tion, the incessantly changing mode of givenness of this duration. But

thus the objective sense is evidently divorced from the noema in gen-

eral. (XI, 331)

This points in the direction of a more subjective notion of noema,

according to which it does not comprise an ideal-identical objective

sense as its core. The objective sense does not itself fall within the

momentary noematic content of the particular intentional lived experi-

ence, but only the noematic modes and characters through which it is

fixed, but not necessarily exhaustively determined, as a pole of pre-

delineated noetico-noematic manifolds.

When Husserl in the last section of the manuscript, “Object-pole.

Whether objectual sense is ideal-identical”, finally goes as far as

suggesting that the noematic sense has the character of a real moment of

the intentional lived experience to which it belongs, the point seems not

to be that there are not any ideal-identical objective senses at all, but

rather that the momentary noematic content itself contains an immanent
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noematic sense as a core of noematic modes and characters, which is to

be distinguished from the transcendent unity of the objective sense (XI,

334 f).

Here, too, the considerations relate to the necessary presence of sub-

jective modes of temporal orientation in the constitution of objective

temporal determinations. The passage leading up to the conclusion is

not wholly clear, since Husserl seems to mix “unmodified” talk of

intended objects with “modified” talk about senses. Moreover, the line

of reasoning is rather elliptical. This is what I take Husserl to be after:

In recollection, the temporal determination of what is recollected is

obviously distinct from the temporal determination of the recollection

itself. In a series of recollections, the temporal order of what is recol-

lected is obviously a wholly different matter than the temporal order of

the recollections. The “temporal determinations” belonging to the

objective sense of the recollections, to “the intended object in the

manner of its objective determinations”, are ideal-identical unities in

relation to the individual acts with their individual temporal determina-

tions. But must the noematic sense be regarded as such a transcendent

unity? This is Husserl’s question:

But what if we take, on the one hand, the intended past, i.e. the intended

temporal object with its intended temporal position, and, on the other

hand, the true temporal positions of the recollections themselves? Can-

not the temporally distinct recollections have their intended as such

[Vermeintheiten] as real constituents? There is certainly no difficulty

here. Every recollection has its intended as such, and the intended as

such has the same temporal position as the recollection in the truly ex-

isting context of these recollections as lived experiences occurring in the

truly existing stream of lived experience. Thus, once again it is shown

that there are no grounds for removing the “noema” from the lived expe-

rience and denying that it has the character of a real moment. (XI, 334 f)

Husserl thus arrives at a notion of noema, according to which its core,

the noematic sense, is not a transcendent ideal-identical unity, but

comes and goes with the momentary lived experience.

This sense is not a constellation of transcendent “object-poles” and

“determination-poles”, but rather the intrinsically polarised noematic

rendering of “the object in the manner of its determinations”, belonging

to the immanent content of the momentary noema, i.e. of the “intended

as such” as described exclusively from the viewpoint of the momentary
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lived experience. Accordingly, the constitution of transcendent unities

through noetico-noematic manifolds cannot be a matter of numerical

identity of such immanent noematic senses. Rather, the immanent

senses are terms of the horizontally pre-delineated noematic rendering

of transcendent unities. There is not identity of momentary noematic

contents, but rather the pre-delineated synthetic noematic unity of

“identity” as the correlate of concurrent momentary objectual senses.

Although Husserl often does not clearly distinguish between the

different notions of noematic correlates, the important distinctions are in

fact found at the crucial places, namely in connection with the thematic

consideration of the problem of the ideal identity of meaning as an

object of logical reflection.

Here a short text belonging to the manuscript for the lectures on

“transcendental logic” in the winter term 1920/1921 is of particular

interest. This text, to which I have already referred above, deals with the

reasons for the general rejection of the species conception of meaning.

The main point is that an ideal meaning is not given as an instantiated

common specific character, obtained through an abstraction from the

immanent subjective contents of individual acts that exemplify a

common species. The objectifying grasp of meaning does simply not

presuppose that individual act-contents “stand out” within reflective

self-awareness and provide the basis of such an abstraction. The

meaning-correlate is rather from the beginning grasped as an ideal-

identical unit, without the mediation of particular instances. The

question is whether the ideal meaning-correlate nevertheless in some

sense has individual instances that come and go with the particular acts.

The question is left open, but in discussing it Husserl clearly conceives

the ideal meaning as a transcendent, constituted unit, which is distinct

from both the concrete noesis and the momentary noema of the par-

ticular acts:

If I judge “S is p”, then the judging does not stand out and likewise the

judged “what” in its theme and constitution does not stand out, in the

sense of something that affects a subject of cognition.

In the repetition, S is p and S is p come out as identical through coin-

cidence. Here the ideal-identical is the prius. But does that mean that the

ideal does not have individual instances [sich…vereinzelt]? It means

only that sense-objects are not constituted through “abstraction”, that the

ideation through which they are grasped precedes the individual intui-
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tion of the sense-giving consciousness and its noema, that these individ-

ual intuitions may be achieved only through reflection. (XXXI, 92; my

italics)

The grasp of meanings as ideal objects, which Husserl usually con-

ceives as a kind of objective reflection, is thus not subjective reflection

upon immanent phenomenological contents, although meanings are

realised only through them and do not occur as something that so to

speak comes to the acts from the outside.

In Formal and Transcendental Logic, the constitution of meanings as

ideal-identical objects of logic is a main theme. Here Husserl speaks of

the “noetico-noematic manifolds” through which we may come to

understand the “original coming-into-being-for-us” of the ideal-

identical meaning in its ideality (XVII, 269) and of the subjective

constitution of the ideal logical formations as transcendent objects

(XVII, 272 f).

The first of the constitutive problems presented in the chapter dealing

with the task of a constitutive critique of the idealising presuppositions

of logic is precisely the problem of the ideal identity of logical meaning

(XVII, 191 ff). The ideality of meaning is understood in terms of its

“irreal emergence” in acts of consciousness. Ideal meanings do not

emerge in consciousness as “external” objects (XVII, 163). However,

the ideal identity of these irreal correlates transcends the evidence

through which they come to actual self-givenness, and they are thus

transcendent in relation to the lived experiences through which they

occur (XVII, 191 ff). Here, the original evidence constituting the self-

givenness of meaning is to be identified with the original activity that

brings forward these logical formations (XVII, 175 ff), i.e. with the

lived enactment of signifying. This is a form of unthematic givenness,

providing the basis of a thematisation of meaning in logical reflection,

as a thematisation of correlates of signifying in the modified sense

(XVII, 116 ff, 125 ff). Thus, although ideal meanings may be charac-

terised as noematic contents of acts of judging (signifying) (cf. XVII,

131 n, 137 n), they are also conceived as transcendent in relation to the

intrinsic phenomenological content of these acts.

There is without doubt much to be clarified with regard to these

considerations. Nevertheless, they show that the identification of
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noematic sense and ideal-identical meaning is problematic, in particular

insofar as the introduction of the notion of noema is regarded as

Husserl’s new attempt at a solution to the enigma of objective contents

of thinking and cognition. Although it is certainly the case that Husserl

himself vacillates between at least two different conceptions of noe-

matic sense, the idea of an “instant ideality” of phenomenological

contents seems to be ruled out. Whether noematic sense is identified

with ideal meaning or not, one has to recognise the difference between

momentary phenomenological contents and transcendent ideal-identical

correlates.

Finally, it should be noted that the considerations relating to the

problem of empirical meaning affects the noematic conception of

meaning as well as the species conception of meaning, at least insofar

as the noematic sense is to comprise the fully determinate objectual

relation of the intentional lived experience in question, including the

manner in which the intentional correlate is individuated for the subject

of the experience. The idea that the objectual relation is constituted in or

through an ideal-identical noematic sense faces the same difficulties as

the species conception. An ideal-identical noematic sense, conceived in

abstraction from the facticity of its actual realisation, cannot comprise

the concrete essence of the intentional individuation of individual

existents and situation of affairs in a domain of individual being, insofar

as the latter essentially is bound to the facticity of lived experience.

3.3. Noematic sense and linguistic meaning

The interpretation according to which noematic senses and linguistic

meanings are entities of the same kind is problematic also for reasons

that are not directly related to the question of the ideal identity of

noematic senses. It implies that the noematic senses of all intentional

lived experiences, including for example mere sense perceptions, are

conceptual contents of the same kind as the noematic correlates of

linguistic representation. This amounts to a rather intellectualist notion

of intentionality, according to which it always takes place at the level of

thought. As a further step, one may claim that even the noematic sense

of a “simple” act of envisaging is a complex meaning-entity that hence
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already implies conceptual and predicative operations of the kind

involved in articulated, explicit thought.
56

In support of this interpretation one may refer to Husserl’s statement

according to which the introduction of the notions of noema and

noematic sense is a generalisation or extension of the notion of linguis-

tic meaning to all intentional experiences (III/1, 285). In Ideas one also

finds what has been called the expressibility thesis, according to which

every noematic sense is expressible through linguistic meanings (III/1,

286).

However, on closer scrutiny these passages do not really support the

identification of noematic sense and linguistic meaning. Husserl speaks

of an extension and modification of the meaning of the terms ‘to mean’

[Bedeuten] and ‘meaning’ [Bedeutung]. This seems to imply that there

also are important differences between the notion of linguistic meaning

and the wider notion of noematic sense. In fact, Husserl explicitly

stresses the need for a clear terminological distinction between the

notions, between “logical” or “expressive” meaning and sense in

general (III/1, 285) and clearly distinguishes the meaning belonging to

the phenomenon of expression from the noematic sense belonging to the

“pre-expressive” layer (III/1, 287).

Further, the expressibility thesis does not presuppose that linguistic

meanings simply are linguistically expressed noematic senses. That all

noematic senses are expressible does hence not imply that noematic

senses and linguistic meanings are the very same entities. On the

contrary, it is clear that, according to Husserl, linguistic meanings are

not at all expressed in the relevant sense, but rather belong to the

meaningful expression:

Every “intended correlate as such”, every intended correlate in the noe-

matic sense (and more specifically as a noematic core) of any act what-

soever is expressible through “meanings”. Hence we state generally:

Logical meaning is an expression.

The word-sound may be called an expression only because the

meaning belonging to it expresses something; it is in the latter that the

expressing originally lies. “Expression” is a remarkable form, which lets

                                                  
56

 On the identification of noematic sense and linguistic meaning, see above all
Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 179 ff. See also Michael Dum-
mett, Origins of Analytical Philosophy; Charles Parsons, “Husserl and the linguistic
turn”.
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itself be adapted to all “senses” (all noematic cores) and elevates them

to the realm of “Logos”, the realm of conceptuality and hence of “gen-

erality”. (III/1, 286)

Here, it important to be aware of the many different senses in which one

may speak of expression and of the content of expression. In the case at

hand the relevant sense seems to be related to the sense in which one for

example may say that a perception or a percept is expressed through an

observation statement. As made clear in the Logical Investigations, the

meaning of such a perceptual statement does not lie in the perception

brought to expression, but rather in the act of signifying itself (cf.

XIX/2, 552 ff).

Thus, the expressibility thesis does not amount to an identification of

noematic sense and linguistic meaning, but merely to the claim that

every objectivation may be explicated and expressed through linguistic

meanings.
57

 Expression in this sense amounts to a new form of objecti-

vation, in a medium of conceptuality and generality:

By talk of “expression” we will in noetic regard refer to a special act-

layer that in a peculiar manner may come to fit all other acts and coa-

lesce with them, precisely in such a manner that every noematic act-

sense, including the relation to something objectual that lies in it, is

“conceptually” expressed in the noematic content of expression. Here

we have a peculiar intentional medium that is essentially characterised

by that it so to speak reflects every other intentionality with regard to

form and content, depicts it in a colouring proper to this medium and

thereby bestows upon it the form of “conceptuality” proper to this me-

dium. (III/1, 286)

This implies in turn that there is an “act-layer” that lacks the form of

conceptuality and generality that characterises linguistic representation.

To this layer, which involves neither explicit signifying nor wordless

thinking, belong not only simple perceptions and other simple acts of

envisaging, but also certain complex synthetic acts in which parts and

moments of an envisaged object are distinguished and related to each
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 According to a minimal interpretation, this simply means that every objectiva-
tion may be explicated and expressed through demonstratives and other occasional
expressions with a more or less indeterminate descriptive content. A simple ‘this’,
together with a more or less specific or direct characterisation, may for example
suffice to explicate and express a definite intention directed at a particular object.
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other. According to Husserl, ordinary sense perception normally

involves explication and synthesis of this kind (III/1, 285 f).

It should also be noted that the kind of generality belonging to the

layer of expression precludes a reflection of all the differentiating

specifics of the expressed layer. Husserl claims that “[t]he layer of

signifying is not, in principle not, a kind of reduplication of the lower

layer” and that the latter contains “whole spheres of variability” that “do

not enter into the expressive signifying” and “whose correlates are not

‘expressed’ at all “ (III/1, 291).

However, this is not to say that the layer of expression is a free-

floating layer, which does not depend upon a pre-expressive content

brought to expression, i.e. that expressed noemata do not enter into the

concrete phenomenon of expression. On the contrary, Husserl claims

that expression in concreto always, even in the case of unclear, empty

and merely verbal thinking, involves a lower layer of intentionality

(III/1, 288). The picture that emerges is the following: expression in

concreto involves both a higher layer – an abstract, dependent layer of

general conceptual and syntactic form, as it were –, bringing in a new

form of objectivation in relation to pre-expressive intentionality, and a

lower layer, providing the stuff that is “expressed” in this form. The

higher layer of expression “is not something like an overlaid paint or

clothing; it is a formation of the mind [eine geistige Formung] that

brings new intentional functions to bear on the lower intentional layer

and correlatively receives intentional functions from it” (ibid.). To the

new intentional functions introduced by the layer of expression one

should probably above all count the function of conceptual representa-

tion, which is characterised by the kind of generality that in the Logical

Investigations is dealt with under the heading “the generality of the

word”. The result is an objectivation in which the intended matters are

intended as the matters of a representation with a certain generality,

transcending the immediacy of the particular experience. However, in

concreto the conceptual representation, the rendering of the matters in

the “logical” medium, always involves a lower layer of objectivation,

with a pre-conceptual sense that may remain partly implicit and that

brings in spheres of variability that do not come to expression at all. As

indicated, the lower layer may itself have the character of an intuitively

empty objectivation.
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Here I will not delve further into these difficult issues, which are

merely briefly sketched in Ideas. It is sufficient to have shown that

Husserl clearly distinguishes between linguistic meaning as the corre-

late of expressive acts and noematic sense of the kind belonging to the

layer of pre-expressive intentionality. It is clearly wrong to claim that

Husserl conceives noematic sense in general as a conceptual-logical

content of the same kind as the meanings belonging to the “realm of

Logos”. It is also clear that Husserl holds that there is a kind of non- or

pre-conceptual intentional content, which still may be conceived in

terms of sense and cannot be identified with mere sensation or the like.

According to Husserl, objectivation is not necessarily a form of thought.

The distinction between thought, involving conceptual representation

and categorial (syntactic) form and partaking in a logical order of

conceptual and syntactic operations, and other forms of objectivation is

in fact a central part of Husserl’s conception of intentionality and

meaning from the Logical Investigations to the late works. Already in

the Logical Investigations, Husserl underlines the fundamental differ-

ence between simple acts belonging to the level of sensibility and

complex categorial acts belonging to the level of understanding. This is

the central theme of the second part of the sixth investigation. Although

there is not yet a clear distinction between the senses of simple mean-

ing-intentions, such as direct nominal acts, and the senses of simple pre-

expressive intentions, for example simple perceptions, it is clear that the

synthetic functional unity of partial intentions characterising a simple

act, for example a simple perception, should not be understood in terms

of the kind of categorial, predicative synthesis that characterises

categorial acts.

At the time of Ideas Husserl holds that even simple meaning-

intentions, for example the ones through which direct signifying by

proper names or demonstratives is realised, involve the exercise of a

thought-function [Denkfunktion], which distinguishes these intentions

from pre-expressive acts (cf. XX/II, 362). Accordingly, simple and

direct signifying cannot consist in the mere expressive reduplication or

reflection of some simple and direct noematic component present

already at the pre-expressive level.

This brings us to the question of how the noematic sense and the

objectual relation of a simple act of envisaging are to be analysed. On
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the interpretation by Smith and McIntyre, every noematic sense, i.e.

“the object in the manner of its determinations”, is a complex meaning-

entity consisting of partial senses, the “determinable X” and the

“predicate-senses”, which themselves are entities of the same kind as

the meanings of linguistic expressions. The noematic sense is hence to

be conceived as a descriptive meaning of the same kind as the meaning

of a description in the ordinary linguistic sense. Given the understand-

ing of Husserl’s conception of intentionality as a representational

theory, the question then seems to be whether the objectual relation is

constituted by the “X” alone, in the manner of a directly referring

expression such as a proper name or a demonstrative, or by the full

descriptive sense, in the manner of an indirectly referring definite

description.
58

In both cases intentional directedness in general is conceived along

the lines of linguistic representation, as identical to signifying in

abstraction from mere signs. Moreover, insofar as Husserl holds that

there can be no “determinable X” without “determinations”, this means

that intentional directedness, even if the objectual relation would be

constituted solely by a non-descriptive X-sense, always involves

employment of predicative concepts, as if “object in the manner of its

determinations” contained something like a dictum, a conceptual

representation that so to speak remains one step from the object itself.

This implies that even simple acts would involve predicative thought

operations of the kind characterising categorial acts of thinking. As

seen, such an interpretation is clearly at odds with Husserl’s views on

different levels of intentionality.

Further, this kind of interpretation seems to imply that the analysis of

noematic sense cannot be more fine-grained than the semantic analysis

of linguistic expressions and their meaning-functions and that inten-

tional individuation of intended objects is a matter of distinct units of

sense characterised by some kind of conceptual generality. In the case

of the intentional content of an act of direct signifying, where the
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 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 203 f. Smith and McIntyre
claim that, at least in the case of the kind of “de re” intentions given a paradigmatic
role in Husserl’s theory, the X-sense is to be interpreted as a self-sufficient vehicle of
non-descriptive definite intentional directedness. I will return to this issue in the
following chapter.
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intentional individuation of the intended object cannot be a matter of an

indirect descriptive meaning, the individuative sense would consist in

some kind of “simple” and inexplicable sense of the object itself.

However, as will be further discussed in the next chapter, Husserl holds

that even direct signifying by means of a logically simple meaning

involves a further extra- or pre-logical intentional content, which

constitutes the concrete intentional individuation of the intended object.

Like the noematic sense of any intentional lived experience, this content

may be explicated in terms of a description of the “intended as such”,

but this does not mean that the meaning of the expression really is

descriptive or that a descriptive meaning is contained in the act.

 It seems that the manner in which intentional correlates are individu-

ated, for example the manner in which an object of perceptual acquain-

tance is singled out, cannot in general be understood in terms of the

kind of conceptual content characterising linguistic representation. In

particular, the semantic distinction between indirect and direct reference

seems to present a false alternative in the case of pre-expressive

intentional directedness, which simply does not involve the kind of

conceptual and predicative operations belonging to the layer of expres-

sion and demands an analysis that belongs to a wholly different dimen-

sion than the semantic analysis of “logical meaning”.

I think that the limitations of the semantic interpretation of inten-

tional directedness become obvious if one takes into account Husserl’s

ideas concerning pre-predicative experience and passive synthesis,

culminating in the work that led to the posthumously published Experi-

ence and Judgement. Although the basic awareness of objects, for

example in simple sense perception, still must be said to involve

intentional sense and cannot be understood merely in terms of the

having of sense-less hyletic data, it does not seem to be fully explicable

solely in terms belonging to a sphere of detachable conceptual contents.

Rather than involving an exercise of conceptual operations yielding

conceptual determinations of the object, pre-predicative experience

consists in a lived being towards already “typified” objects, explicable

in terms of perceptual schemata closely related to spheres of lived

bodily action. In the present context one should above all point to the

manner in which the intentional individuation of individual existents

fundamentally involves a lived orientation vis-à-vis the experienced
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world, presupposed by every indirect conceptual determination of

individualising properties. Here there is something indexical and

occasional that cannot be captured in the medium of conceptual gener-

ality and that in fact informs and precedes every conceptual determina-

tion of the object.
59
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 In their discussion of the “acquainting sense” of simple perception, Smith and
McIntyre explicitly point beyond their basic, semantic model (Husserl and Intention-
ality, pp. 364 ff).
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Chapter five

MEANING AND THE
PHENOMENON OF THE WORLD

The aim of this chapter is to reconstruct the basic ideas of the revised

conception of empirical meaning and its realisation. The focus will be

on the developed analysis of the intentional content of empirical

signifying and of the intentional individuation of real being, the ques-

tion of what constitutes co-directedness of acts directed to existents in

the real world, the clarification of the constitution of transcendent real

being and the explication of horizon-intentionality.

In the texts that deal with these issues, Husserl focuses on questions

concerning singular reference, in particular direct reference to perceptu-

ally individuated objects. The scope of the resulting conception may

therefore seem rather limited. However, it also seems reasonable to hold

that the investigation of relatively simple and direct forms of empirical

reference ought to be of fundamental importance to the understanding

of more complex and indirect forms of signifying and of empirical

signifying in general.

In the first section I will clarify the significance of the distinction

between logical meaning and actual sense of understanding in concreto,

the importance of which is stressed by Husserl in a note to “The

problem of the ideality of meaning”. This will be done through eluci-

dating a seemingly marginal idea presented already in the Logical

Investigations, which on closer scrutiny has important consequences for

the understanding of the realisation of meaning and in particular for the

analysis of the content of empirical signifying.

The second section is devoted to an elucidation of Husserl’s attempts

at a positive solution to the problem of the occasionality of empirical

meaning in “The problem of the ideality of meaning”. The section is

divided into three subsections. First, I will examine Husserl’s initial line
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of reasoning, which culminates in a conception of the identity of

meaning that amounts to a form of “pure identificationism”. Second, I

will critically review this conception and the interpretations according

to which it makes up Husserl’s final position on the issue. Third, I will

argue that Husserl ultimately opts for another solution, which implies a

close relation between identity of meaning and real identity of objects

of reference. The upshot is that the phenomenology of meaning cannot

be separated from the phenomenology of reason and questions about the

constitution of transcendent reality.

The third section expands on some of the central ideas of Husserl’s

mature phenomenology of reason, in particular the notions of constitu-

tion and horizon, which emerge as the central notions of Husserl’s new

conception of the realisation of empirical meaning. The first of the three

subsections is devoted to the basic idea of horizon-intentionality in

relation to the functional problems of constitution. In the second

subsection I will examine the notion of a world-horizon and elucidate

some holistic aspects of Husserl’s conception of intentional directedness

to worldly objects. The third subsection deals with questions concerning

noematic unity and real identity. I will argue against influential inter-

pretations of Husserl’s notions of the “determinable x” in the noematic

sense and of the “relation to the object”.

The rather brief fourth section is devoted to questions concerning the

role of orientation, situatedness and existential commitment in the

intentional individuation of real being. Against the background of the

preceding sections it becomes possible to elucidate the significance of a

number of remarks on this issue, for example in a manuscript written in

connection with Ideas, to which I briefly referred in the introduction.

In the fifth section I will conclude the chapter with a discussion of

some fundamental issues concerning intentionality, subjectivity and the

real world, terminating in the question of inter-subjective co-

directedness.

1. Meaning and content of understanding in concreto

I have repeatedly stressed the importance of the distinction between the

“logical meaning” of an expression and the “actual sense” of the

intentional lived experiences underlying the enactment of signifying,
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which Husserl makes for example in a note to “The problem of the

ideality of meaning” (XXVI, 212 n). The point of this distinction is not

only that one must distinguish between the ideal-identical logical

content of signifying and the actual content of the concrete lived

enactment of signifying, nor merely that the layer of expression in-

volves a new kind of intentional content that is not present already at

the pre-expressive level, but also that the particular manner in which a

signified object is intentionally individuated may vary while the

meaning remains the same and that the analysis of the intentional

content through which a unit of meaning is realised does not eo ipso

correspond to an analysis of meaning. I will now turn to a closer

examination of the issues related to this distinction.

The distinction is related to an idea that is introduced already in the

first edition of the Logical Investigations, in section 3 of the fourth

investigation. It is developed further in the rather heavily revised text of

the second edition. In the first edition the title of the section is “The

strict sense of complexity of meaning. Implying meanings”. In the

second edition this is replaced by the title “Complexity of meaning and

complexity of signifying in concreto. Implied meanings”.

As Husserl himself remarks, the considerations undertaken in this

section point towards a significant revision of the exposition of meaning

and its realisation in the Logical Investigations:

In the present revision the double-sidedness in the meaning-intention,

which was addressed already in the first version of this chapter, has

been conceived in a clearer and phenomenologically deeper manner. At

the original conception of this book the writer did not grasp the full

sense and hence nor the scope of the distinction. The careful reader will

find that the sixth investigation fails to take it into appropriate consid-

eration. (XIX/1, 309 f)

In view of the importance that Husserl explicitly gives to the ideas

presented in this section it is rather remarkable that they have hardly

been given any attention at all in the literature. As far as I know, there is

only a single paper, by Mulligan and Smith, in which the far-reaching

significance of these ideas is even touched upon
1
.

                                                  
1
 Mulligan & Smith, “A Husserlian theory of indexicality”, p. 159 ff.
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As indicated by the titles given to LI IV:3, it deals with the logico-

grammatically fundamental distinction between simple and complex

meanings, as contrasted with another distinction relating to simplicity

and complexity of the intentional content of signifying in concreto.

For the present purpose there is no need to go into the question of

absolutely elementary meaning-constituents, which would make up the

end points of any analysis of meaning as such, or, for that matter, the

corresponding question of the end points of intentional analysis. The

focus will be on how the considerations concerning the difference

between an analysis of meaning and an analysis of the intentional

content of signifying in concreto serve to clarify the relation between

linguistic meaning and concrete intentional content. It may however be

noted that the considerations point towards a distinction between

analysis of meaning and explication of sense that may serve to dissolve

some of the apparent difficulties with the notion of absolutely elemen-

tary meaning-constituents.

Although Husserl begins by raising the question of how one is to

“decide if a given meaning is to be regarded as complex or simple”

(XIX/1, 305) and in the following discussion unequivocally states that

the meanings of proper names are simple (XIX/1, 306), the important

point does not really relate to simplicity and complexity of meaning per

se. The main idea is rather that one must distinguish between different

kinds of content of signifying and different dimensions of analysis. This

serves to clarify the logically relevant concept of linguistic meaning.

The section focuses exclusively on the significance of proper names,

as directly referring expressions with a syntactically simple meaning,

but it should be noted that Husserl explicitly states that the fundamental

idea could be applied to the significance of many other expressions as

well:

The difficulty and the proposed solution will obviously be similar in the

case of many other substantival and ultimately also in the case of certain

adjectival and other meanings; for example human, virtue, righteous etc.

(XIX/1, 309)

Husserl does not develop this any further, but let me suggest that only

signifying by means of syntactically simple expressions for primitive

concepts, corresponding to irreducible elements of understanding,
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objectivation and givenness – if there are such –, would not be charac-

terised by the relevant kind of complexity with regard to the content of

understanding in concreto.

With regard to proper names, the question whether their meanings

are simple or complex is closely related to the questions whether they

refer directly or indirectly and whether they have a non-descriptive or

descriptive meaning. As seen earlier in this study, Husserl holds that

proper names refer directly to an object, without attributive or concep-

tual mediation. He also holds that demonstratives, and presumably also

certain other essentially occasional expressions, involve some kind of

direct reference. It does not seem far-fetched to assume that other kinds

of syntactically simple terms should be characterised in terms of some

kind of direct signifying as well.

The main content of the section consists in an attempt to provide a

solution to what may seem to be a difficulty in the analysis of the

significance of proper names.

On the one hand, the assumption that the meanings of proper names,

proper meanings [Eigenbedeutungen] for short, are simple seems to be

at odds with the circumstance that the lived enactment of signifying by

means of a proper name involves a complex content:

/…/ there is a certain sense in which we are obviously justified in saying

that we for example with the proper name Schultze (understood as the

name of a person with whom we are acquainted) envisages a certain

human being, i.e. a living being that possesses all the parts and proper-

ties that we envisage as belonging to human beings in general, as well as

many individual characteristics setting this person apart from others.

(XIX/2, 305)

The point relates to the manner in which the object of reference is

intentionally individuated and determined, to the “as what” something is

intended, and not to what in truth holds of the envisaged object.

On the other hand, despite the complexity of the intentional content,

which is explicable in terms of a complex of objectual determinations, it

does not seem appropriate to regard the proper meaning as a complex

meaning founded in a number of attributive meanings:

On the other hand, one would hesitate to claim that the successively sin-

gled-out attributive determinations of the proper-named and more or

less clearly envisaged object correspond to parts of the proper meaning
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or even to assume that this proper meaning is identical to the complex

meaning that we, analysing the content of the act of envisaging Schultze

in an object-orientated regard, compose step by step in the form an A,

which is !, ", #…(XIX/1, 305 f)

Since Husserl deals with cases of signifying in which the realisation of a

given meaning essentially involves a complex intentional content, one

cannot here make use of the distinction between the content that is

essential to the constitution of a given meaning and the content that is

not so. As will be seen, Husserl’s line of reasoning also shows that the

idea of a simple form of intentional individuation, which is not already

explicable in terms of a full “object in the manner of its determina-

tions”, to use the terminology of Ideas, is ruled out in the cases at hand.

Husserl does not deal directly with the reasons for holding that

proper meanings are simple and for rejecting that a description of the

intended as such yields an analysis of the meaning actually given to a

proper name. Rather, he simply claims that proper meanings “without

doubt” are simple and that proper names refer directly to definite

objects, in a manner that is not differentiated by the determinative

content of the concrete lived enactment of signifying in concreto

(XIX/1, 306, 308). The claim that proper names have simple meanings

and refer directly reflects a decision about the logically relevant concept

of meaning, about the “individuation” of linguistic meanings precisely

as contents of linguistic representation. The underlying line of reasoning

seems to be the following: To refer to an object by means of a proper

name is not to linguistically represent the object as the bearer of certain

attributes. Proper names and descriptive nominal phrases are wholly

different linguistic phenomena. The identity of the meaning of a proper

name, as realised through different instances of proper-signifying in

concreto, boils down to the co-directedness of the intentional lived

experiences in question.
2

According to Husserl, the prima facie difficulty with regard to the

significance of proper names is due to a confusion of the content of

                                                  
2
 In a manuscript written in connection with the attempt at a revision of the sixth

investigation, Husserl points out that proper names are in general not pure proper
names. He claims that the linguistic form of a proper name often indicates that it
belongs to a class of expressions used to denote a specific class of objects, for
example persons, cities, rivers etc. He also brings in cases of proper names involving
attributive content (XX/1, 82 f).
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linguistic representation and the complete content of the concrete

intentional lived experience through which linguistic representation is

realised in concreto. Thus, Husserl claims that there are two different

respects in which one may speak of complexity and simplicity with

regard to the significance of proper names. Whereas the proper meaning

Schultze, for example, is simple precisely as a meaning, “one must

however admit that here the concrete meaning-consciousness [Bedeu-

tungsbewußtsein] in effect harbours a certain complexity, albeit in a

sense that is in need of much clarification” (XIX/1, 306). Husserl’s

point is thus that the semantic “as what” of linguistic representation and

the complete “as what” of the intentional directedness that constitutes

signifying in concreto belong to different spheres of analysis.

It should be noted that Husserl acknowledges that he is far from a

clear understanding of the make-up of the concrete meaning-

consciousness. One should hence not expect more than a preliminary

and simplified analysis of this content, sufficient for clarifying the main

point of the section.

According to Husserl, the determinative content of the concrete

meaning-consciousness through which the proper meaning is realised is

thus external to the proper meaning, in the sense that it does not

correspond to constituents of meaning. Moreover, Husserl argues,

although the determinative content may be explicated in terms of a

descriptive nominal phrase with an attributive meaning-content, this

does not mean that it already amounts to the presence of a correspond-

ing complex meaning, be it one that is external to the proper name

itself. Rather, it is by new acts of signifying, realising new meanings,

that this pre-expressive content becomes expressed at the conceptual

level. Finally, Husserl claims that the meaning realised in virtue of the

concrete meaning-consciousness does not necessarily vary with the

determinative content. Acts of signifying that are different with regard

to the full intentional content may very well realise the same meaning:

It is certainly so that whatever is obtained through a subsequent expli-

cation and conceptual articulation of the determinations of Schultze, as

an object of reference envisaged with a certain content, amounts to ever

new meanings and not to partial meanings that are really implied in the

original meaning and merely lack emphasis. The proper meaning is

without doubt simple. It is also clear that the content with which this
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Schultze is envisaged together with the proper name may change in

many ways, whereas the proper name nevertheless has an identical

meaning-function, as it still refers “directly” to the same Schultze.

(XIX/1, 306)

Husserl immediately points out that the presence of some further

analysable and explicable content of objectivation is essential. Other-

wise, there could not be any realisation of meaning at all, since there

would not be any fully determinate intentional directedness at all:

On the other hand, here we are not dealing with any contingent addi-

tions to the meaning-consciousness, but with the necessary presence of

acts of envisaging, be it with a varying content, without which the actual

meaning could not at all acquire the directedness to the signified objec-

tuality, i.e. without which it could not at all be as a meaning. (XIX/1,

306)

But it [the act of signifying that is simple in the sense that it does not

contain partial acts that themselves are acts of signifying] necessarily

presupposes a wider intentional content as a basis, precisely since one

and the same object, signified in the same sense (univocally referred to

by the same proper name) can be “envisaged” in very different ways,

with a varying constellation of determining characteristics, and must be

envisaged with some such constellation – while this variation and the

complexity of this constellation does not touch the meaning itself.

(XIX/1, 307)

The point is not merely that one cannot be intentionally directed to an

object without conceiving it as determined in some way or other, but

that the intentional individuation of the object itself is a matter of the

manner of determination. The underlying intentional content determines

not merely as what an object is intended but also which object is

intended. Among the determinations of the “intended object as such”

one will hence find both typical and individualising determinations:

Using the proper name with sense, we must envisage the object to which

the proper name refers, here the determinate person Schultze, as this

determinate person with some determinate content. The object may be

envisaged in the most unintuitive, scant, vague and indeterminate man-

ner, but there cannot be a complete lack of presentational content. The

indeterminacy, which, by the way, to a large extent even is necessary

here (insofar as even the most intuitively vivid and comprehensive pres-

entation of an instance of real material being [eines Dingrealen] is in

principle merely incomplete and one-sided), can never be wholly with-

out content. Obviously, it essentially carries within itself possibilities of
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closer determination, and that not in an arbitrary direction, but precisely

in direction to the identical, actually intended person Schultze and no-

body else. Or, what amounts to the same: in virtue of its proper essence

the actual meaning-consciousness, grasped in its full concretion, founds

possibilities of fulfilling coincidence with perceptions belonging to cer-

tain groups, excluding others. It is thus clear that this consciousness,

even if it wholly lacks intuitive content, necessarily brings with it a cer-

tain intentional content, through which the individual object is envis-

aged, if not signified, and that not as a wholly empty something, but as

somehow determined and determinable in accordance with certain types

(as a physical thing, as an animal, as a human being). (XIX/1, 306 f)

According to this conception, identity of meaning does not imply

complete likeness with regard to the intentional essence of signifying in

concreto. In the case of direct reference it is enough that the lived

experiences in question constitute simple nominal linguistic representa-

tions of one and the same object of reference. Disregarding issues

related to the syntactic form of signifying one may thus say that what

matters is the function of constituting intentional directedness to one

and the same object, but not the particular manner in which this func-

tion is realised in concreto. This suggests that the identity of a proper

meaning is as transcendent as the identity of the object of reference.

Further, it implies that the identity of a proper meaning does not consist

in the identity of a species of an intentional essence of signifying in

concreto.

In both editions of the Logical Investigations Husserl seems to fail to

do justice to the full significance of these considerations. Although he

accepts the conclusion that the realisation of a proper meaning depends

upon the presence of a wider intentional content, which may vary from

occasion to occasion, he apparently holds on to the species conception

of meaning. Returning to the main point, concerning the two senses in

which one may speak of simplicity and complexity with regard to the

significance of a proper name, he speaks of “a certain double-sidedness

of the meaning-consciousness belonging to the proper name”, and then

makes the following statement:

One of these sides determines the simplicity or complexity of the

meaning itself. It is thus the side to which the pure essence of the en-

actment of signifying as such belongs. It is only to this side that we

count that  intentional essence of the concrete full meaning-
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consciousness which, if regarded in specie, yields the meaning. (XIX/1,

307)

If one abstracts from the wider intentional content on which the realisa-

tion of the proper meaning essentially depends, one should thus still

find a simple intentional character, namely “the pure essence of the

enactment of signifying as such”, that, although it obviously does not

suffice to constitute the fully determinate objectual relation of the

proper name, nevertheless suffices to instantiate the fully determinate

meaning. Despite the variability of the intentional content that makes

possible the lived enactment of direct reference to one and the same

object, the common function of constituting intentional directedness to

one and the same should thus somehow lend to the different acts of

signifying a common intentional character, not present in the underlying

content itself.

This is indeed a strange idea. Here a comparison with Husserl’s

analysis of occasional expressions may be helpful. According to this

analysis, the full actual meaning of an essentially occasional expression

depends upon the intentional content of an underlying objectivation

through which the semantic essence is given its specific difference,

without which it could not exist in concreto. If one abstracts from this

specific difference, then what remains is the general character corre-

sponding to the general meaning-function of the expression type.

Similarly, it seems that in the case of a proper name the abstraction

from the contribution of the wider intentional content, without which

there would not be any direct linguistic representation in concreto,

would yield the general character corresponding to the general function

of all expressions belonging to the category of proper names, namely

the mere form of direct nominal reference.

The idea that intentional contents that are different precisely with

regard to what essentially constitutes the intentional individuation of the

objectual correlate may serve to confer identical specific differences to

the acts of linguistic representation that depend upon them seems to be

yet another variation of the “act of violence”. It amounts to nothing less

than the claim that the identity of objects of direct reference always may

be grasped immediately and in abstraction from the actual dynamic

context of concrete intentional directedness, even when the objects are
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intentionally individuated in wholly different manners. This seems

however not to be the case. This idea seems moreover to contradict

Husserl’s own analysis of identification in conreto in the Logical

Investigations, according to which even the most immediate perceptual

tracking of an individual object, founding evident immediate recogni-

tion, cannot consist in an immediate lived coincidence with regard to

such a common intrinsic character, but demands a certain contiguity of

the phases of perceptual adumbration within the unity of an actual

context of experience (cf. XIX/2, 594). That the mere introduction of a

proper name should provide a unique, immediate and context-

independent intentional index of the identity of an intended object, if

not a unique individuating sense, seems to be an idea taken out of thin

air, motivated solely by the idea that there must be such a semantic

essence of signifying in concreto. It is a case of projecting back the

constituted meaning on the constituting meaning-consciousness.

The considerations dealt with above do not only support the claim

that likeness with regard to what essentially constitutes the fully

determinate intentional directedness in concreto is not sufficient for

identity of meaning and co-directedness, but also the claim that like-

ness, apart from likeness with regard to syntactic form and certain

abstract, generic characters of linguistic representation, is not necessary.

The same meaning may be realised through lived experiences that are

essentially different. The content of the fully determinate intentional

individuation serves to fix the reference and hence the meaning, but it

does not necessarily exhaustively exemplify and determine a linguistic

meaning in the sense of a necessary and sufficient mode of presentation

in specie.

The explication of the wider intentional content of understanding in

concreto, in terms of a syntactically complex description of the intended

object in the manner of its determinations, is thus, according to Husserl,

a form of explication of sense that must be sharply distinguished from

an analysis or explication of linguistic meaning in a proper sense. In

line with this conception Husserl also claims that a logical definition
3

                                                  
3
 According to Husserl, there are other kinds of definitions, for example defini-

tions that serve to introduce indirect linguistic representations. In such representa-
tions the constitution of the objectual relation is mediated through the indication of
other representations that remain to be actualised (cf. XIX/2, 601).
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serves merely to fix the referential value of an expression, namely by

providing a standard of use in terms of another expression, to which the

defined expression normally should be referentially equivalent, whereas

it does not amount to a determination or analysis of the meaning of the

defined expression (XIX/1, 309).

That the wider intentional content, which constitutes the intentional

directedness to the object of reference, may be explicated in terms of a

description should not, as seen, be taken to imply that it is a content of

the same kind as the content of a descriptive linguistic representation

and that it merely lacks explicit articulation. In the case of reference to

an object that may be given through simple sense perception, Husserl

seems to presuppose that the sense of the underlying objectivation does

not belong to the “level of logos”, but rather to the level of pre-

expressive or pre-predicative intentionality. Accordingly, in this case

the intentional individuation of the object of reference cannot be a

matter of indirect representation in a medium of conceptual generality.

Husserl seems rather to think of a kind of logico-syntactically unarticu-

lated intentional content that is akin to the sense of a simple perceptual

or quasi-perceptual rendition of an object.

In LI IV:3 Husserl’s considerations concerning the significance of

proper names are based on the idea that a proper understanding of a

proper name normally presupposes that we are acquainted with the

object of reference:

Above we have presupposed that we are dealing with the proper name

of a person with whom we are acquainted. In this lies that it is func-

tioning in a normal way, i.e. that it is not understood merely in an indi-

rect sense, as a certain person, called Schultze. (XIX/1, 309)

In LI VI:5, concluding an account of the direct reference of demonstra-

tives and proper names, Husserl remarks that he has knowingly left out

the cases in which a proper name has a “derived meaning-function”.

The passage makes clear that Husserl at this time holds that the normal

understanding of a proper name presupposes direct perceptual ac-

quaintance with the object of reference:

Once some proper names have been formed in direct connection with

given objects (i.e. on the basis of intuitions giving the object), one may

use the concept of being-called, formed in reflection upon instances of
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designation by means of proper names, in order to assign proper names

to objects that are not given to us and with which we are not directly ac-

quainted or to find out about the proper names belonging to them. For

example: the capital of Spain is called (has the proper name) Madrid.

By this a person who is not acquainted with the city Madrid “itself” ac-

quires knowledge of its name and the possibility of using it in an appro-

priate manner, but he does still not possess the proper meaning of the

word Madrid. Instead of the direct intention, which presupposes intui-

tion of this city, he relies on the indirect indication of such a direct in-

tention, namely as mediated by descriptive characterisations and the

concept of being-so-called. (XIX/2, 555 f)

It should probably be admitted that Husserl here mixes up certain

genetic-psychological questions concerning the causal origin of inten-

tions with descriptive-phenomenological questions concerning the

content of these intentions.
4
 From a phenomenological point of view,

the central idea seems to be that the proper understanding of a proper

name presupposes actual intentional individuation of the object of

reference – within a unity of lived enactment of signifying in virtue of

which there appears to be reference by name to an object that is already

known by that name –, and that this intentional individuation must be

direct in a sense related to the manner in which objects of direct

perceptual acquaintance are individuated. Husserl seems to presuppose

that such direct intentions must be fit for entering into a dynamic

synthetic unity of immediately lived identification with retained or

recollected acts of direct perceptual acquaintance, as well as with other

appropriate simple presentations of recognisably the same object.

Husserl suggests that in the absence of such a direct interpretation of

the proper name, the mere expression may, if it is recognised precisely

as an expression of a proper name type, be given the function of an

indirect indication of an appropriate intention, which is to be enacted in

order to realise and “possess” a meaning of the proper kind. One may

compare this case with the understanding of occasional expressions in

the absence of awareness of the factual circumstances of discourse. The

result is an indefinite conception of the object of reference such as a

certain person called Schultze or a certain city called Madrid. These

                                                  
4
 In a manuscript on the significance of proper names from 1909, now published

in the second volume devoted to the attempt at a reworking of the sixth investigation,
Husserl is careful to distinguish these issues (XX/2, 348, 351).
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conceptions may in turn be supplemented by further descriptive

characterisations of the objects of reference. Although Husserl claims

that such descriptive characterisations may provide a determination of

the reference that is sufficient for using the proper name “in an appro-

priate manner”, he apparently holds that the resulting understanding

does not amount to a proper lived enactment of direct reference. The

reason seems to be that the possession of descriptive characterisations

of the object of reference, be it characterisations that apply uniquely to

it, does not have the relevant direct or immediate character. The

underlying idea is probably that this “indirect” mode of understanding

lacks the kind of intentional individuation that would be fit for entering

into a unity of immediate perceptual recognition.

Here, one may, unlike Husserl himself, be careful to distinguish the

notion of an indirect determination of reference by means of descriptive

characterisations from the notion of a derivative meaning-function. One

may however also note that in both cases the allegedly improper

understanding may in effect still suffice to fix the reference of the

proper name and hence to realise the proper meaning. That an indirect

determination may suffice to fix the reference seems to be rather

obvious. Consider for example an indirect determination that may be

explicated in terms of a definite description. The derivative meaning-

function, on the other hand, is realised in the absence of any straight-

forward interpretation. Here the actual occurrence of the mere expres-

sion merely indicates that there is a straightforward interpretation to be

enacted in accordance with the actual linguistic practice of the relevant

linguistic community. By means of this indication the reference may

after all be fixed in a peculiar manner, namely as whatever is referred to

by a given expression within a given authoritative linguistic community.

In this case the individuation of the object of reference is indirect in

another sense than in the case of descriptive characterisations that do

not involve the notion of “being-so-called”. The object of reference is,

as it were, individuated as individuated by another, merely indicated

conception.

In a posthumously published manuscript from 1909, belonging to the

attempt at revising the sixth investigation, Husserl drops both the idea

that direct reference presupposes direct acquaintance and the idea that

direct reference presupposes some kind of direct intention, fit for
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entering into a synthesis of immediate recognition with a simple

perception. According to this manuscript, it does not matter whether an

object of reference is introduced through direct acquaintance or through

indirect descriptive characterisations (XX/2, 347 f) or whether the

intention may be fulfilled through simple perceptions or through

indirect cognitive processes (XX/2, 344 ff). What matters is simply the

identity of the object of reference. Now Husserl suggests that what is

needed in order to have a proper realisation of a proper meaning – and

not merely a more or less indeterminate indication of a fully determi-

nate linguistic representation that is yet to be produced – is simply that

the reference is fixed by some individuating conception. This concep-

tion may be direct or indirect and the object may be envisaged as an

object introduced through direct acquaintance or as a “historical” object,

i.e. an object introduced solely as the correlate of some authoritative

narrative:

It seems that the meaning, in the objective-logical sense, does not une-

quivocally and in every sense prescribe the modes of fulfilment. Acts of

envisaging that have different structures (including acts that are differ-

ent with regard to the level of indirectness) may, it appears, correspond

to the same meaning. This, as well, belongs to the revision of my earlier

theory of meaning. (XX/2, 346)

A proper name may receive its meaning from an experience [Er-

fahrungsvorstellung] or from a historical conception. In either case the

proper meaning /…/ does not reside in the predicates that may be ob-

tained through an explication of the indistinct objectivation, and, with

regard to historical objects, especially not in the predicates belonging to

the judgements constitutive for our cognisance of the objects, but in the

“identical subject” of these predicates, and more precisely as the indi-

vidual subject determined by them. (XX/2, 350)

The manuscript also contains several other ideas that amount to a more

differentiated conception of the intentional content of signifying in

concreto. Husserl suggests that although the concrete individuating

sense of an objectivation may be clarified by means of recollecting

particular acquainting experiences or by means of returning to particular

attributive judgements constitutive for our cognisance of the object, the

enactment of the objectivation does not presuppose actual acts of

recollecting or judging. The object may moreover at the same time be

determined both in the manner of an object of experience and in the
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manner of an object of knowledge by description. Finally, the objecti-

vation may be “indistinct” [verworren], in the sense that its clarification

leads to the making present of a synthetic achievement of a multiplicity

of experiences or judgements without presupposing a distinct constella-

tion of distinct views of the object (XX/2, 344 f, 348 ff). In such cases,

Husserl claims, “it is very difficult to tell whether that which is brought

out through recollection really was present already in the experiential

objectivation [Erfahrungsvorstellung] or in the indistinct ‘concept’“

(XX/2, 350).

In the manuscript one also finds the beginnings of a purely phe-

nomenological analysis of the constitution of dynamic intentional

unities and of the genesis of noematic sense, which goes beyond the

psychological hypothesis that the enrichment of the conception of a

particular thing through ever new experience is a matter of dispositional

reproduction of earlier experiences (XX/2, 348, 351).

To conclude, Husserl’s considerations concerning the distinction

between logical meaning and content of understanding in concreto

implies a conception of the latter that is very distant from the simplistic

idea of distinct atoms and molecules of objectivation. According to this

conception, the realisation of meaning does not amount to the presence

of subjective meaning-vehicles that element by element actualise and

instantiate meaning-contents. The logico-semantic analysis of meaning

is accordingly to be sharply distinguished from the explication of the

actual sense that makes up the content of understanding in concreto.

These considerations also indicates that units of meaning are charac-

terised by a kind of transcendence in relation to lived experience that is

more radical than the transcendence of a species in relation to its

instances. Husserl’s analysis suggests that basic stuff-related meaning-

contents are realised as transcendent poles of functionally unified

manifolds of variable interpretative senses. Insofar as the identity of the

objectual relation depends upon the identity of an intended pole, the

constitution of meaning seems to be closely related to the constitution

of objects and of objectual determinations simpliciter.

Finally, these considerations suggest that the explication of the sense

through which such poles of signifying are constituted does not termi-

nate in self-contained conceptual representations, but rather in a
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dynamic and at times elusive web of intentional directedness and

intentional implications.

2. Co-directedness, constitution and the dunamis of being given

Let us now return to the examination of the issues dealt with in “The

problem of the ideality of meaning”. The upshot of the critical reflec-

tions that I examined in chapter three may be summarised in the claims

that the intentional individuation of individual existents cannot be

determined by the species of the intentional content alone, but is

essentially bound to the facticity of the intentional lived experience

itself, and that co-directedness of intentional lived experiences implies

that they somehow belong together within a given actual context of

world-experience.

According to Husserl’s conception, the question concerning the real

identity of intentional objects does not have any proper and straightfor-

ward sense at all in the case of quasi-experience and fictional discourse.

Although there certainly is more to say about the possibility of fiction

and non-fictional discourse about fiction, Husserl’s considerations

imply that talk of identity of fictional objects and worlds of make-

believe is always improper or oblique, since here there are not any

proper objects or worlds at all, but only particular subjective lived

experiences of make-believe.
5

On Husserl’s view, lived experiences of make-believe are however

still characterised by intentional directedness. As intentional directed-

ness in general, intentional directedness in the mode of make-believe

does not, regarded purely as such, demand the existence of the intended
                                                  

5
 The case is different if the question concerns quasi-identity within a context of

make-believe, assuming parameters that are determined solely by the subjective fiat
of the rendition of a quasi-world, which may be anchored in the real world of
unmodified experience. It should however also be noted that Husserl’s conception
seems to allow for a kind of real identity of reference even with regard to discourse
about fictional objects. This presupposes that the impropriety of the talk of fictional
objects is taken into account. The proper correlate is then the content of an authorita-
tive rendition of a quasi-object, belonging to the subject enacting the fiction. This
seems to be the case for example when one introduces Wilhelm Meister as a
character in a novel by Goethe and then refers to Goethe´s Wilhelm Meister.
Something similar holds with regard to contemporary discourse about Zeus,
conceived as an object of a mythological notion belonging to the ancient Greek folk
religion.
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objects or the envisaged world. The sense in which one may speak of

co-directedness and identity of meaning with regard to such experiences

relates solely to the actual synthetic unity of lived experience. Although

one may distinguish between merely apparent and real identity even

within a given context of make-believe, namely between quasi-apparent

and quasi-real identity, the latter depends ultimately on the fiat of the

subject envisaging the quasi-world in question.

It may seem that the case must be wholly different with regard to

intentional directedness to the world of actual unmodified experience.

To hold that the identity of a real transcendent object depends upon the

fiat of particular subjective contexts of experience seems in effect to

revoke the very idea of transcendent reality, whereas to hold that a mere

subjective fiat constitutes co-directedness and identity of meaning

seems to be to deny intentionality any kind of objective significance.

In the course of the considerations undertaken in “The problem of the

ideality of meaning” Husserl seems however to move towards a

conception that implies such a denial of objective significance with

regard to the content of empirical signifying. This conception, which

may be labelled identificationism with regard to the identity of mean-

ing
6
, is however not, as some commentators have assumed, the final

outcome of the inquiries into the problem of empirical meaning. A

strong reason for being hesitant in ascribing such a conception to

Husserl is that it seems to be at odds with fundamental tenets of Husserl

conception of meaning and intentionality.

Like many of Husserl’s working manuscripts, “The problem of the

ideality of meaning” presents raw thought in progress, characterised by

tentative approaches, dead-ends and dialectical shifts. The interpretation

is made difficult above all by the merely gradual emergence both of the

crucial negative points concerning the earlier conception and of the

basic positive ideas of a new conception of empirical meaning. Older

tenets that eventually become rejected are mixed with new ideas in such

a manner that only a very detailed commentary can do justice to all the

twists and turns of the winding discussion.

                                                  
6
 Beyer uses the term identifikatorisch. Cf. for example Beyer, Intentionalität und

Referenz, pp. 156 f n).
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In the first subsection below I will pursue a first line of reasoning

that may be discerned in the manuscript. It is an attempt to account for

co-directedness and identity of meaning in terms of meant identity. This

line of reasoning, which seems to be based on the idea that questions of

meaning and questions of truth may be strictly separated, leads up to the

ideas that suggest a kind of identificationism.

In the second subsection I will critically examine these ideas and the

interpretations according to which pure identificationism is the outcome

of Husserl’s considerations in the manuscript.

In the third subsection I will show how Husserl eventually opts for

another view on the matter, which is closely related to the fundamental

ideas of Husserl’s mature phenomenology of reason and reality, in

particular the ideas concerning horizon-intentionality and the constitu-

tion of reality.

2.1 A first attempt: identity of meaning and meant identity

At a first stage Husserl responds to the problem of the occasionality of

empirical meaning by taking recourse to the actual internal context of

subjective lived experience. He thus suggests that one may give an

account of identity of meaning in the sphere of directedness to the world

of unmodified experience that is analogous to the account of identity of

meaning in contexts of make-believe.

Attempting to deal with the failure of the species conception, Husserl

introduces the idea that identity of meaning depends upon whether the

underlying objectivations belong together within the unity of an actual

consciousness of unity or unifying consciousness [Einheitsbewußtsein]

(XXVI, 204). In virtue of this consciousness of unity, the objectivations

are taken to be co-directed and there is, “according to the intention”, a

single object of reference:

The species of the objectivations, further the species of the thought-

intentions directed in accordance with them, may be the same and is the

same. Despite this, may I without further ado say the same about the

meaning? Must one not say: the same proper name does not mean the

same if it relates to different persons, and that even if the persons may

be objectivated, presented through two objectivations that are wholly

alike with regard to their content? /…/ I would say that they mean the

same (or not) only if the person is the same (or not) according to the

“intention” [wenn der “Meinung” nach die Person dieselbe (bzw. nicht
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dieselbe) ist]. Hence, may it be two persons who are objectivated in dis-

tinct objectivations that are alike with regard to their content (the same

holds if they are not wholly alike), may it in truth be so, but if I take the

two to be one, if I enact the objectivations in such a manner that they for

me have the value of objectivations of one and the same person, then the

meaning-intention is in both cases co-directed [gleichsinnig orientiert],

and for example the proper name, likewise the like-determining nominal

phrase, “has” a like, indeed an identical meaning, it is used with the

same meaning. (XXVI, 204)

Husserl’s way of putting the matter indicates that he does not presup-

pose that the consciousness of unity necessarily has the character of a

thematic identification. It seems rather to have the character of an

unthematic dynamic unification of objectivations, constituting an

overarching intentional unity that implicitly contains a supposition of

objectual identity.

According to this conception, identity of meaning does not presup-

pose real or true co-directedness, but rather depends on what seems to

the subject to be the case with regard to the identity of intended objects.

This does not exclude that one may still in a certain sense differentiate

between merely apparent and real identity. Since the unity of con-

sciousness is not conceived as a mere effect of an accompanying

reflection, one may in such a reflection be mistaken about which

identifications really are implicated in the course of one’s lived experi-

ence.

It is important to note that Husserl does not reject the idea that lived

experiences may in truth be directed to certain objects in the real world.

As seen for example in the passage quoted above, Husserl still leaves

room for the questions whether an act is in truth directed to this or that

object and whether two acts are in truth co-directed, in a sense that is to

be opposed to mere intended identity. True co-directedness would thus

depend upon the true identity of the objects to which the acts in truth are

directed.

Conceiving identity of meaning as a matter solely of what is meant,

as opposed to what is not merely meant but also truly is, Husserl seems

to presuppose that questions concerning identity of meaning may be

dealt with in abstraction from questions concerning the true being and

identity of intended objects. Whether the object signified in one act

truly exists and is in truth identical to the object signified in another act
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or whether the object signified in one act, if it would truly exist, would

in truth be identical to the object signified in another act, should thus

not be regarded as relevant to the question whether the two acts serve to

realise the same meaning or not.

What does identity of meaning amount to according to the proposed

solution? It can surely not amount to a free creation in the sense of

something that the subject may determine at will. To simply declare or

emptily entertain the idea that the object of this objectivation is identical

to the object of that objectivation does not make it seem as if there is co-

directedness to a single object. The conception seems nevertheless to

imply that identity of meaning depends upon a merely subjectively valid

constitution of objectual identity, which is not constrained by the true,

real identity of the intended objects This suggests that in a certain sense

there is only identity of meaning for a subject (and perhaps for a

community of subjects), but no further identity of meaning in itself,

independently of the actual consciousness of unity that coordinates

different acts of signifying. Whether two acts of signifying realise the

same meaning or not does thus not depend solely upon their intrinsic

make-up, but the identity of meaning is rather produced by a further

synthesis, which by itself is nothing more than a contingent subjective

occurrence.

Having introduced this idea, Husserl still seems to be reluctant to

abandon the earlier position according to which identity of meaning is

contained in the intrinsic essence of the objectivations in question, in

abstraction from their individual facticity and from every internal or

external context:

The objectivations are positing (unmodified) “objectivations”. They are

such that they, if they occur together in one consciousness, for example

when a recollection of one of them is given together with the other, are

unified by a consciousness of unity as a consciousness precisely of one

and the same object. That is however not a mere fact, but a unity

founded in the essence of the objectivating acts in question. It depends

upon the possibility of connecting the objectivations within a con-

sciousness of unity that makes up the consciousness of the unity of the

object of the objectivations (which are connected in the unity of one

objectivation) whether we may at all speak of the same individual

meaning, the same proper meaning, the same attributive meaning of the

form “this, which is a” etc. (XXVI, 204)
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It is not entirely clear how this passage should be interpreted. Is the

point that identity of meaning depends solely on the intrinsic essence of

the objectivations or merely that the possibility of identity of meaning is

constrained by the intrinsic essence of the objectivations? In any case,

in a note added to the manuscript Husserl makes a remark to the effect

that the relevant possibility of a unifying consciousness of unity does

not depend solely on the intrinsic essence of the objectivations in

question, but also on the rather obvious – perhaps all too obvious to be

immediately noted – circumstance that the objectivations belong to a

common factual context, namely the context of the constitution of one

and the same world:

All this is formally correct. On closer scrutiny it is however not the mere

specific essence of the positing acts that is decisive here, since if sepa-

rate subjects without a relation to a common world were conceivable,

then the synthesis of the congruent acts would not only be impossible to

enact, if the acts were distributed over different subjects, but they would

in truth not be related to the same objects. The separate subjects could

be related to completely like worlds. And there is nothing here that

shows that that is impossible. (XXVI, 204 n)

A few pages later Husserl explicitly claims that in the case of acts of

signifying orientated in accordance with objectivations relating to the

posited actual world the same thing holds as in the case of purely

fictional discourse. In both cases the identity of meaning depends upon

an actual consciousness of unity, since “without recognition different

objectivations would not have anything to do with each other” (XXVI,

206).

The question is whether the possibility of such a unity is in some way

constrained or even predetermined by the intentional content of the

lived experiences in question or whether it is a matter solely of further

synthetic unification. Apart from the obvious circumstance that such a

consciousness of unity is possible only with regard to lived experiences

belonging to a singular factual context of subjectivity, be it indirectly

through empathetic understanding, it seems also to be the case that they,

as constituting the noematic unity of “one and the same object”, must

belong together within the context of the, be it merely subjectively

valid, constitution of one and the same real world. The latter seems

however to boil down to the condition that we are dealing with unmodi-
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fied intentional directedness, in the sense of directedness to objects that

are intentionally individuated on the basis of unmodified positings of

existence, ultimately unmodified perceptions. The lived experiences in

question must be such that they bring in a commitment to the real

world.

In developing this new line of reasoning, Husserl seems at first to

take it for granted that the relevant consciousness of unity is predeter-

mined by the content of the intentional lived experiences in question.

The actual synthesis would merely bring out a convergence of meaning-

intentions that is already there, but not yet consciously taken hold of.

Accordingly, Husserl suggests that the identity of empirical meaning

does not depend upon an actual synthesis of identification or recogni-

tion, but rather on the possibility of such a synthesis, which is predeter-

mined by the intrinsic content of the objectivations:

When may individual thing-meanings, empirical meanings in general

(that are orientated in accordance with different acts of empirical envis-

aging (positing) be identical? Or when may meaning-intentions that are

founded in different empirical objectivations contain the identical

meanings? Now, I must, one will say, be capable of recognising the ob-

ject envisaged the second time as the same as the one envisaged the first

time. /…/ The “manner” in which the object is objectivated now and the

manner in which it was objectivated earlier, or the manner in which it is

given in a recollection, must be such that the “recollection” and the pre-

sent objectivation fit a synthesis of an actual recognition. If we conceive

the multiplicity of objectivations that are unified through possible syn-

theses of recognition and a multiplicity of meaning-intentions that are

directed in accordance with them, and that with a like meaning-content,

then all these meaning-intentions have the same meaning. (XXVI, 207)

Although Husserl initially speaks in terms of the capability of the

subject, the second part of the passage indicates that here the relevant

possibility is not really conceived as a subjective capability, dependent

upon further facts about the particular subjects. A few pages earlier,

discussing the case of make-believe, Husserl in fact indicates that he is

thinking of a non-psychological notion (XXVI, 205).

According to the proposed conception, the objectivations must, in

virtue of their intrinsic content, fit within a unity of a synthesis that in

some relevant sense amounts to the maintaining of a single positable

object. It cannot be a matter of the kind of coincidence of sense that
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demands a total likeness with regard to phenomenological content of the

intentional individuation of the object. As shown by the subsequent

discussion, the objectivations must however be such that they may enter

into a relation of fulfilment in a wide sense, where the synthesis of

identification has the character of a realisation of possibilities of

identification that are pre-delineated by the actual senses of the objecti-

vations. Here is a clear passage on this notion of a pre-delineation of

motivated possibilities of experience, with special regard to the case of

perceptually appearing objects:

It [the actually appearing empirical object] is intended as something that

is red and is a case etc., but also as something that is much more in ad-

dition, and that in an indeterminate manner; it is left open, though within

the general essential framework pre-delineated by the idea of the thing.

It is posited as a “this there”, of which certain aspects are brought to ap-

pearance and certain others are co-intended (the “this” contains inde-

terminacy) and it is posited in such a manner that it is up to the course of

experience to settle how the thing is, how it is to be further determined,

be it more closely, be it differently etc. The further experience does not

have to arrive, but it is not an empty possibility. Possibilities of experi-

ence are certainly pre-delineated in a general way through that which is

demanded by the constitution of a thing, and among the possible groups

of experience that belong here some are in turn singled out as called for

by the manner in which a given, actually enacted empirical intuition

(experience) is contextually related to other experiences, to recollections

that come to mind etc. (XXVI, 210 f)

Like in the case of make-believe, Husserl seems to hold that the

objectivations in question must be consistent with each other in the

sense that they may fit together within a unitary objectivation, where the

objectual correlate is determined in such a manner that it corresponds to

a possibility of existence within the actually posited world. In other

words, it must not be ruled out a priori, on the basis of what is pre-

delineated by the objectual senses, that an object of the intended kind

has the intended combination of determinations.

Husserl seems however to accept that the unity of objectivation may

incorporate limited corrections, where earlier determining experiences

are partly revoked by later experiences, rather than being wholly

integrated into a harmonious unity of varying manners of determination

of the same (XXVI, 207 f).
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The notion of fitting within a possible consciousness of unity implies

the ideal possibility of an evident synthetic experience bringing a thus

determined objectual unity to givenness in a continuous interplay of

intention and fulfilment, within a framework pre-delineated by the

objectual senses of the objectivations in question. However, Husserl

immediately acknowledges that the mere possibility that two objectiva-

tions fit within such a unitary objectivation does not seem to be suffi-

cient for the relevant kind of subjectively valid co-directedness to an

object in the actual world of harmoniously unified unmodified experi-

ence. In relation to a given objectivation there is a multiplicity of pre-

delineated possible unitary objectivations that are mutually incompossi-

ble within the unity of one unitary harmonious objectivation:

Living in the perceptions, recollections and empirical positings I envis-

age “real [wirkliche] things”. But empirical consciousness, too, may

continue in different ways under preservation of the identity of the as-

sumed objects. It is surely conceivable that the further course of experi-

ence, in which I will constantly undergo new experiences of the same

objects, of the same world, may take different routes. In advance every

actual experience always leaves further determinations of the experi-

enced thing open, it leaves indeterminate the specification of the aspects

of the thing that are not directly experienced, for example its backside,

how it will change etc. The experience “gives” and yet it once again

leaves open. That holds even when we limit ourselves to the course of

experiences that may be integrated in a harmonious unity, that are

maintained, that are not “relinquished” through conflicts. The course of

perceptions, and thus also the course of harmonious experiences, is de-

termined and is thus such that what is indeterminate becomes more

closely determined and such that a unified regulated nature is consti-

tuted, a nature related to a spiritual world [Geisterwelt] etc. Even in-

stances of error, illusion or mere appearance are integrated in the regi-

mented unity of the world. (XXVI, 207)

Husserl then points to the central role of the actual course of experience

and to its openness:

Now, one would like to say: to the extent that empirical objectivations

are integrated into unities, into actual unities of positing, they found

possibilities for meaning-intentions with identical meaning. However,

how can we know that empirical objectivations in the progress of expe-

rience will let themselves be integrated into a unity of experience, i.e.

into thing-positings that may be maintained; i.e. how can we know

whether the meaning-intentions really may be maintained with identical

meaning? (XXVI, 208)
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This suggests that what is needed is after all an actual unity of identifi-

cation, harmoniously integrated within the comprehensive harmonious

unity of actual unmodified world-constituting experience. The mere

possibility of objectual unity with regard to some possible world of

experience, corresponding to a merely conceivable course of world-

experience, i.e. a course of experience that is not ruled out a priori by

the co-ordinated objectivations regarded by themselves, is not suffi-

cient. Rather, even mere subjectively valid co-directedness seems to be

a matter of which objectual unities are actually brought about by the

interplay of actual “giving” experiences. It must at least amount to a

unitary objectivation that is both rooted in actual experience and may be

harmoniously maintained at the actual stage of world-constitution.

Husserl even suggests that it is a matter of what may be maintained

throughout the open-ended course of reality-constituting experience,

which of course cannot be at our disposal in advance. In other words, it

seems to be matter of what is rationally positable on the basis of evident

synthetic world-experience.

Although Husserl here seems to waver between a notion of mere

subjective validity, relative to a given subjective epistemic situation,

and a notion of objective validity, correlated to the regulative idea of an

infinite progress of harmonious world-experience, it is clear that these

considerations imply that the questions concerning identity of meaning

cannot be separated from the questions concerning the constitution of

truth and reality. This is however a conclusion that Husserl is rather

reluctant to draw. Do not the questions concerning truth, he asks, take

us beyond the sphere of meaning and mere intentional directedness?

But is this not to confuse the problem of the possible validity of empiri-

cal meanings, the problem of the possibility of empirical truth, of the

possible validity of empirical statements, with the wholly different

problem concerning the possibility of ideal-identical meaning? (XVII,

208)

Husserl clearly holds that there is an important distinction between mere

meaning and truth, which should not be muddled. The point is repeated

a few pages later:
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We must distinguish the valid relation of the meaning to the object from

the meaning pure and simple, which, precisely in the manner of an in-

tending meaning, relates to the object as intended. (XVII, 213)

I will return to this issue in the following subsection. For the moment it

is sufficient to note that Husserl here considers the strict separation

between questions of meaning and questions of truth to be of such

fundamental importance that he responds to the objection based on it by

gradually abandoning the line of reasoning developed in the previous

pages.

Once more, Husserl returns to the idea that the kind of co-

directedness needed for the realisation of an identical meaning presup-

poses an actually lived unity of identification, a supposition of identity.

It should thus be a matter of what is taken to be identical or different by

a given subject:

In the case of empirical objectivations I enact a supposition of identity

[Identitätsmeinen], a positing of unity, and intend the object as one and

the same, and this is a presupposition for orienting an identical meaning

[in accordance with them]. (XXVI, 208)

At first Husserl seems to exclude the idea that the supposition of

identity may be a wholly empty presumption, in which the unity of the

intended object is not the unity of an object actually maintained in its

identity through an, itself giving, interplay of giving experiences. Thus,

it seems after all to be a matter of constitution in the narrow sense of

intuitively fulfilled cognition, namely to the dynamic perceptual

constitution of objects of experience, and not merely a matter of any

subjective unity of lived experience that amounts to a supposition of

identity.

It should be noted that this does not by itself imply that identity of

meaning implies true co-directedness. It implies merely that there is

subjectively valid co-directedness, which means that there really seems

to be identity. It does not go beyond the finite achievement of a given

subject or community of subjects. Identity of meaning is thus regarded

as governed purely by factors immanent to actual instances of empirical

subjectivity. It is bound to the actual consciousness of unity:
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The empirical intuition, the act of empirical experience [Erfahrung] in-

tends something in a sensuous-intuitive manner, and through the pro-

gress of experience, through recollection and unification with ever new

experiences, the experience directed at the one and the same object is

constantly changed, the object is intended as the same, it is posited as

the same, but with an ever new “sense” (intended content [Gemein-

theitsgehalt]), in such a manner that the sense always leaves something

new open, which, when it is transformed into a determinate intended

content, lets the identity of the object be maintained. But through all

these senses runs an identity of sense, of the experienced “object”. The

meaning, the ‘this’, the proper name etc. is orientated in accordance

with the experience, the actual experience, or rather in accordance with

the actual experiential objectivation [Erfahrungsvorstellung]. It provides

the basis of the directedness of the act of signifying, and direct signify-

ing (as proper signifying, as ‘this’-signifying) is orientated in accor-

dance with the unitary consciousness of the enduring object that at one

time presents itself in one way and at another time in another way.

(XXVI, 211)

The kind of co-directedness relevant for identity of meaning would thus

depend upon the a posteriori course of experience and the actual

suppositions of identity induced through the play of experience,

regardless of whether there is in truth objectual identity. It should

however immediately be noted that even at this stage of Husserl’s rather

dialectical considerations there remains some ambiguity. Let me quote

another passage:

To the essence of the objectivation belongs the possibility that it under-

lies a “this”, an act of empirical signifying, and this meaning is also de-

termined by the essence. But in a peculiar way. The actual objectivation,

together with the act of signifying that actually is orientated in accor-

dance with it, is to be considered in its actuality, and it is to be consid-

ered that the identity of meaning is correctly maintained to the extent

that a real consciousness of unity leads from the objectivation to new

objectivations and that an indentifying recognition brings separate ob-

jectivations into unity, and to be more precise always into an unmodi-

fied unity. If I imagine some objectivations, then these may have a like

essence or fit into a unity with the actual objectivations in virtue of their

essence, but they do not actually have the same meaning, but only ficti-

tiously. Given that experience would continue in such a manner that we

would identify it along these lines, the intended as such would be the

same, the ‘this’-meaning itself would be the same. (XXVI, 213, my ital-

ics)
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The question is how the final sentence is to be interpreted. Is the

condition that such a supposition of objectual identity may be main-

tained at some given stage of the course of experience or is it that it may

be maintained so to speak ad infinitum? Is it a matter merely of actual

subjective validity or of a Kantian idea of the object “in itself”, as a

regulative ideal of experience? If the constitution of the real world will

always have the character of a work in progress, with a merely pre-

sumptive and fallible validity that brings in a commitment to further

experience, the possibility of a revision will never be foreign to an

actual constitutive achievement, but rather, in accordance with the

intrinsic sense of transcendent experience, always be left open at every

given stage of experience.

At this stage Husserl begins to explicitly work out the conception

that may be labelled pure identificationism. Gradually, he comes to

acknowledge some of its radical consequences. Do not these considera-

tions, Husserl asks, imply that empirical meanings, which do not have

the ideal identity of a pure species, are bound to the actual synthetic

unity of the underlying objectivations, through which signifiying in

concreto is realised, and hence to the particular subjects of experience?

Now one will ask: If the act of expressing and the concomitant act of

stating [das zugehörige Aussagen] are necessarily orientated in accor-

dance with the acts of experience (intuitive, clear or indistinct) and if

identity of meaning then means that a group of acts is pulled together, a

group of positing acts, of experiences, of actual experiences with ap-

pearance-contents that fit together, to which precisely the same mean-

ing-intentions may be accommodated, then empirical meanings cannot

be separated from the acts and hence not from the persons. (XXVI, 211)

This question leads to the central argument against the species concep-

tion, Husserl’s version of the Twin-Earth argument. As seen earlier, the

conclusion of this thought experiment is that not even a total likeness of

intentional content, with regard to the whole background and history of

the intentional experience of the persons in question, suffice for identity

of the realised meaning and that identity of empirical meaning is

dependent upon the particular acts.

Although the example from the beginning is based upon the presup-

position that the acts have different real objects of reference, Husserl
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takes the account a step further by asking what this presupposition

amounts to:

Do the words have the same meaning in the two cases? If we say: ‘no’,

then we do this on the basis of our acknowledgment of the presupposed

situation-of-affairs. We enact a unity of consciousness, which comprises

the two perceptions, in thought we enact the first perception, the first

experience, and then “move” from the first place to the other, i.e. enact

the appropriate series of experience and arrive at the second experience.

(XXVI, 212)

The issue is thus related back to yet another subject of experience, an

implicit observer as it were, and to an “internal” context of subjectively

valid world-constitution. But, one may ask, does this not imply that

there cannot be any identity of meaning “in itself”, but only identity of

meaning relative to particular subjective interpretations, which are

based on particular subjective points of view, determined solely by how

particular subjects happen to take things to be, regardless of whether

there is any objective validity or not? Does this not have strange

consequences, which ultimately threaten the very meaningfulness of the

notion of a repeatable meaning-content? Let us, however, leave this

question aside for the moment and turn to the culmination of the line of

reasoning according to which identity of meaning is bound to an actual

consciousness of unity.

The example of a twin case showed that the identity of empirical

meaning hinges on the factual individuality of signifying in concreto. If

one abstracts from the factual individuality of the lived experience

itself, then the intentional individuation of the intended object is lost

and there is no possibility of maintaining the identity of the object.

Husserl nevertheless claims that different acts may realise the same

meaning. But, instead of demanding true co-directness and true objec-

tual identity, which would refer the question of the identity of meaning

to the “external” context of true reality (as the correlate of a “Kantian”

idea), Husserl at first, in line with preceding considerations, advocates

the idea that identity of meaning is a matter of the “internal” context of

actual lived experience, i.e. that it is a matter solely of subjective belief

and subjectively valid constitution of “objects”:
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The meaning is however not bound to the particular act. And with re-

gard to the fictions presented above one must also add: it is not bound to

the circumstance that the unified empirical intuitions really belong to the

same objects. If I were transported from one environment to another

wholly like one, where the empirical intuitions would either be abso-

lutely alike or fit together precisely in the sense of an intuitively like en-

vironment, and came to believe, confused by the route, which did not

provide sufficient clues for a correct estimation of the direction of

movement, that I had returned to the point of departure, then I would

take the like objects to be identical, and then I would also say that the

meanings are identical. The meaning of “this house”, “this table” etc. is

then the same on both sides. (XXVI, 212)

A little later this idea is extended to the inter-subjective sphere, in terms

of mutual recognition:

The meaning belongs to the act, but not to the particular act, nor to the

particular person. Different persons may come to an understanding with

regard to empirical matters. This means: The person A enacts an empiri-

cal objectivation and act of signifying. The person B ascribes such an

objectivation to A and directs his signifying in accordance with the

same or essentially the same objectivation, or maybe in accordance with

an objectivation that for him has the same significance and that may in

turn be taken to have the same significance by A. In this manner we

have in relation to the same objects the same “groups” of possible per-

ceptions, of possible perceptions that may be unified in a consciousness

of unity, within which groups we all move as we enact identifications;

we further undergo new experiences [of the same object], and every-

body undergoes his own, but in such a manner that in general we may

“take them over” in mutual understanding, make them our own, as we

on the whole enact the same identifications as the others. We all thus

find ourselves facing a common world, a common field of empirical

meanings, of this-meanings and also of determinative meanings, predi-

cations etc. (XXVI, 213 f)

It should be noted that this kind of understanding and recognition

already must take the constitution of common reality “in itself” and of

truly co-directed co-subjects for granted. Husserl’s point can thus only

be that the constitution of meaning is a matter of internal relations

within mere subjective world-views and that it may be regarded in

abstraction from the transcendental questions concerning the objective

validity of the constitution of reality. It does neither imply that there is

not any true co-directedness, nor that the question concerning true co-
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directedness remains beyond the limits of phenomenological clarifica-

tion.

According to this conception, the identity of meaning is determined

purely by how particular actual subjects in fact take things to be as they

envisage, posit and identify objects. In a final step Husserl brings out

this conception in its most radical form, dropping the idea of objective

restrictions on the constitution of meaning altogether. As little as it

presupposes true co-directedness and true identity, it presupposes mere

consistency, correlated to possible existence. According to this concep-

tion, the identifications may in effect amount to sheer absurdities. What

counts is only the actual subjective comportment, which may change

from time to time, from person to person:

All empirical presentations belonging to the unity of an allegedly identi-

cal object, i.e. that fit together in the unity of one consciousness of iden-

tification or could thus fit together, found the possibility of using a

proper name with an identical meaning. But just about everything may

enter in the unity of a consciousness of identification, just about every-

thing may be mixed up by the human being! It does not matter. He takes

the object to be the same [Es gilt ihm als dasselbe], it is intended as one

and the same, and if this really is the case, then the proper meaning is

the same. Thus, if I mix up a house and a tin of boot polish, then the

meaning of “this” is the same; if someone else does not mix them up or

I myself at another time do not, then the meaning is different. (XXVI,

213)

Hence it depends wholly upon how I comport myself in the further

course of objectivation, in the further course of experience, how I com-

port myself as I recognise or mix up objects. (Ibid.)

According to some interpreters, this kind of pure identificationism is in

fact Husserl’s final position on the problem of the identity of meaning.

2.2 Identificationism

The clearest example of an interpretation according to which Husserl

accepts pure identificationism as the solution to the problem of empiri-

cal meaning is offered by Joumier, who sees the key to Husserl’s

position in the disassociation of the question of identity of meaning and
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the question of empirical truth.
7
 Joumier thus makes the following

claim:

[t]he question to be asked in order to determine the meaning of an ex-

pression is not: which is in reality the intended object? But: as what [en

tant que quoi] is the object intended? With what is it identified in this

intention?
8

Quoting Husserl’s exclamation concerning the possibility of mixing up

just about everything, Joumier makes clear that he understands this to

be a matter of arbitrary subjective identifications and beliefs. According

to this interpretation, “[t]he identity of empirical meanings, in contrast

to the identity of pure meanings, exists only subsequent to the act of

identification.”
9
 Here, identification does not amount to anything more

than subjectively valid co-directedness, which does not involve any

commitment to the real identity of intended objects. Rather, it is a

matter purely of a subjective noematic unity: “To talk about meaning is

not to talk about effective reality, but about noematic sense: this holds

for the presumed object as well. This remains unique if it is intended as

unique.”
10

It should be admitted that Joumier, although in a rather unclear fash-

ion, points to the importance of the “horizon of determinability”,

whereby he seems to refer above all to the intentional background of

situated experience, which implicitly determines the concrete inten-

tional content of particular acts and through which these acts are

anchored in and bound to particular subjective-relative vistas of

effective reality. Joumier also speaks of an irreducibale “deictic dimen-

sion” of empirical meaning.
11

 In the context of unmodified experience,

the presumed object should thus always be “inscribed in the context of

the world, be it under the heading of error”
12

. However, given the idea

that identity of meaning is a matter solely of unrestricted subjective

presumption, in such a manner that just about anything may be identi-

                                                  
7
 Laurent Joumier, “L’idéalité des significations empiriques”, p. 57.

8
 Ibid.

9
 Op. cit., p. 58.

10
 Op. cit., p. 61.

11
 Op. cit., pp. 58 ff.

12
 Op. cit., p. 62.
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fied with just about anything
13

, it is rather unclear what such a “deictic”

rootedness in the world of experience really may amount to.

Further, according to Joumier’s interpretation, empirical meanings

“do not have any objective existence other than in the inter-subjective

dimension”
14

. He refers to Husserl’s brief remarks on the inter-

subjective sharing of empirical meanings through mutual recognition

and points out that such recognition depends upon the sharing of the

real world of experience as a common context of situated experience
15

.

Still, given the basic idea that identity of meaning is a matter purely of

subjectively, be it inter-subjectively, valid identification, it remains

unclear what this may amount to. Thus, when Joumier in the concluding

section of his paper defends Husserl against the charge of Platonism and

argues that at least in the case of empirical meaning Husserl manages to

avoid Platonism without relinquishing the objectivity of meaning, he

make some claims that seem to go against the implications of the

preceding interpretation:

Surely, empirical meanings are objective ideas, but they exist only after

having been intentionally constituted, and, to be more precise, after

having been inter-subjectively constituted on the basis of the world of

experience. This does of course not mean that Husserl at this point is a

nominalist or conventionalist. The objectivity of empirical ideas cannot

be reduced to the fact that they constitute objects of collective repre-

sentations. But they owe it to the objectivity of the empirical things to

which they relate in virtue of their irreducible deictic character. Far from

being eternal essences, the empirical ideas are indexed to the factually

given.
 16

Simply put, it is difficult to see what difference this deictic or indexical

rootedness in the world of experience may make, if it does not put any

further constraints on what may constitute the realisation of the same

meaning. I will return to this point below.

Joumier’s appraisal of the conception that emerges out of his inter-

pretation of “The problem of the identity of meaning” is clearly positive

and, as seen, he holds that this kind of pure identificationism leaves

room for maintaining the objectivity of meaning.

                                                  
13

 Op. cit., p. 58.
14

 Op. cit., p. 62.
15

 Op. cit., pp. 62 f
16

 Op. cit., p. 63.
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Beyer presents a similar interpretation in several books and papers,

but from the outset he realises that pure identificationsm implies a form

of subjectivism with regard to the identity of meaning and he draws the

conclusion that it implies that one and the same empirical meaning, at

least in the case of direct singular reference, cannot be realised by

different subjects.
17

 Although he at first seems to have a rather positive

attitude towards this conception and to regard it as a promising form of

internalism with regard to meaning, he later comes to see the considera-

tions that end in the above-mentioned conclusion as a reductio ad

absurdum of the conception. While characterising it as a conception

“towards which Husserl at many places tends”, Beyer does however not

really make clear what he takes Husserl’s alternative conceptions to

be.
18

 Instead, he seeks to develop a “neo-Husserlian” conception of

singular reference and intentionality, which he characterises as “exter-

nalism without object-dependence”. However, apart from the “exter-

nalism”, which is not supported by any explanations or arguments, this

new “reconstruction” of Husserl’s ideas is still partly based on a form of

identificationism, albeit an impure one that calls upon a few additional

“principles of determination”.
19

As shown in the previous subsection, Husserl certainly entertains a

form of pure identificationism with regard to the identity of meaning at

one point in the winding text of “The problem of the ideality of mean-

ing”, but this is not the last word on the matter. Moreover, this concep-

tion does not seem to be in line with the central ideas of Husserl’s

approach to meaning and intentionality and it seems to have very

strange and problematic implications. In the next subsection I will argue

                                                  
17

 Beyer, Von Bolzano zu Husserl, p. 183.
18

 Beyer, Intentionalität und Referenz, p. 156 f  n.
19

 Op. cit., passim; see in particular §§ 7-9. Although he explicitly relates the
questions concerning meaning and co-directedness to the general problem of
constitution, Beyer does not, unlike Joumier, show any signs of a deeper under-
standing of the fundamental transcendental-philosophical questions that Husserl
addresses under this heading, nor does he seem to grasp the peculiar nature of
Husserl’s phenomenological approach to intentionality and meaning. Above all,
Beyer simply neglects the fundamental questions concerning intentional individua-
tion and the sense  of objectual identity. His “neo-Husserlian” theory of direct
reference sometimes comes dangerously close to mere speculation about psychologi-
cal mechanisms, employing rather superficial and naive notions of the intentional and
semantic phenomena in question. The additional “principles of determination” are
hypothetical postulations, supported only by rather weak indirect arguments.
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that Husserl ultimately rejects identificationism and opts for a quite

different solution to the problem discussed in the manuscript. First I will

however critically review some problematic aspects of the kind of

identificationism entertained by Husserl.

Husserl’s considerations in the manuscript are focused on a rather

limited and special group of examples and it is not wholly clear how the

conception that emerges out of them is to be generalised so as to apply

to empirical meaning in general. It must also be admitted that the

considerations involve much simplification and that a fuller account

would demand a great deal of differentiation and complication. This

makes it difficult to assess the implications of the resulting conception.

There seems however to be some issues that may be dealt with on this

rather general level.

It is clear that Husserl, even while entertaining this conception, still

presupposes that there is, in addition to “mere” identity of meaning,

room for true, real identity of intended objects, valid co-directedness

and even valid objectual bearing of empirical signifying. In fact, the

possible objective bearing of intentional lived experience with regard to

the real transcendent world is taken for granted by Husserl.

Husserl thus seems to operate with two different notions of the con-

stitution of reference, one relating to merely meant or intended identity,

as it were, and one relating to the rational constitution of real, true

identity. The version of identificationism entertained by Husserl thus

does not imply a rejection of the objective bearing of intentional

directedness in general, but is rather closely related to an attempt to

divorce questions of identity of meaning from questions of truth and the

constitution of reality in a strict sense.

This attempt is probably motivated by the idea that meaning precedes

truth, in the sense that the existence and identity of meaning is indiffer-

ent to the existence of the signified matters. The constitution of meaning

should thus be a matter solely of what is meant, as opposed to what is

not merely meant but also truly is. This idea should in turn be related to

Husserl’s conception of intentionality, according to which fully deter-

minate intentional directedness is an intrinsic phenomenological

character that is independent of the true existence of the intended

objects.
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Here one may object that, although units of meaning may be inde-

pendent of the existence of what is explicitly signified and the constitu-

tion of meaning may be independent of the constitution of the true being

of what is explicitly signified, the constitution of meaning may still be

dependent on or interlaced with the constitution of reality in another

manner.

The attempt to separate the question concerning the identity of

meaning from the question concerning the true identity of the signified

objects is probably related to a notion of the interiority of meaning,

according to which the identity of meaning ought to be reflectively

available on the basis purely of the intrinsic content of understanding in

concreto. An important aspect of the rejected species conception is

precisely that it supports the interiority of meaning in this sense.

According to the species conception, the identity of meaning is con-

tained in the “qualitative” coincidence of the intentional essences of

numerically different acts of signifying. Insofar as there is a clear and

adequate reflective grasp of the meaning-content realised through

different acts, the identity of meaning should accordingly be wholly

immediate and transparent, independent in relation to every kind of

external context. Identificationism may be regarded as an attempt to

save the intuition concerning the interiority of meaning.

Identificationism seems however to have some very awkward conse-

quences and to be hard to reconcile with some central aspects of

Husserl’s basic conception of intentionality and meaning.

In particular, one may wonder what has become of the intrinsic and

fully determined intentional directedness of the synthesised objectiva-

tions underlying the enactment of signifying. Identification presupposes

intentional individuation and the particular acts of signifying should

hence already constitute expressions with extensions that are fixed

through the underlying intentional individuation of the objects of

reference.

It seems that, given identificationism, the conclusion can only be that

the identity of the realised meaning is not at all fixed and constrained by

the intrinsic content of the objectivation.

But, one may object, it is not in virtue of this content that the fully

determinate realisation of the objectual relation of signifying in con-

creto is constituted? If one removes this connection, then it does not
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make sense to say that there is signifying of any particular object at all.

The conditions of the identity of the realised meaning would not be pre-

delineated by the sense of the underlying objectivation.

If identity of meaning is a matter solely of how particular subjects

happen to unify signified objects, then it is hard to see how one may

speak of signifying directed at particular objects at all or even about

distinct meanings and objectual relations. On the proposed conception it

does not make sense to speak of identity of meaning except in relation

to particular instances of subjective experience. On closer scrutiny, it

thus implies that meanings, contrary to the firm conviction of the

Logical Investigations, “are submerged in the flow of subjective mental

lived experiences and as passing events now are there and then not”

(XIX/1, 95). It all depends upon which syntheses of identification

happen to be actually embraced by particular subjects on particular

occasions, regardless of whether these syntheses may somehow be

deemed objectively correct, incorrect or even absurd. As new identifi-

cations occur and as sedimented ones are revised or pass away, there is

a continual change with regard to the identity of meaning.

This conception thus amounts to nothing less than the dissolution of

the idea of an objective, ideal-identical meaning-content.

It also brings about a serious problem with regard to the notion of

fulfilment and hence with regard to the phenomenological clarification

of what it means that an act of signifying is directed to a particular truly

existing real object or that acts of signifying are in truth co-directed. It

seems to imply that an empty meaning-intention may be fulfilled by any

presentation, since this would be a matter purely of what a given subject

at a given time happens to take as identical. This means that there is no

room for mistakes with regard to the application of expressions to given

objects. Although one, reflecting on one’s own lived experiences, may

still be mistaken about which identifications are actually enacted as

subjectively valid suppositions, the crucial distinction between merely

subjectively valid and real identity of intended objects cannot be

upheld, and the same goes for the distinction between merely apparent

and real identity of meaning.

 Pure identificationism thus implies that there cannot be an objective

significance that is fixed by the intrinsic content of signifying and that

signifying within the context of unmodified experience is not intrinsi-
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cally more closely related to the real world than signifying within the

context of pure make-believe.

Here one may perhaps, like Joumier, suggest that the objectivity of

meaning is a matter of inter-subjectivity and that it consists in the

mutual recognition and sharing of actual identifications, but this does

not seem to solve the fundamental problem. There would still not be

any identity of meaning that transcends particular instances of empirical

subjectivity. Moreover, the reference to inter-subjectivity seems to

already presuppose the constitution of a common world and to tacitly

rely on the notion of true co-directedness, namely with regard to certain

basic points of reference, in terms of which the intentional individuation

of signified objects occurs. Otherwise, the “inter-subjective” constitu-

tion of meaning would not amount to more than a private fantasy.

The idea that identity of meaning is a matter of actual subjective

identification is an answer to the problem that the necessary and

sufficient conditions of identity of empirical meaning cannot be stated

in advance on the basis of the intrinsic content of a particular act of

signifying, be it in terms of a total likeness with regard to the intrinsic

logico-semantic essence or in terms of a construction of a pre-delineated

manifold of possible objectivations. The reasons for this are that the

intentional individuation of individual being has an essentially occa-

sional character and that empirical objects, belonging to the inexhausti-

ble exteriority of time and space, transcends the particular manners of

individuation and determination whereby they are intentionally fixed.

Even if one accepts the idea that the objectual sense, the “object in its

manner of determination”, intrinsically prescribes a rule of identifica-

tion and determination, explicable in terms of a pre-delineated horizon

of further experience, corresponding to the more or less determinate

determinability and identifiability of the intended object simpliciter, it

still leaves a considerable room of play, which may be narrowed down

only by further synthetic experience. The mere possibility that two

experiences may enter into such a pre-delineated synthetic unity does

not suffice to warrant that the identity of the object is maintained. Only

insofar as the synthetic unity is motivated by actual experience within

the harmonious unity of the constitution of the transcendent world, may

there be such a warrant, which however always will have a presumptive

character and be open to correction by further experience. From a
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phenomenological point of view, the true identity of the intended object

remains the correlate of a “Kantian idea”. As Husserl puts it in the final

part of “The problem of the ideality of meaning”, with regard to the

unmodified experiential givenness of objects: the intended object

simpliciter (regarded as a pure intentional correlate in the modified

sense of noematic reflection) “is indeed given, but nevertheless full of

presumption, it is an ‘idea’, a dunamis, directed towards an entelechy,

and this holds of every aspect of the objectual content” (XXVI, 219).

Pure identificationism may thus be regarded as an attempt to avoid

the conclusion that the realm of empirical meaning is itself bound to the

inexhaustible transcendence of the real world and that the questions

concerning identity of meaning cannot be separated from the questions

concerning the constitution of true reality. As seen, the price for this

seems to be rather high. Instead of the idea of an inexhaustibly tran-

scendent, but nevertheless fixed identity, we are left with mere actual

constellations of particular subjective lived experiences. The units of

meaning are conceived not only as inseparable from these constella-

tions, as coming into being, changing and passing away together with

them, but also as in truth exhausted by them at any given stage of their

“ideal” being.

2.3 Meaning and the constitution of transcendent being

The only way to avoid the consequences described above seems to be to

conceive the identity of meaning as “bound” to the transcendent identity

of extensions belonging to the world. From a phenomenological

perspective, this means that the clarification of the identity of empirical

meaning leads to the clarification of empirical truth and of “the make-

up of the constitution of the transcendent in the context of experience”.

The identity of meaning (as realised on different occasions) should

thus imply the “real” identity of the “real” extensions. If one, with

regard to the direct semantic poles of signifying, conceives the identity

of meaning in terms of a singled-out dunamis, “full of presumption”,

which may be brought to actualisation only through a more or less

determinately pre-delineated synthetic unity of further experience, then

one should thus have to admit that this actualisation cannot be a matter

of mere subjective supposition of identity, but rather is bound to what in

truth holds of the signified world. The realisation of empirical meaning
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should in itself already involve a commitment to the real existence of

the signified world. According to this idea, the identity of meaning

cannot be contained in a consciousness of unity. At most there may be a

fallible bringing to presence of identity, in relation to which the real

identity of objectual relations remains a regulative idea.

This seems in fact to be the direction in which Husserl finally moves

in “The problem of the ideality of meaning”. Before I turn to the

examination of some important passages in the manuscript, I will

however make an attempt to situate the problem in relation to some

fundamental ideas of Husserl’s phenomenology of reason and reality.

Although Husserl at one point entertains a form of pure identifica-

tionism with regard to meaning, there are no reasons to think that his

line of reasoning is based on the idea that “true” or “real” co-

directedness to “external” objects cannot be dealt with from a purely

phenomenological perspective. As seen, the underlying idea is rather

that the constitution of meaning should be treated separately from the

constitution of transcendent reality.

Further, even if it indicates that meaning is characterised by a radical

form of transcendence, the failure of the attempt to hold on to the idea

of the “interiority of meaning” does not necessarily point towards some

form of externalism with regard to intentional directedness. From a

phenomenological point of view, the upshot is rather that the phenome-

nology of meaning already is a part of the phenomenology of reason,

i.e. of the phenomenological clarification of the constitution of reality.

In this regard the fourth division of Ideas, “Reason and reality”, is a

central text. In the present context the first chapter, “The noematic sense

and the relation to the object” is of special interest. This chapter has

been given much attention in the interpretation of Husserl’s conception

of intentionality, in particular with regard to the introduction of the

notion of the determinable X in the noematic sense, which makes up the

abstract form of the “object simpliciter” in the modified sense of

noematic reflection.

This chapter has however often been dealt with out of context. This

has paved the way for interpretations of the relation between intentional

experiences and their objects that Husserl no doubt would regard as

naive. For example, on the interpretation of Smith and McIntyre the

determinable X is introduced as a rather mysterious and inexplicable
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intensional entity that warrants the identity of the transcendent intended

object
20

. According to Beyer, on the other hand, there is from a phe-

nomenological point view only an “internal” identity of the determin-

able X, constituted along the lines of pure identificationism
21

.

A proper understanding of the question of the intentional relation to

the object demands a clear grasp of what Husserl’s phenomenological

internalism with regard to intentionality really amounts to, along the

lines sketched in the previous chapter of this study. In particular, one

must take seriously the idea that even the correlation of intentional lived

experiences and intended real objects falls within the phenomenological

field. Here the reality and identity of objects cannot be taken for granted

and every kind of tacit reliance on naively accepted ideas concerning

the world and the relation between the “internal content” of subjective

experience and the “external content” of the world must be left out of

play. From a phenomenological point of view, the clarification of the

relation between subjective experience and transcendent reality refers us

back to the question of constitution, to the question of the possible

noetico-noematic manifolds through which the being of objects may be

disclosed as rationally positable.

Now, in the chapter under consideration, the final section, “Object

and consciousness. Transition to the phenomenology of reason”, is

devoted precisely to inscribing the analysis of the noematic sense and

the relation to the object in the wider context of the phenomenology of

reality and reason. As Husserl himself puts it, this brings the investiga-

tions to a “turning point”. The question concerning the real correlates of

intentional lived experiences does not take us beyond the phenomenol-

ogical sphere, but rather opens yet another dimension of phenomenol-

ogical investigation.

The fundamental idea concerns the correlation of objects and possi-

ble noetico-noematic manifolds, through which objects in virtue of the

intrinsic make-up of the lived experiences in question are rendered as

“one and the same” through a multiplicity of “subjective modes of

appearance”. With regard to everything “that we may refer to, have

before us as reality, hold as possible or probable, merely think of in the

                                                  
20

 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 211 ff, 316.
21

 Beyer, Intentionalität und Referenz, pp. 151 ff..
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most indeterminate manner” one may ask for the correlated manifolds

of consciousness through which it would be constituted as an intentional

correlate (III/1, 310 f).

In the present context I would like to point to the manner in which

the difference between “merely intended identity” and “real identity” of

intentional objects, as well as the difference between “merely intended”

and “really existing” is introduced precisely as a topic of phenomenol-

ogical clarification:

If we reflect more closely upon what the essential relations between

object and consciousness that we considered above imply or ought to

imply, then we come to sense a certain ambiguity, and as we go further

into it we realise that we are facing a great turning point in our investi-

gations. To an object we assign a multiplicity of “posita” [Sätze], of

lived experiences with a certain noematic content, and that in such a

manner that through them syntheses of identification are made possible

a priori, in virtue of which the object may and must stand there as the

same. The X that in the different acts, respectively act-noemata, is en-

dowed with different “determinations” [“Bestimmungsgehalt”] is neces-

sarily conscious as the same. But is it really the same? And is the object

itself “real”? Could it not be unreal, while the various harmonious and

even intuitively filled out posita nonetheless came to pass as conscious

contents? (III/1, 312)

The turning point consists in the thematisation of the constitution of

reality, which in a certain sense was naively taken for granted in the

discussion of the noematic sense and the relation to the object:

In our talk of the noetic-noematic “constitution” of objectualities, for

example of thing-objectualities, there was hence an ambiguity. Here we

were primarily in every case thinking of “real” objects, of objects be-

longing to the “real world”, or at least to “some” real world. But what

does then this “real” amount to with regard to objects that are after all

consciously given only through senses and posita [Sätze]? (III/1, 313)

As Husserl points out, in ordinary speech “an object plain and simple”

always amounts to “a real object” (ibid.).

Finally, Husserl returns to the question of the “identity of intentional

objects” and to the problem of the difference between “merely in-

tended” and “real identity”. This difference corresponds to a distinction

between constitution in a narrow, respectively in a wide sense:
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In the wider sense an object is “constituted” – “regardless of whether it

is real or not” – in certain manifolds of consciousness, which harbour a

potentially evident unity, insofar as they essentially carry with them

consciousness of an identical X. (Ibid.)

With regard to every domain of cognition one may ask: when is the

noematically “intended” [“vermeinte”] identity of the X “real identity”

and not “merely” intended identity, and what does this “merely in-

tended” amount to? (Ibid.)

Let us now return to “The problem of the ideality of meaning”, in which

Husserl gradually comes to embrace the view that the identity of

meaning is a matter of the “real identity” of intentional objects, and that

the constitution of empirical meaning hence cannot be dealt with in

separation from the constitution of transcendent reality in the narrow

sense.

Immediately after suggesting that identity of meaning is a matter

solely of what is taken to be identical by particular subjects, regardless

of whether there is true identity or not, Husserl gives expression to

second thoughts:

However, should one not rather say: first I intend a, and if I identify a

with b, then I also identify the meaning of a and the meaning of b,

namely as a proper meaning. If I later take a and b to be different ob-

jects, then I will take “this” to have different meanings on the different

occasions. If we are dealing with persons and proper names, then I first

allegedly have the same person in front of myself, having the same

proper name, then two different persons, of which only one now has the

proper name in question, whereas the other have another name. (XXVI,

213.)

This suggests that the identity of meaning is not a matter merely of

subjectively valid suppositions of identity, and that the difference

between real and merely intended objectual identity corresponds to a

difference between real and merely intended identity of meaning. If the

objects are taken to be the same, then the objectual relations of the acts

of signifying are taken to be the same. With regard to directly referen-

tial aspects of signifying this means that the acts of signifying will be

taken to realise the same direct meaning. To be more precise, this is

how things will appear to the reflecting subject on the basis of the

supposition of identity in question. If the supposition of identity is
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revised, then there will seem to be a difference with regard to the

semantic values. This does however not mean that the meaning itself is

somehow changed or that the identity of meaning depends upon the

actual consciousness of unity.

At this point Husserl still seems to hesitate, as he instead of explicitly

rejecting identificationism reasserts the need to distinguish between “the

valid relation between the meaning and the object” and “the meaning

simpliciter” (ibid.). Yet, in the ensuing reconsideration of the problem

Husserl brings in some further ideas that point beyond the confines of

identificationism. First, there is the ambiguous idea that there may be

identity of meaning only if the course of experience continues in such a

manner that we make the relevant identifications (ibid.). It is unclear

whether this means that identity of meaning is created by any given

unity of experience or whether it is a matter of a fallible bringing to

presence through a progress of experience regulated by the idea of true

identity. Second, one may also note that the manner in which Husserl

conceives the possibility of inter-subjective identity of meaning seems

to presuppose the objective being and identity of the intended objects.

He thus suggests that this depends on that “we have in relation to the

same objects [von denselben Gegenständen] the same ‘groups’ of

possible perceptions” (XXVI, 214).

That Husserl is indeed moving in this direction is then showed by

several passages in which he explicitly states that identity of meaning

implies real extensional identity:

Numerous acts may “contain” the same meaning – but properly speak-

ing only positional acts –; one and the same statement, for example “this

sheet of paper is white”, may be founded through the many acts in

which this sheet of white paper appears and that lead to each other

within a consciousness of unity. But it must be precisely this white sheet

of paper that appears, that is experienced (positionally) /…/. (XXVI,

214, my italics)

Returning to the difference between pure and empirical meanings,

Husserl reaffirms the general validity of the “essential distinctions”:

Take for example the judgement “Göttingen is situated by the Leine”.

Here, too, we distinguish between, on the one hand, the actual saying,

the actual phonetic phenomenon, the actual judging and, on the other

hand, the phonetic value, the statement, the judgement. (XXVI, 216)
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He then once more raises the question how the ideal identity of empiri-

cal meaning is to be conceived:

How is the case with regard to empirical judgements? At first it seems

to be wholly similar. Countless factual statements, factual judgements

(actual) may surely relate to this identical state of affairs through ex-

actly the same sense, may state: “Göttingen is situated by the Leine”.

And here, too, I may surely speak (and I do that) about “the” judgement

“Göttingen is situated by the Leine”. But the question is what kind of

generality we are dealing with here, if it is the generality of a pure idea,

if we here, too, have an ideal-identical meaning as a “proposition in it-

self”. There are of course countless acts of referring by ‘Göttingen’ to

Göttingen, but the difficulty is what warrants the identity of the relation

precisely to Göttingen, whether the essence of the objectivation in ques-

tion is sufficient. (Ibid., my italics)

Here Husserl clearly conceives the problem in terms of real or true

extensional identity. At this point he does not regard pure identifica-

tionism as an option. Rather, now he seems to hold that the outcome of

the preceding considerations is that the conditions of identity of empiri-

cal meaning may be clarified only in terms of situatedness in the

exteriority of the signified world. On the other hand, now he also

explicitly points beyond the “naive” presupposition of the world,

rephrasing the issue in terms of the “unity of the possible constitution”

of real being:

Now this is precisely what we have been dealing with above. The

“countless” objectivations of and acts of referring to Göttingen are such

that they all set out from human beings belonging to one and the same

world, or [in other words] they are all objectivations and acts of refer-

ring that belong to the unity of the possible constitution of this determi-

nate Earth, with this determinate Göttingen. (Ibid.)

Husserl points out that an abstraction from the facticity of signifying

also amounts to an abstraction from “the relation to this determinate

objectuality”, and hence from “an essential aspect of the meaning”

(XXVI, 216 f). He then once more unequivocally states that identity of

meaning implies real extensional equivalence:

Real and possible human beings make one and the same judgement

“Göttingen is situated by the Leine”, insofar as they make judgements

with the same essence, in such a manner that they, actually envisaging
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and judging, comport themselves in such a manner that the relation to

this empirical objectuality really is established for them all. (XXVI,

217, my italics)

That this should not be interpreted in terms of some kind of externalism

with regard to intentionality should be clear by now. But then it ought

also to be acknowledged that the identity of a particular empirical

meaning is as transcendent as the signified world itself and that it may

be given and “warranted” only to the extent in which true objectual

identity may be given. The answer is not to secure the identity of

meaning in the “exteriority” of the signified world, naively accepted as

absolutely given. Rather, the recognition of the transcendence of

meaning ought to go hand in hand with a rejection of the conception of

an absolute sphere of meanings, be it an ideal realm of immutable

species (purely conceptually determined possibilities of signifying) or a

real realm of objective matters of fact, which as an independent condi-

tion of possibility precedes every factual act of signifying in concreto.

From a phenomenological point of view – and with regard to the

concrete realisation of meaning as an intentional “content” there is no

other point of view – units of empirical meaning remains dunameis,

“full of presumption”, intelligible only as “Kantian ideas”.

3. Sense, horizon and the relation to the object

In the introduction to this study, I quoted a footnote in Formal and

Transcendental Logic, according to which the “doctrine of horizon-

intentionality” provides the key to the problem “occasional judgements

and their meanings” (XVII, 207 n). Although one may wonder whether

Husserl is thinking only of the significance of situation-dependent

expressions in a more limited sense or of empirical meaning in general,

it does not seem to be very far-fetched to take the remark as a clue for

the clarification of the general problem of empirical meaning.

What Husserl comes to call horizon-intentionality is in fact an im-

portant topic in several of the texts that have already been examined in

this study. It has surfaced above all in terms of the idea that an inten-

tional lived experience in a more or less determinate manner pre-

delineates manifolds of further potential experiences, which would
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constitute the synthetic rendering of “one and the same object” as a

correlate of further identification and determination.

As seen, in the course of the first series of considerations undertaken

in “The problem of the ideality of meaning”, Husserl wavers between

pure identificationism and conceptions that bring in some form of

restriction with regard to the identity of meaning. One of the options

that he contemplates is that identity of meaning is correlated to the

possibility that different intentional lived experiences in virtue of their

intrinsic sense may fit together in a harmonious manner, corresponding

to the ideal possibility of an object with these and those determinations.

This seems to demand a stronger kind of unity than the unity brought

about by a mere supposition of identity. To be more precise, it has to be

a unity of fulfilment of such a kind that the intentional lived experiences

may fit together in virtue of their intrinsic content, realising pre-

delineated possibilities of synthesis of identification. This conception

relies on the idea that the sense of an intentional lived experience

prescribes something like a rule for the constitution of the intended

object, in the widest possible sense of constitution, which amounts to

nothing more than the dynamic unfolding of intrinsically harmonious

noematic unities.

Unlike pure identificationism, this idea of an intrinsically pre-

delineated possibility of synthetic unity leaves room for the difference

between true and merely apparent identity of meaning, corresponding to

the difference between coherent and incoherent suppositions of identity.

It moreover implies that the conditions of identity of meaning are

regulated so to speak in advance. This conception, according to which

identity of meaning is correlated to the mere possibility of a harmonious

synthesis, is however still to weak to be able to account for a consistent

domain of stable meanings. In relation to a given objectivation there

may be several different and mutually excluding possibilities of such a

harmonious synthesis, corresponding to mutually excluding possible

ways in which the intended world may be further determined, under

variation of everything except what is determinately conceived and

presupposed by the objectivation in question.

A further step would be to suggest that identity of meaning corre-

sponds to a selection from the multiplicity of pre-delineated possibili-

ties, which singles out one way in which the intended object could be
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harmoniously identified and determined, excluding all other possibili-

ties. In the manuscript there are, as seen, tendencies towards giving

actual experience the central role in this respect, either in terms of free

suppositions of identity or in terms of evident experience and experien-

tial motivation (see in particular XXVI, 210 f).

However, since even the most harmonious unity of experience, corre-

sponding to a “reflective equilibrium” of well-founded doxa, is fallible,

it could never guarentee real co-directedness of signifying, which is

what Husserl in the manuscript finally demands with regard to identity

of meaning. Moreover, as pointed out above, the identity of meaning

would still be bound to actual subjective epistemic situations, and that

in such a manner that units of meaning come into being and pass away

as cognitive achievements are actually carried out, maintained, revised

or lost by particular subjects.

If the idea of the “interiority of meaning” is dropped one may instead

conceive identity of meaning in terms of real co-directedness and real

extensional identity.

But what may this amount to from a phenomenological perspective?

There is no reason to hold that Husserl ever abandoned the purely

phenomenological conception of intentionality, according to which fully

determinate intentional directedness, for example to a truly existing

object in the real world, occurs solely in virtue of the intrinsic make-up

of intentional lived experiences. Accordingly, it should depend solely

on the intrinsic content of any given acts of signifying, whether they

realise the same meaning or not. Further synthetic experience, uniting

the different objectivations through an evident synthesis of identifica-

tion, should merely amount to a discovery of something that is in fact

determined in itself, and not to a subjective act of creation.

The problem is that this identity cannot be grasped in advance on the

basis of the intrinsic content of the objectivations in question. It is

transcendent.

Since Husserl maintains that the essentially subjective character of

intentionality precludes every kind of natural-objective perspective on

intentionality, the question concerning the identity of empirical meaning

thus leads to the question concerning the “constitution of the transcen-

dent in the context of experience”. It is only within a universal constitu-

tive perspective that the idea of fully determinate intentional directed-
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ness and the questions concerning “identity of intentional objects”, “real

co-directedness” and “identity of meaning” may be fully clarified,

namely through a critical explication and clarification of the immanent

principles of constitution, as implicitly contained in the intrinsic sense

of objectivation.

From this point of view, Husserl’s initial exposition of the problem

may seem to suffer from a certain naivety with regard to the context of

the real world. As a result, the whole discussion may seem to tacitly

rely on an idea of context-dependence that already implies some form

of externalism. In assessing Husserl’s considerations it may thus seem

to make sense to speak about a form of context-dependence that cannot

be accommodated within the purely phenomenological conception of

intentionality and to suggest that the latter hence must be confined to a

merely “internal” perspective. As argued in the previous chapter, there

are however reasons to doubt whether an “external” perspective on

intentionality makes any sense at all. What is lacking, instead, is a fully-

fledged global constitutive perspective.

3.1. Constitution and horizon

A thorough examination and appraisal of Husserl’s notion of horizon

would be an extensive and ambitious project.
22

 Here I will focus on

some fundamental ideas that are of special importance in the present

context.

To begin with, rather than a single concept of horizon there seems to

be a multiplicity of notions associated with the term horizon in

Husserl’s texts. Although they are closely related to each other, reflect-

                                                  
22

 As far as I know there is as yet no such study. The notion of horizon, being one
of the most central notions of Husserl’s mature phenomenology, is certainly dealt
with in many scholarly studies, in general overviews and introductions as well as in
books and papers dealing with more limited issues, but seldom in a comprehensive,
thematic, systematic and fundamental manner. Often, it is employed as an unthematic
operative notion, and a rather vague one at that. More ambitious, but still rather
limited attempts to deal with this notion may be found in the following studies: Tze-
Wan Kwan, “Husserl’s concept of horizon”; Bernhard Rang, Kausalität und
Motivation; and Guido A. de Almeida, Sinn und Inhalt in der genetischen Phänome-
nologie E. Husserls. In the present context, Husserl and Intentionality by Smith &
McIntyre is of particular interest. In my opinion, it contains the best and most
systematic attempt at elucidating Husserl’s notion of horizon so far. A central idea of
the interpretation of Smith and McIntyre is that horizon-analysis of meaning is
closely related to possible-worlds semantics.
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ing one and the same basic structure of conscious experience, it is

important to note that besides the narrow and most obviously technical

sense of the term there are a number of broader senses, encompassing

context, background and field phenomena in general. This is even more

clearly the case with regard to the early term halo [Hof], which is used

in a closely related sense and sometimes even interchangeably with the

term horizon, for example in the final section of “The problem of the

ideality of meaning”. One should also note that although the notion of

horizon fundamentally relates to a noetic phenomenon, i.e. to the

horizon of an intentional lived experience, it is also used with regard to

noematic phenomena, in particular with regard to the determinability,

the background and the context of objectual correlates.
23

 For example,

Husserl sometimes speaks of the world as the external horizon of the

object, and of the open-ended temporal and spatial horizons of the

object. However, this usage relates precisely to the object such as it is

intended in virtue of the intrinsically sense-giving noesis, and so it is

simply a reflection of the general correlation of noesis and noema, of

cogitationes and cogitata qua cogitata, at different levels of synthetic

unity.

In the present context, the fundamental issue addressed under the

heading horizon is the manner in which an intentional lived experience

in virtue of its intrinsic make-up pre-delineates a further synthetic unity

of potential acts. Horizon-analysis amounts to an explication of the

intrinsic sense of particular acts.
24

 This explication does not only go

beyond the straightforward conceptual explication of “the object in the

manner of its determinations”, but also makes it possible to account for

aspects of the sense that cannot be directly expressed in a medium of

conceptual generality. Above all, it amounts to the introduction of a

dynamic perspective, without which the concrete synthetic unity of

consciousness, from which particular lived experiences stand out only

as abstractly conceived phases, cannot be adequately understood.

                                                  
23

 Smith and McIntyre call attention to the distinction between the “object-
horizon” and the “act-horizon” (Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 229 ff, 239 ff). Kwan
underlines the primacy of the “act-horizon” (“Husserl’s concept of horizon”, pp. 308
f).

24
 Cf. Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, ch. VI.
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When Husserl in Formal and Transcendental Logic speaks of the

“all-determining role” of horizon-intentionality and claims that this was

“set forth for the first time in Ideas”, he is referring to the fundamental

significance given to what in Ideas is called the “functional point of

view”. In section 86 of Ideas, “The functional problems”, the problems

of “the constitution of objects of consciousness” are explicated in these

terms:

The functional point of view is the central phenomenological point of

view, the investigations that emerge out of it encompass more or less the

whole phenomenological sphere, and in the end all phenomenological

analyses are in some way in its service as constituents or subordinate

stages. From the analysis and comparison, description and classification

of particular lived experiences we turn to the consideration of the par-

ticularities from the “teleological” point of view of their function of

making possible “synthetic unity”. The consideration is directed to the

manifolds of consciousness that are essentially so to speak pre-

delineated in the lived experiences themselves, in their sense-givings, in

their noeses in general, and that may so to speak be hauled out from

them; thus, for example, in the sphere of empirical experience and expe-

riential thinking we have the multiform continua of consciousness and

stepwise connections between conscious lived experiences, which are in

themselves connected through a community of sense, through the uni-

tary comprehensive consciousness of one and the same objectivity, as it,

in changing manners of appearance, is intuitively given and intellectu-

ally [denkmäßig] determined. It is an attempt to investigate how some-

thing self-same, how objective, not really immanent units of every kind

are “objects of consciousness” [“bewußte”], “intended” [“vermeinte”],

how the identity of the intended is on essential grounds correlated to

formations of consciousness of very different kinds, and how these for-

mations ought to be described in a methodical and rigorous fashion. And

it is further an attempt to investigate how the unity of the objectuality,

with regard to every objectual region and category, in a manner corre-

sponding to the double title “reason” and “unreason”, may and must let

itself be consciously “disclosed” or “repudiated”, be determined through

intellectual forms, be “closer” determined or “differently” determined,

or be altogether rejected as a “anullable” “illusion” [“nichtigen”

“Schein”]. To this context belong also all the distinctions that are to be

made under the trivial but still so enigmatic headings of “reality” and

“illusion”, “true” reality, “illusory reality”, “true” values, “illusory val-

ues and unvalues [Unwerte]” etc., the phenomenological clarification of

which belongs here. (III/1, 197)

The functional point of view is thus the key to the problems of constitu-

tion in the narrow sense, which Husserl also calls the “transcendental
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problems”, and it is with regard to the purely phenomenological

investigation of these problems that Husserl speaks of “transcendental

phenomenology” (III/1, 198). Although Husserl makes explicit use of

the notion of horizon in other passages of Ideas, most notably in the

preliminary expositions of the natural world as a correlate of conscious-

ness (III/1, 55 ff, 99 ff), the thematic consideration of the functional

problems, which, as seen above, amounts to a “turning point” in the

investigation of intentionality, is above all to be found in the fourth and

last division of the work, “Reason and reality”. Here one should in

particular mention the account of how the inadequate perception of a

thing by virtue of its intrinsic essence pre-delineates the “Kantian idea”

of the adequate givenness of the thing, as an “absolutely determinate”

system of endless continuous harmonious processes of experience, in

which one and the same X continually is determined “more closely and

never differently” (III/1, 331).

The most concise exposition of the concept of horizon, in the sense

of the pre-delineation of the potential lived experience that could

contribute to the harmonious constitution of the synthetic unity of one

and the same object simpliciter, is to be found in the Cartesian Medita-

tions. Here, too, the “all-determining role” of horizon-intentionality is

underlined, as well as its fundamental importance with regard to the

transcendental problems:

Thus every consciousness, as consciousness of something, has the

proper essential trait not only of being able to pass into ever new man-

ners of consciousness, as consciousness of one and the same object,

which in the unity of synthesis is intentionally contained in these as an

identical objectual sense; but of being able to do this in the manner of

such horizon-intentionalities, and indeed only in this manner. The object

is so to speak a pole of identity, continually present to consciousness

with a pre-intended sense that is yet to be realised, in every partial phase

of consciousness an index of a noetic intentionality that belongs to it in

virtue of its sense, an intentionality that may be made into a topic of in-

quiry and be explicated. (CM, 48)

The horizon-structure of intentionality in general thus prescribes for

phenomenological analysis and description a totally new methodologi-

cal approach – a methodological approach that is put into operation at

every place where notion and sense, real and ideal reality, possibility,

necessity, illusion, truth, but also experience, judgement, evidence etc.
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occur as headings of transcendental problems that are to be worked on

as genuine problems of subjective “origins”. (CM, 51)

In the end it is the disclosure of the horizons of experience that alone

clarifies the “reality” of the world and its “transcendence” and then

proves it to be inseparable from the transcendental subjectivity that con-

stitutes sense and reality of being. (CM, 64)

However, not even the Cartesian Meditations offers a comprehensive

and systematic account of the notion of the horizon of an intentional

lived experience. Rather, the exposition, which is found above all in

section 19, “Actuality and potentiality of the intentional life”, is based

on a particular case, the usual paradigmatic case of a simple perception,

which later is specified in terms of the standing example of the second

meditation, the perception of a dice (or cube [Würfel]). There is no

reason to hold that this brief introduction is meant to encompass all the

different aspects of the horizon of an intentional lived experience. In the

present context, many of the questions that may be raised here will be

left aside. What is important is the main direction of Husserl’s thought

on this point.

Husserl begins by stating that the investigation of intentional lived

experience is not exhausted by the analysis of actual lived experiences:

Rather every actuality implicates its potentialities, which are not empty

possibilities, but inherently, and that in the actual lived experience in

question itself, pre-delineated possibilities, which moreover have the

character of possibilities that are to be realised by the ego [vom Ich zu

verwirklichender]. (CM, 46)

First, it should be noted that the horizon is thus not really conceived as

something in addition to the lived experience in question itself. Rather,

horizon-intentionality is an intrinsic characteristic of the lived experi-

ence, consisting precisely in the pre-delineation of a “space of play”

[Spielraum] of further synthetic experience of the intended object, to

use a term employed by Husserl elsewhere (See for example XX/1; XI).

As will be seen this Spielraum may be conceived as the correlate of the

aspects of indeterminacy or determinability that belongs to “the object

in its manner of determination”. Husserl uses the term horizon with

regard both to the lived pre-delineation and to the pre-delineated
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potentialities whose realisation would amount to an actual fulfilment of

horizon-intentionality.

Second, one should note that Husserl underlines that the pre-

delineated possibilities are characterised as possibilities that the ego

itself can, or could, realise. This indicates that the Spielraum is so to

speak egocentric, and that horizon-intentionality involves an implicit

consciousness of subjective capabilities. However, as will be seen, it is

of no importance whether the realisation of such a pre-delineated

potential lived experience is in fact excluded or not. This point should

be related to the idea that synthetic unity essentially and fundamentally

is synthetic unity within an absolutely singular field of subjectivity,

determining a singular Spielraum of actual subjective life.

Husserl then goes on to a more substantial explanation of the notion

of horizon, with special regard to the horizon of perceptual givenness:

Every lived experience has a horizon that changes with the flux of the

context of consciousness and the flux of the stream-phases of the lived

experience itself – an intentional horizon of referral [Verweisung] to

potentialities of consciousness that are proper to it. For example, to

every external perception belongs the referral from the properly per-

ceived sides of the object of perception to the co-intended sides, which

are not yet perceived, but merely anticipated, in the manner of expecta-

tion and to begin with in non-intuitive emptiness – as the sides that now

are perceptually “pending”, a continual protention, which has a new

sense with every phase of perception. Furthermore, the perception has

horizons of other possibilities of perception as ones that we could have,

if we directed the course of the perception otherwise, for example by

moving the eyes in this rather than that manner, or if we would step

forward or to the side etc. In the corresponding recollection this recurs

in a modified manner, for example in the awareness that I at that time

could have perceived other sides, and not only the ones that as a matter

fact came into view, i.e. given that I had in a corresponding manner di-

rected my perceptual activity otherwise. Furthermore, to take up this

thread, to every perception belongs continually a horizon of the past as a

potentiality of recollections that may be awakened and to every recol-

lection belongs in turn as a horizon the continual mediated intentionality

of possible (to be actively realised by me [von mir aus tätig zu verwirk-

lichender]) recollections up to the actual perceptual now in question. In

all these possibilities a role is played by an “I can” and “I do” respec-

tively “I can do otherwise” – by the way irrespective of the inhibitions

that always are open possibilities with regard to this freedom, as with

regard to every freedom. (CM, 47)
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At first the horizon appears to be restricted to the pre-delineation of

further synthetic unity to be realised by me from now on. However, this

horizon of future experience not only reaches into the past through pre-

delineated potentialities of recollection, but it also includes lived

experiences that as a matter of fact are excluded from the actual unity of

the particular instance of subjective life. These are lived experiences

that may be “indirectly” made present through certain kinds of quasi-

modifications that reproduce them as lived experiences that the subject

can have or could have had, given certain changes with regard to the

actual circumstances of experience. Thus, although the actual realisation

of further synthetic unity is always a matter of what will actually come

to pass in the course of subjective life, this actually lived synthetic unity

may very well in a convoluted manner incorporate past lived experi-

ences as well as lived experiences belonging to an alter ego. In effect,

Husserl seems to hold that in the manner of horizon-intentionality the

whole constitutive system correlated to the object, such as it is intended,

is pre-delineated.

The horizon is conceived as the correlate of an “objectual sense” that

always remains to some degree merely implicitly adumbrated in the

explicitly enacted sense of the intentional lived experience (CM, 47 ff).

Objects are always intended as transcending the particular manner of

determination in which they are actually objectivated. Or as Husserl

puts it: “This intending-beyond-itself that lies in every consciousness

must be regarded as an essential trait of it.” (CM, 49) Here the “explicit

sense” is to be identified with “the object in the manner of its determi-

nations”, and the incompletely adumbrated “objectual sense” with the

“the object simpliciter”, as the transcendent unity of an open-ended

further synthetic noematic unity. The implicit adumbration of sense is a

matter of how the object is noematically rendered as further “determin-

able” in specific manners – and this is of course part of the “explicit

sense” itself. The implicit adumbration of sense is however indetermi-

nate precisely with respect to the specific content of the aspects of the

intended object that are left indeterminate in the “explicit sense”. On

this interpretation, the horizon does not itself make up an “implicit

sense” in addition to an “explicit sense”, but rather precisely the more

or less determinately pre-delineated Spielraum for the actual realisation
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of the incompletely adumbrated objectual sense, i.e. for the harmonious

constitution of the object itself through further synthetic unity:

The horizons are pre-delineated potentialities. We also say that one al-

ways may ask for what lies in the horizon, explicate it, disclose the po-

tentialities of conscious life that are at hand at the given occasion. How-

ever, precisely by doing this we disclose the objectual sense that in the

actual cogito always is had in mind merely implicitly in an incomplete

adumbration [nur in einem Grade der Andeutung implizite gemeinten].

This, the cogitatum qua cogitatum is never envisaged as a ready-made

given; it is clarified only by this explication of the horizon and of the

continually awakened new horizons. Though the pre-delineation itself at

all times is imperfect, it nevertheless has a structure of determinacy in

its indeterminacy. For example, the dice still leaves a lot open with re-

gard to the unobserved sides, but it is nevertheless already from the out-

set “apprehended” [“aufgefaßt”] as a dice, and in particular as coloured,

rough and the like, where these determinations always leave further dis-

tinctive features open. This leaving-open is an intrinsic aspect of the

actually given conscious lived experience preceding the actual closer

determination, which perhaps never is effected, it is precisely what

makes up the horizon. Through an actual progress of perception – in

contrast to a mere clarification through anticipating “acts of envisaging”

[“Vorstellungen”] – fulfilling closer determination or revised determi-

nation is effected, but with new horizons of openness. (CM, 47 f)

The openness is openness within a firmly prescribed space (cf. III/1,

91). To put it briefly, it belongs to the “explicit” sense of the object, as

an object of a certain kind or type, that it is further determinable (and

identifiable) within certain generic dimensions of being, but it is

indeterminate with regard to the specific differentiation within each of

these dimensions, which is thus left open. Explicating the sense in terms

of pre-delineated possibilities of further synthetic unity, one ends up

with a manifold of sets of generically pre-delineated potentialities

correlated to further determinations that would be mutually incompati-

ble as determinations of one and the same object. For example, the

unobserved sides of a dice must have some colour and some shape – to

begin with, a dice must have a “backside” – and the dice must have

some spatio-temporal trajectory extending beyond the actually deter-

mined phase of its spatio-temporal being and so forth.

The openness is thus not unrestricted. The horizon does not consist

only of open potentialities. Rather, the pre-delineation is precisely a

delimitation of openness, and that not only with regard to generic
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dimensions of deteterminability, but also with regard to the “determina-

tions” that are contained in the “explicit” sense. To explicate the

horizon is to explicate the manner in which the sense prescribes a

demarcation of conditions of possible further synthetic unity of one and

the same “object simpliciter”. The sense itself provides a measure

against which suppositions of identity may be measured.

These considerations take their starting point in a manner of laying

out the sense of what is had in mind that does not seem to be foreign to

everyday mundane reflection, at least insofar as it is unconcerned by

theories of mental representation. Such a natural “noematic” reflection,

which normally is unconcerned also by the idea of phenomenological

purity, seems for example to be what gives specific content to the

normal confident belief that questions concerning identity of objects in

principle are answerable in more or less strictly prescribed ways. In

effect, considerations of this kind seem to be the medium of every kind

of critical reflection upon content, conceptual or non-conceptual.

However, according to Husserl’s conception, such a reflection upon

sense is still characterised by a kind of naivety:

The phenomenologist does however not lose himself in the naive devo-

tion to the intentional object, regarded purely as such, he does not

merely contemplate it in a straightforward fashion, explicating its in-

tended characteristics, its intended parts and properties. That would

leave the very intentionality that makes up the intuitive or unintuitive

awareness as well as the explicating contemplation “anonymous”. In

other words, the noetic manifolds of consciousness and their synthetic

unity would remain hidden, although it is solely in virtue of them, and

that as their intrinsic achievement of unity, that we continuously have an

intentional object in mind, and in every given case this determinate one,

which we have so to speak before us as intended as such and such /…/

(CM, 49)

Husserl thus stresses the fundamental importance of noetically directed

investigations.

Husserl indicates that a naive noematic reflection easily lends itself

to a groundless reification of sense, which may form the basis of

inadequate conceptions of intentionality. In order to save the phenom-

ena of sense, a more radical phenomenological approach is needed,

investigating the subjective lived experience that in concreto realises

and constitutes sense. Therefore, the proper place of horizon-analysis is
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within a global constitutive perspective, which cannot be exhausted by

abstract noematic analyses and associated notions of an object-horizon

or a noematic horizon.

In the Cartesian Meditations Husserl also clearly relates the notion of

horizon-intentionality to the functional problems of constitution:

As such it [the intentional analysis] goes beyond the isolated lived expe-

riences that are to be analysed; explicating the correlative horizons it

situates the very diverse lived experiences in the thematic field of the

lived experiences that function as “constitutive” for the objectual sense

of the cogitatum in question: i.e. not only the actual ones, but also the

potential ones, as ones that are implicated, “pre-delineated”, in the

sense-achieving intentionality of the actual lived experiences, and that

have the evident character of explicating the implicit sense. It is only in

this manner that the phenomenologist may come to an understanding of

how such things as standing and lasting unities may be consciously ren-

dered in the immanence of conscious life, in determinate manners of

consciousness belonging to this incessant flow of consciousness, and, in

particular, of how this marvellous achievement of the constitution of

identical objects comes to pass with regard to every category of objects,

i.e. of what the constituting conscious life looks like and must look like

with regard to the correlative noetic and noematic modifications of one

and the same object. (CM, 50)

Within a purely phenomenological consideration, the question con-

cerning the identity of intentional objects must be dealt with from the

dynamic perspective of the “functional problems”, focusing on how

intentional lived experiences intrinsically have the character of pre-

delineating a further synthetic unity of “identity”, as a functional,

teleological unity. It is only with regard to such a functional system of

constitution that it makes sense to speak of co-directedness of inten-

tional lived experiences. Moreover, precisely insofar as it is character-

ised by fully determinate intentional directedness, whereby the intended

object is individuated, an intentional lived experience thus indicates a

rule or rule-system for any further synthetic experience of one and the

same object:

Every object, every objectuality in general (including every immanent

one) indicates a rule-structure of the transcendental ego. As objectivated

by the ego, as a correlate of consciousness in whatever mode it may be,

it immediately indicates a universal rule for possible further conscious-

ness of the same, possible within an essentially pre-delineated typicality;
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and this holds of course already of every conceivable, as objectivated

conceivable object. (CM, 55 f)

One may thus say that each and every intentional lived experience in

itself contains the rule or measure of co-directedness. But, insofar as the

essence of intentional individuation cannot be detached from the

individual facticity of the lived experience itself, as a never-to-be-

repeated phase of the singular flow of conscious experience, this rule, as

a particular rule of a particular individual object, as individuated in a

particular objectivation, cannot be exhaustively expressed in a medium

of conceptual generality or be exhaustively represented in terms of an

“objective objectivation”, neutralising empirical subjectivity. Here the

lived enactment of subjective life is unsurpassable.

In general, horizon-analysis leads back to the singular and funda-

mentally “solipsistic” field of subjectivity, as the field of every possible

synthetic unity. The concrete basis is not to be found in abstract

relations of sense, but in the lived unity of consciousness as a synthetic

unity having the character of a context of motivation.
25

3.2. World-consciousness and world-horizon

The dynamic point of view does not merely involve investigations of

how intentional lived experiences in themselves pre-delineate synthetic

unity, but also naturally leads to a global constitutive perspective, in

which particular intentional achievements and their horizons are

regarded in relation to the possible concrete unity of subjective life and

its total intentional achievement. This is ultimately a matter of genetic

phenomenology, which is concerned with concrete monadic subjectivity

and its constitutive achievements as constituted “within the unity of a

‘history’” (CM, 78).

The fundamental idea of the dynamic point of view is that con-

sciousness, intentional lived experience as such, through and through

has the character of synthesis. According to Husserl (for example in the

                                                  
25

 Horizon-intentionality is closely related to the phenomenological notion of
motivation. In Ideas Husserl declares, with regard to the global horizon of pre-
delineated possible experience of the world, that the context of experience “through
and through is a context of ‘motivation’, continually taking up new motivations and
transforming already formed ones” (III/1, 101). Cf. Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and
Intentionality, pp. 248 f.
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Cartesian Meditations) every phase of an intentional lived experience,

be it the briefest perceptual display in the medium of a single, abstractly

conceived field of sensation, already has the character of synthesis, of a

manifold functionally united in the rendering of unity. Husserl also

holds that there are no ultimate elements or atoms of consciousness,

which would precede the peculiar form of synthesis that is “the primor-

dial form of consciousness” (CM, 40 f, 48).

Synthesis of identification, in the widest sense of a rendering of

identity, is merely a basic form of synthesis in this sense, which also

encompasses the intentional rendering of differences, pluralities,

relations etc. (CM, 44) Ultimately subjective life as a whole emerges in

the universal synthesis of the “internal consciousness of time”, as the

basic form of the “being-for-itself” of lived experience. As emerging in

this form, conscious life as a whole is a unity of synthesis, whereby

every particular phase of lived experience belongs in the functional

unity of a single cogito with a single universal cogitatum (CM, 45).

In the present context, the last point is of particular interest. I will

however not delve into the idea of the monad of subjective life as the

truly universal cogitatum, which is horizontally pre-delineated by every

particular phase of subjective life and which, in reflection, always is

presupposed as the unity to which particular lived experiences belong as

mere aspects (CM, 45). Rather, I will stop at the idea of the universal

synthesis of the consciousness of the world of natural life, i.e. the idea

of the universal synthetic unity of the concrete phenomenon of the

world (for this term cf. CM, 94, 100 ff; VI, 191).

Now we understand that through the universally performed epoché with

regard to the being or non-being of the world, this has really not simply

been lost for us as a topic of phenomenology: after all, we still have it

qua cogitatum. And not merely with respect to the individual instances

of real being [einzelne Realitäten] that happen to be intended or rather

intentionally singled out [herausgemeinte] in these or those special acts

[Sonderakten] of consciousness, and in this or that manner of intention.

Their individuation [Vereinzelung] is namely individuation within a

unitary universe, which continually appears to us in a unitary manner,

even when we are occupied with grasping individual instance of being.

In other words, there is always co-consciousness of it in the unity of one

consciousness, which itself may be turned into an act of grasping and

often enough is. Thereby there is consciousness of the world-universe

[das Weltganze] in its proper form of spatio-temporal endlessness.
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Throughout the fluctuations of consciousness the single universe, which

may fluctuate with regard to the individualities that are experienced or

intentionally singled out in other manners, remains as an existing back-

ground to the whole of natural life. Thus, in the consistent enactment of

the phenomenological reduction the open endless pure conscious life

remains at our disposal on the noetic side, and on the side of its noe-

matic correlate we have the intended [vermeinte] world purely as such.

(CM, 38 f)

Individual instances of real being are thus, according to Husserl, always

intentionally individuated as singled out from the world as the universal

correlate of natural life. The world is the fundamental and ultimate pole

of the universal synthesis that makes up the changing phenomenon of

the world. This does not only imply that intentional directedness to real

being is possible only within the functional unity of an over-arching

world-directedness, but also that an awareness of the world belongs to

the concrete manner in which an individual instance of real being is

intentionally individuated and determined, i.e. to the noematic sense in

question.

The noematic sense encompasses both “internal” and “external”

“determinations” of the intended object as such. It seems that “determi-

nations” pertaining to external, at the basis spatio-temporal, relations to

other instances of real being, for example to ones appearing in the

background of the perceptual field, must already presuppose the

individuation of the intended object and its relata as spatio-temporal

existents in the exteriority of the world. This does however not presup-

pose that there first must be an independent awareness of a spatio-

temporal context, which the existents in question then are intended as

situated in. According to Husserl, the spatio-temporal form does not

come to the intended instance of real being from the outside, but is pre-

delineated in the particular objectivation. From the outset the intended

object is something “out of the world”. In other words, to every inten-

tional lived experience directed to real being belongs the horizon of the

world.

It seems that the idea that the world is the horizon of particular things

should be interpreted neither wholly objectively, in terms of the context

of being in which a particular thing is situated, nor merely in terms of

the subjective-relative idea of an inconspicuously adumbrated totality

against which a particular intended thing stands out. It should be
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admitted that Husserl sometimes, namely in noematically directed

descriptions, uses the term horizon to relate to the exteriority from

which a particular thing stands out. However, as seen, Husserl holds

that these phenomena must be traced back to more fundamental consti-

tutive investigations concerning synthesis and horizon-intentionality in

the technical sense discussed above.

The notion of the world as the horizon of particular instances of

individual being should be related to the notion of the horizon of the

world, namely of the world as the fundamental and ultimate “pole” of

every partial lived experience belonging to the universal synthesis of

world-consciousness.

Already in Ideas the noematic notion of the horizon of the world, as

the all-encompassing object-horizon of the natural attitude, is clearly

related to the idea of horizon-intentionality. It is introduced in the first

pages of “The fundamental phenomenological meditation”, in the

preliminary description of the world of the natural attitude. This is

clearly already a phenomenological description, concerned with the

intentional “content” of the natural attitude. The global perspective is

present already in the first words: “I am conscious of a world, endlessly

extended in space, endlessly becoming and having become in time”

(III/1, 56). Husserl goes on to declare that the world is present above all

through perceptual experience. Through perception particular material

things and animate beings, for example human beings, are simply there.

This applies to the whole field of perception, in which objects of

attention stand out against a background. However, this does not

exhaust what is there for the subject. In other modes, many other things

are there for the subject, without being actually perceived. They are

simply “known” to be there (III/1, 56 f). Finally, even if one takes into

account the constellation of co-present things, this does not exhaust the

manner in which the world is present to the subject. Beyond the

determinate reality of perceptual presence and non-perceptual co-

presence there is a horizon of indeterminate reality. In this manner, the

world-universe is there for the subject:

The sphere of what is actually perceived and what is more or less clearly

co-present is partly interspersed with and partly surrounded by an ob-

scurely present [bewußten] horizon of indeterminate reality. I can send

rays of the enlightening gaze of attention into it, with varying success.
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Determining, at first obscure and then more lively, acts of making pre-

sent let me haul out something, a series of such recollections is put to-

gether, the sphere of determinacy becomes wider and wider and maybe

wide enough to establish a relation with the actual field of perception, as

the central environment. The result is however in general different: an

empty haze of obscure indeterminacy is populated by intuitive possi-

bilities or probabilities, and only the “form” of the world, precisely as

“world”, is pre-delineated. The indeterminate environment is by the way

endless. The hazy horizon, which may never be completely determined,

is necessarily there. (III/1, 57)

This does not only hold with regard to the spatial order of the being of

the world in relation to a given time of presence, but also with regard to

its order of being in time. Here Husserl speaks of an endless “temporal

horizon” of the actual presence of the world (III/1, 57 f).

Later, in the preliminary account of the natural world as a correlate of

consciousness, Husserl argues that every worldly existent belongs to the

more or less determinately pre-delineated horizon of the actual presence

of the world: “A thing is a thing of the surrounding world, and this

holds even of an unobserved thing and even of a thing that is assumed

merely as a real possibility [das real mögliche Ding], i.e. that is not

experienced, but is possible to experience or maybe possible to experi-

ence.” (III/1, 101) More precisely, every real existent “belongs to the

indeterminate, but determinable horizon of my given actuality of

experience” (ibid.). Here Husserl stresses that the horizon is intrinsi-

cally pre-delineated by the sense of actual experience, and more

precisely through the noematic indeterminacy that belongs to the

manner in which the actually experienced constellation of things is

present:

This horizon is however the correlate of the indeterminacy-components

that essentially belongs to the thing-experiences themselves, and these

leave open – always essentially – possibilities of fulfilment that by no

means are arbitrary, but pre-delineated, motivated, with regard to their

essential type. /…/

Every hypothetical stance of practical life of empirical science re-

lates to this changeable, but always co-posited horizon, through which

the thesis of the world receives its essential sense. (III/1, 101 f)

Husserl prefigures the notion of “the world” as a universal pole of

synthesis, when he states that the actual unique spatio-temporal world is
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“fixed” through the actual experience. As belonging to the horizon of

this fixed pole, every conceivable thing out of the world is correlated to

some, more or less indeterminately pre-delineated possible experience,

be it one that de facto is excluded for example for us as human beings

(III/1, 103).

In the Crisis, where the correlation of consciousness and world is

considered in terms of the constitution of the life-world as the ground

and horizon of the constitution of objective being in general, Husserl

elaborates the idea that things stand out against the world as a pre-

delineated horizon in a manner that clearly indicates that the involved

consciousness of the world is not something in addition to the particular

thing-related lived experiences, but is implicated in their intrinsic sense.

With regard to the world of sense perception, Husserl first analyses

particular objectivations as mere dependent phases of a total momentary

world-experience, which already contains the sense of the whole world,

which is intentionally present as a partly implicitly adumbrated corre-

late:

The particular thing is – with regard to the manner in which there is

consciousness of it [bewußtseinsmäßig] – not something apart, percep-

tion of a thing is perception of it within a field of perception. And as the

particular thing in the perception has sense only through an open hori-

zon of “possible perceptions”, insofar as what is properly perceived

“points to” a systematic manifold of possible perceptual displays that

harmoniously belong to it, so the thing has yet another horizon: vis-à-vis

the “inner horizon” there is an “outer horizon”, precisely with regard to

the thing as a thing belonging to a field of things, and this points ulti-

mately to the whole “world as perceptual world”. The thing is one in the

total group of simultaneously really perceived things, but this group

does not, with regard to the manner in which there is consciousness of

it, make up the world for us, but in it the world is displayed, as a mo-

mentary field of perception it has for us always already the character of

an extract “of” [Ausschnitt “von”] the world, of the universe of things

of possible perceptions. So, this is the world as it is present on a given

occasion; on every occasion it is displayed for me through a core of

“original presence” (whereby the continually subjective character of the

actually perceived as such is indicated), as well as through its inner and

outer horizon-validities [Horizontgeltungen]. (VI, 165)

The manner in which the world is implicitly contained in the sense of a

particular intended object should thus not be interpreted merely in terms
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of the totality of other objects that may be encountered in the realisation

of the further experience that is pre-delineated as an “outer horizon”. An

intended object has such an “outer horizon” only insofar as it is already

intended as an object “out of” the continually experienced world.

In another passage Husserl develops the difference and inextricable

unity of thing-consciousness and world-consciousness:

For us, the awake and incessantly somehow practically interested sub-

jects, the world is not merely occasionally, but always and by necessity

pre-given as the universal field of all actual and possible praxis, as hori-

zon. Life is constantly life-in-the-certainty-of-the-world. Waking life

[Wachleben] is to be awake for the world, to constantly and actually be

“conscious” of the world and of oneself as living in the world, to really

live in the certainty of the being of the world, to really enact it. Thereby

it is in every case pre-given in such a manner that particular individual

things are given. There is however a fundamental difference between

the modes of world-consciousness and thing-consciousness, object-

consciousness (in a widest, but purely life-worldly sense), although they

form an inseparable unity. Things, objects (here always in a purely life-

worldly sense) are “given” as at each time valid [geltend] for us (in

whatever modes of certainty of being), but in principle only in such a

manner that we are conscious of them as things, as objects in the hori-

zon of the world. Each one is something, “something out of” the world,

which we constantly are conscious of as horizon. We are on the other

hand conscious of this horizon only as a horizon for existing objects and

it cannot be actual without consciously singled out objects. Each one has

its possible modes of modification of validity, of modalisation of the

certainty of being. On the other hand, there is not world in the same

manner as there is a being, an object, but in a singularity [Andererseits

ist Welt nicht seiend wie ein Seiendes, wie ein Objekt, sondern seiend in

einer Einzigkeit], with regard to which the plural does not make sense.

This difference with regard to the manner of being of an object in the

world and of the world itself obviously prescribes fundamentally differ-

ent correlative manners of consciousness. (VI, 145 f)

In natural life the world is taken for granted in the manner of a “univer-

sal unthematic horizon” of wordly interests (VI, 148). That the universal

world-pole remains unthematic in mundane life and is not constituted as

an object-pole does however not mean that its being for consciousness

consists merely in the abstract identity of a primordial “X”. Rather, it is

“determined” precisely insofar as the sense of every particular objecti-

vation already is a sense of “something out of” the world.
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If one does not restrict the considerations to the abstract layer of

mere sense perceptual display, it appears that the world out of which

particular objects stand out may be consciously present as something

that we “know” a great deal about, something that is already “deter-

mined” far beyond the actual perceptual display, through an intuitively

empty consciousness whose clarification is not a matter merely of

explicating open horizons, but also of making present quite determinate

particular and general features of the world.

The point of this rather long exposition of the notions of synthesis

and horizon within the framework of the functional point of view is to

show how Husserl moves towards a holistic conception of intentional

directedness. According to this conception, certain phenomena that may

be interpreted in terms of background and context, in particular the

presence of the horizon of the world and the intentional background of

“knowledge” concerning particular objects as well as the world in

general, are to be understood as intrinsic aspects of the particular

objectivations in which particular instances of real being are singled

out, rather than as external factors that contribute to the determination

of fully determinate intentional directedness, be it in the sense of an

“internal” context or background of intentional life. The upshot of this

is that the horizon of further synthetic experience of one and the same

object as such is always already inscribed in the global horizon of

further synthetic experience of the experienced world.

Accordingly, already the “explicitly” enacted sense of the intended

object is a sense of the object as an object out of the world, and the

object is already determined through a concrete but unthematic sense of

the world. There is an outer horizon of objectivation only insofar as the

objectivation already implicates a consciousness of a unique world,

“fixed” through actual experience. The correlate of world-consciousness

is never merely the abstract pole of a pre-delineated universal synthesis,

but always has a concrete content on the basis of a more or less deter-

minate adumbration, centrally an imminent aspect “of” the world. At

every given occasion the sense of the world implies a manifold of

retained or habitualised synthetic achievements. It emerges out of a

history and is constantly enriched, revised and transformed.

Intentional individuation in concreto is thus not merely essentially

bound to the facticity of the intentional lived experience itself, in such a
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manner that the ultimate principle of intentional individuation is the

living presence of the lived experience itself, but it is also a holistic

affair, which always already implies that the intended object is deter-

mined in relation to an actually envisaged context in the spatio-temporal

exteriority of the world. First and foremost, the actual sense of the

world is concretely filled out by the living background of further world-

experience surrounding a particular objectivation, consisting of simulta-

neously unfolding as well as retained passed lived experiences.

At the end of “The problem of the ideality of meaning” Husserl ex-

plicitly brings in the related terms horizon and halo in a manner that

seems to show that he is moving in the direction indicated by my

exposition of the functional point of view. The topic under discussion is

once again the difference between objectivations in the mode of “as if”

and unmodified objectivations. The question is whether an objectivation

in the mode of “as if” and an objectivation directed to an extension in

the context of reality may be identical with regard to their essence or

eidos, i.e. apart from the modal difference.

As a first step Husserl suggests that the objectivations must be re-

garded as aspects of a wider synthetic context. To begin with, objecti-

vations have a living halo of further lived experiences. Through

explication of this halo we are in turn referred to ever new lived

experiences with ever new halos:

Empirical objectivations have their living horizon or perhaps rather their

halo of consciousness [Bewußtseinshof], and this halo is explicable, it

leads to new empirical objectivations, each having a halo that is in turn

explicable etc. The explication is however not really an explication /…/

that by genuine “analysis” brings out what “ is already there”. (XXVI,

218)

Here Husserl seems to be thinking above all of explication of implicitly

retained passed lived experiences, which in turn bring in their own halo

or horizon of retention. It must be admitted that the use of the terms

horizon and halo is not very clear at this point.

He immediately goes on to speak of the horizon of a lived experience

in a way that seems to be more in line with the notion of horizon

presented earlier in this section. The focus seems however still to be

exclusively on the horizon of possible recollections. To begin with, this
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horizon is not conceived as an open horizon, but rather as a horizon

closed by earlier experience:

The horizon embraces a content in the mode of emptiness, a content that

becomes fulfilled as we go back to the corresponding experiential ob-

jectivations, and that in such a manner that the objectivations that now

occurs, for example recollections of what has passed or what has existed

in and through the passed events, must stand in a relation of fulfilment

with the original objectivations. The objectivations occur precisely in a

context, in a context of succession and simultaneity, and this is a context

that informs the interrelated lived experiences and through which, in ad-

dition, the intentional objects of these lived experiences, in the case of

experiential objectivations, are bestowed with a spatial-temporal-

substantial [-sachlichen] relation to the intentional objects of the affili-

ated acts. Now, the halo is surely not arbitrary and certainly has an es-

sence, which rules out that the objectivation experienced by me may oc-

cur in an arbitrary context. (XXVI, 218)

What is interesting here is above all the manner in which the internal

context of simultaneous and successive lived experiences is said to

inform the determination of the intended objects, namely within the

spatial-temporal-substantial relativity of a wider subjectively-relatively

rendered extract of the world. This points towards the holistic concep-

tion of intentional individuation sketched above. The intended object is

determined as something “out of” the actually experienced world. The

identity of the intentional object may be maintained only insofar as it

from the beginning is individuated as determined in an actual nexus of

exteriority, in such a manner that the horizon always is demarcated by

an implicated actual synthetic achievement of subjective-relative world-

rendition. The explication of intentional individuation in concreto

ultimately leads to the single actual synthetic unity of world-experience,

in which it occupies a unique position, first and foremost in the tempo-

ral order of lived experience. Husserl suggests that this does not hold of

pure make-believe and that therefore there may never be complete

likeness between unmodified and modified objectivation with regard to

the eidos of intentional individuation in concreto (where the step to the

eidos of course already amounts to a loss of the individuation of the

intended object):

Should I not, then, be able to go into the halo of the imagination in the

same manner as into the halo of an experience, where it is conceivable
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that I run through the complete series of experiential objectivations and

draw out my whole context of experience? In the case of imagination

this is obviously not possible. It is indeterminate with regard to its be-

fore and after, and it is arbitrary how I pretend the surroundings to be,

and in doing so I am bound by the ray of the given objectivation and its

halo only to a minor degree. The indeterminacy of empirical imagina-

tion is thus a very important theme. (Ibid.)

In the present context the interesting point is not the difference between

unmodified and modified objectivations, but the idea that the unmodi-

fied intentional individuation is intrinsically related to the universal

synthetic unity of unmodified experience of the world.

Husserl then notes that the sense of unmodified experience is char-

acterised by indeterminacy as well. Here he finally returns to the basic

idea of the horizon of an objectivation, as correlated to the further

determinability of the object, with regard to inner as well as outer

determinations. However, he also underlines that the object of experi-

ence is always individuated as belonging to a context:

The sense of an experience has, apart from the indeterminacies belong-

ing to the object of experience with regard to its appearing sides, i.e. in

its mode of givenness, also indeterminacies with regard to the context,

and the two kinds of indeteterminacies are in turn not without relation to

each other. The sense of experience, if we thereby mean the intended

object, which is an object only in its context, is not something finished

and self-contained, and that holds with regard already to the present (in

the case of external objects with regard to the features presently be-

longing to the object). The intended object in its manner of determinacy

and indeterminacy [im Wie der Bestimmtheit und Unbestimmtheit] is

something determinate and something that may be eidetically grasped in

an approximate and crude manner, the object itself (though as an experi-

entially intended within quotation marks) is indeed given, but neverthe-

less full of presumption, it is an ‘idea’, a dunamis, directed towards an

entelechy, and this holds of every aspect of the objectual content.

(XXVI, 218 f)

Then Husserl once more takes up the question concerning the difference

between objectivation within the context of unmodified and objectiva-

tion within the context of modified experience:

This holds however of the imagination in the mode of “as if” as well.

An “idea” in the mode of “as if” is however not something determinate,

but there is freedom to adjust the as if-intended object in accordance
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with an idea [im Sinn einer Idee zurechtzumachen] or to arbitrarily

shape it, as if it satisfied an idea. (XXVI, 219)

Even the quasi-individuated object of pure make-believe is given as

dunamis. However, in the case of make-believe the realisation of the

synthetic unity of the object is a matter that depends upon the subjective

fiat of further make-believe within the unity of a synthesis that is pre-

delineated in a manner that is not restricted by anything external to the

context of free imagination. On the other hand, the “idea” of an object

individuated in the context of reality is said to be “something determi-

nate”. Here there is not any freedom, but rather a commitment to the

determinate identity of the object in the determinate context of the

world.

3.3. The “determinable X” and real identity

With regard to the role of the notion of horizon-intentionality in the

clarification of fully determinate intentional directedness, and in

particular with regard to the realisation of direct singular reference, the

preceding considerations clearly speak against interpretations according

to which the pre-delineation of the horizon of an intentional lived

experience depends, be it wholly or partly, upon some intentional

background or context that so to speak from the outside provides further

determination to the objectual relation of the particular lived experience.

The functional point of view, with its focus on synthesis and on the

constituting manifolds of noetic phenomena, implies a rejection of the

idea of self-contained units of noematic sense, conceived as notional

elements out of which representations or mediating contents are put

together. Here one should insist on the descriptive phenomenological

character of the analysis of noematic sense, and reject every reification

of its result.

Through the introduction of horizon-explication within the global

framework of the functional-constitutive point of view, the question

concerning the relation to the object is regarded above all from the

dynamic point of view of “horizontal” relations between lived experi-

ences, wholly within the singular field of subjectivity.

This brings us back to the question of the “determinable X”. Ac-

cording to the present interpretation, this notion should be regarded as a
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descriptive noematic notion. The idea that different lived experiences

may share “one and the same determinable X” should be understood

simply in terms of a neutral dynamic noematic analysis of harmoniously

constituted “synthetic unity”. To interpret the notion of the “determin-

able X” in terms of some ideal vehicle of intentionality in concreto

seems to be wholly misguided. This holds in particular of ideas accord-

ing to which the instantiation of a repeatable and self-contained “deter-

minable X” alone determines the objectual relation of an intentional

experience.

According to the phenomenological point of view, the question con-

cerning real co-directedness and identity of meaning must be answered

through a clarification of the constitution of “real identity”, which never

is absolutely warranted, but always has the character of a presumptive

idea in the Kantian sense. The idea according to which the identity of a

“determinable X”, conceived as a phenomenological content of inten-

tionality in concreto, warrants real co-directedness tacitly relies on

highly problematic presuppositions concerning some kind of mecha-

nism or medium of objective representation.

Smith and McIntyre are thus on the wrong track when they assume

that all the potential lived experiences belonging to the horizon of an

object (with regard precisely to its identifiability) necessarily are co-

directed and share the same “determinable X”.
26

 Contrary to this,

Husserl rather holds that insofar as the horizon is open, although within

a strictly pre-delineated framework, the identity of the object also

remains open. Accordingly, there is a room of play with regard to the

possible constitution of the object, both in the wide sense of constitu-

tion, which corresponds to the synthetic unity of what may turn out to

be “merely intended identity”, and in the narrow sense of constitution,

which corresponds to the Kantian idea of “real transcendent identity”.

On the interpretation of Smith and McIntyre, the identity of the object

and the possibility of co-directedness are simply taken for granted as

warranted by an identical phenomenological content. On closer scru-

tiny, this implies that the relevant notion of identity cannot be the notion

of the concrete identity of an actual object, but merely an abstract

notion corresponding to an array of possibilia that are compatible with

                                                  
26

 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 244 ff.
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what a given sense prescribes of the intended object.
27

 This notion is of

course not sufficient with regard to real co-directedness to actual

objects, such as they de facto are.
 28

Since Smith and McIntyre hold that Husserl – at least with regard to

the kinds of acts that are given a paradigmatic role in his conception of

intentionality – is committed to “a de re form of definiteness, in fact

unachievable by the sense of a definite description”, they claim that the

determinable X-sense should be interpreted as a non-descriptive vehicle

of de re intentional directedness, as “the intensional token for the object

itself”.
29

 However, they also immediately note that a theory according

to which de re intentional directedness occurs solely in virtue of a

noematic sense of this kind faces a serious problem with regard to the

context-sensitivity of perception and demonstrative reference. They

conclude that the objectual relation cannot be determined by the sense

alone, and that “Husserl’s basic theory” must be “modified or extended

to what we might call a ‘pragmatic’ theory of intentionality, in analogy

with a pragmatic as opposed to a purely semantic analysis of linguistic

reference”. In Husserl’s notion of horizon-analysis they see a step

towards such an extended theory, although still limited to “immanent

contextual factors”, such as background beliefs.
30

Their interpretation of Husserl’s notion of horizon is however still

based on the idea of a purely referential X-sense, which by itself

prescribes a definite object, and purely attributive predicate-senses,

which hence serve to determine an object whose identity is already

established. Similarly, when they claim that, according to Husserl, the

                                                  
27

 Cf. op. cit., pp. 268 ff.
28

 It should be noted that Husserl’s conception of individual identity rules out the
possibility of “trans-world identity” and also, it appears, the very idea of “individual”
merely possible worlds. As little as there is a special class of merely possible objects,
is there a special class of merely possible worlds. Only by “binding” possibilities to
an already given situation of affairs in an already given world one may make sense of
the idea of the individual identity of possibilia, but even then talk of individual
possibilia should be regarded as improper, valid only under the assumption of a
certain course of the actual world.

29
 Smith & McIntyre, Husserl and Intentionality, pp. 211 ff , 316.

30
 Op. cit., pp. 219 ff. One may note that the description model of intentionality

could be modified or extended in a similar manner and that the non-descriptive
model hence does not fare any better as long as one holds on to the idea that
intentionality is mediated solely by abstract senses of a kind corresponding to general
meaning-functions of linguistic expressions.
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horizon of an act is pre-delineated “not only by the ‘explicit’ Sinn of the

act itself, but also by the Sinne of the subject’s relevant background

beliefs, both a priori and empirical”
31

, they take the contribution of the

background to be wholly attributive, although they hold that it contains

beliefs that are fundamental to the concepts without which one could

not have anything particular at all in mind.
32

 To my mind, such beliefs,

if beliefs they are, ought rather to be interpreted as mere explications of

sense than as general beliefs about already introduced objects and

determinations. In general, what Smith and McIntyre take to be an affair

of additional beliefs and their propositional senses, I take to be a matter

of the concrete sense of the intended object, which may be explicated

precisely in terms of implicated synthetic achievements. As seen, this

ought to be Husserl’s view as well.

In the final chapter of their study, Smith and McIntyre provide the

basis of a further “pragmatic” extension of the basic Husserlian theory,

in terms of the demonstrative or indexical character of perceptual

acquaintance and the genesis of individuative intentions. They hold on

to the idea that a definite and non-descriptive X-sense functions as the

vehicle of definite intentional directedness and that co-directedness

boils down to entertaining the same abstract X-sense, but with the

addition that the X-sense must be “introduced” in an appropriate

manner, for example within the unity of context-dependent demonstra-

tive perceptual acquaintance.
33

 Here they seem in fact to waver between

the conception of the X-sense as an objective intensional entity with an

intrinsic representational capacity and the notion of the X-sense as a

mere anaphoric placeholder that somehow refers back to the intentional

content of the intention or intentions through which it was introduced

within the history of a particular subject’s conscious experience. They

even suggest that the X-sense may undergo changes with regard to its

intensional value during the course of this history. This introduces a

host of problems regarding the identity of the X-sense, in particular

insofar as it should correspond to a unique phenomenological character,

the presence of which is a sufficient and necessary condition of co-

directedness of direct definite intentions. At any rate it seems to amount

                                                  
31

 Op. cit., p. 252.
32

 Op. cit., pp. 249 ff.
33

 Op. cit., pp. 362 ff, 387 ff.
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to a rejection of the fundamental ideas of their interpretation of

Husserl’s conception of intentionality in terms of abstract intensional

entities functioning as mediators.

The fundamental problem with “referential” interpretations of the

“determinable X” is that they amount to a separation of the fully

determinate objectual relation of intentional directedness from the

intentional individuation of an intentional object. According to my

interpretation, the latter is purely a matter of the manner of intentional

determination, in virtue of which an object is intentionally rendered as

being such and such, and that in such a manner that the identity of the

objectual correlate is fixed, but not necessarily determined. Thereby the

“object simpliciter” remains a partly indeterminate and further deter-

minable “X”: a correlate of a further synthetic unity, which is more or

less determinately pre-delineated in virtue of the actual manner of

determination. But this pre-delineation also amounts to an intrinsic rule

without which the possibility of misidentification does not make sense.

4. Orientation, situatedness and commitment to the world

The root of the problem of the occasionality of empirical meaning is

that the intentional individuation of real being essentially relates to

occasional and subjective-relative spatio-temporal determinations. The

basic intuition is present already in LU I:3:

Consider, for example, the deficiencies of the determination of times

and places, our inability to determine them in any other manner than by

means of the relation to already given individual existents, while these

themselves are inaccessible to an exact determination that is not mud-

dled by any use of expressions with an essentially subjective signifi-

cance. Cross out the essentially occasional expressions from our lan-

guage and attempt to describe any subjective experience in an unambi-

guous and objectively determinate manner. Every attempt is obviously

futile. (XIX/1, 96)

However, in LU I:3 Husserl also attempts to dispose of the irreducibility

of the occasional and subjective-relative features of intentional indi-

viduation by conceiving it as a merely factual limitation of human

cognition and as external to the logico-semantic essence of signifying.
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According to the new conception of the constitution of empirical

meaning, the identity of meaning is correlated to the Kantian idea of an

infinitely progressive fulfilment of an occasionally anchored horizon of

pre-delineated possibilities of harmonious synthesis, within the over-

arching unity of the fallible rational disclosure of the world of actual

experience. In this manner the actual sense of objectivation determines

a rule of rational identification that on every given occasion pertains to

a synthesis with the actually lived objectivation itself, within the actual

totality of world-experience, and that hence cannot be fully detached

from empirical subjectivity.

Against the background of this conception, which leaves room for

the irreducibility of the occasional and subjective-relative features of

intentional individuation, it becomes possible to make good sense of a

passage from the beginning of “The Problem of the ideality of mean-

ing” that has not yet been examined in this study. Immediately after the

initial distinction between pure and empirical meaning Husserl makes

the following preliminary remarks on the subjective-relativity of

empirical meaning:
.

Meanings directed to something real, i.e. something individual, encom-

passes in a certain manner a relation to the person expressing herself or

(or rather: and) the person understanding the expression. Signifying di-

rected to an individual object would be fulfilled by an intuition, which

necessarily implies an actual relation to the subject enacting the signi-

fying. If I intend Berlin, the Reichtagsgebäude, the castle of Berlin etc.,

and if I mean it by these very words in the manner of an actual state-

ment, then this explicit positing would be fulfilled by any positing intui-

tion that either posits the object in the manner of a recollection or posits

it in an imaginative intuition, which is in turn tied to intentions finding

their realising fulfilment in new intuitions and ultimately in intuitions of

my surroundings, in which I find myself as the central point. In the sim-

ple recollection, given that it is veridical, I find myself as the central

member of the surroundings of the recollection, and, in addition, as such

this recollection stands in an intentional relation to the here and now and

the actuality of myself and my surroundings. The same goes for the

positing of something fictional and the expressive relation to it. The

name Zeus refers to the object of a mythological notion, and that as the

object of a mythological notion belonging to the Greek folk religion etc.

In other words, the person expressing herself and the person under-

standing the expression should rationally find themselves in the same

world as the individual object of reference. And if it is an object of fic-

tion, then they both belong to the world in which the object of fiction
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quasi-is; on the other hand, in communicative understanding they could

find themselves in the same world of fancy only if, for them, this world

is related to a common actual world. But what has this to do with the

question of the identity and objectivity of meaning and with the question

of the objectivity of truth? (XXVI, 203)

Well, quite a lot, it seems. What Husserl seems to be after is how the

clarification of the sense of the underlying objectivations, within a

dynamic system of orientation and intentional situatedness, leads back

to occasional subjective-relative modes of intentional individuation. The

constitution of meaning cannot be detached from the horizontal pre-

delineation within the actual field of subjectivity. This horizontal pre-

delineation is in turn anchored to occasional modes of intentional

individuation that within a dynamic system of orientation are accessible

and intelligible only as belonging to the horizon of actual orientation,

constantly originating anew from the here and now and the presently

given actuality of the subject and her surroundings. Husserl also

indicates how the lived experiences of others may be indirectly com-

prised within a pre-delineated system of worldly situatedness and

orientation.

In a manuscript published as an appendix to Ideas Husserl makes

several interesting remarks on this topic. Husserl begins by stating the

essential occasionality of all empirical statements, but the main point

does not relate to the occasionality of expressions, but to the essential

occasionality of intentional individuation of real being, which always is

relative to the here and now of actual experience:

In all empirical predications the tenses are expressed. For example:

Göttingen is situated on the Leine. Here we are referring to the presently

existing Göttingen as existing in a duration that extends itself around the

now. And the now is the actual present tense, which also is expressed in

the ‘is’ insofar as the predicative determination [Beschaffenheit] is in-

tended as the one belonging to the object in this duration, itself extend-

ing itself over this duration. (And the now is the temporal actuality). In

the past Göttingen was a miserable hole. Here Göttingen may be thought

of as the present Göttingen, which however during an earlier (indeter-

minate) period of its duration was a miserable hole. On the other hand,

Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon: that is the past Caesar, whose pastness

receives its sense through the relation to the experienced now (of the

judging, experiencing person).
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The tenses are: is now, is past, is going to be. Likewise, we have the

determinations of place: is there, in every possible spatial direction ori-

entated around the absolute here, the experienced here.

There is always a halo of experience, a space-time scheme, which is

experienced, which the perceiving and judging subject so to speak car-

ries with him and which in turn in a certain manner carries him within

itself, insofar as the experiencing subject posits himself in the here and

now as his own. How this is done is another question. (III/2, 519)

Husserl acknowledges that the dynamic unity of intentional orientation

that is implicated in the intentional individuation of real being has a

complex structure, characterised by different levels of relativity with

regard to the points of reference. Intentional individuation presupposes

an implicit positing of oneself as situated in the experienced world.

Every conceivable spatio-temporal being or determination is orientated

in relation to the experiencing subject, but the experiencing subject may

also orientate himself in relation to given objects and events.

According to Husserl the scheme of orientation is not an empty for-

mal structure. In concreto, orientation demands the givenness of spatio-

temporal stuff, providing necessary points of reference. The lived body

carries the here and now in itself and is orientated vis-à-vis actually

given surroundings:

The scheme of experience is however not an empty form without con-

tent. The here and now and the surroundings grouped around it are con-

tinually filled out: an original spatio-temporal horizon is determined as

filled out; its fullness lies in the actually experienced objectuality and

the continually actually experienced lived body, which carries the here

and the now in itself. Likewise the actually experienced lived experi-

ence with its actual now and the actual, albeit partially indeterminate

retentions and recollections. (III/2, 519 f)

Husserl stresses the irreducibility of the occasional and subjective-

relative individuation. All individualising determinations are relative to

the actual here and now and thus to the actuality of the lived body:

Every particular being objectivated in its thisness, for example as when I

say Göttingen, Napoleon, this chair, is as an individual existent an ob-

ject of consciousness through the circumstance that the individuality

[das Individuelle] appears as related to the actual hic et nunc, which is

the absolutely necessary, albeit floating, point of orientation in relation

to every instance of individual being. I find myself in the here and now,

and the self [das Ich] in the actuality of its being is inseparable from it.
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Everything that is objectivated as something individual is in the objecti-

vation in question necessary orientated in relation to me precisely

through the here and now, in relation to which it is necessarily orien-

tated. Here the self and its actual here and now is not an object of refer-

ence, but it is necessarily co-experienced [mit bewußt]. Everything that

is intended as something individual is objectivated as related to it. The

here and now is not an object of thought [ein Gedachtes], it is not ob-

jectivated in an indirect manner, for instance through concepts. (III/2,

520 f)

The manner in which intentional individuation of real being always

relates to the here and now of empirical subjectivity is thus not to be

thought of in terms of an objectifying grasp of the lived body and the

actually present lived experience. The basic form of intentional indi-

viduation is not a conceptual representation of individualising determi-

nations as orientated in relation the here and now of the subject. The

scheme of orientation is not a conceptual system of spatio-temporal

determination, but precisely a structure of lived, experienced orienta-

tion, which precedes and is presupposed by any indirect conceptual

representation of individualising determinations. The constant co-

awareness of the actually filled out now and here of the lived body is

pre-reflective and non-objectifying.

According to this conception, the horizon of an empirical objectiva-

tion, which always is intrinsically related to a whole situated vista of the

world, implicates a horizon of pre-delineated lived experiences of

embodied orientation and comportment. The constitution of the object

implicates the constitution of the lived body as situated organ of

dynamic perception. In this study I will not go further into the questions

of the phenomenological clarification of the different levels of relativity

that characterises situated orientation vis-à-vis spatio-temporal points of

reference.

In the draft of a new version of LI VI:5 Husserl reaffirms the irre-

ducibility of occasional intentional individuation:

There is not any imaginable thing that could be determined without re-

lation to the hic et nunc (the centres of orientation) of the actually de-

termining subject, and how far the objectivity of science, the highly in-

creased inter-subjectivity may yet go in neutralising the contingencies of

particular notions [Auffassungen]: every giving of sense is nevertheless

bound to these “contingencies”. Every objective temporal determination

has its intelligibility [Verständnisinhalt] for me in my changing, but as a
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ground-point necessary now, as every spatial determination in the here.

(XX/1, 271)

In the manuscript published as an appendix to Ideas Husserl claims that

the empathetic understanding of others involves an indirect making

present of another situated perspective on the world. But this in turn

presupposes the lived experience of one’s own actually filled out here

and now, in relation to which every conceivable perspective of world-

experience must be situated. Husserl’s considerations on this point

implies that the experience of the immediate environment, wherein the

lived body that carries the centres of orientation is situated, horizontally

pre-delineates, in a more or less determinate manner, every possible

world-directed objectivation. Every object in the world is correlated to

possible intentional lived experiences within a singular field of empiri-

cal subjectivity, pre-delineated and delimited by the actual content of

experience:

Indirectly objectivated is the here and now that I in empathetic under-

standing of another person ascribe to her as her basic point of orienta-

tion. But the other himself and everything that I objectivate as orientated

in relation to him may be objectivated only in orientation to my imme-

diate, so to speak living here and now as my environment. We can also

express this in the following manner: Every individual object may be

objectivated only as an object of my, the objectivator’s, environment.

This is merely another way of saying that every individual being objec-

tivated in its thisness by necessity is orientated in relation to the central

point of the environment, to the here and now that necessarily comes

into conscious awareness together with the objectivating self, and that in

the manner of original, perceptual, experiential consciousness. So, this

is the groundwork of all conscious empirical experience. In the same

manner that I cannot have empirical experience of something, posit it in

its thisness, without positing my central point of empirical experience,

my here and now and an endless spatio-temporal horizon, which itself is

experienced, I cannot imagine something without imagining it either in

relation to the experienced here and now and the horizon of empirical

experience, i.e. the experienced scheme of orientation, or in relation to

an imagined scheme of orientation. (III/2, 521)

From my “here” I have the endless horizon of the empirical past and I

likewise have an endless horizon of empirically posited future, and in

this temporal environment everything that I speak of as individual, ac-

tual and empirically possible being lies. And likewise as regards space.

Everything spatial is a there to the here in a three-dimensional manifold.

Only insofar as there are certain relations of interchange between my
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orientations and the orientations of another, which each can grasp and

acknowledge from the point of view of his orientation, understanding

and inter-subjective positing and judging are possible. (III/2, 521 f)

Finally, Husserl makes some interesting remarks that suggest that

intentional individuation of individual being implies a commitment to

the reality of the world, in the sense that the mere sense of the objecti-

vation implicates such a commitment. Husserl claims that experiential

consciousness does not merely posit objectual existence, but “posits into

the realm of existence [ins Dasein versetzendes]” and that this “presup-

poses [voraussetzt] a ground of existence [Daseinsboden] of which

there is consciousness” (III/2, 520). Every empirical objectivation

presupposes a ground of reality [Wirklichkeitsboden], a horizon of

reality “that through my experienced here and now is posited and

experienced as an horizon of empirical experience” (III/2, 522).

It seems that it must be in virtue of such an implicit commitment to

the reality of the world that it makes sense to speak of the true identity

of intended objects, and hence of true co-directedness and true identity

of meaning. It is through implicit commitment to established points of

reference and to the true being of the world that even “objectless” acts

may have a fixed reference, with regard to which it makes sense to

speak of true co-directness (cf. XXVI, 217). Instead of an existence-

dependence of intentional directedness to realia and empirical meaning,

Husserl may thus rather speak of a dependence on existential commit-

ment within an overarching commitment to the world, as an integral part

of the realisation of empirical meaning.

5. Intentionality, subjectivity and the real world

I will conclude this chapter by some general reflections with regard to

the problem of the occasionality of empirical meaning and the concep-

tion that emerges out of Husserl’s attempt to deal with it. The aim is to

elucidate the significance of a global first person perspective on

intentionality and the constitution of transcendent reality. The reflec-

tions terminate in a short consideration of the question of inter-

subjective co-directedness.
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The issues underlying the problem of empirical meaning suggest that

fully determinate directedness to individual being is bound to the

facticity of lived experience in such a manner that questions concerning

co-directedness may be answered only if one assumes a certain exter-

nalisation of subjective life itself, binding intentional lived experiences

to situations in the context of the experienced world. This is due to the

essentially subjective-relative manner in which individual being is

intentionally individuated, namely as, directly or indirectly, oriented

vis-à-vis centres of orientation that are themselves situated in the world.

From a so-called third person perspective, in which posited lived

experiences are eo ipso located to the spatio-temporally individuated

bodies of persons, this may seem to be as obvious as can be, in particu-

lar in the basic case of direct perceptual acquaintance. For example, a

person can directly perceive an object only if she is situated in a suitable

manner in relation to it.

The question is whether one may account for this even from a first

person perspective. Husserl suggests that the intentional individuation

of existents fundamentally involves the implicit positing of oneself as

situated in a suitable manner in relation individual existents in the

world. A thing may be intentionally individuated as perceptually in

front of me only if I am unthematically or implicitly aware of myself as

situated in the world. This belongs to the individuating sense of the

object as an object belonging to the given world.

That intentional individuation is bound to the facticity of lived expe-

rience may seem to indicate that intentional directedness to individual

existents depends upon the “external” context of the situated lived

experience in question, if not necessarily upon the existence of the

intended object. Such a notion presupposes a third person perspective.

Given a first person perspective, one may then raise the following

objection: that the fully determinate understanding of other persons as

being intentionally directed to determinate objects implies an awareness

of them as suitably situated vis-à-vis existents in the already given

world does not imply that fully determinate intentional directedness

depends upon something external to the phenomenological content of

lived experience.

Starting a slightly a new line of reasoning, one may argue that it is

not possible to decide whether two lived experiences are co-directed
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simply by regarding their intrinsic features, even if their factual indi-

viduality is taken into consideration.

Here one should note that, with regard to a third person perspective,

the very idea of regarding lived experiences in this manner may be

misleading, precisely since they are essentially subjective and cannot be

regarded from the outside. The physical image of an “inside” related to

an “outside” seems to be wholly inappropriate in this case. Although it

is objective in the sense of being “in itself”, the subjective being of

lived experiences is not in itself characterised by the objectivity of

natural being in the substantial unity of the natural world. Subjective

being may only indirectly become an object of objective determination

within the unity of the objective, inter-subjectively accessible world.

Let us however disregard this problem for the moment.

It seems that particular lived experiences cannot be conceived in their

individuality without already being conceived as somehow located in

relation to a given point of reference in the spatio-temporal context of

the world or, in the case of one’s own lived experiences, at least in

relation to the living present as the source-point of one’s own stream of

consciousness. The centres of orientation relevant to the interpretation

of assumed instances of subjective-relative intentional individuation

will already be more or less determinately inscribed within a context of

spatio-temporal or temporal exteriority. The possibility of conceiving

lived experiences in their individuality thus presupposes the givenness

of a structured context of exteriority.

At this point, one may perhaps suggest that it is possible to conceive

the intrinsic content of lived experience in abstraction from this “exter-

nal” manner of locating the lived experience in question. This would

result in a conception of a “certain” lived experience, exemplifying an

explicable subjective-relative manner of intentional individuation, in

relation to centres of orientation that are left wholly indeterminate.

If we conceive the intrinsic intentional content of lived experiences

in this manner, then it seems to be the case that co-directedness cannot

be a matter solely of the intrinsic content of two different lived experi-

ences. In order to be able to establish co-directedness one must also be

able to situate and orientate the lived experiences in relation to each

other within a common spatio-temporal context, which of course

presupposes that they are located in the same world.
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It should be noted that this does not imply that co-directedness does

not make sense from a purely first person perspective. It does however

imply that a clarification of the possibility of co-directedness from a

first person perspective will demand a clarification of the possibility of

establishing an “external” frame of reference. It also suggests that one

must rely on such an “external” frame of reference even when it comes

to establishing co-directedness of some of one’s own lived experiences.

This does not exclude that this frame of reference is ultimately subjec-

tive-relative or egocentric. Consider for example the phenomenon of

keeping track of objects, which, according to Husserl’s conception,

implies keeping track of one’s own position as well of the positions of

given points of reference, and that within a system of relative orienta-

tion that ultimately refers back to the absolute “here and now” of the

lived body as the centre of orientation.

According to Husserl, the subjective intentional content of a lived

experience directed to a transcendent existent suffices only to fix the

objectual correlate in a subjective-relative manner, but not to exhaus-

tively determine it. From a first person perspective, this may however

very well be sufficient. It would be misguided to expect a situation-

independent and objectively exhaustive objectivation. It would also be

misguided to think that the subjective content must be supplemented by

an external context in order to yield fully determinate intentional

directedness.
34

 From a first person perspective, the ultimate “principle

of individuation” is to be found in the actual livedness of the subjective

phenomenon of lived orientation centred around the “here and now” of

the lived body. Only from an indirect third person perspective on

intentional directedness, such subjective-relative manners of intentional

individuation may seem to be in need of being anchored in an external

content in order to yield fully determinate intentional directedness.

From such a perspective, it may seem to be the case that the subjective

lived experience may remain the same under a variation the of “exter-

nal” context, and that which object is actually “picked out” by the

subjective content depends on the context, in a manner that evades

reflective command.

                                                  
34

 For an argument to this effect, see George H. Miller, “How phenomenological
content determines the intentional object”.
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As argued in chapter four, the conception of intentional directedness

as a purely subjective phenomenological character excludes both

externalism and representational theories of intentionality. Above all, it

amounts to a rejection of the idea that there must be a further account of

how subjective contents may “pick out” objects in a given domain of

cognition, apart from the clarification and explication of the intrinsic

sense of intentional directedness as a mere subjective character.

Here, one may raise a number of fundamental objections. Regarded

by itself a particular intentional lived experience does not seem to add

up to more than precisely a mere subjective phenomenon, lacking real

objective reference. Even the most comprehensive synthetic unity of

subjective lived experience, constituted within a given stream of

consciousness, does not seem to amount to more than a mere subjective

world-phenomenon. Given this conception, on what grounds could one

possibly claim that lived experiences, solely in virtue of their intrinsic

make-up, may be directed to transcendent objects in an objective world,

and more exactly to transcendent objects in the objective world, which

may be common to an open-ended manifold of co-subjects? Given this

conception, could it really make any sense at all to say that different

lived experiences may be intentionally directed to one and the same

object? Could there ever be more than the mere subjective phenomenon

of “one and the same object”, i.e. the merely subjective noematic unity

of “one and the same object simpliciter” as synthetically rendered

through a manifold of continuous or distinct objectivations, involving

different momentary noematic senses, different manners of presenta-

tion?

With regard to co-directedness of lived experiences belonging to

different subjects the problem seems to be still more acute, since here

even such an inter-subjective synthetic unity must certainly be excluded

by the solipsistic nature of subjectivity. Yet, the whole discussion so far

has been based on the presupposition that an intentional lived experi-

ence may indeed be correlated to an objective extension and that

different intentional lived experiences, belonging to the same subject or

to different subjects, may very well be correlated to the same extension.

Let us take a further step and complicate the issue by introducing yet

another dimension. It seems that, on closer scrutiny, the preceding

considerations make sense only if we have already taken for granted
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certain matters of fact that are external to the individual lived experi-

ences themselves, above all that there indeed are certain individual

existents, lived bodies and points of reference in an existing world,

related to each other in an appropriate manner. That we may take this

for granted, does this not suggest that co-directedness will always

depend upon what is in fact the case in the relevant domain?

The “identity” of individual being is itself a matter of fact. As

Husserl’s considerations suggest, it is not sufficient that two lived

experiences fit together in a consistent unity corresponding to a unity of

compossible determinations of one and the same object. It does not

matter whether we are dealing with some kind of pure or free, i.e.

empirically unlimited, possibility or whether we limit ourselves to

possibilities consistent with other already assumed facts about the given

world. That the assumption of identity is consistent with the assumption

of certain eidetic truths, perhaps in conjunction with certain empirical

truths, cannot amount to more than the possibility of identity and hence

the possibility that two such acts may be co-directed. Actual co-

directedness presupposes that the world de facto is such that if there is

an object satisfying the identifying description explicating the individu-

ating content of the one act, then it also satisfies the description expli-

cating the content of the other act. Even if the factual individuality of

intentional lived experiences is taken into consideration, be they

indirectly individuated as located to lived bodies in the spatio-temporal

and causal context of the given world or directly individuated within the

order of the subjective flow of consciousness, something more is thus

needed in order to establish whether there is co-directedness or not.

This much seems to be certain, that straightforward claims such that

a given subjective lived experience has this or that objective reference,

for example that this or that object (in a straightforward, unmodified

sense) is identical to the intended object, or that different subjective

lived experiences are directed to one and the same transcendent object

in one and the same transcendent and objective world already imply the

assumption of an objective reality that is transcendent in relation to

every given unity of subjective lived experience. Without such an

assumption the question concerning the “identity of intentional objects”

could never concern more than mere subjective figments.
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However, this does not necessarily imply that this question cannot be

dealt with from a purely phenomenological perspective. Perhaps the

picture of an unbridgeable gap between merely subjectively determined

correlates and transcendent things in themselves, including other

subjects and their experiences, is a mere “transcendental illusion”
35

,

arising out of an unwarranted absolutisation of the world of experience

and a neglect of subjective phenomena that, in the objectivation of

oneself as being in the world, makes possible the drawing of the border

between what is internal to one’s own lived experience and what is

external?

In effect, this much seems to be certain as well, that the questions

raised above already presuppose that there can be intentional directed-

ness that is in itself characterised as directedness to a determinate

transcendent object belonging to a transcendent and objective real

world, and more precisely to the world of actual unmodified experience.

From a first person perspective it does indeed not seem to make sense to

posit a world in itself that radically transcends the sense and validity

that the world may have purely as a correlate of the lived experiences

making up the subjective constitution of a transcendent objective real

world as such. Moreover, in the purely phenomenological attitude, the

world of naive experience, including myself as a being in the world,

remains in a modified sense, precisely insofar as it is constituted as a

correlate of the actual phenomenon of the world.

According to Husserl’s conception of the constitution of reality, the

basic level comprises the phenomena of original evidence or givenness,

which for the experiencing subject make up the “assertoric” or unmo-

dalised presence of transcendent existents as such, albeit with a reflec-

tively explicable horizon of possible modalisation of validity through

further experience. Such phenomena make up ultimate and unsurpass-

able, but not irrevocable, reasons of justification, with regard to every-

thing that may have sense and validity for a subject of lived experience,

including every conceivable transcendent objective real world in itself

and every conceivable co-subject. From the first person perspective it

seems to be a possibility not only that objects are intended precisely as

                                                  
35

 Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, pp. 337 f. Cf. Iso Kern, Husserl
und Kant, pp. 283 f.
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entities belonging to the world of unmodified experience, i.e. to the real

world, but also that the true reality of these objects is corroborated,

albeit in a fallible manner.

From a phenomenological point of view, even the questions of mere

co-directedness, including the questions evoked by the claim that a

lived experience may be intentionally directed to a real transcendent

object, already belong within the confines of the phenomenological

clarification of the constitution of reality.

Although this implies that only a further process of constitution may

bear out that there is not merely intentional directedness, but also a

corresponding real object with a determinate real identity, it does not

exclude that it is solely in virtue of its intrinsic make-up that a particular

intentional lived experience has the intentional character of fully

determinate directedness to a given real object.

But is this sufficient to meet the fundamental objections to the first

person perspective? It may be granted that such constitutive considera-

tions are relevant with regard to the question of how co-directedness

and meaning may be constituted as objects of cognition. It may further

be granted that the constitution of empirical meaning always already

implies the constitution of the world and cannot be a matter of pure

reflection upon a sphere of ideal immanence, independent of the

exteriority and facticity of the actually experienced world. However, is

it not the case that these constitutive considerations concern merely how

we may come to know or rationally posit identity of meaning and co-

directedness in general, i.e. at most something like their “being for us”?

Is there not a more fundamental question of what constitutes co-

directedness “in itself”, quite apart from the ways in which it may be

borne out within the subjective constitution of the world?

Granted phenomenological internalism with regard to fully determi-

nate intentional directedness, the answer to this question must be

negative. The problem of the identity of intentional objects can only be

dealt with as a constitutive problem within the sphere of subjectivity,

since there is not any further “in itself” of intentionality beyond its first

person livedness. Intentionality is fundamentally something purely

subjective.

This holds even with regard to the intentional lived experiences of

other persons. Here, one must distinguish between, on the one hand, a
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third person perspective in the sense of a perspective relating to persons

precisely as other subjects with unique spheres of subjective being and,

on the other hand, a third person perspective in the sense of an imper-

sonal perspective relating solely to objective nature. Another person is

not an existent characterised by the objectivity of nature. My own

subjective life is not inter-subjectively accessible in the manner of

natural being, as a substantial unity that may be originally presented in a

manifold of direct perceptual experiences and that with regard to its

nature is independent in relation to every particular perspective. The

same holds for what makes up the subjective life of other persons, for

example particular fully determinate intentional lived experiences.

Lived experience and intentionality are simply not to be found in the

natural (physical) world of the purely objective-natural attitude.

There cannot be a natural-objective perspective on intentionality as a

purely subjective phenomenological character. It does not make sense to

conceive intentionality in terms of external relations between occur-

rences of subjective life, conceived as the “inside” of a natural body,

and the world, and it makes even less sense to conceive it in terms

external relations between a “worldless” or “disembodied” stream of

lived experience and an “external” world. The same goes for the idea of

an objective, external perspective on co-directedness, understanding it

in terms of an objective or external correlation of subjective lived

experiences, belonging to one and the same subject or distributed over

different subjects, vis-à-vis each other and the world. The very idea of

an “objective” perspective on a manifold of different monads of

subjective life – regarded in abstraction from the indirect externalisation

of other subjects as subjects consciously disposing themselves in the

unity of a lived natural body – and of some kind of objectively con-

ceived union or pre-established harmony between such monads seems

to bring in a host of problems. One may wonder if it may be given a

clear and distinct sense at all.
36

                                                  
36

 With regard to the phenomenology of inter-subjectivity and to Husserl’s notion
of the essentially inter-subjective constitution of objective being, I would like to
make the following remark. To my mind, it is essential to avoid conceiving transcen-
dental inter-subjectivity as some kind of substantial unity. One may perhaps discern
tendencies towards a metaphysics of the community of monads in Husserl’s writings.
It is, however, very important to distinguish the phenomenological investigations of
subjectivity from the idea of a metaphysical “interpretation” of the “transcendental
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So far, the formulation of the problem in the present section has

tacitly relied on a certain naivety with regard to the identity of inten-

tional objects. Although the claim concerning the existence-

independence of intentional directedness may have been left uncom-

promised with regard to the existence of particular intended objects, the

existence of a world of extensional evaluation, comprising compossible

values of fully determinate extensions, has been tacitly assumed in the

formulation of the problem of the identity of intentional objects.

However, this shows merely that fully determinate interpretations of

intentional directedness presuppose a commitment to the existence of a

world of evaluation, but not that intentional directedness is something

non-subjective and transcendent.

Given phenomenological internalism, the only option seems to be to

understand the notion of “identity of intentional objects” purely in terms

of the subjective constitution of objects, realised through the synthetic

unity of lived experience that is itself subjective and thus is bound to a

given sphere of first person experience.

This does however not mean that co-directedness cannot be con-

ceived as an objective state of affairs, although it certainly excludes that

we are dealing with states of affairs of a purely natural-objective kind. It

is obvious that it makes good sense to say that different lived experience

belonging to different subjects are directed to one and the same object.

According to the purely phenomenological conception of intentionality,

they are so directed solely in virtue of their intrinsic make-up, whether

they are actually connected through synthesis of evident identification

or not.

Here, the fundamental idea is that the phenomenological character of

fully determinate intentional directedness, the intrinsic subjective sense,

in itself determines the principles of the constitution of the “reality” and

“real identity” of the intended object, and that these principles may be

explicated solely through a first person reflection upon the manner in

which an intentional lived experience in itself pre-delineates and

motivates a further synthetic unity of lived experience. The pre-

delineated unity of the lived constitution of the world, which in every

                                                                                                                                   

fact” that a world is constituted and that a community of monads constituting this
world are constituted.
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given case is pre-delineated as the horizon of a particular actual unity of

subjective lived experience, provides the relevant “context” with regard

to which talk of co-directedness makes sense. Co-directedness presup-

poses that the lived experiences in question fit together in virtue of

mutual sense-implications, through which they have something to do

with each other, and that they fit together within the coherent evident

constitution of the actually given world. That transcendent real being, as

the correlate of a Kantian idea of infinitely perfectible cognition, may

never be absolutely given, implies that co-directedness may never be

absolutely given in the case of directedness to transcendent real objects.

That co-directedness already implies the existence of a particular

worldly context in which the lived experiences in question are suitably

externalised in accordance with schemes of situated orientation etc.

does not imply that fully determinate directedness depends upon

something else than the intrinsic make-up of lived experiences as such.

According to the conception presented here, it is once again a matter of

a mere “transcendental illusion”.

According to the purely phenomenological conception of intention-

ality one must also grant a fundamental priority to what may be called

the first person singular perspective. Individual subjectivity is essen-

tially “solipsistic” and the unity of constitution is itself something

essentially subjective. There is no inter-subjective unity or community

of constitution that is not essentially founded upon a purely subjective

unity of constitution. Even co-directedness of intentional lived experi-

ences belonging to different subjects, for example my own lived

experience and the lived experiences of another person, is a matter of a

constitutive unity that is inseparable from a unique originally given

solipsistic sphere of individual subjective being – to each his own. The

identification of what is constituted in my lived experiences with what

is constituted in the lived experiences of another subject is essentially

the identification of what is constituted by me with what is constituted

by me as constituted by the other (cf. CM, 129). Lived experiences

belonging to different subjects may never belong directly to a real

subjective synthetic unity, but at most be indirectly connected by means

of empathetic understanding of other subjects.

Here it is important to note that this does not really amount to an

asymmetry with regard to, on the one hand, the intentional directedness
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of my own lived experiences and, on the other, the intentional directed-

ness of the lived experiences of others. On the contrary, the point is

precisely that the other is another subject, with her own sphere of first

person givenness and her own lived experiences intrinsically character-

ised as intentionally directed to the transcendent objective real world.

That the lived experiences of co-subjects are indirectly individuated as

“located” to situated lived bodies, that their determinate intentional

content is understood in relation to a given worldly context (which then

already is bestowed with the sense of “our common context”), that the

very possibility that they are co-directed to objects in the given world

presupposes that they are thus “externalised” in a fundamentally

natural-objective context, which must, by and large, be taken for

granted – all this does not change that the thus constituted alien inten-

tional directedness, precisely insofar as it is genuine directedness of a

genuine co-subject, is a matter solely of the intrinsic phenomenological

character of lived experience, just as in the case of my own experience.

The difference is merely that I am not the subject of the lived experi-

ence in question.

This is not the place for a thorough examination of Husserl’s con-

ception of inter-subjectivity and of the fundamental analysis of the

experience of other subjects. I will limit myself to some remarks with

regard to the question of inter-subjective co-directedness. From

Husserl’s analysis, for example in the fifth of the Cartesian Medita-

tions, it follows that the constitution of other subjects already implies

inter-subjective co-directedness, insofar as another subject may be

given as such only as a co-subject of the actually constituted world.

First it should be noted that with regard to the constitution of other

subjects one must sharply distinguish between the straightforward

actual experience of a particular co-subject as such and every kind of

indirect inference to the existence of alien consciousness, for example

on the basis of assumed psycho-physical correlations. Here, I will be

concerned only with the direct experience of others.
37
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 According to Husserl, there is “direct” experience, even a direct givenness of
other embodied subjects, namely precisely as others. This givenness has the form of
an appresentation (co-presentation) founded on a mere physical appearance, but it is
nevertheless an ultimate evidential basis that cannot be reduced to indirect inference
on the basis of the givenness of “mere” bodily vehicles of “expression”, for example
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According to Husserl, the constitution of other subjects is at the same

time the “original phenomenon of objectivity” (CM, 128), insofar the

givenness of another subject already amounts to the givenness of a

common world as such. It is on the basis of this phenomenon that it

makes sense to distinguish between the world such as it may appear to

me and the world as the common factor of an in principle open-ended

manifold of subjective world-appearances belonging to an in principle

open-ended inter-subjective community (cf. CM, 109). In other words,

it gives a feasible sense to the idea of a neutralisation of empirical

subjectivity, which however, as seen earlier in this study, cannot be

unlimited.

Husserl further holds that the actual experience of a co-subject as

such is always implicitly the experience of inter-subjective co-

directedness to an interpretatively relevant constellation of worldly

objects and in particular to the lived body of the other, “the uncondi-

tionally first object, as it were” [sozusagen das an sich erste Objekt]

(CM, 128). This inter-subjective co-directedness is implied in the

constitution of other subjects. It would be presupposed already by the

very idea that the world constituted by the other is inaccessible to me

and hence wholly separate from the world constituted by me (cf. CM,

124). The pressing question is how it is at all possible.

The relevant unity of constitution cannot consist in an extra-

subjectively conceived synthesis or correspondence that really unifies

my lived experience and the alien lived experience on a common

ground. Here, everything that may be common is precisely something

that first has to be constituted. In this sense, the community of constitu-

tion must be indirect. But how may an alien lived experience, charac-

terised by fully determinate intentional directedness, be implicated, be it

merely indirectly, in a unity of constitution that fundamentally is

confined to pre-delineated synthetic unities inseparable from the

singular sphere of my lived experience?

Husserl’s answer is that it may be implicated only as a lived experi-

ence pre-delineated in my own sphere of lived experience, as an

actualisation of a possibility of experience motivated by my own actual

                                                                                                                                   

mere bodily behaviour. We perceive others no less than we perceive other transcen-
dent existents as such, and we perceive them as far as their subjective life comes to
display by means of mere physical appearances (cf. CM, 116 f, 127).
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lived experience of the world and of the object in question. It is how-

ever an actualisation that precisely does not belong to the actual unity of

my lived experience. As belonging to a unity of lived experience

constituting another “here” of embodiment, situatedness and orienta-

tion, which for me is given as a “there” in relation to the “here” of my

own body, it is excluded from the actual unity of my worldly experi-

ence, which at the same time is experience of myself as an embodied

subject and experience of the surrounding world, in accordance with a

lived scheme of orientation centred around the “here and now” of my

lived body. The alien lived experience is not directly lived by me and

cannot belong together with my lived experiences in the unity of one

lived synthetic experience, but is ”indirectly implicated as a lived

experience that, mutatis mutandis, I could have undergone if I were

there and that could have belonged in a continuous unity of constitution

together with certain other lived experiences that are in fact compossi-

ble with my actual lived experience in such unity (CM, 119 ff, 123 ff).

Constitution of co-directedness implies that there is a certain identity

with regard to the pre-delineated constitutive systems of the lived

experiences in question. To be more precise, there is only the constitu-

tive system that is more or less determinately pre-delineated by my own

lived experience:

In the appresentation of the other the synthetic systems are the same,

with all their manners of appearance, i.e. with all possible perceptions

and their noematic contents; it is only that the actual perceptions and the

manners of appearance realised in them and partly also the actually per-

ceived objects are not the same, but precisely those that may be per-

ceived from over there, and such as they are from over there. Something

similar holds with regard to everything proper and alien, even when the

original explication does not occur through perceptions. (CM, 126f)

Husserl explicitly speaks of an “identity of the systems of appearance”,

although he immediately stresses that this does not imply “absolute

identity”, but merely an identity with regard to certain “layers”. The

identity permits certain “modifications” in relation to a given “normal-

ity”, to begin with to the normality of my own situated experience.

These modifications or divergences do however not affect the func-

tional unity of constitution, but are so to speak revoked or absorbed
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within a more comprehensive agreement, within one and the same unity

of sense [Einstimmigkeit] (CM, 128 f).

Husserl suggests that, in the identification of the nature constituted

by me and the nature constituted by me as constituted by the other, the

relation of motivation unifying my straightforward directedness to the

objects in question and the indirectly implicated lived experience of the

other is similar to the relation of motivation that in the experience of

recognition unifies a present lived experience and an implicated past

experience. Like a past lived experience is obliquely implicated in a

recollection of a past event, the lived experience of the other is

obliquely implicated in the “making present” [Vergegenwärtigung] of

the experienced nature such as it appears “from there”, corresponding to

“how it would be like if I stood there instead of the alien lived body”.

Unlike recollection, as a making present that implicates my own past

experience, the making present involved in the experience of an alien

lived experience has of course the character of a making present

implicating a lived experience that is not, has not and will not be mine.

The lived experience in question is nevertheless accessible only as the

actualisation of a singular possibility more or less determinately pre-

delineated by the sense of my own lived experience (CM, 118 f, 126).

I do not think that the claim that the constitution of alien lived expe-

riences involves a making present of possibility-modifications of myself

should be interpreted in terms of a thematic and articulated enactment

of distinct imaginations or other acts of make-believe. It would further

certainly be a mistake to think that it means that there may only be mere

quasi-experience of the lived experiences of others. On the contrary,

Husserl obviously holds that these may be (fallibly) given and posited

in their singular being, although not in the same manner as my own

actual lived experiences. In the present context the main question is

however not how the reality of particular posited alien lived experiences

may be corroborated, but it concerns the indirect manner in which alien

lived experiences may be implicated in the subjective unity of constitu-

tion, in terms of which co-directedness is to be clarified.

The mode of givenness of alien subjective life is certainly, according

to Husserl, to be characterised as a form of making present, which is

indirect in comparison to the manner in which my own lived experi-

ences are directly lived by me. With regard to the present purpose, the
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important point concerns the manner in which the sense of the aware-

ness of alien lived experiences may be clarified and explicated, namely

through an oblique making present of how it would be like “if I were

there” and through a making present of pre-delineated syntheses, which

at some point intersect with pre-delineated possibilities of experience

that are in fact compossible with the actual momentary “from here on”

of my actual lived experience.

According to this conception, the singular possibility of the lived

experiences belonging to the other is implicated already in the sense of

the world conceived in abstraction from constitutive achievements

implicating other subjects and an inter-subjective community, for

example in the sense of the natural body that in the experience of the

other makes up the purely natural-objective aspect of the alien lived

body. It is however certainly not from the outset implicated as belong-

ing to the other and the other is not implicated as such. On the other

hand, it is neither implicated as belonging to me. The point is that it is

not, with regard to its content, foreign to me.

These remarks are of course far from exhaustive, but they indicate

how these issues may be dealt with from a purely phenomenological

perspective. They also serve to clarify what is really at stake in the

considerations concerning identity of meaning and co-directedness. The

implications of the global first person perspective on constitution only

gradually emerge in Husserl’s inquiries into the occasionality of the

realisation of empirical meaning, which to begin with still seem to be

caught up in certain “naive” presuppositions and distinctions with

regard to the relation between subjective lived experience and the

transcendent real world.
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In the introduction, I contended that the problem of occasionality in

Husserl’s phenomenology of meaning should be connected to the major

philosophical and hermeneutical questions raised by the Janus-

facedness of Husserl’s oeuvre, which brings together central motifs

from both rationalist objectivism and radical subjectivism.

In view of the many conflicting interpretations and assessments of

the different stages of Husserl’s philosophy, I have argued that there is

an underlying continuity in Husserl’s approach to the correlation of

subjectivity and objectivity. I have maintained that Husserl, although he

comes to put into question the boundlessness of objective reason, never

discards the motifs of objectivism altogether, but only the kind of naive

absolutism that produces the transcendental illusions of philosophical

reflection. I have also insisted that Husserl never abandons phenome-

nological internalism and the purely adverbial conception of intentional

content. The first person perspective is never deliberately contaminated

by naive assumptions of objective contents or contexts, be it in terms of

the historical life-world of inter-subjective praxis or in terms of the

physical environment of the lived body.

It may seem as if I have chosen to make it is as difficult as possible

for Husserl in my assessment of his attempt to come to grips with the

problem of occasionality. This is in a way true. There are however good

reasons for this approach. First, I think that to compromise the funda-

mental ideas and the restrictions that they imply is not to enrich, but

rather to distort the significance and potential value of Husserl’s

original contribution to philosophy. Second, I believe that it is only

within this interpretative framework that it is possible to offer a consis-

tent and well-founded reconstruction of Husserl’s line of reasoning with

regard to the problem of the occasionality of empirical meaning.
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The aim of this study has been to clarify the philosophical signifi-

cance of Husserl’s self-critical remark on the analysis of occasional

expressions in the Logical Investigations. In the preceding chapters, I

have tried to substantiate the claims that I made in the introduction and

provided extensive answers to the questions that I posed.

The “act of violence” to which Husserl refers in the remark is to be

sought neither in the details of the analysis of occasional expressions,

nor in the claim that even these expressions have objective meanings.

The problem of occasionality does moreover not relate to indexicality in

a standard sense, but is due to a tension between, on the one hand, an

underlying preconception of the relation between subjectivity and

objectivity and, on the other, the essential facticity and subject-relativity

of the intentional individuation of realia and the contingency and

inexhaustible transcendence of the world.

Husserl’s discovery of this underlying problem is connected to an

intensified reflection on the relation between signifying and experience,

between the concrete content of understanding and semantic meaning,

and on the constitution of the objects of empirical experience. The

problem has important implications with regard to the question of the

objectivity of the contents of thinking and cognition and seems to

challenge the idea of a purely phenomenological clarification of

intentional directedness to realia.

Husserl’s final solution to the problem amounts to a rejection of the

idea of the “interiority of meaning” and of the idea that the constitution

of meaning may be studied in abstraction from the constitution of

transcendent reality. This appears to be the only way to save the idea of

objective contents of thinking and cognition, while remaining true to the

basic tenets of phenomenology. According to the revised conception of

empirical meaning, the identity of meaning is transcendent and condi-

tional on the course of the world. It is correlated to a “Kantian idea” of

possible synthetic unification within the harmonious unity of the

constitution of the world of actual experience.

A central feature of the revised conception of empirical meaning is

the strict distinction between the immanent actual sense of signifying in

concreto and the semantic meaning of the constituted expression, the

meaning of which is fixed, but not determined in virtue of the occa-
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sional and finite manner of intentional individuation. Meanings are

realised as presumptive and determinable poles of signifying.

While accepting a form of externalism with regard to meaning, ac-

cording to which true identity of meaning is bound to the presumptive

existence of the experienced world, Husserl nevertheless maintains

phenomenological internalism with regard to intentionality and to the

realisation of signifying in concreto. On this view, nothing is needed in

addition to the intentional lived experience in itself in order to establish

fully determinate intentional directedness. Since intentionality is

characterised by radical subjectivity it does not even make sense to refer

to objective-natural contexts in order to account for it. The kind of

“externalisation” of lived experience needed for establishing co-

directedness is rather itself a correlate of the lived constitution of the

world in the singular field of subjectivity. This solution thus presup-

poses a global first person perspective on the experience of the world.

According to Husserl’s conception, the rules of constitution, without

which particular lived experiences could not claim to partake in con-

texts of objective significance and to be objectually related to transcen-

dent objects, are determined purely by the immanent sense of lived

experience. In the case of intentional directedness to realia, the pre-

delineated horizon of further synthetic experience is always inseparable

from the actual lived experience itself and from the lived awareness of

situated orientation.

The absolute subjectivity of intentionality and the impossibility to

conceive identity of meaning without presupposing a possible horizon-

tal unity within a singular field of subjectivity does not, however,

exclude the possibility of an open-ended inter-subjective community of

understanding. To the contrary, Husserl holds that alien lived experi-

ences are indirectly pre-delineated in the horizon of lived experience on

the basis of the pre-delineated “externalisation” of one’s own subjective

life.

It seems that the revised conception allows for existence-

independence of particular meanings, even in the case of definite

singular reference. On the other hand, Husserl contends that the actual

sense of empirical signifying always implicitly contains existential

commitments, ultimately a commitment to the reality of the world itself.

It would be through such commitments that true identity of meaning
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becomes possible as bound to the true being of the world, in more or

less direct ways. Hence it would not even be possible to merely enter-

tain empirical thoughts, without tacitly enacting such commitments.

This study has offered an elucidation of the basic ideas of Husserl’s

revised conception of empirical meaning. To reconstruct a comprehen-

sive theory on this basis would certainly be a very far-reaching under-

taking. Let me however make some remarks on interesting issues that

have only briefly surfaced in this study.

The revised conception seems to imply that the boundary between

meaning-fixing content and belief is floating, and that it even may be a

matter of degrees of centrality, permitting revisions of the meaning-

fixing content. This will have important consequences for the question

of the identity of meaning.

The vast possibilities of historical and indirect forms of intentional

individuation seem to demand important additions to the preceding

account, which relates above all to relatively direct forms of individua-

tion through perceptual acquaintance. Of particular interest is the idea

of an improper understanding that relies on a commitment to an

authoritative linguistic practice, which seems to open for an intentional

explication of the division of linguistic labour.

For the further assessment of Husserl’s conception, the question

concerning the indirect externalisation of lived experience in terms of

situated orientation in a context of spatio-temporo-substantial exterior-

ity must be of crucial importance. Here, the issue of subjective-relative

orientation vis-à-vis objective points of reference may seem to offer

serious problems for a purely phenomenological account.

The new conception of empirical signifying in concreto and of em-

pirical meaning appears to be merely a first step towards a more

comprehensive revision of the earlier understanding of meaning and

truth. Although the problem of empirical meaning serves to bring to

light the implicit presuppositions of the earlier framework and to put

them into question, Husserl only gradually realises the full extent to

which the idea of the boundlessness of reason amounts to an “act of

violence” with regard to the reality of discourse and the being of

meaning. A further step may be discerned in the late reflections on the

constitution of the life-world as a historical world of common praxis

and discourse. Here, the manner in which Husserl deals with the
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problem of empirical meaning paves the way for a deconstruction of the

prejudice in favour of a theoretical and objectifying conception of

reality. This deconstruction terminates in the acknowledgement of the

meaning-constitutive and meaning-differentiating role of contingent

human forms of receptivity and praxis, corresponding to the many-

facetted reality of the life-world.
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